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Nepal: Growth of a Nation

Preface

I have frequently shared with new amvals in Nepal the themes
developed in Nepal: Growth ofa Nation. During question periods,someone

invariably asked that I recommend a book in which these themes could be
studied at greater leisure. I was obliged to admt that no such book existed.
The book you have in your hands is my attempt to fill that netd. Nepal:
Growth o f a Nation is a survey hstory stressing the themes I tlunk are
significant to understanding the development of Nepal.
Nepal: Growth ofa Nation does not attempt to answer every question
that those in my audience asked. Even if t h ~ were
s
possible, I doubt that it
would help. We have adequate detail to understand most of the problems.
What we lack is the historical framework we need if we would question the
present effectively.
This deserves an explanation. The questions most frequently asked of
me arise from dicsatisfaction with the performance of Nepal's bureaucracy
since 1951 or dissatisfaction with the way post 1951 political systems have
mobilized the nation for development. Some questions have focused on the
events between April, 1948. and December 16, 1960. A great many more
rise from frustration with the demands of the Decentralization Act and the
bureaucracy's apparent inability to fbnction accordrng to those demands.
These questions were asked in a sincere effort to gain information.
Unfortunately, most could not understand that information when it was
suppliedbecause they failed to see that the acthities they criticized were part
of a much larger problem. Without understanding the problem, we rarely
have much success in evaluating the solutions bureaucrats or politicians
propose.
In these pages I h a ~ asked
e
the reader to focus for a time on problems
rather than solutions. Tlus is bold of me. but I have written this book for
those who work in Nepal and are sincerely concerned with root causes of
the problems they encounter. I have no illusions that Nepal: Growth ofa
Nation will clarifir to everyone's satisfaction the roots of our dmelopment
problems. nor do I espect a reading of these pages to counteract the
frustration many experience in trying to cope with a system that is unique
in its geographic and political setting. At best. I hope that my readers will
learn to question Nepal's history more wisely.
The themes I haye chosen for discussion are broad: land and man, vision
and leadership. politics for profit. control and centralization. Sketching
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these themes through hvo hundred years of Nepalese hstory is challenging.
It is even more challenging to appreciate the way the factors discussed in
the development of each theme interact to form a strong web that limits
incfividual freedom of choice and action.
Appreciating and evaluating decisions made under these constraints is
beyond the scope of Nepal: Growth o l a Nation. This book is only an
inkltation to those who work in Nepal to consider the complex socioeconomic and political heritage that is the real 'hidden hand' active in the
choices Nepalese bureaucrats and citizens must make.
These pages will provide no precise formulas for the future. At best they
will inhcate that through a turbulent political history the people of Nepal
have not remained as passive as many would have us believe. In his wisdom,
Prithvi Narayan Shah recognized the strength of Nepal's villagers and saw
h s own welfare in theirs. Is t h ~ the
s time, in the push and pull of 'source
and force', the struggle for social mobility, and the steady erosion of our
economic independence. to consider the wisdom Prithvi Narayan Shah left
us in h s Dibya Upadesh?
The events described in Nepal: Growth ofa Xation are based on sound
documents. I have chosen not to footnote each event treated, lest I weary the
reader. I have used footnotes only to provide adhtional information or to
comment. I have, however, indrcated my major sources in the hope that
some readers will choose to look further into the issues I have raised.
Although I have discussed the interpretation of events presented in
Nepal: Growth o f a Nation with many Nepalese friends, I accept full
responsibility for the ideas I have presented. Many of my friends will be
surprised at my use of 'Nepalese' in place of the more familiar 'Nepalis'.
I ask their indulgence. The less usual spelling suited my purpose and my
audience more than the more familiar one.
I would like to thank the staff of the Indian National Archives in New
Libraxy in London. Without their
Delhi and the staff of the India
assistance I could not possibly have located the records used both for my
background research and in the actual writing of this book. It was a joy to
work with people who were invariably patient with my requests.
To Mahesh Chandra Regmi, the dean of Nepalese historians, I owe
special thanks. Without his challenge, I would not have begun to write, and
without his insight and penetrating comment, I would not have realized the
implicationsof many events I have described. I regret not being able to make
better use of the materials he called to my attention.
Although I have written Nepal: Growth of a Nation for foreigners
working in Nepal, I hope my Nepalese friends will findjustification in these
pages for our long hours of &scussion and argument. Nothing will
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adequately reward their patience with me as I struggled to shape my
thoughts, but perhaps the ideas I have expressed will compensate their effort
to educate me.
My greatest thanks are due to the villagers of Nepal. They inspired me
continually with their steadfait approach to llfe. their wit, their luridness,
and the religious roots they have sunk so deep. They have been companions
on my journey of questioning the past and comrades on trails in the Hills
and in the Tarai. No h k will ever do justice to them. But I have tried.

Kathmandu, Nepal
August 15, 1993
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Chapter One

Land and People
The Nepalese nation was born against improbable odds. In the most
di&cult terrain imaginable, the Nepalese achieved &ty and then withstood the British threat to rule all South Asia. T h y , landlocked and
hedged in by great powers. the Nepalese still proudly assert their independence in the family of nations. At home. their chef concern is development.
Internationally, though Nepalese troops are evexywhere respected, the
Nepalese stand for nonalignment and peace. In fact, few have attained the
peace the Nepalese enjoy.
The story of Nepal's growth as a nation spans the years from 1744 to
1951. The locale is a @ant slice of the mmalayas measuring five hundred
miles from east to west and rangng from 100 to 150 miles north to south.
This land in which the Nepalese have built their nation is a rugged rectangle,
tip-tilted slightly to the northwest and balanced precariously between the
great plateau of Central Asia and the Indian subcontinent.
Beautrful beyond belief, Nepal is the joy of mountaineer, wanderer and
trekker alike. The land enfolds almost every type of terrain and climate
known to man. It sweeps up in great natural steps from the subtropical
lowlands to icy peaks that croun the roof of the world. Yet all is not scenic
beauty. The mountains and hllls that make up eighty-four per cent of
Nepal's surface area almost defL unity, and their stony soils yleld crops
grudgingly. Chapter by chapter, the story oWle Nepal's growth as a nation
describes the Nepalese struggle to overcome the burdens the mountains
have placed on them. Since the sweep and shape of the land have molded
Nepal and the Nepalese. we must consider these mountains carefully.
The mountains of Nepal are the youngest of the earth's great fold
mountains. They were formed by the steady northward pressure of the
Indian subcontinent against the Central Asian plateau. Viewed from the air
they seem an endless maze of ridges and peaks, without any discernible
pattern other than the steady build-up from the lower ridges in the south to
the high Himalaya in the north. There is a pattern, however, andthat pattern
is the beginning of our story.
Moving northward from the Nepal-India border, we see first a continuation of the Gangetic plain. called the Nepal Tarai. The Tarai is twenty to
thirty miles in width and stretches east to west along most of Nepal's
southern border.
In times past, the Tarai was heavily forested and known to local people
as the home of a virulent strain of malaria. called A ul fever. or simply Aul.
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Villagers feared it as a hller. Until modem pesticides controlled the
malarial mosquitoes, only the Tharus, an aboriginal people who seemed
immune to Aul. dwelt year-round in the Tarai. Nepalese landowners,
military personnel and administrators, in prudent fear ofAulJever, spent
the monsoon months in the Hills. There they stayed until the dry, coaling
breezes of October invited their return.
The monsoon months were dangerous times to travel in the Tarai.
People d d not know what causedAul. Some thought it was caused by vapors
rising from the damp earth. Travellers forced to spend a night in the Tarai
took shelter in caves. Experienced mail runners avoided the night and the
Aul by f o m n g themselves with local pain killer and crossing the Tarai
by day. Forests,A ul fever, and the Tarai soil, glutinous during the monsoon,
protected the fills against encroachment from the south.
The Chure range provided a second line of defense.' Rising to heights
of two to four thousand feet. the Chure are hogback ridges with steep slopes
falling to the north and south. At one time the south-facing scarp slopes
were heavily forested. Much of thrs forest cover has been cut back. Water
is scarce along the ridges of the Chure. Human habitation is sparse, leaving
the Chure to stand as stark sentinels of Nepal's southern border.
North of the Chure range lies the Inner Tarai. This strip of land, about
ten miles wide, resembles the flat plains of the Tarai proper. Its soils are
less fertile. Inner Tarai soils have been built up mostly from sediment
dropped over the course of centuries by mountain rivers. For the most part,
the sediment consisis of rock and gravel, over which finer soil has been
silted.
The Inner Tarai ends with the steep ascents of the Mahabharat Lekh.
Like the Chure range, the Mahabharat Lekh stretches from east to west
across the whole length of Nepal. There the similarity ends. The ridges of
the Mahabharat are higher. Some peaks reach elevations of nine thousand
feet, but, as a rule, the general elevation along the main axis is lower and
remarkably regular. North of the Mahabharat Lekh lies a topographic
depression stretching perhaps fifty miles north to south. To the Nepalese
and to trekkers, the ridges that &vide th~sdepression are the Hills, the
heartland of Nepal. The density of population is high, and farming is the
way of life. Not all the Hills can be cultivated, but the broader river valleys
called chahar, are intensively farmed and the hillsides are terraced higher
than one would believe possible or practical. The fertility of the valleys and
the scarcity of good farmland dictated the living pattern. The valleys were
farmed. Homes were on the ridge.3
The villages we see sitting astride the ridges, with terraced fields
reaching down the slope to the valley below, tell a story. As the population
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grew, the valley bottoms no longer produced enough food. Terraces were
cut into the hllsides to create new fields. Then more terraces, and more,
until imgation was no longer possible. On these higher, dner terraces,
millet and eventually maize became the major crops. both coarser than rice
and harder to cbgest, but still foods to feed a family to survive.
Thrs constant search for farmland has led Nepal to near disaster. When
Nepal's population was five million, the pressure on the land was not
serious. Tracbtional ways were adequate. The annual cycle of religious
festivals and Jatras, marriages and even death brought people together to
eat and drink, to sing and dance. and to enjoy the fruits of their labors. They
had little, but it was enough. As the population grew, the pressure on the
land intensdied. New fields had to be found, and forests were steacbly cut
back to secure them. As a result, forest cover has almost disappeared and
many water sources have dned up.
The population is now oyer eighteen million. In many places, water can
hardly be found in the dry months of February and March. In these months,
women and grls make the long trek down the mountain to a stream and
climb slowly back, water-jars on hip or carried on their backs, up and up and
up, day in and day out. And water is not the only problem. Firewood, treefodder for the dry months and pasturage are cbsappearing. No one knows
the fate of these Hill villages. Their future lies in the hands of Nepal's new
generation, the educated Nepalese. Sadly, nothing has prepared the
Nepalese to use their education to tackle the problem of an ecology in revolt
against relentless human pressure. It is not fair, of course, to place the future
of so many in the hands of the educated few. But life in the Hills has never
been fair. Always there has been a struggle to survive on the land, and
always the land cbctated the tenns of sunlval.
As we move through the Hills towards the north. we move from the
poverty of the fills to the still greater poverty of the lugh Himalayan region.
At first the sheer beauty of the scene captivates the eye. The Great Himalaya
loom ever larger. eyer more majestic. the crown of Nepal. Over 240 peaks
stand above 20,000 feet, with some peaks reaching 27,000 feet and beyond.
In the crystal clear air of October. we see the Great Himalayan Range
stretching for hundreds of miles to the east and west. Trekkers see the
fimalaya as the dynamic centerpiece of their walk: power. challenge and
beauty against a thrn blue sky. The Nepalese see them as a backdrop to their
labor, providing peace. friendslup and a home for the gods. Whether seen
as power or peace, the mountains underscore the poverty of human
settlement. Above altitudes of 6.000 feet and on up to 13.000 feet. small
villages nestle in mountain pockets to find warmth. The dret of those hardy
enough to live at these higher altitudes is limited to potatoes, millet, Yak-
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butter tea, curds,an occasional taste of meat and. in the long evenings, millet
beer to cheer the heart and chase the cold. Elevations higher than these are
suited only to grazing. There are no villages. no convenient places to stay.
Above the Himalayan snowline at 17.000 feet nothing grows.
North of the Great Himalaya and west of the Kali Gan& River lie the
Tibetan marginal mountains. Averaging 19,000 feet, these mountains
almast blend into the Great Himalayan range. Beyond them lies Tibet.
These four ranges: the Chure, the Mahabharat Lekh,the Great Himalaya and the Tibetan marginal mountains, are often described as being
roughly parallel. This leads us to expect three long east-west 'corridors'
lying between parallel mountain ranges. In fact. the same folding of the
earth's crust that created the Himalayas has also crumpled these ranges into
north-south ridges that chop Nepal into countless tiny valleys.
The folding process that created Nepal took long periods of time. As the
Himalayas grew, rain washed down the mountain slopes and drained off to
the sea. Rivers were born, whose tributaries threaded from valley to valley
and slowly grew into the great river systems of Nepal: the Kosi to the east,
the Gandaki in central Nepal and the Karnali in the far west. These
mountain rivers are both Nepal's greatest economic promise and its gravest
threat. Controlled, the rivers could provide hydroelectric power in abundance. Uncontrolled, they deliver torrents of floodwater that with heartrending regularity destroy the small gains the peoples of the lowlands make
in their effort to sunive. Centuries ago, these same rivers offered life to the
men and women who peopled the valleys and put their hand to the soil.
Although wandering families surely fished these streams and prowled
the mountains for food, the first recorded use of the land was agriculture.
The origins of the Nepalese nation were humble. Farming communities
sprang up in many small, fertilevalleys throughout the Hills. We know little
of the origins of these people. We assume that Aryans moved into the Hills
from the south, while the north was peopled by migrants from Central Asia,
but we do not know. Studies into the origins of the Hill peoples have yet to
produce a convincing theory.
Our own story is concerned with the evolution of these early farming
communities. Recall the lund of land Nepal was and is. See it for a moment
not as a land of mountains but as a land of valleys watered by rivers that
fought their way from the Great Himalaya southward to the Ganges and the
sea. These valleys provided all that agricultural communities required. The
richvalley floor provided fertile soil. The rivers provided water for life and
crops. Mountain walls protected each community. The mountains also
divided one community from another and made communication difficult.
Yet no community was locked in on itself. People traveled. They contracted
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marriage ties with neighboring communities. They went on pilgrimage.
And the more daring ventured out of their valleys for trade or simply to we
the world. Their travel was not easy. The mountains were not made for
horses or the wheel. Men and women walked, and where the slopes were
dangerously steep they built long flights of rock stairs. They carried on their
backs anytlung they had to transport.
Most of these small communities produced the same crops. Trade, even
barter, was limited. Each family in the community was almost selfsufficient. Tlus suited the primitive communications system and molded
an independent people. There is much that we do not know. Tibetan salt
was an item for whch people bartered grain. How thls trade between the
Tibetan salt mines and the villages of Nepal originated we do not know.
Maize became a staple crop in the hills. We can tentatively place the
introduction of maize in the early 18th century, but we do not actually know
when maize was introduced, who introduced it, or how it spread. Money is
another item of which we know little. We know villagers had money and
used it. But apart from the area around Jumla, tases were not assessed in
money. and money appears to have been a rare commodity for which the
self-suflicient householder had little real need4
Land was the central value in these communities. The whole of society
was organized around land, not money. Land was productive. Money was
not. To own or control land gave far greater status within the community
than money-wealth. This explains the Nepalese hunger for land. It also
explains in part the emergence of small principalities or mini-states.
At some p i n t in the past, small states began to emerge in the Hills. We
do not know how this happened. We know that many states esisted in the
Hills. We also know that although new states emerged and old ones
disappeared, the people who had originally banded together to form a state
tended to stay together and hold the same territory. Whether this resulted
from the ethnic mix or some special geographtc factor, we cannot say. Each
of these mini-states included a cluster of farming communities with
relatively easy access to one another and centering on a single capital town.'
Villagers probably entered into political union to protect their land. The
constant desire of farmers in the Hills to improve their landholdings led
naturally to land Qsputes and the need for an authority to settle them. Local
leaders emerged, and, as larger political units developed, local leaders
became lungs. Some of these lungs were dynarmc leaders6
Even a mini-state required a revenue system. Since money was rarely
used, each householder yas assessed a share of lus crop to pay the cost of
adrmnistration. Eventually the State's demands on each householder
amounted to fifty per cent of the rice crop. Over a long period of time,
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distinctionsbecame blurred. From the king's right to allocate new land and
decide land chsputes, it followed logcally and easily for the people -and the
king - to consider all land as the king's land. Taxes, paid in gmn, were
the king's shareof the crop. And those who farmed the land became tenants,
holding their land as long as they paid the necessaq rents, or taxes.
A class structure based on service also evolved. As the king's duties
increased, he shared his burden with men he trusted.' To reward them, the
king assigned to each a share of the revenues. This he did in the simplest
way possible. He assigned each of them one or more villages from which
they collected the rents at harvest time. In effect. they became landlords.
They held their positions entirely at the whim of the king, but the positions
they held were status-rich, close to the king, and free from manual labor.8
T h ~right
s of a landlord to collect rents or taxes from land that he did not
fmwith lus own hands became the wedge that dtstinguished the rich from
the poor. A tenant's wealth was limited to the produce of the fields which
he and h s family f m e d . No matter how much agricultural land was
available, the tenant was limited to what hsphysical strength permitted him
to do. The landlord suffered no such limitations. He could add as many new
fields to h s holchngs as he wished and draw wealth from each of them. The
only limit to lus wealth was the availability of land and the lung's
willingness to assign it to him. Those who served the king saw clearly what
this implied. Their wealth and status depended on their usefhlness - and
their loyalty - to the king.
A king could exercise almost complete control over his nobles by
assigrung or withholdtng land. Even so. his powers were restricted by the
tradttions that evolved in the state and by the revenue he could appropriate
from the limited area of land f m e d in h s principality. A king who wanted
to increase h s revenues was obliged either to increase the area farmed or
to bring new villages or states under his rule. Just as hls nobles jostled with
each other to win the lung's favor. so the king was under steady pressure to
acquire more land. T h ~domestic
s
pressure often led the king into conflict
with his neighbors and to war.
Though a lung often had reasons to espand h s territories, the terrain &d
not always permit h s . Nepal, as we have seen. is uncommonly fragmented
by mountains, ridges and rivers. To espand his temtories and to rule a
larger state, the king had not only to conquer all or part of a neighboring
state, but to control the passes and dominant hills that guarded his lines of
communication as well. Tlus was not easy. nor was it done once for all.
Keeping such fragile lines of communication open to administer larger
temtories was a h l y struggle. It was. in fact. much easier to acquire new
territories than to keep them. In larger states. geography &ctated that the
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a s
Any h n g who
lung use pro\.incial governors. But this ~ ~ dangerous.
wished to bind his local governors to lumself and hold his lungdom intact
needed great strength of character, insight and leaderslup. None of these
qualities is hereditary. Weak sons or grandson often succeeded strong kings
on the throne. And when the king was weak. any governor ruling a remote
area of the kingdom could. with sufficient local support, declare h s
independence and rule in his own name. It happened often. fingdoms that
grew by conquest tended to fall back to their original. easily defended
borders. It seemed that Nepal was destined to remain as fragmented
politically as it was geographically.
No one knows how many principalities there were in Nepal three
hundred years ago. Histon has given us two names: the Baise Raj-va (or
Twenty-twoKingdoms)of the Karnali k v e r basin in far-westem Nepal and
the Chaubise Rajva (the Twenty-four Kingdoms) of the C~andaluRtver
basin in West N e ~ a lHistoq
.~
has also given us lists of these kingdoms, but
the lists are contradictory.'The kingdoms named on these lists may not even
have been contemporary. Perhaps Boise Raj-va and Chaubise Rajva were
generic names. indicating only that there were many kingdoms in the wrest
and far west. Whatever the actual number of states, available accounts
assure us that wars were common and that kings often succeeded in unitrng
several neighboring principalities into one larger kingdom.
Three times in the hlstov of Nepal. a single principality grew into a
sizable state and promised to pro~~ide
some degree of unity. The first to do
find them mentioned
so were the Malla kings of Jumla in the far west.'"e
as early as the tenth centun. The western Mallas acheved their golden age
in the third quarter of the fourteenth century. when they ruled parts of
western Tibet, southern Kumaun and the whole of Nepal wesward from
Pokhara and south to Dullu. The collapse of the western Malla kingdom
in the fourteenth century restored o\-er thirty petty states to their former
independence.
Shortly after the decline of the western Mallas. the Sen kingdom grew
in importance. The original Sen capital seems to have been at Makwanpur
in central Nepal. When they reached their zenith in the first half of the
fifteenth century. their kingdom estended along the southern slopes of the
Mahabharat Lekh one hundred and fdtj miles east and eighty miles west
of Makwanpur. King Mukunda Sen. who established his capital at Palpa,
also ended the Sen period of strength. After him the kingdom fragmented
into six petty states. These in turn splintered into a dozen independent
kingdoms. Even Makwanpur, the old nucleus, broke into three separate
principalities.
While the Mallas of West Nepal were still growing in power, new vigor
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mrred in the tired cities of Kathmandu Valley. Kings whom hstorians refer
to simply as the i\iallas - not related to the western Mallas - appeared on
the Kathmandu scene. Nothing is known of their origns, whch is
remarkable because their kingdoms were destined to become the most
famous of all Nepal's mini-lungdoms.
The story of the Malla lungs is at once noble and petty. proud and
progressive. They are known less for their political and militaq slulls than
for the worksofart they left belund in the great Darbar squares in Bhaktapur,
Patan and Kathmandu. The intricate detail of the Lohan Chowk in the old
Kathmandu Darbar, the startling statement made by the Golden Door of the
Bhaktapur Darbar, the delicacy of the tracery in Patan's Krishna Mandrr
and the finely carved window grilles found in ordinary houses in all three
cities suggest a culture richer by far than anythlng known before in Nepal.
Tlus was the culture that produced A-ni-ko, the thirteenth century Nepalese
who carried into Tibet the slulls of his craft as both artist in bronze and
archtect. From Tibet A-ni-ko's fame spread eastwards. Eventually he
received an imperial summons to Pehng to create works of art for the
Emperor.
By the middle of the fifteenth century the Malla hngdom extended
northward to the present border of Tibet and beyond. From east to west it
measured perhaps forty or fifty miles. On the south, Malla Nepal marched
with the borders of the Sen kingdom of Makwanpur. Actual administration
of the kingdom lay in the hands of a strong nobility enjoying hereditary
posts. Yaksha Malla was the last to rule the whole of h s temtory. After
his death in 1482, nominal rule devolved on his sons as a group, since he
either failed or-refusedto designate any one of them as his successor. For
a few years these sons ruled Kathmandu. Patan and Bhaktapur jointly, but
their effective power &ci not extend beyond the limits of Bhaktapur town.
The administration of both Kathmandu m d Patan continued to lie in the
hands of nobles who ruled without concern for Yaksha Malla's sons'. In
time, the most venturesome of Yaksha's sons overpowered the nobles of
Kathmandu and seized that principality as his personal fief. The split of the
kingdom soon followed, and by the early seventeenth century there were
three independent and rival krngdoms in Kathmandu Valley.
Surprisingly,the great achievements in art and architecture of the Malla
period were still to come. If anything, the cultural vigor of the Malla
kingdoms was enhanced by political division. Perhaps rivalry between the
kings encouraged the great public espenditures that produced the magnificent temples we see in these cities today. T h s cultural vigor continued for
another 150 years and produced not only beautdd public buildings but
elaborate schemes to deliver safe drinking water to the cities, a rich
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agricultural economy and a modest but important trade with Tibet. 'Ihs
achevement speaks as much for the skills and industry of the Newar people
as it does for the dynasties that ruled them. but beyond doubt the Malla kings
as a group fostered the arts and trade, literature and law, poetry and
agriculture.
Unfortunately the genius that produced t h s great society failed to
inspire the Malla lungs to meet the challenge of the world wand their
borders. They failed to protect their kingdoms when protection was needed.
For over hvo hundred years the Malla hngs struggled among themselves
for control of the trade routes between Kathmandu Valley and Tibet. Their
wars were brief fire-fights that ieft little lasting impression on the economy
or the New7ar way of llfe. The Malla hngs had no fear of outside
intervention. They knew. of course. that the Chaubise Raj.vas lay tothe west
of the Valley, but they also knew that each of the Valley hngdoms was
strongerby far than any of the Chnrlbise Rojvas. What they failed to see was
the rapidchange talang place among the ChaubiseRuj-vus.Rajput hngs had
begun to reign in West Nepal. and they were growing increasingly restive.
The Rajput lungs of West Nepal ere new to our story. To understand
them we must go back several hundred \-ears to the mndu lungdom of
Chttor in the Indian state of Rajputana. Chittor was staunchly k n d u and
the courage of its warriors legendaq-. Their story. told and retold, has many
variations.I5 One tradition has it that a daughter of the lung of Chittor,
celebrated for her beauty. caught the eye of the Muslim king of Delhi. He
asked for her in marriage. but she refused. In 1306the spumed king lashed
out in fury at Chittor. destroying king and capital. When the city fell, the
women committed suicide to avoid disgrace. The surviving warriors lost
all. In the years following their defeat small groups of Rajput warriors
drifted across north India into Kumaun and Nepal in search of a secure
refuge and a new home. Many settled in the kingdoms of the Choubise
Raivas in West Nepal where they were welcomed and respected because of
their Hindu faith and their fighting skills. Some intermarried with local
women. A few secured trusted positions and rose in time to h g h rank in
the senice of their adopted states. As best they could. they provided for their
Rajput followersand waited their opportunity. Sooner or later the royal line
produced an ineffective heir to the throne. The Rajputs then usurped part
or wen the whole of the kingdom. To prewent kings they had dispossessed
from regaining control, the self-appointed Rajput kings pushed aside the
native nobility and gave pride of place and land grants to their own trusted
Rajput companions. The task of winning the villagers' support was
normally not difficult. Life scarcely changed for the common man under his
new king. He farmed his land as before, and he paid his taxes as before. The
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change in leadership, however, introduced a new ferment in the Hills. In
the way of kings throughout history, the Rajput kings began to jostle and
push for more living room, for better land. for a forest that provided timber,
for control of a trade route or for a hillock that dominated the surrounhng
countxyside.
Despite their restlessness, these Rajput kings saw danger in the constant
s m n g of forces. They had not succeeded in appropriating all the
kingdoms of the Chaubise, and their survival depended on a delicate
balance of power. To preserve that balance they developed a whole network
of defensive alliances that successfully prevented any one state in the region
from dominating the others.
Perhaps the most restless of the mini-states in the Gandaki Basin was
Gorkha, which lay sandwiched between the Chaubise and the Malla
kingdoms of Kathmandu. Gorkha was restless because it was among the
poorest of the western kingdoms. Repeatedly the kings of Gorkha tried to
improve their position, but the Rajput defensive alliances were strong.
Gorkha's growth was limited to bits and pieces nibbled from the territories
of neighboring states. In any case, it was pointless for the Gorkhalis to
expand westward among the Chaubise. There was little wealih in the
Western Hills. Real wealth lay to the east. The kingdoms of Kathmandu
Valley were rich in fields and prosperous from trade. So to the east Gorkha
turned. Despite its own narrow resource base, Gorkha thrust out towards
the Valley of Kathmandu in a series of campaigns that changed the face of
Nepal for all time. leaving no room for the petty quarrels of Mallas and Sens.
and creating the new Nepalese nation.

Notes to Chapter One
Chapter One is based mainly on chapters 1,2, and 3 of the author's The Rise
oftheHouse ofGorkha, Manjusri, New D e h , 1973and Patna Jesuit Society,Patna,
1975.
1.Visitors to Nepal sometimes interpret h s to mean there is no violence in
Nepal and are shocked to find that individual Nepalese can be quite aggressive.As
a nation, however, the Nepalese are peaceful, their respect for human life and
values deep and abiding. There is violence in Nepal today, concentrated mostly in
the cities or near them. Political instabilityhas allowed young Nepalese to vent their
resentment against a social system that seemsto exclude them from the benefits they
see as their right and their frustration at the slow pace of Qvelopment. It is
wonying, because the level of violence has escalated over the last
years.
Despite thls violence, the statement stands. Few countries enjoy the level of peace
that Nepalese enjoy
2.llus low range of mountains is known by various names: the Siwal~kfills,
the Chure Range, and, in Central Nepal, the Dundwa Range. The name Chure is
used throughout for the sake of simplicity, regardless of local usage.
3.The reader will realize that t h ~description
s
of the evolution of living patterns
in f i l l communities is based on speculation. All the theories advanced are based
on the time wher rice and millet were introduced into Nepal. I assume that the
growth of stable m m m ~ t i e followed
s
the spread of rice cultivation.
4.The self-sufficiencyof these agricultural communities offmsa great lesson to
us today. We assume so often that rural society in Nepal is hghly organized along
traditional lines. Thls is true of individual communities, but between communities
there are few lmkages. Even w i t h a single community each family prizes its
independence and self-suff~ciency.A family wants its own fields, its own draught
animals, milk,curd and ghee from its own cows, its own homestead (with plenty
of space between neighbors), and its own way of life w i t h the social framework
services that do not recognize the need to
of the community. Agricultural ex-sion
bring .people out of their strong individualism and draw them together into a
community of purpose are in trouble. The same is true of rural development
programs. Villages have their traditional ways of helping one another. Although
there is much h d n e s s in t h ~ service,
s
there is a careful balance of help given and
help received. In any new situation the family withdraws to consider the benefits
and costs. Development often requires some new form of cooperation, and t h ~ s
demands some loss of indvidual freedom. Unless the villager is helped to
understand the value to h s family of thls cooperation, hls traditional urge to selfmciency will prompt hun to take what he can from the project and go his
individual way. Development, llke the trees in the forests of Nepal, is sacrificed to
h e needs, large or small, of the individual.
S.The capitals were themselves only villages. Many ofthem are to this day only
small hm.ngcommunities. We find it hfficult to imagine that once they were the
homes of hngs.
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6.These states were remarkably stable in that they preserved their identities
despite a constant shifting of power and boundanes. The aggressiveness came as
much from Hindu tradition as from the desire for land. Hindu kings were expected
to conquer the four directions, Digvijava. This meant that, as far as strength and
skill pemtted, they should expand their territories. No one can say how greatly
these petty lungs of the Hills were influenced by this tradition. But the tradition was
there and the constant shifting of boundanes was there. It seems there was some
influence.
7.These were the Bhamdars, those who shared the lung's burden.
8 . m assignment
~
of land was called a Jagir. The government servant to whom
it was assigned was called a Jagirdar.
9 . h the literature, the area around Kathmandu Valley is always called central
Nepal. The area around Pokhara is Western Nepal. West of Pokhara is the far west.
10.The Conflicting versions of the Sen genealogy make it difficult to trace the
rise of the Sen lungs. Makwanpur seems to be the original s&t of Sen power in
Nepal. Some historians prefer to place it at Palpa, because Mukunda Sen built his
palace there. Without more data than we have at the present, one choice is as valid
as the other.
11.The Western Mallas had no known relationship with the Mallas of Kathmandu Valley.
12.We do not know precisely what caused the decline of the Western Mallas.
Perhaps it was llnked to the migration of the Rajputs into Nepal. See page 11.
13.From the end of the eighth century until the advent of the Malla lungs of
Kathmandu Valley in the thirteenth century almost nothing is known of the history
of Kathmandu Valley.
14.The Newars are the major ethnic group in Kathmandu Valley. Over the
centuries they have proved gifled in commerce. Wherever commercial opportunities have developed in Nepal, Newars have been quick to exploit them. Nothing is
known of the Newars' origins as an ethnic group. In recent years some scholars have
speculated that the Newars were not a distinct ethnic group. They suggest that in
earlier times, when society in Kathmandu was far more open, Newar was a generic
name for all the inhabitants of Kathnlaildu Valley, who blended over time into a
unique society. Whatever the value of this discussion, the Newars are certainly a
unique group now, with social and cultural attainments unmatched by any other
group in Nepal.
15.Chttor was the fortified capital of the Ranas of Mewar. Its strength was
renowned throughout Rajputana, and its fortifications enabled the Ranas to hold
back Mohammadan invaders for centuries. It fell to Alauddin Khalji in 1306 and
was recovered in 131 1. It fell again in 1534 and again in 1568.Every time Chttor
fell, the women, including the queens and their ladies in attendance, threw
themselves into a huge fire-pit which was enkindled within the fortress, and thus
immolated themselves, to their own great honor and to the disgrace oftheir menfolk.
See S. Bhattachaqa, A Dictiottary of Ittiun Histoy.

Chapter Two

The Founder
The king of Gorkha who conquered Kathmandu Valley was Prithvi
Narayan Shah. He became king of Gorkha in 1742. and two years later, at
the age of twenty-four, he began the military campaigns that united Nepal.
It took him twenty-five years to achieITehis first objective, the conquest of
Kathmandu Valley. During the nest sis years he conquered eastern Nepal
as far as the Arun h v e r and laid the foundations of modem Nepal so finnly
that to this day he is revered as the founder of the nation.
Some foreign critics have found fault with Nepalese pride in Prithvi
Narayan Shah's conquests. They mourn the \.iolence of the unification and
the lost simplicity of the petty Hill states. They do not understand. The
Nepalese. more than most, know that socieh without peace is meaningless.
But they have also learned that peace has its own price. and those who would
have it must be willing to pay. Nepalese pride in Prithvi Narayan Shah is
based on their belief that he s a ~ e dthe Hills of Nepal from the violence of
eighteenth century Indra.
At that time. the slow decay of the Moghul empire in India unleashed
violent forces. Maintaining even the semblance of law and order became
a daily struggle. The Mahrattas. from their Pune stronghold on the western
ghats, swept across the plains of India. The whip-lash of their raids touched
villages as far east as Arcot and Bengal and as far north as the outshrts of
Delhi. The Mahrattas held princes to ransom. and their Chauth slummed
off the savings of the poor. The Moghuls had no strength to stop them.
Then. from Afghanistan. Nadir Shah and Ahmad Shah swept down to take
and sack Delhi.' When they had finished. only the name of empire
remained. Moghul governors in Hyderabad. Bengal. and Avadh became
virtually autonomous. They also became targets for intrigue. conspiracy.
attacks from their neighbors. and the continuing Mahratta raids.
T h s was the world of chaos that Clive and the East Inha Company
mastered to become rulers of India. Clivetvas a boy of seventeen when
Prithvi Narayan Shah became king. nineteen lvhen Prithvi Narayan began
his campaign. and came into prominence in 1751. seven years after Prithvi
Narayan began the unification of Nepal. Though Cli~e'sstory differs from
ours. the two stories touch. When Prithvi Narayan Shah began his
campaign. the East India Company was not yet the driving power in the
subcontinent it would become. E\.en so. the campaign to unite Nepal
seemed almost a race against time. While the Gorkhalis united the Hills,
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the East India Company brought province after province in North India
under their sway. Whether CLive posed a threat to Nepal or not, the Nepalese
have alwaysbelieved he Qd and that only Prithvi Narayan saved Nepal from
the Company's steady encroachment.
Many Nepalese also believe that Prithvi Narayan Shah dreamed of a
united Nepal from the first moment of his campaign. Historical records
suggest that ttus was not the case. At the begnning of the campaign h s
intentions were more mercenary. Gorkha was poor. and Kathmandu Valley
was rich. Gorkha's population was much larger than that of other Hill
states. but Gorkha's farmland was of poor quality, and Gorkha had little
trade. By contrast, Kathmandu Valley had the best farm land in the Hills,
and the Tibet trade brought a steady flow of Tibetan silver into the treasuries
of the Malla kings. In comparison with Gorkha, Kathmandu Valley was
wealthy, as the splendors of the Valley still t e s m . T h s wealth was the lure
that started Prithvi Narayan Shah on the road that led eventually to the
umfication of Nepal. He was a man of amon. neither guided by - nor
deceived by - a vague vision of the future. He built the future block by block
with the materials at hand. In the beginning he was a h n g on the march,
and Kathmandu was h s only desire. At some point on hisjourney, however,
he realized the importance of uniting the fills, and by the end of h s life he
spoke of a d i e d Nepal as h s 'garden of many flowers'. The thought grew
as the hngdom grew, and the kingdom was painfully gained.
The real story of Prithvi Narayan Shah's campaign can easily be lost in
the description of battles fought and won. In fact, the battles were far less
important than the two decisions that shaped Prithvi Narayan Shah's
kingdom and made it more lasting than that of the Western Mallas, that of
the Sens, or that ofthe Mallas of Kathmandu Valley. Prithvi Narayan's first
decision gave strength and motivation to his army, and this led eventually
to the unification of Nepal. His second decision established a systemflexible
enough to govern territories as widely Qsparate as those ofthe Hills and the
Tarai.
Prithvi Narayan's first decision was based on his own experience of the
value Nepalese placed on land. As we saw in the first chapter of our story:
Land was life. Land was security. Land was wealth and prestige. In Nepal,
from time untold, the f m e r worked the soil as tenant. The only alternative
was a land assignment, which conferred whatever wealth and prestige the
land could gve. To have a land assignment, to control land, not work it to have a Jagir - was thedream of every tenant. And this dream Prithvi
Narayan fulfilled for everyone who helped in his campaign. To every man
who served in his army, no matter how low his rank, he assigned a Jagir.
Most assignments were small. But small or not they conferred instant
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status. They also opened the door to a total reorganization of Nepalese

society.
Prithvi Narayan promised Jagirs to tus men, but he had no unassigned
lands to g v e them. He could only point to the green fields of Kathmandu
Valley and assure h s men that once those lands belonged to Gorkha. the
Jagirs would be theirs. To keep our perspective, it is useful to remember
that in the Hindu world of the eighteenth century, war and the right to bear
arms was a matter of caste and s t a t u ~Prithvi
.~
Narayan's campaign was
against a military class, and the defeated lost their Jagirs. War rarely
touched the farmers themselves. For the most part, these tenant farmers
remained secure in their fields and in their homes. They lived as they had
always done, sometimes inconvenienced by the movement of armies,
sometimes burdened with the support of troops they might have wished
elsewhere, yet always secure in the land. Prithvi Narayan Shah's victory
&d not even change their tax burden. For the right to till the land, farmers
continued to pay, as they had always done, one-half of their main crop.
It could have been no other way. The farmers' security was based on the
facts of economic life. The land was wealth, but without farmers, the land
was sterile and without meaning. In these simple agricultural societies, the
basic truth always returns. By and large the wealth of any Hill state
depended on the harvest. There was little else. Even the simple weapons
of the day were paid for by the produce of the fields. All depended on the
f m e r . He could be burdened with taxes, up to a point. He could be given
extra labor to perform, up to a point. He could be pressed into temporary
service, up to a point. But none of these could be permitted to iunder tus
work in the fields. War might sweep across the land, but it would leave the
village farmers almost untouched. Only the armies fought, and the armies
of the Hill kings were surprisingly small. We read with wonder tales in
In&an history of enormous hordes led into battle. Not in Nepal. In the Hills
an army of a thousand men was large. Those hrectly affected by war were
relatively few. The nobility, the landed gentry. were aflected most. They
fought for what they possessed, because they possessed all.
Prithvi Narayan's campaign began slowly and picked up momentum as
the Gorkhali army developed into a fighting unit. The campaign to take
Kathmandu Valley had three distinct phases.
The first phase lastedfrom 1744 to 1754. During these ten years, Prithvi
Narayan cut the Valley's trade links with Tibet. This deprived the Malla
kings of their profit on the Tibet coinage trade and of customs duties on the
Lhasa trade. In Bhaktapur and Patan the loss was not critical. New
construction on public buildings was blocked for lack of funds. That is all.
The effects were more serious in Kathmandu. Kathmandu was much the
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most powerful of the three kingdoms. Leadership was good. and the army
strong. On paper Kathmandu was more than a match for Gorkha. But
Kathmandu depended on mercenary troops. Without the income from the
Lhasa trade the king was forced to take money from the temple treasuries
to pay h s troop^.^ The public reacted strongly to this, and the king was
deposed. While Kathmandu floundered without leadershp. Prithvi Narayan
consolidated his military position and occupied the Malla lands north of
Kathmandu Valley. With these lands. Prithvi Narayan provided Jagirs to
those who fought for lum and lured new recruits to strengthen his arm?
In the second phase. the ten years from 1754 to 1764. Prithvi Narayan
subjected the Valley to a tight economic blockade. His strategy was simple.
Since the Gorkhalis were not effective against walled towns, and all the
Valley's major towns were walled. Prithlli Naravan attacked the source of
their strength. their trade with India. He reached around the V a l l e ~to the
southeast and southwest to anchor his position in the mountains. then struck
southward against the Sen kingdom of Makuanpur.-' The great fort of
Makwanpur sat astride the main trade route from India with smaller forts
at Sindhuli and Hariharpur dominating the remaining routes. The Gorkhalis took Makwanpur in August. 1762. and Sindhuli and Hariharpur later
that year."
At this point the destinies of Nepal and North India became entangled.
Mir Kasim, the Nawab of Bengal. \vas a close friend of the king of
Makwanpur. Mir Kasim had bought his title from the East India Company.
but the British gave him little power and no freedom. To fight for his
independence, Mir Kasim had recruited an army. When Makwanpur called
for aid, he decided to use his new army against the Gorkhalis to help his
friend and test his army. The battle that follo\~.edhad repercussions far
beyondanything Mir Kasim expected. The Gorkhalis thrashed the Narvab's
troops. drove them off and seized se~veralhundred muskets.
These muskets were a great prize for the Gorkhalis. Though there were
not nearly enough to equip the whole Gorkhali army. they gave the
Gorkhalis an ad~antageagainst any Hill state. Until that time war in the
Hills had been largely hand-to-hand combat. The bow and arrow had served
as thecommon long-range weapon. The Gorkhalis' new muskets gave them
the fire poiver they needed to strike effectively at walled towns. They still
could not storm a town's walls effecth~ely.but with their muskets the
Gorkhalis could tighten their blockades and harass defenders on the walls.
They tested their new weapons at the town of Kirtipur.
Kirtipur, sited on a low hill southwest of Kathmandu, had driven off the
first Gorkhali attack in 1757 and the second in 1766. In the third attack in
the autumn of 1766. the ~ o i k h a l iused
s their new muskets to enforce a strict
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blockade on the town. The siege dragged on until some of the defenders,
discouraged by the tight blockade and Gorkhali sharpshooting, opened the
town's gates in the middle of the night and admitted the Gorkhalis.
The fall of Grtipur panicked the Malla kings. They sent secretly to Indra
to request aid from the East India Company. Since the Mallas were tradrng
partners and the Gorkhalis were not. the British agreed to help. The
Company's oficers, almost totally ignorant of Nepal, thought an army of
a thousand men could make a quick dash to the Valley to save the Mallas.
Incredibly. in 1767 t h s force crossed the Tarai during the malarial
monsoon. They traveled without a supply train, espemng their Malla allies
to provide them rations. In the face of the Gorkhali blockade of the Valley,
the Mallas could do no such h n g . The Gorkhalis had also stripped the
villages along the British line of march. leaving the invaders nottung to
forage. Sadly short of food. the Company's troops struggled up the steep
slopes of the Mahabharat range. There the Gorkhalis hit them with such
force that barely a tturd of the expedition could be assembled when the
survivors returned to India. Left on the field were almost 500 muskets which
the Gorkhalis happily r e t n e ~ e d . ~
The British attempt to intervene failed, and Prithvi Narayan was free to
complete his conquest of the Valley. The tight Gorkhali economic blockade
left the three cities of the Valley with no hope of outside help. Kathmandu
fell almost without a fight in September. 1768. Patan surrendered a few
weeks later. Prithvi Narayan paused briefly to organize the govenunent of
the two cities, then turned to Bhaktapur in November, 1769. Three days of
sharp fighting took that city, and the long Gorkhali c a m p g n to conquer
the Valley ended.
During the twenty-five years of his campaign, Prithvi Narayan achieved
far more than the conquest of the few hundred square miles of Kathmandu
Valley. His troops had developed into a welldisciplined fighting unit,
tough and well-equipped. The oficers were good and their leadership
accepted. The Gorkhali military machine was ready to move, fueled by the
Hill man's desire for land and the seemingly endless stretches that lie
waiting. The army moved effortlesslyeastwards. and by 1774had extendd
Gorkhali rule to the eastern Hills and the eastern Tarai.
Whle the army fought in eastern Nepal. Prithti Narayan concentrated
on governing the conquered territories. He based his administration on four
principles:
1. The power of the king to assign Jagirs was linked tightly with the
power of the pajani?
2. Each Jagir assignment was based on merit.
3. All adrmnistration was conducted by military officers.
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4. Respnsible officers were provided general guide lines for the
conduct of government business and trusted to use their intelligence
and common sense in applying these guide lines. Officers who failed
to do so were removed from office at the pajani.
This system of government worked. but it required a strong monarch,
sensitive to the needs of the people and prepared to use his strength to
provide them good government.
Prithvi Narayan governed according to these principles and he governed
well. HIS administration proved sufficiently flexible to accommodate
peoples as diverse in culture and tradition as the Newars and the Tharus,
the Sherpas and Brahmans. the people of the Hills and the people of the
Tarai. The system provided a basis for union, not uniformity. To ensure
harmony in this union and to make it possible, Prithvi Narayan demanded
impartial justice in his courts, a llfe-style suited to Nepal's economy, and
a monetary system based on pure coins. whose fiduciary value was based on
the silver they contained, not on the inscription and mark of the sovereign
who issued them.
In foreign affairs Prithvi Narayan believed in peaceful and friendly
relations with Chna and the East India Company, Nepal's powefi
neighbors. Friendliness did not include open borders. Prithki Narayan
closed Nepal to all foreign merchants. In religion, he was tolerant of all,
but Hinduism was the religion of the State.8As a Hindu king he recognized
as h s duty the promotion of law and order. justice in the courts and peace
in the land. Most important of all, Prithvi Narayan considered his villagers,
the farmers of Nepal, to be one of the two great supports of the nation, equal
in importance to the army itself. A prosperous peasantry was for him a
king's greatest treasure.
Prithvi Narayan learned from experience that a lung could only lead if
he had the confidence of h s officers. They had to see their lung as impartial
andjust. Even more, the oficers had to understand andbelieve in the king's
own vision of the State.
Enlarging the State's boundaries alone could not build a nation. A
nation required cultural, social and economic growth. The people of all the
temtories of the State had to be integrated into government and society.
Merely siphoning off revenues from the conquered temtories could not
achieve this. Unless Prithvi Narayan offered them somemng more than the
Jagir system, the people would live as they had always lived, and their world
would remain as narrow as their isolated valleys. There would be no growth
and no unity.
In place of the flabby and selfish belief that the State was a personal fief,
a hngly possession to be disposed of at will, a new concept of State was
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required. Such a concept had to reach beyond government as people had
known it, even as the new boundaries of Nepal reached beyond the
experience of anyone in the Hills - and certainly beyond the experience of
tiny Gorkha.
When Prithvi Narayan first set foot on the road to Kathmandu, his men
followed him because he promised Jagirs. They soon learned that Prithvi
Narayan fulf~lledhis promises. From that day they were committed.
During the long years of the campaign, Prithvi Narayan's vision
outgrew this sharing of land in Jogirs. In 1746 Prithvi Narayarl began to
speak of the state as a rock; somethng apart from hrnself,somettung strong
enough to build on. It was typical of Prithvi Narayan to use a strong,
concrete term to express his vision. He spoke of it often and communicated
it to his followers. Nothing can more clearly illustrate what this concept
meant to Prithvi Narayan than h s response in the 1770sto the d e m d of
his own brothers for personal honors and provinces to rule in the newly won
territories. Although earlier kings in Nepal had freely gven such favors to
sons and relatives, Prithvi Narayan absolutely refused. To him, a rock was
not a rock when it was split. Men served the Stateto strengthen it, not smash
it to fragments for personal gain. Still later, Prithvi Narayan's vision grew,
and he saw the State as more than a rock. In 1774 he spoke of Nepal as a
garden in which all castes and groupsand peoples lived together in harmony
and peace. T h s was the ideal he worked to achieve.
Through hrs system of administration. Prithvi Narayan Shahbegan this
integration of the people of Nepal into a nation. His was not a system in the
normal sense of the word. He accepted. ;espected and worked with the
regional cultural. social and fiscal institutions he found, no matter how
&sparate they seemed. He expected those he posted as district governors
to do the same. They &d so. because they believed in him and because they
trusted him to treat them fairly and impartially in thepajani. This mutual
confidence forged a link between the Center and the newly won temtories
that made a united Nepal possible.
When Prithvi Narayan Shah died in January 1775. the adrmnistration
he had set in place was functioning and functioningwell. Forty years later.
during the Anglo-Nepal war. Nepal suffered its greatest single militaq
setback at Almora in Kumaun. The British force that won this key battle
comprised a handful of British officers and several thousand irregular
troops recruited in Kumaun itself. Many of these Kumaoni troops had
formerly served as irregulars with the Nepalese army. They had deserted
the Nepalese and gone over to the British because Nepalese military
adrmnistrators and Jagir holders in Kumaun had been unjust. They sold
into slavery tenants who could not pay their tases, and they imposedjudicial
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fines for frivolous offenses to increase the income from their J ~ g i r sThis
.~
was the way Gorkhali rulers treated the very farmers whom Prithvi Narayan
had called the king's storehouse. What had happened in Nepal?
Much of the answer lies in this simple chronology:
1775, January 10

Prithvi Narayan Shah died, succeededon the throne
by his eldest son. Pratap Singh Shah.

1775, July 22

k n g Pratap Singh Shah's son Rana Bahadur Shah
was born.

1777, November 17

Death of Prithvi Narayan Shah's son and successor, k n g Pratap Singh Shah. Pratap Singh's son
Rana Bahadur, aged 16 months, succeeded.

1794, April

King Rana Bahadur began to rule in his own name.

1797, October 1

King Rana Bahadur's son Girban Yuddha was

born.
1799. March 8

King Rana Bahadur Shah abdicated the throne in
favor of his son Girban Yuddha. who was crowned
ttus date at the age ofeighteen rrronths.

King Girban Yuddha died of smallpox. aged 19
years. Succeeded on the throne by his infant son
Rajendra Blkram.
An administrative system that drew its strength from a strong and
resourcell king was ruled during thirty-two out of forty years by a minor.
Rana Bahadur, the only king to reach his majority and rule drectly during
this period. abdicated abruptly at the age of twenty-three in favor of his own
infant son.
During these formative years. when a lung was needed who shared
Prithvi Narayan's strength and vision, Nepal was ruled by regents and a
chief minister. Each in his or her own way was brilliant. but not one ofthem
was a lung. As monarch in a Hindu state. a king commanded the complete
1816, November 20
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respect and loyalty of his subjects. In Nepal, the lung's control over the land
and the pajani gave him absolute power. A hng could rule impamally,
without obligation to anyone. Regents had no such statue. In order to
govern, they required allies, and this dependence weakened the system.
They were incapableof the impamality that Prithvi Nafayan Shah's system
demanded.

Notes to Chapter Two
Chapter Two is based mainly on chapters 4,8 and 9 of the author's The Rise of
the House of Gorkha, Manjusri, New Deliu, 1973 and Patna Jesuit Society, Patna,
1975; documents published in the Regmi Reseaxlt Series (published monthly fiom
1969); Mahesh C. Regmi, Land Tenure in Nepal, four volumes, University of
California Press, Berkeley, 1963-68; and Mahesh C. Regmi, A Study in Nepali
Economic History: 1768-1846, Manjusri, New Deliu, 1971.
1.Nadir Shah, the Emperor of Persia, took Delhi on March 20,1739. After his
troops suffered several attacks fiom the citizens of D e h , Nadu Shah gave D e h
up to plunder till about eight in the evening. By that time 30,000 citizens of Delhi
had been massacred and a great part of the city burned. He left Delhi on May 16,
1739, carrying with him the Kohinoor diamond, the famed Peacock throne and loot
so rich that he remitted all taxes throughout Persia for three years. After the
assassination of Nadir Shah in 1747, Ahmad Shah Abdali occupied the throne of
Af@amstan. Between then and 1773he invaded India eight times and crushed the
Mahrattas in the Third Battle of Panipat in 1761.
2.Although not all the people of Nepal were Hindu, most of their rulers were.
3.Th1s talung of money fiom the temple treasuries need not be interpreted
badly. In an age where banks did not exist, the only places in Nepal that had large
quantities of gold and silver besides the royal treasury were the temple treasuries.
Though not a common practice, taking funds, or borrowing finds, fiom the temples
was done in Nepal.
4.TalungMakwanpur was a point of honor for Pnthvi Narayan, as well as a
strategic military objective. He had a long-standinggrudge against Digbandan Sen,
the I(mg of Makwanpur, dating fiom the time of lus marriage to Digbandan Sen's
sister. The surest sign that Prithvi Narayan followed a definite strategy in his
campaign to take the Valley was his long delay in settling with Makwanpur.
5 .Sindhuli Garhi and Hariharpur Garhi.
6.The later consequences of the British raid were not so happy. On his retreat
the leader of the Company's expedition seized several districts in the Nepal Tarai
wluch had belonged to Makwanpur and which Gorkha, the conqueror of Makwanpur, claimed. Warren Hastings sided with the Gorkhalis as long as he remined
Governor General of the East India Company, but the grounds for dispute remained.
In later years h s last swipe by the Company's 1767expedition would provide the
Company the excuse it sought for war with Nepal.
7.The pajani was an annual review of the performance of all government
officials. On the basis of h s review, oflicials were reassigned, promoted, transferred, or dismissed fiom oflice.
8.That Pnthvi Narayan Shah had some animus against Christians has been a
popular myth in Nepal, but a myth that cannot stand up to historical criticism.
Despite a tight economic blockade, which was his solution to the final capture of
Kathmandu, Patan and Bhaktapur, Prithvi Narayan provided the Capuchm Fathers
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with special passes to come and go as they pleased through the blockade lines and
to lmng into the Valley with them whitever supplies they needed.
9.'By the time that Lieutenant-Colonel Gardner was fairly established in the
hllls the greater part of the natives of Kumaon in the service of Nepal had deserted,
and this loss it was quite impossible [for Nepal] to supply by new levies. The
greatest source of weakness to the Gorkhali cause was the universal dsaffkction of
the people of the country. Nothing could exceed the hatred wluch the tyranny and
exactions of twenty-five years past had created, and no soonerhad the Bntish forces
entered the hlls than the inhabitants began to join our camp and bring in supplies
of provisions for the troops. The same causes ma& it easy for us to obtain
information regarding every movement of the enemy and gave us every facility for
obtrunrng a knowledge of the localities of thls country - a knowledge wtuch in
mountain W a r e such as thls, and in the absence of all trustworthy maps, was
almost essential to success.' Edwin T. Atkinson, The Himulayun Gateneer
(Reprint), Cosmo Publications (Delhi, 1973), ii, part 2, p. 654.

Chapter Three
The Spoils of War
Prithvi Narayan Shah died in January, 1775. His eldest son and
successor, Pratap Singh Shah, &ed on November 17,1777, after ruling less
than three years. Pratap Singh's son. Rana Bahadur Shah, succeeded to the
throne at the age of sixteen months. A system that depended on a strong king
fell into the hands of an infant and was ruled for years by regents.
Unfortunately. the regency itself was strongly contested. The young
Queen Mother, Rajendra Laxmi, and Prithvi Narayan's equally young
second son. Bahadur Shah, both claimed the regency. Both were competent,
and both were decisive. They were also totally incompatible. They
struggled for power, having none by right, and they sought support from
every ally they could find. Their struggle lasted only nineteen months, but
it split Nepal's elite into factions and severely weakened the State.
Rajendra Lasmi became Regent first. Bahadur Shah was to assist her.
W i h n six months the two had fallen out. Bahadur Shah insisted on
continuing the Gorkhali militar). campaign. Rajendra Lasmi refused.
Bahadur Shah then seized power, placed the Queen Mother in confinement,
and sent the army towards the west. When his troops ran into trouble in
1779,Bahadur Shah had to leave the capital to assist them. Rajendra Laxmi
then regained the regency and promptly exiled Bahadur Shah.
Her days as a prisoner had taught Rajenba Lasmi several lessons. She
realized that, to hold onto power. she must satisfy Nepal's military
commanders and they wanted military campaigns. She also learned to
drstrust her commanders. During her regency, commanders of exceptional
skill and merit went into esile or were recalled as she needed them. She won
few friends but held onto power. In her short rule, she consolidated the
Gorkhali conquest east of Kathmandu in both the Hills and the Tarai and
then pressed west of Kathmandu to the Gandalu River. She &ed young, in
July 1785,and Bahadur Shah was recalled from esile. As Regent, Bahadur
Shah actedas had Rajendra Lasmi. He held no trust for her men and refused
to work with them. Regardless of their competence, those who had been
loyal to Rajendra Lasmi had to go.
Step by step, loyalty to a person replaced mutual confidence between
ruler and admnistrators. Favoritism replaced impartiality. Thrs was
unfortunate, but not suprising. No Regent could claim the loyalty Nepalese
traditionally paid to the Crown. Rajendra Lasmi and Bahadur Shah would
have been foolhardy to employ officers they &d not trust. Rewarding those
who served them well seemed the surest way to secure loyalty. This was a
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situation Prithvi Narayan Shah had not foreseen. His system had worked
well because he could rely on loyalty and reward competence. Unfortunately, he could not guarantee that hrs successorswould come to the throne
as mature men who would enjoy the same relations with their officers that
he had enjoyed.
Rajendta Laxmi and Bahadur Shah did the best they could. In an ideal
world, both would have placed Nepal's welfare above personal considerations. Also, in an ideal world. both would have been more mature, not
twentyyear oldcontestants for absolute power. Given the facts: that neither
was king, that they were tembly young. and that they were unable to work
together, the struggle for power was inevitable. The results were equally
inevitable. As a stone thrown into a pond sends ripples to the end of the
water's reach, so this conflict sent ripples right through Nepalese society.
In Nepalese society. where family ties are close and joint families large,
ripples became waves. Factions grew. and factions once born would not
easily die.
Despite the cancer offactionalism that grew in the vitals of the State, the
urufication ofthe Hills under Gorkhali rule continued. ~ e ~ c i oChaubise
us
defensive alliances had blocked Rajendra Lasmi when she attacked the
Chaubise Raj-VQS
west of Gorkha. Bahadur Shah was not so easily stopped.
His years of exile had taught hrm the strengths and weaknesses of these
alliances, and he had strong ideas for penetrating them. In 1786 he broke
through the Chaubise line and then swept westwards to the Mahakali River
and then beyond the Mahakali to Kumaun and Garhwal. By 179 1 Nepal
measured 600 miles from east to west. covered the whole of the Hills and
much of the Tarai, and was still growing. Bahadur Shah needed every bit
of this success. To gain the confidence of the Court. he had to assign Jagirs,
grant promotions, and award Birtas.? and for this he needed victories.
Bahadur Shah won his victories. Not even Prithvi Narayan Shah won
more. He made promotionsand created new posts in an army that grew from
3,000 to over 10,000troops. He assigned Jagirs. And to some commanders
he also granted Birta lands.
This way of winning the Court's support cost Bahadur Shah more than
he could afford. The number and size of Jagirs and Birtas increased, but
government revenues stagnated. Many territories newly united to Nepal
paid practically nothing to the central treasury or to support the Nepalese
army. Petty kings who had accepted Gorkha's sovereignty were allowed to
continue to rule, provided they paid a few hundred rupees in annual tribute.
assisted in the movement of supplies. and gave military support when
requested. Two-thtrds of the twenty-two kings in the Baise Raj.vas had
taken this course. They continued to rule and kept their land. while Bahadur
Shah received only token payments.
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Even the land annexed earlier produced little revenue. The Hills had
been parceled out in Jagirs, and large tracts of the Tarai had been assigned
in Birta. It seemed impossible to Bahadur Shah, but his exhilarating
campaign had contributed little to his resources. The lion's share of all
revenues was required ro support an army of 10.000 men: fifty percent of
the main crop from almost the whole country, plus homestead taxes and
other levies.
Bahadur Shah was obliged to search for funds. As early as 1787 he
began to examine Birta land grants. He wanted to know who held Birta
land, how much they held, and who had granted it. He found that many held
land illegally. Some Birta owners occupied more land than their grants
warranted. Others held land granted by defeated petty kings even after they
had lost jurishction and had no right t~ make land grants? Bahadur Shah's
financial position demanded tighter control over Birta land. but the
offenders were men Bahadur Shah dared not alienate. To avoid domestic
strife, Bahadur Shah prudently allowed the matter to rest.
Problems in revenue administration aggravated this weak financial
position. District officers, uncertain of their future in a system that
depended on personal loyalty rather than merit. had begun to manipulate
accounts to provide for them~elves.~
Once corruption entered the system,
only superior communications and close supervision could uproot it. In
Nepal's difficult terrain neither was possible.
To reduce tax leakage, Bahadur Shah replaced government paid tax
collectors in the eastern Tarai with tax contractors (Ijaradurs). Although
Prithvi Narayan Shah had insisted that the injustices in such a system
outweighed any possible advantage, Bahadur Shah gradually extended the
experiment throughout the Tarai and into the Hills.
The
system was bad economics and bad politics, but it appeared
to offer many advantages. It was a straight contract system. A private
individual received a contract to collect the revenue from a fixed area. In
return, he guaranteed to pay to the government the amount specified in his
contract. He earned a profit on his contract by collecting more from the
tenants than he paid the government. The arrangement seemed satisfactory. The government got its revenues. The tax contractor earned a profit.
And people paid their taxes. Two things conspired to turn th~ssimple
system into real exploitation of the farmers: the government's need for
revenues, and the contractor's control of the district assigned to him. Over
the next twenty years, the Ijura system developed the very characteristics
that Prithvi Narayan Shah had warned against.
The Center tried to sechre the highest possible financial return from
each tax contract. In some areas the Center actually allowed contractors to
bid against one another to secure tax collecting rights. That the winning
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bid was often almost equal to the estimated revenue was a sign that
contractors made their profit by squeezing more from the people than was
legally authorized. It was also a sign that substantial profits were being
made. The Center turned a blind eye. Rmenue was needed. and revenue
was collected regardless of the cost to the farmers.
The Center aggravated the problem by placing financial demands on the
contractor that went beyond the terms of his contract. For instance. the
Center expected advance payment of a substantial part of the contracted
sum. The contractor was also expected to pay the administrati\.e costs of
the revenue distnct. In some instances. the Center used tax contractors like
government bankers by ordering them to pay bills or to disburse money.
From the Center's point of view. t h s seemed logical. In a day when money
meant silver rupees and payment meant physically transporting the silver
from one place to another. it was more convenient to send a letter and have
payment made from resources on the spot. From the contractor's point of
view, these were unreasonable demands that had to be paid in advance from
his own pocket. Tax collection took place at hamest time. not when the
contract was awarded or when it suited the Darbar to pay a bill.
Inevitably, the tax contractor used his position to ensure a profit on h s
contract. His powers were broad. The contractor was entitled to the entire
revenue from the area, except l e ~ i e intended
s
for the Darbar and ju&cial
fines imposed for major offenses.' He also had exclusive authority to
appoint or dsmiss any government official in the district. The Center
consulted him before issuing any order that directly affected his district. His
right to collect taxes in his district was absolute. The Center could not
assign the right to collect even a new leky to any other pam .6No one in the
&strict administration outranked him. Such was the tax contractor's
power, that the farmers had no one they might approach to protest excessive
demands.
Bahadur Shah had reasons. of course. for demanding higher rmenues.
New addtions were being made to the palace Prithvi Narayan had built in
Kathmandu. and King Rana Bahadur's personal expectations had to be
satisfied. The King was growing up. and his tastes were becoming more
expensive. He was increasingly annoyed with the 'pittance' Bahadur Shah
allowed him.
Bahadur Shah's search for newr resources led him eventually to reexamine the Tibetan coinage question. This was a complex question
involving sovereignty and exchange rates. The Tibetans had no coins of
their own. For more than 200 years they had used Malla coins, to the mutual
advantage of Tibet and the Malla kingdoms. Though the coins were made
of an alloy with a low silver content. they were well made and accepted
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everywhere in Tibet. After the conquest of Kathmandu Valley, Prithvi
Narayan had introduced his own coins with the same face value as the Malla
coins. The Tibetans accepted them and delighted in the purity of Prithvi
Narayan's coins, but they continued to use Malla coins.8 Thls created an
exchange problem. In real value Malla coins hffered from Prithvi
Narayan's coins by a ratio of two to one. Such a difference made trade
dlffkult .
Obviously, an official eschange rate based on the value of the silver in
the coins was needed. As early as 1774 Prithvi Narayan had tried to
negotiate an acceptable exchange rate with Tibet. When he died, the issue
remained unsolved. His son and successor, Pratap Singh, continued the
negotiations. In September, 1775, a compromise treaty was signed that
guaranteed the exclusive use of Nepalese coins in Tibet but avoided the
question of an official exchange rate. The Nepalese accepted this as the best
arrangement they could make at the time, but this did not solve the problem.
Nepal's trade with Tibet continued to suffer, as h d the government's
revenues from export duties.
To solve the Tibetan coinage problem, Bahadur Shah suggested an
exchange rate of two Malla coins for one Nepalese coin. This was the
exchange rate he applied in Nepal. The Tibetans were reluctant to accept
a fifty per cent devaluation of their coinage. Imports of metalware and other
goods from Nepal would become twice as dear. They sidestepped the issue
by insisting that Malla coins and Nepalese coins originated in Nepal, not
Tibet. It was Nepal's responsibility to remove impure coins from circulation.
In 1788 Bahadur Shah abandoned negotiations and took direct action.
His m y invaded Tibet. and he secured, &rough the intervention of
Chinese officers posted there, the exchange rate he wanted. He also
demanded an annual tribute of 50,000 rupees. a sum which he suggested
might be reduced later. The Tibetans agreed. paid the tribute the first year,
and then asked for a reduction. Bahadur Shah rejected their request. The
Dalai Lama then refused to pay anyth~ng.~
In retaliation, the Nepalese, sure
of their military superiorityand totally unimpressed with the Tibetan troops
they had met, invaded Tibet again. They sacked Shigatse and the monastery
at Tashlunpo, but there they were stopped. Steady pressure from the
Tibetans forced the Nepalese to withdraw from Tibet. They crossed the
Himalayas via Syartangpo with great hardshp and returned through
eastern Nepal to Kathmandu. There is no record of what happened to their
loot.
The Chinese Emperor was outraged by this Nepalese invasion of Tibet.
A strong Tibetan and Chinese army was assembled under excellent Chinese
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leadership. During the monsoon season of 1792, this army drove through
Kyrong and down the Trisuli valley towards Nuwakot and Kathmandu.
Nepalese troops fought tenaciously. but the Chinese force pressed south,
almost to Nuwakot. There the Nepalese defenses smened, and the Chinese
advance stopped. Nature saved the day. The Nepalese held Nuwakot hill,
where they were safe from the anopheles mosquito. The Chnese in the
Trisuli valley below were forced to endure the mosquitoes. Ravaged by
malaria, they agreed to discuss terms. Negotiations broke down when the
Nepalese refused to allow the Chnese to move to hgher. healthier ground
during the negotiations. In desperation. the Chnese tried one more attack.
They crossed the Betravati h v e r on a narrow footbridge and swarmed up
the northern slopes ofNuwakot h11. l o Nepalese troops let them come. When
the Chnese attack was fully committed. the Nepalese struck. Logs and
rocks were the weapons at hand. and the Nepalese sent them careening
down the slope. The logs tore great holes in the Chnese line. and the rocks
smashed eve*ng
and' everyone in their path. The Chnese broke for
cover. Columns of Nepalese troops lying in ambush then slashed into their
flanks, and the retreat became a rout. Nepalese A'hukuris took revenge for
all the humiliations of a disheartening war. Nepalese troops drove the
Chinese onto the bridge across the Betravati. but the bridge was too narrow
to funnel them safely across. Many fell into the monsoon-swollen river and
were swept away. Chnese officers. enraged and frustrated, slashed blindly
at the fleeing troops to force them to turn and fight, but there was no fight
left in them. The day was done. and the war ended on b s dramatic note.
The final treaty terms were still harsh for the Nepalese. but at least they had
protected their capital and their pride.
The war taught many lessons. The Chinese learned the cost of fighting
a trans-Himalayan war and rimer again threatened Nepal. The Nepalese
learned not to aggravate the Chinese. Unfortunately. the Nepalese failed to
learn a basic lesson of the war. The real dn1.e of the Chnese army had come
from Tibetan troops. not the Chinese. The Tibetans were far tougher and
far more resilient than the Nepalese believed. Although they were a
peaceful people and not inclined to war. the Tibetans were as stout an enemy
as the Nepalese met anyhere. Failure to learn that lesson would cost the
Nepalese dearly in later conflicts with Tibet.
In economic terms. the Tibet campaign cost the Nepalese more than the
nation could afford to pay. The diplomatic complications were even more
damaging. Bahadur Shah accepted an obligation to send a tribute mission
to the Emperor of China every five years. In itself h s meant little. All
countries bordering on China sent tribute missions to China and did so
happily. Tribute missions carried official gifts for the Emperor but were also
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permitted to carry trade goods. The Chinese paid all expenses and
transportation costs. even for trade goods. It was good business and, for
many. the only way to gain access to the Beijing market. Later observers,
however, focused on the symbolism of the tribute mission, which seemed
to indicate political senitude. Only many years of serious research
convinced the British that Nepal remained independent despite the quinquennial tribute mission. *
For Bahadur Shah, the Nepal-China war bore personal consequences.
King Rana Bahadur had reached his majority. Shortly after the war, he set
Bahadur Shah aside and began to rule directly. Though the King had long
resented the personal control the Regent exercised over him, he would not
have acted so decisively had the war turned out favorably. But Nepal had
performed poorly, and Bahadur Shah's enemies in the Court strongly urged
the young King to set the Regent aside. Not only had he led the nation into
a dangerous war but at one point had even asked the East Inba Company
for assistance. Any friendliness towards the British excited one faction in
the Court beyond reason. l 3 In 1794 Bahadur Shah was removed from power.
In February. 1797. he was imprisoned. He died in prison six months later,
his death unexplained.
It was unfortunate for the people of Nepal that Bahadur Shah was
removed from power just at that time. In the 1780s, Bahadur Shah had
begun using tax contractors to collect taxes. In 1793he reversed his decision
and introduced a new and extremely important revenue settlement. The
regulations he issued to govern this settlement:
1. Provided for the payment of the land tax in installments and
prohibited collections above the prescribed rates;
2. Provided for the construction of irrigation facilities at government
expense to extend the cultivated area;
3. Simplified the land tas assessment system by abolishing several
additional levies;
4. Deputed officials to explain the new policy to Zamindars and
tenants; and
5. Suspended the collection of arrears in revenue so that tenants might
not face difficulties in cultivating their lands.
These regulations prescribed precisely what Nepal needed, a totally new
approach to revenue collection. The timing was also escellent. Bahadur
Shah's &rective followed the British announcement of the Permanent
Settlement in India. Though strongly criticized. the British Permanent
Settlementprovided tenants on the land far greater security than tenants had
previously enjoyed in either Inba or Nepal. This became an important
factor in the tug-of-war for tenants which Nepalese landowners and In&an
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zamindars continually waged. The growth of agriculture in the Tarai (and
most of the Center's revenues) had depended on Nepal's ability to attract
tenants from Inda. Indian villagers had responded to Nepal's attractive
condtions of labor and had come to settle in the Nepal Tarai. By the 1790s,
however, tau contractors had made their lives dficult. After the Permanent
Settlement of 1793 in InQa, many were tempted to abandon Nepal and take
advantageof the improved tenancy rights in India. Bahadur Shah's reforms
tried to counter that attraction. They could have done much more, if
Bahadur Shah had been permitted to follow up hs initiative.
Had King Rana Bahadur felt comfortable with Bahadur Shah, an
interestingpartnership might have developed, much to the benefit of Nepal.
The King &d not, and his complaints against Bahadur Shah were many.
Since hs real reasons for dsrnissing the Regent were personal, the two
could never have worked together. Nepal was poorer for this, but factionalism had created unpleasant situations for all.
King Rana Bahadur ruled only a few years. He atxhcated in 1799, and
the confusion that followed his abdication hammered deeper into the rock
ofPrithvi Narayan's State the crack that Rajendra Laxmi and Bahadur Shah
had begun.

Notes to Chapter Three
Chapter Three is based mainly on chapters 5 and 6 of the author's The Rise of
the House of Gorkha, Manjusri, New Delhi, 1973and Patna Jesuit Society, Patna,
1975; documents published in the Regmi Research Series (published monthly from
1963); Mahesh C. Regmi, h ~ Tenure
d
in Nepal, four volumes, University of
California Press, Berkeley, 1963-68; Mahesh C. Regmi, A Smnv ill Nepali
Economic Histoly: 1768-1846 Manjusri, New Delhi, 1971; and detailed discussions with Mahesh Regmi.
1.Both Kumaun and Garhwal are now part of modem India.
2.Both Jagirs and Birtas were grants of land. A Jagir was granted to an
individual for services still being rendered to the state. A Birta was given to an
individual in recogrution of past service to the state. Unllke Jagirs, which were
linked with continued employment by the state, Birta grants were usually mheritable. They were also tax-free. Birfa grants were given in reward for all sorts of
seniice. The most significant Birtu grantees were successfi,.~lmilitary commanders.
3.Many kings in the former mini-states had fled at the approach of the
Gorkhalis. The Gorkhalis annexed their territories and considered that they had
abdicated. Some still claimed legitimate jurisdiction.
4.'District' as used in tlus chapter is not a techmcal term. It refers to any
administrative offices outside Kathmandu.
5.Called the Punch Kat, a generic name for crimes whose punishment entailed
the loss of life or limb or the confiscation of one's total property. See Stiller,
'Hodgson on Justice,' Regmi Research Series, October, 1984 to January, 1985.
6.011occasion Bahadur Shah's government assigned a single contract to a
slngle individual for the collection of one specific tax throughout the kmgdom.
7.The King complained bitterly ofthis and used it as partial justification when
he removed Bahadur Shah from power.
8.By contrast, the coins minted by Ranjit Malla, the last Malla lung of
Bhaktapur, were 58% silver, 42% base metal. The profitlay in the quantity of base
metal in the alloy, since minted coins were exchanged for Tibetan silver on a weightfor-weight basis. One might wonder why Bahadur Shah did not mint debased coins
when t h ~was
s tried, the Tibetans objected.They wanted no more debased
for ~ibet.'
coins, but they would not agree to devalue the debased coins in circulation.
9.The Dalai Lama wasjustified in this refusal. His representative at the Treaty
negotiations had signed the other clauses of the Treaty but refused to sign this
tribute clause.
10.The Betravati is a tributaq of the Trisuli hver.
11.See Chapter Seven, pp. 89-90.
12.The most interesting study was that commissioned in 1912 by the India
Office in London, 'An Historical Note on Relations between Nepal and China,'
IOL,UP8tS/10/223.
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13.When the Chinese seemed determinedto invade Nepal, W u r Shah asked
the Governor General for military assistance. The Chmese also w o k to the
Govemor General asfor assistance and requestmg that no aid be given to
Nepal. In keeping with British policy at the tune, the Governor General stayed out
of the conflict but offered to send a mediator. The war was over before he could send
Captain Kirkpatrick. Bahadur Shah informed the Governor General that medmtor
was no longer required, but the Governor General replied that Kukpatnck had
completed h s preparations and asked that he be allowed to come to Nepal.
Kukpatrick was in Nepal about six weeks and spent half of t h ~ tune
s in the hlls.
Since the Nepalese had tried to prevent the British from learning anytlung about the
Hills, Kukpatrick's visit was not popular. HISreport, laterpublished,proves he was
an excellent observer.

Chapter Four

Growth in Pain
When King Rana Bahadur Qsrnissed Bahadur Shah and began to rule
Nepal hrectly he was nineteen years old. The Court, as we have seen, was
deeply Qvided by factions. The situation demanded an experienced leader,
but a n g Rana Bahadur was still untried. As had Prithvi Narayan Shah
before h m , Rana Bahadur would have to win the confidence of h s nobles.
This would not be easy in a Court so hvided. Certainly mere accession to
power would not achieve it.
When he took power into his own hands, King Rana Bahadur found the
treasury nearly empty. Revenue returns had been low for years, and the war
with Chna had been expensive. An empty treasury was not a serious threat.
Government employees were still being paid, their salaries derived entirely
from assignments ofJagir land. The adrmnistration could function, and as
long as the adrmnistration functioned, Nepal would be governed. Compared to Rana Bahadur's need to balance factions and unite the Court under
his leadership, an empty treasury was of small concern. But Rana Bahadur
was not mature enough to realize this. He chose, as hstory has recorded,
the immdate goal of increasing revenues, and this set the stage for the
political drama of the next ten years.
To replenish his treasury, Rana Bahadur had two options. He could
increase the rate of taxation, or he could re-possess land previously assigned
to private inhviduals. Increasing taxes was not practical. The land from
whch Rana Bahadur derived revenue was located in the Tarai, where
tenants were already restless. Rana Bahadur chose instead to re-possess
land already assigned. But here again he had to choose. Large tracts of land
in the Hills had been assigned in Jngirs. Other large tracts in the Tarai had
been assigned as Birtas. Then there were smaller areas of good farmland
called Bandha lands that previous governments had mortgaged to raise
funds.'
Jagir land supported the anny and the adrmnistration. No reduction in
these assignments was possible without a major change in Nepal's fiscal
system. Reducing Birta assignments was equally unattractive. Most Birta
land was assigned to leadng members of the Court, whose support Rana
Bahadur needed. That left the land whch the state had mortgaged. Ram
Bahadur ordered the reappraisal of all Bandha land. When it was reported
that Bandha land had tripled in value, Rana Bahadur appropriated twotiurds of most Bandha holdings, arguing that the land's current value
justified his action.
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Rana Bahadur alienated many leading citizens by thrs expropriation of
their Bandha land. At the time it was dficult to know whether this was a
calculated statement of the way Rana Bahadur intended to rule or mere
insensitivity to the political situation in the capital. Certainly the ease ofthe
expropriation led him to underestimate his opposition. He made enemies
at a time when he needed friends.
Rana Bahadur also ignored the reform of taxation schedules that
Bahadur Shah had planned. The situation in the Tarai then became critical.
Many Tarai fanners, wearied with excessive taxes, packed their few
belongings and migrated to India, where tenancy conditions were more
attractive. Rana Bahadur was hsmayed. Tarai agriculture depended on
these farmers, and his revenues came mostly from the Tarai . Ifthese farmers
abandonedthe Tarai, their fields would lie fallow. In the sub-tropical Tarai,
the jungle could reassert itself in a few years. He would lose revenue, and
Tarai lands cleared with great difficulty would revert tojungle. To stem the
tide of emigration, Rana Bahadur immediately did away with tax contractors in Morang, the key area of the Tarai. T h s was not enough. A system
was needed that levied taxes at an acceptable level and encouraged the
development of the local economy. Unless the system itselfwere reformed,
the contract system would return. The sureness of revenues under the
contract system blinded the administration to the fact that improved
revenues depended on economic growth, not exploitative taxation. The
needed reforms were already on paper, but Rana Bahadur ignored them and
lost a golden opportunity to improve his own and the nation's finances.
But Rana Bahadur suddenly lost interest in Nepal's economic growth.
Once his immediate financial needs were satisfied. he gave his total
attention to more personal pursuits. Shortly after his Bandha reform, Rana
Bahadur fell in love with a Brahman beauty. a widow named Kantavati.
Although twice married, Ram Bahadur courted Kantavati openly and
ardently. But Kantavati refused to marry Rana Bahadur, unless he promised
to make their son, should she bear him one, king of Nepal. Rana Bahadur
accepted this condition and mamed Kantavati.
Kantavati gave birth to a son, Girban Yuddha, on October 1, 1797.
Shortly afterwards she fell desperately ill. Rana Bahadur tried all means in
his power to restore her to health, but she continued to weaken. Close to
death, she fretted that the king would forget his promise. To reassure her,
on March 8,1799, Rana Bahadur abdicated in favor of Girban Yuddha. His
awlcation was complete. He obliged every member of the Court to sign an
oath to support King Girban Yuddha and sent formal notice of his own
abdicationand G u b n Yuddha's enthronement to the emperor of China and
to the Governor General of the East India Company. Rana Bahadur then
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devoted lus full attention to Kantavati. When she dred six months later,
Rana Bahadur's dream world came crashing down. Tlus twenty-four year
old ex-king had sacrificed everything for his beloved and had nothing to
show for it but his own frustration,
Had affairs remained this way. all might yet have been well. But they
did not. Ram Bahadur raged at men, Brahmans, and gods for talung h s
queen. His extravagant denunciation of the gods frightened the peaceful
people of the city, and the cabinet took the infant king to Nuwakot for their
own safety and for his. As the ex-king tried to rally support to himself, the
cabinet determined that Rana Bahadur must be blocked at whatever cost
from returning to power. Three separate centers of power then emerged in
Nepal: the infant king and his cabinet at Nuwakot, Regent Queen Rajrajeshwari in Kathmandu, and ex-krng Ram Bahadur in Patan. The Regent
eventually joind Rana Bahadur, but the military remained loyal to IQng
Girban Yuddha, whom they had sworn to obey. As more and more troops
rallied to Girban Yuddha's side (and the cabinet's), Rana Bahadur abandoned Nepal and fled to Banaras. The Regent Queen accompanied h m .
The regency was left, almost as a bquble, to Rana Bahadur's second queen,
Subarna Prabha.
The story of the next few months is one of intrigue, confbsed patriotism,
and unalloyed self-seeking. The British in India schemed to take the
greatest possible advantage of Rana Bahadur's esile. In Kathmandu, with
a totally incompetent Regent in nominal control. the factions had at each
other. At stake was the power of the pajani, the right to determine who
would hold office and who would be assigned jagrrs. There was violence
in Kathmandu. Violence bred suspicion and unrest. and several members
of the Court were murdered. Rumors in the capital branded Damodar
Pandey, an outstanding personality. a member of the cabinet and a man of
character. as the guilty party. He immediately resigned his post as senior
minister until his name was cleared The royal preceptor was more devious
and also more a ~ t i v eHe
. ~ appeared in Banaras one day during this period
to discuss a treaty with Captain Knos. the Goyernor General's agent
assigned to monitor es-king Rana Bahadur's actions and to t n to convince
lum tosupport theBritish cause. When this more promising offer nas made.
Neither Knos nor the Governor Geqeral stood on principles. Rana Bahadur
was fobbed off with promises, white Knos went off to the Nepal border to
negotiate a treaty with ex-hng Rana Bahadur's enemies.
The royal preceptor brought to the negotiations sheets of blank paper
already signed with the royal seal.\The intentions of the Court were clear.
The controlling group of nobles in Kathmandu felt that Nepal ~ , o u lbe
d far
safer if the ex-king remained in Banaras. Kathmandu was too small to
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accommodate at once an infant king, an inexperienced Regent, and a
former, highly disgruntled hng. In exchange for the British keeping Rana
Bahadur in Banaras, they were willing to pay the ex-lung an annual stipend
of 60,000 rupees and to accept a British Resident in Kath~nandu.~
The
British were delighted! The TreaQ of Friendshrp signed on October 1,
1801, promised a new era of cooperation between Nepal'and the East India
Company. But the high hopes of the Nepalese nobles and the British were
misplaced. The treaty proved an absolute disaster.
Knox was appointed the first British Resident to Nepal. He was to be
met at the Nepal border and escorted to Kathmandu by a Nepalese
delegation. On the assigned day he went to the Nepal border. but intense
politicking in Kathmandu had delayed the Nepalese delegates. When they
finally amved at the border, they treated Knos to a taste of politics Nepalese
style. Clearly they had brought Kathmandu politics with them. In Knox's
presence they continued their animated negotiations over the dstribution
of power and patronage in Nepal. Among them was Damodar Pandey, still
out of ofice but exonerated by this ume from all blame in the political
murders and apparently once again one of the most respected and powerful
members of the Court.
The long delay at the border dsturbed Knos. He was perceptive enough
to realize that the delegates were using h s presence to suggest that their
negotiations had the support and appro~alof the East Inda Company. but
short of abandoning his mission. he could do nothing to stop them.
In the midst of this politiclung. Rajrajeshwari Da-i also amved on the
border.' She asked the Nepalese delegation to take her with them when they
returned to Kathmandu. Her request pro\.ed far more political than
any-thing they were discussing. Legally she was still Regent. but after her
departure for Banaras. Rana Bahadur's second wife, Subarna Prabha, had
acted as Regent. Subarna Prabha was totally incompetent. The delegates
knew they could easily manipulate her. They were not so sure about
Rajrajeshwari. She was simple and determined. Perhaps she was also
beyond manipulation. Were she to return to Kathmandu the whole
equation of p w e r would need recalculating. She also represented risk.
Coming from Rana Bahadur's side. what forces did she really represent?
The delegates refused to take the risk. They ad~isedRajrajeshwari to remain
safely in India and then turned back to their negotiations. Damodar Pandey,
who saw Rajrajeshwari's plight as a human problem rather than a political
maneuyer. softened her dsappointment as much as he could, but did not
help her.
The delegation finally escorted Knos to Kathmandu, leaving Rajrajeshwan on the border. In Kathmandu. Knos presented his credentials and then
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sat back to see what might happen. What happened was beyond his
expectations. Ignoring all advice, Rajrajeshwari left the border and set out
with her few attendants for Kathmandu. The acting Regent sent troops to
stop her and to strip her tiny entourage of all male attendants. Apparently
Subarna Prabha expected Rajrajeshwari to flounder helplessly where she
was. But Rajrajeshwari continued on her way with a simple courage that
touched the hearts of many. Subarna Prabha then sent more troops to block
her passage and even asked Resident Knox to offer her a pension if she
would return to India. Unable to move forward because of the troops
blocking her way, Rajrajeshwari refused to yield an inch. The troops grew
restless and uneasy. They were simple mountain men, shocked at thls harsh
treatment of a noble woman and unhappy with the duty given them. As the
days wore on, the w e t courage of Rajrajeshwaricompletely won them over.
They threw aside their orders, hoisted her sedan chair on their own
shoulders, and carried her over the mountains into Kathmandu Valley.
When Rajrajeshwari reached the Valley, a distraught Subarna Prabha
sent more troops, this time to block Rajrajeshwari's entrance into the
capital. To no avail. The troops promptly joined Rajrajeshwari. Subarna
Prabha then fled from the palace, taking the young king to asylum in the
temple of Pashupati Nath. Rajrajeshwari formally entered the palace and
took her rightful place as Regent. Negotiations brought King Girban
Yuddha back to the palace. And so matters stood. King Girban Yuddha
reigned in Kathmandu. Rajrajeshwari ruled as Regent. Rana Bahadur
remained in his Banaras exile. The situation had totally changed, and
Captain Knox, the British Resident in the Court of Nepal, had to manage
as best he could.
Knox was ill~hosenas a pioneer Resident. Stuflj and a bit taken by his
own importance, Knox was unable to cope with petty fr~strations.~
His
reports suggest total isolation at Court. He evaluated poorly the little real
information he received and reported hearsav. speculation, and gossip with
equal emphasis. The one matter he sank his teeth into was the matter of
Rana Bahadur's stipend, and this proved his undoing.
By treaty, the Nepalese government had agreed to pay Rana Bahadur a
monthly stipend of Rs. 5,000. To s i m p l e this transaction. the Governor
General advanced this amount to Rana Bahadur. Knos was to collect the
Nepalese government's payment in Kathmandu and use it to pa? the costs
of his Residency. When no payments ureremade by the end of ihe first year,
Knox became insistent. Rajrajeshwari promptly promised a partial payment. The naive Knox accepted this promise at face value and believed his
insistence haddecided the issue. In fact, Rajrajeshwari could not even make
a token payment. The Nepalese government could not raise that much cash.
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Rs.60,000 represented the total annual revenues of Nepal's richest Tarai
dist~icts.~
Frustrated, angry, and feeling slightly foolish because he had
already reported his success to the Governor General, Knox delivered an
ultimatum. Unless paid by a fixed date, he would leave Nepal!
Knox's threat struck a note of alarm in the Nepalese Court. If the
Resident left, Rana Bahadur would return to Kathmandu, endangering all
those who had agreed to the TreapoJFriendship. New and fervent promises
to pay the stipend were made, but Knox felt bound to honor his own
ultimatum. He left Nepal, despite all efforts to deter bun, and submitted a
&scouragng report. The Governor General was so frustrated that he
abrogated the treaty and informed Rana Bahadur he would be free after one
month to proceed to Nepal if he wished.
Rana Bahadur returned to Kathmandu in March, 1804. He brought with
him his debts to a Banaras merchant, a determination to rid himself of all
those who had secured his detention in Banaras, and a new advisor, B h m
Sen Thapa.lo Damodar Pandey was one of the first to be put to death for
plotting to keep Rana Bahadur in Banaras. The Pandey family then became
the most embittered fiction in Nepal. Rajrajeshwari Dew was packed off
in disgrace to Helambu. Rana Bahadur himself, ex-king though he was,
served as mentor to his seven yeardd son, King Grban Yuddha.
So ended Nepal's first brief period of close connection with the British
Raj. Many in the Court breathed a sigh of relief. Suspicion of the British
lay deep, and Knox had done nothing to allay Nepalese fears. Lf anytiung,
his imperious manner had deepened suspicion and fear of British motives.
But now Knox was gone. The treaty abrogated. The parbes that had
supported it were dead. And Nepal could turn once again to westward
expansion.
After a ten year hiatus, Nepal's westward expansion was renewed in
October, 1804. At that time Nepal's western bundary lay along the Pindar
River. To the west of the Pindar lay most of Garhwal. the A thara Thakurai,
the Barha Thakurai, and Kangra, the great fortress that guarded the road
north to Kashmir. This new western c a m p g n created an immediate
demand for more troops, and more troops required more Jagir land. To
secure that land. Rana Bahadur and Bhim Sen Thapa resorted once again
to the scrutiny of land grant documents.I * They found a rich harvest. There
were invalid Birta grants. grants that covered only a fraction of the land
actually claimed, and grants illegally held by descendants of the original
grantees.I3They confiscated all the Birta land held invalidly or illegally.
Those affected included some of the most influential men in the nation.
They were outraged, but Rana Bahadur and Bhim Sen Thapa were not
deterred.l 4
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The farmers were the ones who suffered. As always. the nobles who had
lost a part of their land did not simplifi their life-style. Increasingly, tenants
were obliged to provide their landlords free meat. milk. firewood andghee
or risk losing their tenancy rights. When the adrmnistrabon insisted that
this exploitation of the villagers stop. landholders countered by demanding
freedom to charge higher legal rents. They argued that the land could
produce much more than it did and that restricting rents to half of the main
crop only encouraged the tenants' idleness. They insisted that the tenants
pay what the land was worth. Already under attack for appropriating Birta
lands. the government yielded. Landholders were permitted to demand of
their tenants a fixed annual rent. to be paid as the first charge against the
crop. Tenants who refused to accept such a contract could be turned out
in favor of those who would. Tenants had no choice but to agree tothe higher
rents. The land was their life. Rents went up. and the tenants pard more
for the dubious privilege of eking out an even more precarious living.
For the first two years after hls return from Banaras, possibly on the
advice of Bhim Sen Thapa. Rana Bahadur's behavior was good. The year
1806 ended that. In the spring of that year Rana Bahadur. impatient with
the fiction that he was merely his son's advisor. took the title ofMukhtiyar
or chief minister. This set off alarm bells in the minds of those who had not
forgotten or forgiven Rana Bahadur's past excesses. No one would ever
know the es-king's motive for taking the title Afukhti-var. Within weeks he
was assassinated. cut down by his half-brother Sher Bahadur. l6 After the
assassination. Bhim Sen Thapa seized control of the government and
imrne&ately put to death all his major opponents on the charge of
conspiracy against the Crown. The charge was never substantiated, nor is
there any record of a trial or the confessions required by Nepalese law. Sher
Bahadur. who might have offered some information. had been lulled on the
spot. Ifthere was a conspiracy. one wonderswhat itsobject might have been,
how broad its net was intended to be. and who the leader was. Bhim Sen
Thapa himself seems to have been the only one who profited. He installed
Rana Bahadur's fifth wife. his own blood relative. as Regent for the nineyear old king. and he himself became chief minister. The Bhim Sen Thapa
era began ominously in blood. foretelling. perhaps. the nature of its en&ng
thirty-one years later.
By 1795 the con~ersionof Nepal 's elite was complete. Whatever their
motives during Prithvi Narayan Shah's time. they were now interested in
prosperic for themselves and their families. Army Jogirs had provided a
ladder for social and economic mobility. Now. since the days of the regents,
politics had become a strongbase for economic advance. Inevitably tlus led
to conflict. Unless agriculture production increased, government revenues,
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land rents, and all other perquisites based on agriculture would remain
limited. In an agricultural society, the only way to increase the wealth of
the elite was, ironically, to encourage farmers to increase their own wealth.
A more rational system of tents and taxation was badly n.The reforms Bahadur Shah proposed in 1793 suggest that he had finally
come to grips with the financial problem, but those reforms were never
implemented. Once King Rana Bahadur took control of the State, nothing
more was heard of them.

Notes to Chapter Four
The material in this chapter is based mainly on chapters 7, 8, and 9 of the
author's The Rise of the House of Gorkha, Manjusi, New Delhi, 1973 and Paha
Jesuit Society, Patna, 1975; documents published in the Regmi R e d Series
(published monthly &om 1969); Mahesh C. ~ e ~ mLund
i , Tenum in N e p l , f m
volumes, University of California Press, Berkeley, 196368; and Mahcsh C.
Regmi, A StuGy in Nepali Economic History: 1768- 1846, Manjusri, New Dclhi,
1971.

1.Today governments issue bonds or sell treasury bills. In those days land was
the enduring value. Government land was mortgaged to raise money. Although the
government always maintained the fiction that it would redeem the mortgage,
Bandha land remained with private owners, the closest thing to private landownerslup in Nepal at that time.
2.Traill did precisely this in Kumaun in 1816, and in a few years the economy
there improved, as did State revenues. Unlike hisNepalese counkrprts, Traill saw
the eficient working of the revenue system as the whole l~urposeof administration.
See Chapter Five, Note 14.
3 .The Raj Guru Gajraj Misra.
4.This sounds strange to us, but it seems to have been a common practice in
Nepal. We can only assume the Royal Preceptor was indeed an envoy plenipotentiary.
5.The agreement that the British were to reep Rana Bahadur in Banaras, and
the Nepal Government was to pay Rs. 60,000 annually for the ex-lung's maintenance was not actually included in the Treaty but incoprated in a clause appended
to the Treaty.
6.The British had exotic ideas about the wealth that might be found in Nepal.
Of the gold and silver they sought there was little, but the timber of the Nepal Tarai
was almost equally sought for resin, pitch, and masts for ships, all invaluable to a
merchant company whose ships had to sail the seas to India and return.
7.111
Banaras, Rana Bahadur had treated Rajrajeshwari outrageously. She left
lum and set off for Nepal. Her determined journey back to Kathmandu in the face
of all obstacles made her the catalyst in a process that destroyed the Treaty, returned
Rana Bahadur to Kathmandu, roused the Governor General's ire, and set in train
events that led to war between Nepal and the Company. Qute an achievement for
a woman considered quiet and reserved. This has suggested to many that the Queen
actually carried Rana Bahadur's colors, that since he was himself under British
surveillance and could not go, he sent the Queen to fight for him. No evidence has
ever been adduced to support t h ~ stheory. The documents suggest that Rana
Bahadur ill-treated hls Queen and sold her jewels to reward a dancing girl and that
Rajrajeshwari, acting on her own instincts, simply left him.
8.Bv contrast, the surgeon who accompanied Knox as a member of his team
proved to be one of the finest observers ever to visit Nepal. He w t e originally
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under h s own name, Buchanan, and later under hls mother's maiden name,
Hamilton. He is often referred to t h y as Buchanan-Hamilton.
9.Rana Bahadur called this a 'trifling amount.' But this trifllng amount
equalled half the Nepal Government's revenues fkom the three most prosperous
Tarai Qstricts. Since most of the land in the Klls had been assigned in Jagir, ttus
stipend was a costly trifle for Nepal to pay.
10.Bhlm Sen Thapa was a middle-rank Nepal m y oficer who had accompanied Rana Bahadur to Banaras as commander of his bodyguard.
1 1.The end of the Knox mission actually hurt Nepal. The failure ofthe mission
after so much planning soured the Governor General's attitude towards Nepal. On
the whole, Nepal's relations with the Company had been good. Since the time of
Prithvi Narayan Shah, Nepal had held large tracts in the Tarai for which they paid
the British a nominal annual rent of a few elephants. In 1801, in the euphoria of
the Treaty, the British had waived their rights to thls annual rent. However, the
Tarai remained unmapped and largely unknown to the Governor General as well as
to the Court of Nepal, even though both parhes laid claim to parts of it. Until 1801
this dangerous situation had been concealed by the legal fiction that Nepal rented
the Tarai fkom the Company. In 1801, this fiction was set aside. Nepal now owned
outright the lands it had rented at a nominal cost. The unresolved question was the
actual extent of those lands. Granted goodwill on both sides, h s could easily have
been resolved. The failure of the Knox mission, however, planted in the Governor
General's mind deep suspicions of Nepal's sincerity. As Nepal's Army renewed
their sweep westward through the Hills, the Governor General became increasingly
aware ofNepal's military power, and his suspicions turned into a determination to
block Nepal's growth.
12.Rana Bahadur's personal extravagance added to the &ficulty. W i h
months ofhis return, he had taken two more wives. This was understandable. Rana
Bahadur was, after all, only 34 years old. Of his three previous wives, one was dead
and another, Rajrajeshwari, had been exiled from the capital. Marriages of
members of the royal family, however, were expensive. A special tax was levied
on the whole population (Gaddih4ubamk) to help defray the costs.
13.ManyB i m grants were valid only during the lifetime of the original grantee
and were not inheritable.
14.Someclasses of society have to trus clay not forgiven Bhim Sen Thapa forhis
part in this 'infamous land-grab.'
15,Under the former Adhip system, tenants Qvided their crop equally with
their landlords, regardlessof the size of the crop. Bad weather, landslidesorerosion
might damage crops or fields. Tenant and landlord shared equally in the loss, just
as they shared equally in the fiuitsof a good year. Under the new system, landlords
were assured of their rents in full, regardless of the tenant's success or failures.
Contracted rents also tended to be higher. The contracted rent was fixed for each
field on the basis of the highest yield for that field durrng the previous threeyears.
Where no records existed, the average yield of neighboring fields was taken as a
basis for calculating the new contract rent.
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16.Rana B d d u r Shah was assassinated on April 26,1806, by Sher Bahadur
Shahi, his half-brother. The assassirtation took place late at night, during Sher
Ekhdur's trial for acts he had supposedly committed against the State while Ram
Bahadur was in exile. After a particularly dangerous accusation, Sher Bahadur
asked permission to drink tea because h s throat was dry. Rana Bahadur taunted
hun about this but permitted it. Just then the attention of those present was
distracted by the call of a jackal outside the house. At that moment Sher Bahadur
drew his sword and cut the ex-king down.
17.Few official documents dealing with h s conspiracy charge have come to
light. Considering the wealth of available material dealing with contemporary
events, one would have expected more. Perhaps scholars will yet discover
documents that will clarifLthese issues. Until that day, the conspiracy charge raises
more questions than it answers. Baburam Achaxya has been merciless in his
denunciation of Bhim Sen for h s . See his Samkshipta Vnttant, pp. 119-26.

Chapter Five

The Anglo-Nepal War
On the day Blum Sen Thapa seized control of Nepal. few could have
realized the influence t h s man would ha\.e over the nation's destiny. There
was little by which to judge lum. and what there \vas pro\.ed uninspiring.
His background was mediocre. He had none of the experience espected of
a leader, neither military nor adrmnistrati~e.He knew little of the economic
condtions in village Nepal.' Apart from an occasional visit to h s home in
Gorkha and h s trip to Banaras with Rana Bahadur, he seems not to h a ~ e
traveled at all. No inspection tours are mentioned. no visits to the front.
Unlike other great leaders inNepal. he \\.asneither a man of vision nor gifted
with a sense of lustory. Uniquely among Nepal's leaders. Bhm Sen Thapa
was a political animal. More than most. he understood that in Nepal no man
stands alone. Shrewd insight. patience. and cunning helped him sort out
the tangled skeinsof family ties and personal ambitionsthat united men and
women in the pursuit of power. He played on hidden ambitions to
manipulate whole coalitions and control the State. Few were pleased with
lum,but they seemed helpless to do more than whisper their displeasure in
hidden comers.
Within weeks ofBhm Sen Thapa's take-o\.er. the Nepal army under the
command of Kazi Amar Singh Thapa overran the Barha Thakurai west of
Garhwal and clashed with Sansar Chand. the lord of Fort Kangra. This
astonishing success silenced the mutterings of the Court. The Nepalese
nobility suddenly saw dreams of militan glon and national greatness.
BeyondKangra lay Kashrnir. To strengthen his hold on the administration,
Bhm Sen strained Nepal's resources to the limit to support the campaign.
Maintaining communications albng the 500 mile supply line became a
constant struggle. Mail runners and porters worked in relays around the
clock to keep a steady stream of material and messages mo~ingto the front.
Small cannon, muskets, and gunpowder flowed from arsenals in Nepal to
Kangra. Food suppliesgathered from occupied areas closer to Kangra also
passed from porter to porter along the Hulak trail. Not a Paisa was paid for
all this labor. It was a labor tax all tenants paid in addition to the tas they
paid in grain or cash. This drain on the energies of the people did not bother
Blum Sen Thapa at all. He esploited them without a qualm in pursuit of his
goals.'
For three long years Nepalese troops barricaded Sansar Chand in h s
great fort. Cut off from supplies and contact with the outside world and
constantly harassed by Nepalese snipers. Sansar Chand finally agreed to
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surrenderbut asked that his women first be allowed to leave in safety. Then,
shamelessly disguised, Sansar Chand left the fort with the women under a
flag of truce and went directly to ask Ranjit Singh ofthe Punjab for help.
Ranjit Singh marched his troops into Fort Kangra on August 24,1809, and
made it his own. That ended Nepal's westward expansion. Kau Amar
Singh Thapa fought and won several more minor battles, but Ranjit Singh
was invincible in a fort such as Kangra.
Amar Singh then retraced his steps back across the Sutlej to the petty
princedoms of the Barha Thakurai. During the long siegeof Kangra,he had
neglected this Cis-Sutlej area. He soon learned the cost of his neglect. The
Barha Thakurai had grown restive. Though nominally under Nepalese
rule, the more powerful princes had asked the East Indta Company for
protection. Their request had been granted. British protection did not
guarantee the British would defend the protected states, but it warned Kau
Amar Singh that the Company rnight intervene.
The Governor General had no desire to provoke a war with Nepal at this
time, but he felt a warning was overdue. Nepal's rapid expansion in the
seven years since 1804 had marked Nepal as a state to be watched, and
Nepal's tight control of the trade routes between India an Tibet had imtated
him. The Governor General's advisers convinced him that the easiest way
to curtail Nepal's military power was to deny Nepal access to revenue from
the rich farm land of the Tarai. Amar Singh's efforts to bring the Cis-Sutlej
princes back into line gave the Governor General a perfect opportunity to
issue his warning. Nepal, he protested, had violated the Principle of
Limitation.
No one had heard of the Principle of Limitation until the Governor
General's protest. It represented an arbitrary line the Governor General had
drawn to delimit Nepal's possessions. According to this principle, the Hills
belonged to Nepal; the plains were British. Such a line of demarcation had
no foundation. Nepal had a greater claim to most of the Tarai than the
British, a claim the Governor General had sanctioned only ten years
earlier.3 The British could claim validly only the Tarai region west of the
Mahakali River, an area the Nepalese had never annexed and had not
molested since 1794. To estend the Principle of Lir~litationto the whole
sweep of the Himalayan plains was vintage British imperialism.
Bhim Sen understood the Governor General's Principle ofLimitation
as the warning which it clearly was. Contemporary British authorities
c r d t e d Bhim Sen as the only statesman in the subcontinent who truly
understood the Company's intentions and methods. Bhim Sen knew in fact
that the British had built their position in India on the bold assertion of
claims that gave them either a bargaining position or a pretext for later
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military action. Forewamexl, Bhim Sen began to prepare for the conflict he
felt would surely come by patclung together an alliance with the Mahrattas
and the Sikhs. Both these Indian states had enough military strength to
provide serious help against the British and were as alarmed as he by the
Company's record for money-grabbing, land-grabbing. and manipulation.
In the way of the east, a strange alliance evolved. The Mahrattas agreed to
join in the fray if the Nepalese resisted the British and a war followed. Ranjit
Singh agreed to join the alliance provided the Mahrattas actually entered
the war." It was a complicated arrangement, but if these three nations
actually joined forces, they could reasonably challenge the Company.
Satisfieid that this alliance was the best he could manage, Bhim Sen
turned to a serious weakness inside Nepal. Tarai farmers were unhappy
with high taxes and exploitation and might welcome the British. To give
them some relief, Bhim Sen Thapa replaced the tax contractors in the Tarai
with salaried government tax collectors. In the fills, howwer, the revenue
squeeze continued. By 18 12 most tenants on Jagir lands paid rents under
the contract system. They also spent more of their time in compulsory,
unpaid labor. The produrnon of arms and ammunition increased, and
portets were enlisted to cany these supplies to Nepalese strong points
throughout the whole reach ofthe country, from Ilam and Chainpur in the
east to Almora, Dehra Dun, and Jaythak in the west.'
The threat of war became real in 18 12. when the Governor General tried
to apply his Principle ofLimitation to three dozen Tarai villages. Bhim Sen
countered by proposing a joint border commission to decide the ownership
of these villages on the spot! The Governor General accepted, and a
commission was appointed. The commissioners had full powers to
determine ownerslupof the villages. but they found no basis for a settlement.
Both sides produced documents to prove their ownership of the disputed
villages. When the commissionersesamined the documents, however, they
found them so confusing and contradicton that even local tradition could
not clarify them. The situation clearly demanded compromise. Since
Nepal's concern was the continued right to farm the land. Bhm Sen offered
to recogruze the Company's claim and pay a reasonable rent, provided
Nepal could continue to farm the territoq as zamindar.
The Governor General rejected Bhim Sen's proposal precisely because
he wanted to deny Nepal the revenues these villages produced. Instead, he
chose to interpret Bhim Sen's compromise as proof of the Company's
ownershp. On his order. the Indian army took military possession of
twenty-two Tarai villages in the spring of 1814. Police posts were
established, and the way lay open to the complete British assimilation ofthe
temtory. Blum Sen felt he had to act. To do nothing would amount to
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accepting the British move as final. When the Briush withdrew their troops
at the beginning of the monsoon. units of the Nepal army swept the
Company's police posts from the area. War was then inevitable, but the
Governor General prudently waited for the monsoon to end before taking
the field.'
The Governor General spent the monsoon months evolving his strategy
for the war. Accordng to lus final plan. the Company's troops would launch
simultaneous attacks at four key points along Nepal's seven hundred mile
southern border. To meet these attacks. he reasoned, the Nepalese would
be forced to drain troops away from the Kathmandu sector. This would open
the Bagmati valley and allow the main British force to stnke hrectly at
Kathmandu. The war would be over before the Nepalese could rally their
defense^.^ It was a reasonable strategy, but one based on ignorance of
Nepalese defensive tactics.
The Nepalese rarely moved troops from sector to sector. Their defense
was almost static, based on small, interlocking hill forts maned by men and
women who fought heroically by day and prowled the night like tigers.
Bhim Sen Thapa knew that a defense of h s sort would not beat off a
determined British attack,but he expected it to slow the British long enough
for the other members of his shaky anti-British alliance to enter the war.
Bhim Sen waited invain. Nothing came of his alliance. In the early months
of the war. when the Nepalese were having it all their own way, neither
Mahratta nor Sikh made a move. Ranjit Singh had agreed to join in the
battle only if the Mahrattasjoined, and the Mahrattas stayed safely at home.
For the first few months. the Nepalese forces indeed had it all their own
way. The roll call of Nepalese successesmatched almost point for point the
British plan of battle.
Major General Rollo Gillespie led the Qritish attack on the hastily built
Nepalese defenses near Nala Pani in the lulls above the town of Dehra. In
the second attack on the first dav of battle, October 3 1. 1814, a Nepalese
marksman shot General ~ i l l e s ~dead.
i e That stopped the British offensive
on this front until a new commander amved. It took the British one month
to snatch this tiny makesM fort from the hands of a hundred or so Nepalese
men and women. The British knew then they had a war on their hands such
as they had not yet fought on the s u k ~ n t i n e n t . ~
Major General John Sullivan Wood's attack on Butwal was even more
dispiriting. The General hired a guide to lead his force through the jungle
to the Nepalese fort. Mischievously the p d e brought them out of thejungle
right under the walls of the fort. Before the astonished General could react,
Nepalese marksmen on the walls took a deadly toll of the British rank and
file. The General panicked and ordered an i m m d a t e retreat. Though
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heavily reinforced, he spent the rest of the war marching up and down tht
open Tarai, a d to risk another incursion into the jungle.
The British finally captured Nala Pani on November 30, 1814. They
then moved west through the Doon Valley to Nahan. .Here, too, they found
the town undefended. The Nepalese had set up their defenses on the heights
north of Nahan. After the British occupied Nahan, they turned to the task
of driving the Nepalese off the heights. To surprise the Nepalese, the first
British units set out on the long climb up the slopes at midnight, December
25th. When the first troops crested the ridge at sunrise, they spotted a
Nepalese patrol. They attacked immediately and ran directly into an
ambush. Caught in a deadly cross fire, they fell reeling back towards their
own lines with the Nepalese nipping at their heels. The British retreat
became a rout, and the shattered first line came off the mountain and limped
into camp before the last units had even set out for the attack. Many were
not so lucky. They remained pinned down on the mountain throughout the
day, and were saved only by the setting sun and blessed night.
The main British force, under the command of Major General Marley,
was scheduled to thrust up the Bagmati valley towards Kathmandu. At
dawn on January 1,1815, Nepalese units surprisedtwo of General Marley 's
outposts near Barhagarhi and left few survivors. General Marley was so
&stressed that he withdrew his forces and then deserted the camp without
designating a commander or giving further orders.
Six weeks later, on February 17th, a column of 200 Nepalese reinforce
ments t r e h n g to Jaythak were trappeday almost two thousand Indian
irregulars serving under British officers. The Nepalese were ordered to
throw down their weapons. As Hill men do, they discussed the matter, then
erupted in an attack that smashed through the Indian lines and reached
Jaythak safely. From that day, no Indan line of slurmishers would stand
against a Nepalese charge.
By mid-February the Nepalese had done very well indeed. Ofthe four
British commanders they had faced, Gillespie was dead, Marley had
deserted, Wood was fhghtened into inactivity, and Martindell was practically incapacitated by over~utiousness.In addition, the Nepalese had
struck such terror into the Inchan Sepoys that they were useless in battle
unless accompanied by large numbers of European troops. The Nepalese
had lost some ground, but they had also proved that the British could be
beaten.
West of Nahan, Colonel, later Major General, Ochterlony, was matched
against Kazi Amar Singh Thapa. Ochterlony had no illusions. NO
commander in the Nepal army was held in such respect as Amar Singh, and
Ochterlony knew Arnar Singh deserved that respect. But, if the Nepalese
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believed Amar Singh invincible, Amar Singh's defeat would totallydernoralize them. That was what Ochterlony set out to achieve.
The Nepalese defense had bought time for Bhim Sen Thapa and tempted
others tojoin the fray. Ranjit Singh began cautiously shifting his troops into
position to the southwest of Nahan. Had he moved boldly, his force would
have been tucked into positionbehind Ochterlony. But Ranjit was cautious.
While he hesitated. Ochterlony broke through the Nepalese defense. Ranjit
Singh then quietly withdrew, and the war was lost.
Ochterlony alone of all the British commanders had the ~ l s d o m
to study
the terrain, to respect the strength of even the simplest Nepalese fortrfications, and to learn from the Nepalese. He saw that the Nepalese had based
their defense on small forts that perfectly suited their purpose. Though the
forts were small. they held the lugh ground and dominated the slopes. Each
fort was supported by at least two other forts in an interlocking defense that
defied an uphll attack. The secret of the Nepalese defense lay in the key
forts that linked smaller outlying forts into the network. To break through
h s defense. Ochterlony had to rely on his superior numbers, the momentumof hrs attack, and his artillery. He used his strength superlatively. W l e
his patrols denied the Nepalese access to fresh food supplies from the valley
floor. h s men occupied every bit of undefended land. Ochterlony then
attacked one key fort at a time. He inched his cannon up mountain slopes
until they reached a ridge overlooking the fort. A heaky cannonade forced
the Nepalese to hug whatever coyer they could find.I0After that, his men
swept up the slopes to take the fort. For the British troops it was monotonous
work. They spent days moving cannon up a ridge. Fired them for a few
hours. Then began the process again. But they forged an ever-tightening
circle of hammering cannon. against which the Nepalese had no defense.
While Ochterlony battered Kazi Amar Singh Thapa's defenses, a tiny
force ofBritish irregulars two hundred miles to the east closed in on Almora.
This British probe, not at all part of the original battle plan. found Nepal's
weakness: dissatisfied local leaders and dissatisfied tenant farmers. The
burden of the Jagir system and military rule had fallen heavily on Kumaon.
Judicial fines had been imposed for the most frivolous reasons to increase
the Jagir holders' income. Rents had been raised to the point where even
subsistence farming was difficult. Tenants unable to pay their rents had
been sold into slavery in India. Resentment led Kumaoni leaders like
Harsha Dev Josh to join the British probe. Tenants enlisted as irregular
troops. And Kumaoni irregular troops seming the Nepalese quietly slipped
away from their posts to join the British. Suddenly ever)' trail and every
secret of the Kumaon Hills was re\.ealed. Nepalese reinforcements were
turned back. Escape trails were blocked. The Nepalese fort at Almora was
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isolated. After their longjourney through the Kumaon Hills, British cannon
came to rest at the gates of Almora, th&r muzzles trained at point-blank
range. The helpless Nepalese surrendered on April 27, 1815.
The fall of Almora totally separated the far west from Nepal proper.
Kathmandu could no longer reinforce or supply Garhwal, the Athara
Thakurai,or the Barha Thakurai. In the Barha Thakurai Kazi Amar Singh
Thapa was staring into the barrels of Ochterlony's cannon. For days he had
rejected with scorn Ochterlony's demands that he surrender. He knew
defense was no longer possible, but surrender meant a loss of face that he
refused to accept. Ochterlony waited patiently. The menace of his cannon
steadily eroded Amar Singh's force, and each night he allowed more of
Amar Singh's men to slip quietly through his lines and disappear into the
night. News of Almora's surrender provided the excuse Amar Singh
needed. Cut off from supplies, reinforcements, and even contact with
Kathmandu, Kazi Amar Singh surrendered his last fort in Malaon on May
15, 1815. The war was over, and Nepal had lost. Only the extent of that
loss remained to be determined.
Treaty negotiations began at the end of May and dragged on for half a
year. The result was the Treav of Sagauli. In a sense, the Treaty proved
that the war had been an exercise in fbtility. The British fought the war to
establish their right to the Nepal Tarai and so deprive Nepal of their Tarai
revenues. Having established this bv force of arms, the Governor General
agreed in the Treofy to pay an annual stipend to the Nepalese officers who
had lost their lands.I2The Treaty gave the British approximately one-hrd
of Nepal's total land area. Of h s , the Governor General assigned the
temtory east of the Mechi River, Nepal's present eastern boundary, to
Sikkim. Nepal's western Tarai he assigned to the Nawab of Avadh. The
Cis-Sutlej states he returned to their native princes. The Company kept only
Nepal's central and eastern Tarai, Kumaon and Garhwal, not much to show
for an expenditure of over twenty million rupees.
The Nepalese lost a great deal. They lost land they could not afford to
lose. State finances had been tight before the war and now they would be
even tighter. Nepalese pride also suffered. They had lost a war in their own
Hills. They had always known that without cavalry they were vulnerable
in the plains, but they had thought their fills impregnable. Ochterlony had
proved h s was no longer true, and what Ochterlony had done other British
officers could do as well. Given the Company's superior resources, the
British would always have an advantage over Nepal. T h ~ was
s a painful
lesson, even as the 1792 Chlna war had been, yet it had to be learned if Nepal
was to remain independent. Whatever happened, Nepal must stand alone,
without hope of assistance from Inhan princes. Nepal's experience had
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shown what the British had long known: the Indian princes' distrust of one
another was far greater than their desire to drive the East India Company
out of India. The lessons were clear for those willing to learn, but the
struggle to master them would dominate Nepalese politics during the next
thirty Years.

The British also learned. At first hand they had experienced the
incrediblecourage of the Nepalese. No force. British or Indan, had proved
too great for the Nepalese to face. The Nepalese had not been able to stand
against overwhelming artillery power, but against muskets or in hand-tohand combat they could face anyone. Time after time the British had seen
the Nepalese charge. They attacked with a fierce abandon against all odds,
and they came incredibly fast, their Khukuries slashing at their foes. Few
Indian troops dared stand against them. The Nepalese troops impressed the
British more than any native troops the British had faced on the field of
battle in Inda. Immdately after Amar Singh's surrender at Malaon in
1815, the British began to enlist Nepalese into a force that became known
as the British Gurkha Brigade. Some British officers thought so highly of
their Gurkha troops that they considered the cost of the war a small price
to pay for the birth of the Brigade.
The Nepalese elite failed to learn the lesson they most needed. They lost
the war because they had stripped the farmers of Kumaon of even modest
gains.13 In the years imrndately after the war, the Company's Commissioner in Kurnaon and Garhwal demonstrated vividly what the Nepalese
might have done. In a land ravaged by war, Commissioner Traill imposed
modest taxes that farmers could comfortably afford to pay. As the vitality
of the provinces returned, Traill gradually increased the tax burden.
Economic life blossomed, and at the end of seven years tax revenues
surpassed even the best years under Nepal's military rule. A just tax
carefully s u p e ~ s e dworked economic wonders.14 In Nepal the lot of
fanners deteriorated. While political leaders vied with one another for
power and fortune, the poor became desperate. As they had borne the cost
of the war, so they paid the price of peace and supported with their labors
the politics of the elite. The meaning of Bharadar had indeed changed. The
h e r s and tenants of Nepal were now the true Bharadars, those who
carried the burden of the state.
This tale of exploitation is but half the story of the Nepali nation during
these critical years. Another aspect of the story is positive, brief, and
beautifid. Though the people of Kumaon had been oppressed during the
fifteenyears before the Anglo-Nepal war, their lot was no worse than that
of h e r s elsewhere in Nepal, nor were they by nature more restive or
rebellious than the people of Jumla in western Nepal or Ilam in the east.

Betwan 1792 and 1816, life in Nepal proper had been every bit as hard as
lisiiaICumm ButwhentkfidlfofceoftheEast I n d i a C o m p u l y ' s ~
str&
t h e had hAm m dcfectian in Nepal proper. Munitions were
pdu&. SuppIies were carritd And taxes and rents were paid. Not a
mgk ahat stmy spdrs of a Nepalese betraying his fellow Nepsleoc by
rcwmbg to t
kBriwr pma path ofaccess or pmnt of vantas. Though
the smpk vilkigcrs un&mtod little of the reasonsfor war, they knew their
couotrywas underat!& mdthey contributedmagruficently. Without pay
t k y mmed tbe conplctc cupply system that supported the front. They
could h9n refused to w o k and reauned to their farms. Who could have
stopped them? Bat they &ti not. They shared in the common experience
of hardship and danger. In the process these men and women of the Hills
tooL their first hesitant steps as a nation. They also developed a lasting
suspicicm of India thaf Nepalese politicians from that day to t h have
~ ~
leanred to excite to arouse the people to their cause.
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revenue, small as it was, came from there. In addition, many of the district
governors in Nepal held land assignments in the Tarai. The loyalty of these men
to the Center was the real bond of union in the Nepalese state, and their loyalty
rested on the continued possession of their land assignments. The Tarai, then, was
the glue that held the Nepalese state together, and to yield the Tarai was to surrender
national unity. This Bhun Sen Thapa could not do. He rejected the Principle of
Limitation and proposed instead a joint border commission to settle the dispute on
the spot.
7.It was move and countermove, but the Nepalese had used violence, and the
British dare not countenance violence from any native state, so tenuous was their
hold on Indta at thrs time.
8.The five general areas selected for attack were: the Eastern Hills, the Sutlej
area in the far west, the doon area below Garhwal, the Butwal area, and the Bagmati
area.
9.After thls battle, British troops set up a memorial at Kalanga in praise of
Nepalese bravery.
10.Nepalesedefendershad stacked rocks along the walls of their fortifications,
to be hurled down on attackers climbing the slopestowards their fort. When cannon
shot hit these rocks, bits and pieces of rock ricocheted around the fort like a deadly
hail of shrapnel. Even the bravest hugged whatever cover he could find. There was
no one to oppose the British troops when they finally stormed the fort.
11.The Treay ofSagauli was signed on November 28,18 15, to be ratified by
both governments within two weeks. Despite the assurance of the Nepalese
negotiator that the Nepal Darbar would never agree, the British had insisted that the
Treaty assign the whole Tarai to them. Whether the two-week time frame for
Nepal's ratification of the Treaty was unrealistically brief or, as Ochterlony
thought, the Nepal Darbar deliberatelydelayed ratification until the monsoon made
the Tarai unsuitable for military activity, Nepal did not meet the deadline.
Ochterlony resumed the war in early February, 1816, moving up through the
Chitawan Valley to Nepal's vital fortress at Makwanpur. He learned on February
24th that the Nepal Government had ratified the Treaty, but he continued his
operations in the belief that the Nepalese had to learn once for all that they had truly
been defeated. A Nepalese error allowed Ochterlony to secure a foothold on the
Makwanpur ridge February 28th, and by sheer military skill he held on against all
Nepalese efforts to dislodge h m . The morning of March 1st found Ochterlony's
guns dominating Makwanpur fort. On March 4th Ochterlony accepted the ratified
Treaty ofsagauli, and the war was ended.
12.Within the year the Governor General cancelled the stipend and returned to
Nepal the major part of the Tarai. The Governor General had finally realized that
Nepal could not survive without the Tarai, and the border would never be secure
if he tried to keep it. He was helped to tlus decision by some masterful statecrafi
from Bhim Sen Thapa, who realized only after the war that the Governor General
actually wanted not more land but a secure border. In protracted negotiations, Bhm
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Sen was able to assure the Governor General that in the future the border would be
secure and, on h s basis, an extensive area of the Tarai was returned to Nepal.
13.1~1the provinces of Garhwal and Kumaun the Nepalese had followed the
usual policy of assigning Jagirs. Initially, militmy demands,both legal and illegal,
were so great that many people fled the provinces. Many others who failed to pay
their taxes were sold into slavery. Later, through the b a t intervention of the
Center, a more equitable assessment was made. Enforcing thls assessment,
however, proved beyond the powers of the Center, and it was quietly forgotten.
Each officer tried to harvest the maximum from hls Jagir. Each year there was less
to be gleaned. Revenues fell off. The land and people were impoverished.
14.There were four elements that made economic growth possible in K m u n
and Garhwal. First, the British Commissionerhad completecontrol o v a all aspects
of revenue assessment and admuustration. Secondly, because he had control and
because he was on the spot, he could grant immediate remissions in case of personal
disaster or natural calamity. Thirdly, tax assessment was based on actual
production, not on assumedproductivity. Lastly, all petty impositionsand taxes that
hampered trade were removed. By contrast the Nepal- Jagir system depnved the
Government of revenues it needed and, by gving the Japr holder the right to
appropriate most judicd fines and other taxes, encouraged hun to multiply these
exactions. The Jagir system had pard the costs of Nepal's unification, but by 1816
it had become more a burden than a help. The system had become so rooted,
however, that it would be many a year before Kmg or Prime Minister would dare
to change it.

Chapter Six

Postwar Stagnation
Nepal lost the war of 1814-16 and had to pay heavily for challenging the
British Lion. The Treatyoflagauli destroyed in a few terse sentences a way
of life many in Nepal had long accepted as their right. The army as an everexpanding field of opportunity was a thing of the past. Those who had
believed there were always new fields to conquer now faced a smaller,
tighter world. British India hemmed them in to the south, the east, and the
west. The Chlnese held the north. For Nepal there were no new lands to
conquer. No new regiments would be formed. No new Jagirs awarded.
After seventy years of growth, Nepal's suwival as a nation came into
question. The unity of the nation had always been fiagle. The Center had
never encouraged the people of different regions to interact but had
depended on the loyalty of provincial Governors to hold the nation together.
Now, without their rich Jagirs in the Tarai, one could ask in good faith how
long that loyalty would remain. Certainly Nepal's elite asked that question,
and they feared for Nepal's survival.
True, the Governor General had promised in the treaty to pay stipends
totaling 200,000 rupees a year to these administrators. Tlus was far more
cash than their Tarai lands hadever produced, but cash was not the question.
The land would be lost, and by accepting the stipends the provincial
Governors would become pensioners of the British Raj. This would never
do. To hls credit, Bhim Sen realized that tlus jerry-built arrangement was
also unacceptable to the British. It was bad bookkeeping and bad foreign
policy.
It took the Governor General less than three months to realize that he
had not achieved what he most desired. The border was no more secure after
the war than it had been before. Quite the contrary. The Nepalese argued
that the loss of the Tarai f o r d them into an impossible position. If this
proved true, the Nepalese might well resort to raiding into the plains of
India, and stipends would not stop them. Though he might strike back and
retaliate, the Governor General knew he could not patrol 700 miles of
border. His stipends served no purpose, nor could he safely report to London
an amual debit of two hundred thousand rupees in a vain effort to buy peace
on the border. Three months after the raMied treaty was in his hands, the
Governor General offered to return to Nepal a narrow strip of the Tarai so
that Nepal could pay its own administrators and he could restore sanity to
his bookkeeping.
The Governor General did not propose to restore enough land to satisfy
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Nepal's needs, but Bhim Sen studred his offer carefully. He realized tbat
what the Governor General really wanted was security, not land.Bhim Sen
acted on t h ~ insight
s
and won the lasting gratitude of all Nepalese. In his
counter proposal, he promised the Governor General a s e m border, but
asked that the new border line be drawn much farther south than the
Governor General had suggested. Bhim Sen's proposal gave the G o v e r n
General exactly what he wanted: a secure border, well demarcated. He
accepted gladly. The cost was a few square miles of unchaned land. He
never regretted the deal he made with Bhim Sen. Nor &d Nepal. That land
is today the most valuable agricultural land in Nepal.
Bhim Sen's diplomatic success in regaining much of the Tarai gave the
Nepalese and their Minister a chance to adjust to their changed world. Thc
lustory of the next 150 years in Nepal would largely be a story of that
adjustment. Nepal's leaders would have to find sometlung to replace the
army as a means of social mobility, make the Tarai produce craps and
revenue, and protect by diplomatic insight and flexibility the ~ndependence
the Nepalese had preserved despite their loss in 1816.
Blum Sen Thapa survivedas ChiefMinisterbecausesheer stubbornness
paralyzed his political enemies. They refused to adrmt the finality of defeat
and wasted their e n e r g s searching for the means to renew the war.' But
the Tarai negotiationshad forced Bhim Sento act decisively and committed
him to safeguard the border.
To preempt the loyalties of the m y fram irresponsible warmongers,
Bhm Sen made the most critical decisiomf his career. The army had been
afavored class in thepast. Despite Nepal 's loss of land andresources, they
would continue to be afavored class.. His new platform was simple: Use
evety resource to build up army morale. Encourage men and oflcers to
beat their drums against the British. But let not a single soldier cross the
border.
Bhim Sen was consistent. The army's main complaint was the level of
Jagir rents. In 1812 contract rents had replaced fixed-share tenancy on
Jagir lands. The army got its share ofl the top, regardless of natural
disasters, poor rainfall, or crop failure. Jagir holders had believed they
could increase rents by encouraging villagers to bid against each other for
tenancy contracts. Their tenants, however, proved more clever than they.
In many places villagers simply refused to bid against one another. Since
land could traditionally be given on tenure only to members of the village
where the land was found, Jagir holderswere styrmed. The 1812ruling that
landlords could give the land to those who agreed to higher rents and evict
tenants who refused had no meaning in the face of village solidarity. In
December, 1816, Bhim Sen ruled that members of any village who acted in
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concert to hold rents down would no longer have first claim on the land.
Jagir holders could then freely allot land to tenants from other villages.
While he pushed through higher rents in the Hills, Bhim Sen faced a
totally Merent problem in the Tarai. The British had disrupted Tarai tax
collection. When they withdrew in December, 1816, many local tax
collectors (Chaudharies)chose to go with them and took along their tax
records. Without these records, the Nepalese government had no way of
knowing who had paid taxes, how much had been paid, or who held tenancy
rights on indvidual holdings. In that cofision no contractor cared to bid
for tax contracts. New revenue surveys had to be made, and until they were
completed the administration relied on government-paid tax collectors.
Demarcation of the Nepal-India border was not completed until February,
1818. The assessment surveys were completed two years later. In 1820
Tarai tax collection was once again given on contract as it had been before
the war. Although the tau contract system encouraged exploitation, Bhim
Sen preferred it. Revenues were more secure. and he thought routine
investigations could control the tax contractors.
Bhim Sen Thapa's determination to provide for thearmy was not limited
to maintaining the level of Jagir incomes. He continued to manufacture
rifles and gunpowder in Nepal's arsenals as lf the war had not ended. He
also wanted to build a proper military barracks in Kathmandu. At that time
the Kathmandu gamson were obliged to find shelter for themselves. Bhim
Sen thought a barracks would restore army morale and also rebuild army
hscipline. In 1821 he began to acquire land at A4ala Tar in Chhauni.
Almost immdately he eqerienced cfifficulty. The land at Mala Tar was
private land, legally purchased and conveniently located for those who
owned it. Bhim Sen offered to compensate landowners by assigmng them
new lands elsewhere, but resistance forced him to shelve his project.
Bhim Sen was not blind to the problems a peacetime army presented.
Financially, the army was dead weight. Inactivity also took the edge offthe
troops' m i l i w skills. To solve both problems, he needed a war or any good
substitute for war. In 1824, when the Anglo-Burmese war broke out, Bhim
Sen immediately offered the British military support.* Many Nepalese
officers strongly &sagreed. To them, the British were still the enemy, and
Bhim Sen's offer smacked of collaboration. When the British attack in
Rangoon stalled, they insisted the time was ripe to cross into India to regain
the lands Nepal had lost.
Even m i l i w pressure could not convince Bhim Sen to change his
determination to guarantee the Governor General a secure border. He
feared only that local commanders might act independently. Palpa, well
manned and close to the Indran border, was a case in point. The Governor
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and military commander there, Uzzir Singh Thapa, was Bhim Stn'r
brother. Uzzir Singh was outspoken, adventuresome and popular, an
escellent commander, and a strong leader who believed the time had corn
to stop beating drums and actually strike at the British. Bhim Sen replaced
him. When the army reacted strongly to this transfer, Bhim Sen immediately resumed the Chhauni barracks project. Luckily for Bhim Sen, the ploy
worked. Militaxy opposition softened. It died altogether when the British
gained the upper hand in Burma. No Nepalese troops crossed the border into
India.
When the Resident complained in 1825 of Nepalese civilian incursions
into the Inhan border areas of Saran, Tirhut, and Bettiah, Bhim Sen Thapa
decreed that any Nepalese who crossed the border to settle personally a real
or imagined wrong would suffer confiscation of h s goods and imprbnment. The following year he appointed special border inspectors to prevent
any encroachment on British Indian temtories. In appreciation, the
Governor General withdrew the superintendents he had maintained on the
border since its demarcation. The border had at last been desensitmcl, and
Bhim Sen's credit with the Governor General was firmly established. In
years to come, British Residents would find it d ~ c u l to
t convince the
Governor General that Nepal had military intentions towards India.
The support that Bhm Sen gave the army was expensive, and Nepal's
tenants paid the bill. So oppressed were tenant farmers throughout Nepal
that many chose to abandon their fields. Bhm Sen ruled that land could not
be abandoned. Tenants must pay the rents due on their fields whether they
fmedthem or not. By a single stroke he made the system more feudal,
binding the farmer finnly to lus village and to his fields. B h m Senjustified
all tlus by his belief that unity was achieved by bindrng the elite together at
the top. The elite then, each through h s own network of family, social, and
political contacts. bound those below into a pyramid of national unity.3The
result. unfortunately. was economic stagnation and a potentmlly prosperous agricultural nation was reduced to poverty.
Too much attention was being given to the elite. The concept ofJagirs,
which had been so liberating in Prithvi Narayan Shah's time, had become
a trap. In fact, this preoccupation with Jagirs had dstracted the admnistration from developing a revenue qstem.' One could understand the
rationale of accepting the tas arrangements already esisting in each ministate in the heat of the unification campaign. Government officers had time
only to accept the tax payments made by trabtional tax collectors and
to it that the totals did not decline. There was no concern for actual
productivity. Tax records were practically nonesistent. Tau contractors
kept personal records of payments received and the amounts due from each
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tenant, but government records reflected only the amounts tax contractors
paid the government.
The problem was a lack of new ideas and fresh approaches at the top.
By 1824 Bhim Sen Thapa had been the Chief Minister of the country for
eighteen unintempted years. During that time not one man in his
immediate circle of advisers had been changed. Nowhere was this inertia
more apparent than in revenue administration. While Bhim Sen Thapa
fenced with the British Resident and the army chafed at the curbs the
Minister put on them, revenue administration plaided its weary way. More
imaginative policies in Kumaon had by this time restored vigor to
Kumaon's economic life. In Nepal the story of one year was a h r y re-nm
of previous years. The administration authorized repeated increases in
rents (and taxes), while the villagers in their time-honored fashion delayed,
complained, and put off their t;t~collectors with partial payments. Arrears
in tax payments built up steadily, a sure sign that the system needed
overhaul.
The first glimmer of change came in the Tarai in 1828. Whole districts
contractors for administration as well
in the Tarai had been made over to ta.~
as tax collection. The contractors relied on subantractors (Chaudharies)
to make the actual collections. They held their Chaudharies on a short
leash: granting them only one-year subcontracts; replacing them on short
notice (at times even before they had regained their investment) and
increasing the rates Chaudharies paid for contracts without regard for
either farm production or productivity. By 1828, the Chaudharies had had
enough. They asked the Center to appoint them directly for fivc-year
periods. If their petition were granted, they promised to raise more money
for the state at less cost to the farmers. Bhim Sen accepted their offer and
made the appointments. By 1830, within two years, the experiment had
proved so successful that district tax contracts became a thing of the past.
Contracts with local Chaudharies were renewed almost automatically in
,1833. This revolt of the petty tax collectors was a minor, almost sordid,
thing. As a symptom, it has value for our story.
The demise of district tax contractors brought the administration a
simpler tax structure and a problem. The contractors had been strong,
influential men, a special breed. Their initiative had developed much of the
Tarai. They had also exercised more complete control w e r their districts
than anyone in government. Eliminating them revealed the weakness af
district ahnistration. District officials had no function other than tfre
maintenance of law and order.
In return for their taxes, villagers received practically no seniots from
the government. For the administration ofjustice, the state employed only
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twojudges (Bicharis)for the Nils east of Kathmandu and two more for the
western Hills, four men for the whole Hill region ofNepal. At the local level,
on Jagir lands justice was in the hands of the Jagir holder or his representative. In other areas the tax collector administered justice. In theory, the
people had the right of appeal. but the difficulties involved and costs made
anapptal impra~tical.~
Courtskept few written records. Appeal meant that
witnesses and principals had to travel to a regional judge or to Kathmandu
to try their case. Even more discouraging was the plight of the courts
themselves. Hindu law, the basic law of the land, drew its strength from an
intelligent combination of Hindu principles and local tradition. Justice
under Hindu law presumed the presence in court of men learned in the
Shastras and able to interpret them in local condtions. At that time in
Nepal, with the sole exception of the highest courts of the land, those who
administeredjustice knew little of either. Tax collectors and Jagir holders
administeredjustice, not because they knew the right and wrong of the law,
but becausejudrcial fines were a form of revenue to which they were entitled.
The revolt of the Tarai Chnudhnries brought government closer to the
people. The central administration began to issue revenue contracts in the
Hills to the headmen of villages. called h,lukhiyas, rather than to tax
contractors responsible for large areas. 'Jagir holders often followed suit.
The practice had surprising consequences. Some villages actually offered
to pay higher tases or rents if the \.illage revenue contract were given to their
headman and not to an outsider. There were also instances where the
administration overruled Jngir holders in the appointment of ~\lukhi-vas.
showing its concern for traditional local leadership.
The move to smaller units did not mean the Center had softened its
demand for revenues. Guide lines were issued to bring newly reclaimed
land under tasation and ta ensure against losses in revenue owing to natural
disasters or poor harvests. Bhim Sen's perspective of the economy
remained narrow. People farmed and reaped their hawests. and the
government or its assignees slammed off the cream. Often the cream
amounted to sisty or seventy percent of the crop.
The reaction of Nepal's farmers to this surprisesUU.The villagers were
pressed to the limit, yet there was no revolt nor any report of great unrest.
As they had for centuries, the villagers found ways to avoid paying
unreasonable tases and rents, and the go~emmentcould do !ittle about it.
The Center's need to repeat and repeat again its authorization for landholders to increase rents was a sign ofthe effectiveness of village tactics. The
Center could not force the payment of tases.
Had Bhim Sen Thapa made an effort to understand conditions in
Nepal's villages. he would have learned much. The people were impatient
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with a revenue administration so wastefir1 that it relied on a tax collector's
ability to extort unjust payments for its efficiency. They wanted greater
flexibility in tax collection. The amount demanded from them ought not be
more than they could pay. To get this flexibility, they wanted their local
leaders associated more closely with this key government function. Simply
by refbsing to be subdued or browbeaten out of their livelihood, the villagers
were clearly signaling the need for change twenty years before the event.
Individual farmers suffered impoverishment, bondage, and even slavery.8
But as a group, the villagers of Nepal showed the same independent spirit
of survival that had seen their ancestors through years of politics, war, and
famine.
The year 1831marked a watershed in Bhim Sen Thapa's long rule. That
year King Rajendra Bikram .came of age and a whole series of new actors
took the stage. The King and his Queens, of course, took a central position.
Clingng to the Senior Queen were the sons of Damodar Pandey. They still
strove to regain their position in the Darbar and their confiscated lands, and
they remembered bitterly Blum Sen Thapa's hand in their father's death.
Finally, there was Brian Hodgson, whobecame Resident that year. Hodgson
knew Nepal as few Residents did. He had come to Nepal at the age of twenty
to serve as Assistant Resident and had spent most of lus career studying
Nepal's culture, its politics, and its personalities. He resented the restraints
Bhim Sen Thapa imposed on him and quite willingly meddled in Nepalese
politics to achieve his goals.
For a time, the Queen Grandmother continued to rule as Regent. AAer
her death on March 26, 1832, Bhim Sen relied heavily on the support of
relatives placed in key positions. One brother served as Governor of Palpa
and Commander of the large military force there.9Another brother, Ranbir
Singh, served as his eyes and ears in the palace. A nephew, Mathbar Singh,
commanded the Sri Nath regiment, the most important military force in
Kathmandu Valley.
In 1832 Bhim Sen's gnp on these sensitive posts weakened. First, the
Governor of Palpa bed. Then Ranbir Singh was bscovered currying favor
with the Senior Queen. Bhm Sen nipped this in the bud by removing him.
The King then showed his displeasure by delaylng Blum Sen's reappointment as Chief Minister for two weeks in February 1833pajani. lo To regain
favor Bhim Sen promoted Ranbir Singhto Lieutenant General and gave him
the Palpa command. Tlus infuriated Mathbar Singh, who had already been
appointed to that position. So angry was this ambitious and proud young
man at being replaced by a palace lackey that he resigned his commission
and refused to accept a new appointment even at the k n g ' s request. Not
until November, 1834, was Bhim Sen able to persuade Mathbar Singh to
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accept command of a new regiment, the Singh Nath. Under Mathbar's
command the new regiment took shape quickly and became an elite corps,
but even this turned against Bhim Sen. The people promptly labeled the
Singh Nath regiment 'Bhim Sen Thapa's bodyguard' and saw in the
emphasis given it a sure sign that Bhim Sen's influence was waning.
For a time Bhim Sen retained control. The shake-up at the Center even
inspired some new ideas. Mathbar Singh startled the Darbar by argurng that
land grants were a Brahman prerogative, and therefore all land grants made
to non-Brahmans should be canceled. The suggestion had merit. Jagir and
Birta grantsdenied tenants &rect access to government and sharply reduced
government revenues. Canceling them would be a step in the right
direction. But Birta and Jagir grants were too dear to the d i n g elite.12
Bhim Sen dared not abolish them even had he wished. Instead, he tried to
improve revenues by tightening revenue collection.
The problem, as Bhim Sen saw it. was one of collecting arrears in tax
payments. If the villagers p d their taxes as assessed, there would be no
revenue problem. In fact, there were always arrears, and the problem had
become more acute since village Mukhiyas had become tax collectors.
Mukhiyas tended to be more lenient than outsiders in accepting the
villagers' excuses for not paying their taxes in full, and the Center had no
way of intervening. Only the &strict admnistrator had direct contact with
the Mukhi-vas, and he was not authorized to check their accounts. The
Mukhiyas paid h m the tax money they collected, and he transmitted it to
the Center. To Qscipline the h4ukhiyas, Bhim Sen appointed special
revenue officers in some Hill &stricts to supenise revenue collection and
to dismissMukhiyaswho failed to collect and pay the assessed revenue. His
effort was wasted. Revenue arrears were a reality that would remain as long
as the tax rate remained exorbitant.
As his power weakened at home, Bhim Sen showed more fle~bility
towards the East India Company. With the consent of the Governor
General, he repudiated the nagging Anglo-Nepal commercialtreaty of 1792
and negotiated with Resident Hodgson the terms of a new commercial
treaty. Hodgson was delighted. For years he had tried to soften N w ' s
hostile attitude towards the Company by encouraging trade between the two
states. This new treaty would s i m p l e the import of Indian goods into
Nepal. To Hodgson's disgust, however, the India:: customs office found
fault with the proposed treaty. and the Governor General rejected it. The
Governor General then unilaterallyremoved customsduties on all N @ a
goods imported into India. For Hodgson this was a double blow. Tbe
Governor General had neither recognized Hodgson's efforts to s~~ the
new treaty nor understood h s strategy. Under the new arrangement Nepal
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had no incentive to import Inhan goods and every reason to promote
Nepalese exports. Despite the Hodgson's complaints, Bhim Sen Thapa was
elated. The Governor General's concessions seemed to j u s w lus policies
towards the East India Company and proved again his diplomatic skills.
In fact, however, the tide had turned against Bhim Sen. In 1836 King
Rajendra appointed a commission under Ranganath Pandit to investigate
military fhnge benefits. Ranganath cut an estimated 1.4 million from the
militiuy budget. B h m Sen's military supporters were shocked to learn that
Bhim Sen could not protect their perquisites. Bhim Sen was shocked
hmself when he saw the use the King made of t h ~ money.
s
King Rajendra
invested almost the whole sum in a new regiment, the Hanuman Dal, to be
his bodyguard as opposed to Bhim Sen's Singh Nath. In a land where royal
s a clear
favor was the strongest support a Chief Minister could have, t h ~was
sign that the k n g was tiring of h s Chef Mnister.
Perhaps it was poeticjustice that the army, on whomBhim Sen had spent
so much, was the real cause of his decline. For years B h m Sen had
encouraged the troops to be ready at all times for war with Inda. At the same
time he held them under tight control.
Resident Hodgson saw Bhim Sen's tight control of the army as a constant
threat. One day, Hodgson knew, Bhim Sen would fall from power. The
specter of all those troops with no firm hand in control frightened him.
Hodgson feared they would go berserk. This fear prompted much of
Hodgson's meddling in Nepalese politics. To defuse the situation, Hodgson
had tried to improve trade between Nepal and India. He truly believed that
trade would relax Nepalese suspicions of British intentions. But the new
trade treaty he had negotiated was dsmissed and even the old treaty,
ineffectual though it was, had been repudated. In 1835 Hodgson was
frustrated. He was frustrated with the petty bureaucrats of his own
govenunent who had blocked a treaty that rhight have defused a dangerous
situation. And he was frustrated with the Governor General for continuing
to encourage Bhim Sen.
In 1836 the Governor General approved an official visit to Calcutta by
Mathbar Singh. Bhim Sen quietly 'informedthe Kathmandu Darbar that he
also hoped to gain permission for Mathbar Singh to visit London. Thls was
so outrageously bold that it captivated Kathmandu and seemed to restore
Bhim Sen's old magic. Bhim Sen was once again the old fox who knew how
to handle the British. This was too much for the frustrated Resident.
Writing secretly to the Governor General, he confided that Bhim Sen's real
intention was to by-pass the Resident and deal in the future directly with the
Governor General or even with London.I3The Governor General's enthusiasm for Mathbar Singh's mission cooled irnmdately. Mathbar Singh
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achieved nothing in
and his mission became an- e
to Bhim Sen.
When Mathbar ~ i n g h lbrccd to returnto ~athmanduempty handed,
Bhim Sen Thapa's sCr
g
i hd c h l y run out. In the 1837 pajani, King
Rajendra appoint@Pudey to the rank of Kazi and gave him
Mathbar Singh's mmmlki in East Nepal. In July the King supplanted
Bhim Sen as the q ' c Q l l l u l a d e r - i n S h i e f . Ten days later Bhim Sen
and all his familywcrr
from their posts and their lands confiscated.
Bhim Sen himself rwknp5aonui., charged with permitting the palace
doctors to adminiar nisdldn containing opium to Prince Debendra and
so causing the y
prisi*sdeath.
Events moved
hadbeen exactly right. There wasno
one in Nepal capabk of&
Bhun Sen's shoes. The only certainty in an
otherwiseco
was that the Pandey brothers, with full support
fmm the =&
tnSe
determined to have Bhim Sen's life. The
twenty-four year olibm~
Lumselfbewildered and embittered. His fears
of B h m Sen's rmlllrry
had proved unfounded. The army had not
llAed a finger to h
n
w Sen in power. The King's respect for Bhim
Sen Thapa incrawl, klb bcdd not save him. Those around the King
badgered h m and pnssad hm for action, giving hrm no time to determine
his own course of
The King's d i s i l l w became complete in 1839. That year, with
the Senior Queen's help. Raqjung Pandey succeeded in bringing Bhim Sen
to trial before the
aPabu. Tht trial was a farce. The King and every
man in the Darbarhad to# l~roughiL unable to deny that Bhim Sen had
indeed done the thing k& acmd of doing. but oollvinced nonetheless
that Bhim Sen had acted m the best interests of the fingdom. Ranjung
demanded the death pe*.
The King procrastinated, unwilling to send
Bhim Sen to death and to6 w& to release h m . When Bhim Sen committed
suicide in the most appsl- ammstances, the King was shocked beyond
telling.l5 He withdrew t k a h m direct involvement in politics. This added
to the confusion. Hodgsd'r expcnence was typical of the day. Hodgson's
access to the King wamhager blocked. He was free to see the King on
any matter of momeht. A d he did. But it did him little good. The King
agreed to anytlung HodulrcQ a d then did exactly as he pleared.
Ranjung fared no better. After many delays, the King approved h s
appointment as Chid bZiabPu in 1840, but denied him the power of the
Chef Miaister full power.
pajani, which a b r t
bmght off the elite by allowing them
In the accepted
of rents in cash rather than in grain. A few
in 1840to demand
farmers close to r m 8 j o s . a profited h m this change, but the vast

a
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majority of Nepal's tenant fiumers did not. Most villages still depended on
barter. Coins were scarce, and the few available became increasingly dear.
Farmers had to pay an added price in grain to get the coins needed to pay
their rents. Paying rents in cash was one more hardship imposed on most
h e r s to support the struggle for political power in Kathmandu.
Ranjung's great weakness was his refusal to accept the reality of British
power. When the question of Nepal's claim to land in the Indran Zamindan
of Ramnagat arose, Ranjung ignored the established process for registering
claims. Despite a twenty-five year tra&tion of a secure border, he sent
Nepalese troops to occupy the Ramnagar lands. This confirmed Hodgson's
fears of the Nepalese army unrestrained by Bhim Sen's strong hand. With
the Govemor General's full support, Hodgson demanded that Ranjung
withdraw his troops.
When Ranjung refused, Hodgson prompted the Governor General to
move troops to the Nepal border and demand Ranjung's dismissal.
The King was reluctant to become involved. His own Senior Queen
tirelessly supported Ranjung and would not take his dsmissal lightly. King
Rajendra preferred to promise the Resident much, but do nothing. Better
a frustrated Resident than an angry Queen. But Hodgson was a determined
man. On his own initiative, he threatened the f i n g with British reoccupatian of the Nepal Tarai.l6
That threat the King understood. At the expense of a funous Queen, he
fired Ranjung along with his whole faction and appointed a new Chief
Minister fiom the Chautaria class. Hodgson then persuaded a majority of
the nobles and military officers to form a pro-British party and sign a formal
statement of support for Anglo-Nepal friendship."
Hodgson basked in this achievement. The new Chief Mnister, Fatteh
Jung Shah, showed promise. In April, 1841, he established an ofice in
Kathmandu with jurisdiction over government land and land grants as a
first step towards the development of land records. Hudgson even thought
Fatteh Jung would recognize the high cost to the economy of continually
catering to the army. But Fatteh Jung scarcely had a chance. The Senior
Queen fought him tenaciously. She bullied the King and gave him no peace
to consider the merits of Fatteh Jung's program. Hodgson fought back with
the same determination. To remind the &ng of Nepal'svulnerability in the
Tarai, he kept the British military force tightly up against Nepal's southern
border. In reply the Queen played shamelessly on the King's affections to
force him to support Ranjung Pandey. She over-played her hand when she
fled to the Tarai on the pretext of leaving Nepal. She succeeded only in
contracting Aul fever, from which she died a few months later.
Hodgson had apparently won, but his victory gained him little. His
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support of Fatteh Jung actually caused lus own bmissal. Mtcr an
especially direct oonfiontation with the &ng, Hodgson wrote to the
Governor General complaining that the King had threatened the extraterritoriality of the residency. Governor General Canning responded with a
sharp letter, not to the King but to the Chief Minister. In the most ddlicult
decision of lus career, Hodgson chose not to undermne the Chef Mnista
by delivering Canning's letter. He substituteda milder letter and settled his
misunderstanding with the k n g privately. Canning's reaction was imme
diate. He nottfied Hodgson that he must retire from his post and ordered
him to withdraw all residency support from the CluefIbhnister's party. Both
decisions were terrible blows. Withdrawal of support from the Chief
Mnister amounted to British desertron of the pro-British party in the
Darbar. But Hodgson could only blame himself. His reports and analyses
of events in Nepal had been alarrmst. His long residence in Nepal made him
a partxipant in events rather than the Governor General's eyes and ears.
Despite Hodgson's fears, Chef Minister Fatteh Jung did not fall from
power immdately after he lost Hodgson's support. He was f k d y
drsmissed for opposing the King's policy. The King insistedon conducting
officialbusiness through Crown Prince Surendra. * Since the young Prince
had alienated almost everyone in Kathmandu, the people and the army
demanded that the King either rule directly or allow Queen Laxmi Devi to
conduct the Darbar's flairs. Fatteh Jung supported their demands, and
King Rajendra yielded. On Januaq 7,1843, Queen Laxmi D m assumed
control of the government, with Fatteh Jung as her Chief Minister. But Kmg
Rajendra was not so easily defeated. Within a month he summonedMathbar
Singh Thapa h m exile to help him regain control.l9 By the end of April,
1843, shortly after Mathbar Singh returned, Fatteh Jung was dismissed,
Bhim Sen Thapa was posthumously esonerated,.andthe Pandeys punished.
King Rajendra's new administrative arrangements, however, effkctively paralyzed the government. In theory, King Rajendra made policy, the
Crown Prince mediated policy, and the Queen administered policy. In fact,
each acted independently. Noone knew who was in charge. To restore some
d b i l i t y to his rule, King Rajendra cajoled Mathbar Singh into serving
as Prime Minister and Commander-in-Chief. Mathbar Singh accepted in
the belief that as the King's man he might bring order into government.
When he learned that he was merely the foil in the King's continuing ducl
with the Queen, Mathbar Singh resigned in May, 1844.
In October that year, the King again urged Mathbar Singh to become
Prime Minister, promising that in the future there would be only one ruler.
Mathbar Singh acoepted this promise and again became Prime Minister.
But the King failed to keep his word. Thereupon Mathbar Singh and tht
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Crown Prince left for a Tarai hunting trip, accompanied by a large
detachment of troops. Wlule safely outside Kathmandu, they worked out
the details ofa coup d'etat. In the new order, Crown Prince Surendra would
publicly receive the King's title, i\lal~arajadhiraj.Mathbar Singh would
rule as Prime Minister. King Rajendra would not be deposed, but neither
would he rule.*OThe entourage returned to Kathmandu triumphantly and
in state. Publicly King Rajendra accepted the army's decision to support
the Crown Prince. Privately, he made other plans.
Mathbar Singh was well rewarded. His official salary was slightly over
Rs.12,000 a year. Within one month he also received more than 42,000
acres in new grants of land. On January 20, 1845, he was declared Prime
Minister for life and given a golden medallion engraved with the King's
guaranteeof protection. Five months later, on theMay 17,1845,he was shot
dead, at the King's command.?'
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1.While some factions in the place tried to rally support h m the Indian
princes, the defeated commander, Kazi Arnar Singh Thapa, turned to the C
m
for assistance. Amar Slngh died enroute to Tibet in the month of August, 1816.
2.The gesturewas typically Nepalese. Even in Pnthvi Narayan Shah's time, the
Nepal Darbar had offered to assist the British in stopp~ngillegal armed activity.
3.Reducmg the burden on the villagers by reducing the size of the army would
have made far more economic sense, but Bhim Sen's political position and his
preferential option for the army ruled thls out.
4.The Jagir system seems to have served adrmrably in small agricultural
societies. It made sense to parcel out the State's revenues to those who served the
State. The State's small size made it simple for the adrmnistration to understand
local condhons, to see the results of fiscal policy, end to appreciate the monsoon's
impact on crops. As Nepal grew in size, this was no longer possible. The problem
of communications in the Hills increased the cost of securrng mformation about
local conditions. The Jagir system magnified this problem by removing the
Center's obligation to ascertain local conditions and to observe the effects of fiscal
policy.
5.If law and order is the first duty of a State, the collection of taxes is its first
prerogative. Something is seriously wrong when a State consistently has trouble
collectmg taxes.
6.Crimes involvingmajor punishments such as those tou$ng on life or limb
or the substance of a person's whole property had to be referred to Kathmandu for
finaljudgement .
7.Contracts were given to a village headman either in lus personal capacity or
as the representative of the village. If the contract went to a Muhiyo as
w t a t i v e of the village, he drvided the vlllage tax burden equitably among the
village tenants. If it went to him in his personal capacity, he k a m e the tax
cbntractor for the village and was entitled to any profits he ma& from the contract.
8.In Nepal, a debtor hbondage was a fie man who was obliged to provide
unpaid labor to his &or
until his loan was repaid Slavery entailed a loss of
lteexhl.
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9.Palpa was the most important military post in Nepal. The commander of
Palpa had direct command of the largest military force in Nepal. fis authority also
extended to the troops quartered in Kathmandu, giving him some authority and a
great deal of prestige even in the capital.
1O.UnderNepal'spqbni rules, even the Chief Miruster was appointed for only
one year at a time. Bhim Sen's powerful position did not absolve him ffom this
annual ritual. The delay in 1833 must have been a stunning warning to the hhuster.
11.Nepal suffered a terrible earthquake in 1833. Human dering and the
problems of relief and reconstruction demanded the 111 cooperation of everyone.
Afkthis crisis, it was possible for Mathbar Singh to yieldtoBhimSen's persuasion
without loslng face.
12Jagir grants had begun as an economic instrument for paying the army. By
this time, however, they had became part of the social fiber ofNepal. To be without
a Jagir was to be no one, unless,of course, one were retired. For those retired 6m
active service, a Birta grant was the sign of social and political prestige.
13.It is not clear that Bhim Sen definitely intended that Mathbar Singh should
visit London. If so, it was a bold move indeed. Even Jung Bahadur Rana's visit to
London twenty years later was seen as a startling departure from Hindu custom.
14.I.nthis year of confusion, tax contracts produced the hlghest rate of taxation
on record in Nepal.
1 5 . W l e he was in prison, Bhlm Sen Thapa was told that h s wife had been
paraded through the streets of Kathmandu naked. In his shame, Bhim Sen Thap
committed suicide with a Khukuri (some say a piece of glass) left conveniently near
him. He bled to death slowly. After his death, his body was shamellly desecrated,
his limbs left for the dogs and kites to f d o n .
16.The Tarai, Hdgson said, had been returned to Nepal on the promise of
Nepal's good behavior. If Nepalese troops were not removed from Ramnagar and
Ranjung dismissed, the Governor General might have to reconsider the Tarai's
future status.
17.The formation of this pro-British party politicized pro-British sentiment in
the Nepal Darbar. For the sake of clarity, many historians prefer to confine the use
of the expression 'pro-British faction' to this party and to refer to individuals of
other penods who were strongly sympatheticto the British as being 'friendly' to the
British. It is purely arbitrary, but it avoids obscuring this briefperiod when a faction
in the Darbar formally supported the British and vowed cooperation with them.
18.AAerthe death of Bhun Sen Thapa, hng Rajendra Bikrarn r e W to engage
directly in politics. He preferred to remain behind the scenes and to manipulate
events h m that vantage point. Though he often appeared to be outmaneuvered, he
was extraordinarily skillll in getting what he wanted. He was also dangerous.
19.Afterhis arrest and imprisonment in 1837Bhim Sen That had been released
for a short time from prison and his family had been given a brief respite from
persecution. Dunng tlus period, Mathbar Singh Thapa, Bhim Sen's nephew, had
gone into voluntary exile.
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2O.Thiswas a d venture. Of the Crown Prince, still a y a u q rmm and uttaly
spoiled, little more might be e x p h i . Mathbar Singh's involvement came M a
surprise. Here was a mature man,of immensepopularity,and at home in the hlghcst
levelsof Nepalese society. He gambled everythq in a lasne little coup d'etat that
was at best a miserable campromise. To such an extremity were men driven in the
d c b n g loyalties of the Nepal Dark.
21.This complex period is treated at 1in the author's Letten fm
Kuthmundu: The K6t Massacre, a cbmmentary history of this periodpublished by
The Cater for Nepal and Asian S M e s , Tribhuvan University: 1981.

.
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By ordering the death of Mathbar Singh Thapa, a n g Rajendra destroyed the last vestige of trust the people @c&l in him. He had not
surprised them by reacting strongly to their h a n d s . He had a right to
reassert his authority. But by having M a t h b a k m h killed, after solemnly
guaranteeing his safety. the King shocked tba'htjon From that day, fear
and intrigue ruled men's hearts, and the daysoffing Wendra's reign were
numbered.
Unaware or unconcerned with h s t e r r i k , & a c h of confidence. King
Rajendra appointed Fatteh Jung Shah as his &\it Pdme Minister. In the
prevailing atmosphere, Fatteh Jung found if d@cult to form a Cabinet.
After four months of negotiations, he rnanagod&ord ecoalition with Kazi
Abhiman Rana. Kazi Dalbhanjan Pandey. a d K a z i G an Singh Khawas.
the Queen's paramour. Jung Bahadur Kunwar. who d been promoted to
the rank of General for obeying the King's m&$ to slay Mathbar Singh.
remained in the background. Within a i r e & . . pr. he was recognized
as the military member of the Cabinet. By
Gagan Singh had taken
control. Fatteh Jung remained the prime ~ * m &me. In meetings and
discussions. Gagan Singh took the lowest plact&pd spOlre quietly. He never
asserted his power and never forgot that his humble beginnings as a senant
in the palace irritated the Court. But when Qccijionswere made. Gagan
Singh spoke for the Queen, and the others hstpfd.
During the single year of its esistence, the*
~ & i n e tsucceeded only
as precious to Jung
in maintaining a tense calm. That year
Each day he grew
Bahadur. Jung was a man on the rise and q
ers of power. He
in political esperience and awareness o f t
maintained a hxrete distance from the Queen ahd Gagan Singh, whom he
found too controversial for safety. and u d &opportunities well. In
February, 1846. for instance. when lung's br& Bun Bahadur returned
from serving as Nepalese representati~eto
Qovernor General in
Calcutta. Jung slipped quietly out of KathmarJu to meet h m in Hetaura.
There Jung discussed with Bam Bahadur the ipbtical situation in Kathmandu and the implications of the Governor G t d s expressed determination not to interfere in Nepalese politics.
Exactly what Jung planned we shall perhaps never know. Very likely
he had nothing more in mind than to seize f a t e e the forelock. That seems
to be what he did on the night of the Mt m a w , September 14, 1846.
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The controversy over Jung's role in the massacre is heated. With g d
reason. The massacre that night destroyed the fortunes of most of the elite
families in Nepal and began a hundred years of Rana rule. Jung Bahadur
and hls brothers gained so much from the massacre that it is tempting to
conclude that Jung cold-bloodedly planned the whole affair. But there are
difficulties. The events of that night seem far too comples to have been
wholly planned. It seems rather that in a situation of utter confusion, Jung
reacted with remarkable presence of mind to grasp and hold power.
Regardless of the historical arguments. the k'dr massacre catapulted Jung
to power and dictated the history of Nepal for generations to come.
The night began with the murder of Gagan Singh. In a town that thrives
on rumor, as Kathmandu does, this news swept through the city. The Queen
added to the thrill of that report by going immediately. even at night. to
Gagan Singh's house to mourn and to arrange personally for his funeral. By
the time she left the house, fury had replaced her grief. She ordered that the
whole Court be assembled immdately at Army Headquarters, the f i t . ?
The officers who answered the Queen's summons found the Kot
surrounded by Jung Bahadur's troops. This unexplained presence of armed
troops and the uncertain light of flickering torches created an air of menace.
The Queen's mood was as dark as the night. Once the Court had
gathered, the Queen made it clear that until they produced Gagan Singh's
murderer, she held them collectively responsible for his death. King
Rajendra was hastily summoned. but by the time he arri~~ed
the Queen had
already condemned one Minister to death on the suspicion of complicity in
the crime. King Rajendra refbsed to ratifi the sentence. Nepalese law. he
said, required both a trial and a confession before a man could be sentenced
to death. This seems to have exhausted the King's defiance. He then left
the K6t to the Queen and her yet unrequited anger.
After &ng Rajendra Bikram's departure. the Queen informed the
assembly that the King's ruling was baseless. By the King's own decree she
alone was responsible for administering the count^. which gave her po\tler
over life anddeath. When she repeated her order ofesecution. a deep silence
settled over the assembly. T h s silent refusal to obey infuriated the Queen,
and she shouted further threats. No one moved. until. from the depths of
the assembly, someone shouted that Jung Bahadur had done the deed. The
fears and frustration that had been bottled up for years then exploded in a
sword-swinging fire-fight that brought Jung's bodyguard storming into the
Kot. With scarcely a pause, they fired their double-barreled guns into the
melee. Heavy shot scythed across the courtyard, cutting down thirty-two of
the nation's elite. When silence returned to the K6t9the survivors stood in
awe at the carnage and the miracle of their own survival.
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Jung sunviyed,and so did the Queen. While the thunderclap of that
volley echoed and re-echoed through the K6t the two of them reached a
decision that remains a mystery to this daj-. Did the Queen entrust Jung ,kith
some secret mission and pay for it with the Prime Minister's title? Or did
Jung indeed seize fate by the forelock by assuring the bewildered Queen of
lus support? Whateyer was said or promised, the Queen that night
appointed Jung Bahadur Prime Minister. In her haste to seal Jung's letter
of appointment, she blackened her palms with lampblack and pressed them
to the paper.4
Thirty-two of Nepal's leading nobles died in the k'dt massacre. The
hopes of their families died with them. Nest day rumors throughout the city
spoke of even more executions. These rumors remain unconfirmed. The
records speak of no such deaths. They do speak, however, of other activity.
The Queen ordered into esile the wives and children of the murdered nobles.
The Queen had little to gain from this. We can assume, then, that the
suggestion came from Jung. At one stroke. angry relatives of those who died
in the massacre learned to fear Jung. as each began to calculate the cost of
survival. Later, when the Queen ordered Jung to do away with the Crown
Prince and his brother. Jung blocked her efforts. When the Queen and her
followers plotted Jung's death. Jung went directly to King Rajendra and
convinced him that this plot was really aimed at the life of the Crown Prince.
As Jung espected. the King ordered the death of the conspirators. Next,
Jung secured the Crown Prince's order tbat the Queen quit the Palace.
Backed by these orders. Jung then smashed the plot. killing twenty. His final
stroke was the Crown Prince's order to the Queen that isolated the Tigress
ofthe k'dr and left her politically helpless. Wrthin a month she set out for
India to finish her days in esile. King Rajendra escorted her to Banaras.
After settling Queen Lasmi Devi safely in Banaras, King Rajendra
retraced his steps towards Kathmandu. The King rode slowly, disturbed by
the events that had thrust Jung Bahadur on him as an undesirably strong
Prime Minister. Sensing the King's unhappiness with Jung. expatriates
begged permission to assassinate the new Prime Minister. They made it
sound so simple, that the King consented. Had he not had Mathbar Singh
removed the same way?
Unfortunately for King Rajendra. Kathmandu had changed dramatically during his long absence. Jung had showm a sense of direction and drive
unseen in Kathmandu for years, and Kathmandu was his. Witlun weeks of
taking office. Jung had conducted a thorough pajani of the army. He had
gambled confidently. and successfully. that the army would accept his
authority. His own three regiments had recognized him immediately and
given their support. The rest trusted Jung's record. for Jung was no
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newcomer to the army. He came from a long line of famous Gorkhali
officersand hadspent hsyouth ina militancamp. In theyearsoftheCro~n
Prince's folly. Jung's flair in escaping unscathed the Crown Prince's
outrageousdemands had delighted the troops. Even his confidence inspired
trust. The army became his to a man. Jung had little to fear from espatriate
attempts against his life.5
After intercepting three assassination teams. Jung washed his hands of
King Rajendra. In a dramatic meeting on the Tunchkhel parade ground. he
read to the troops King Rajendra's order that he be put to death. He offered
himself to the troops in mock o w e n c e to the royal command and then
allowed the-troopsto persuade him to place Crown Prince Surendra on the
throne. Kathmandu slept little that night as the troops retold and relived
that moment of defiance when their cheers had ended an era of uncertainty
and placed blind trust in a leader they called their own.
Their cheers, as it pro~ed,were premature. The Goyernor General
adamantly refused to recognize Surendra as sovereign unless King Rajendra freely laid down lus Crown, and Rajendra refused to quit. It was a
stalemate, but a stalemate that could not last. Rajendra would soon learn
that refusing to quit was not enough. The rules had changed since the
massacre and Jung's pajani. The administration was Jung's. To break
Jung's hold. Rajendra had to act withvigor. not sit quietly on the Indian side
of the border waiting for an army escort back to Kathmandu. In late July.
Jung broke the stalemate by luring Rajendra back across the border to the
Nepalese village of Alao. There a detachment of troops seized him on the
night of July 28. 1847. The es-King was then escorted politely but firmly
back to Kathmandu. given a few moments to greet his friends and hustled
off to confinement in the old Bhaktapur Darbar.
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Surendra was a n g , and Jung Bahadur Prime Minister. Neither fact
pleased the Governor General or the Resident, but the Governor GeneralVs
own policy of non-interference demanded he recognize the change that the
people of Kathmandu Valley had accepted without apparent demur. On
September 3,1847, the Governor General formally recognized Surendra as
King of Nepal. He ignored at that time the legitimacy of Jung Bah&fs
claim to the Prime Ministership. Though the Governor General's recog.
nition was unnecessary, Jung felt uneasy without it. As events proved, he
had to work ten long years to secure it.
In 1848 Jung undertook the pajar~i of district officers and other
employees. He also reorganized the govemment audit office
(the Kumari Chowk). With over 150employees, the audit office had betome
one of the strongest branches of the central administration. When Jung
placed his brother General Badn Narsingh in charge of audit, he signaled
clearly that fiscal accountabilitywould lie at the heart ofhis admini~tration.~
Jung repeated that message when he opened a new office later that year to
maintain the records of government employees. Jung wanted regularly
updated lists of existing government staff, monthly reports on payrolls, and
annual reports on staff vacancies.
Towards the end of 1846 Jung initiated steps to establish in the Tarai a
single revenue office to supervise revenue collection for the whole Tarai.
That same winter he began his annual Tarai visits. Despite the Resident's
suspicions, Jung took five thousand troops on these visits. He called these
troops hisbodyguard and escort, but he used them to remind Tarai landlords
of his power. In 1849 Jung made his first serious effort at revenue reform.
He n o ~ e Jagir
d owners that in the fbture they must collect their own Jagir
rents and replaced the Tarai tax contractors with salaried tax collector^.^
While the Resident struggled to interpret the meaning of these reforms,
Jung casually informed him that he wished to visit England. Then, without
apparent concern for the Resident's response to this unprecedented request,
Jung began his reform of the state communications network.
At that time state communications in Nepal depended entirely on the
Huiak system. Runners working in relays carried official mail from
Kathmandu to the districts and from the districts to Kathmandu. Ideally, if
trails were passable, a letter once sent on its way never stopped until it
reached its destination. This required organization. Relay teams had to be
stationed all along the Huiak routes, and groups of families organized at
each station to provide runners on twenty-four hour call. At the end of each
relay, day or night. another runner was expected to take the letter through
to the next relay station without delay. The terrain dictated the length of
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each relay. The distance between relay stations had to be calculated so that
runners might maintain their speed from one station to the next.
The Hulak ?stem required no financial outlay because it was tied to land
tenure. In addition to minor tax esemptions, each runner in the servicealso
received a guarantee that he would not be forced off the land he farmed. He
received no cash, no Jagir land, and no esemption from land taxes. When
the Hulak service was first introduced in the early nineteenth century, these
meager rewards attracted few runners. Then the government had forced
tenants to serve as Hulak camers. By Jung's time such force was no longer
needed. hsing rents and the outright eviction of those who failed to pay
these enhanced rents made guaranteed land tenure attractive to marginal
farmers. Jung felt the efficiency of the service required more. It did little
good to attract runners to the senrice,If their land allotment was too small
to feed their families.
In 1849-50, Jung Bahadur reapportioned Hulak lands. Hulak camers
in any single locale received nearly equal allotments of land. Not only the
size of the allotment but the quality of the land was balanced off. The paper
work required by tius reform was a burden in itself. Actual implementation
in the field was even more difficult. Without scientific sumeys, but with the
cooperation of the villagers and a strong push from the Center. Hulak
holdings were locally evaluated and re-apportioned. At the same time a
whole new service for the transport of official packages and goods - fkeight
-was introduced. Porters were recruited and registered, relays mapped out,
and tenancy rights secured. The administration strained to do the task, but
the work was done.
We marvel today that Jung could produce such strihng results with the
existing administrative system. Although he left for England within a few
months of launching his Hulak reform and was gone a full year, the
reorganization was completed. Jung's brothers. all Generals, supervised
the adrmnistration, but blood relation could not guarantee either efficiency
or cooperation. Clearly. Jung's style produced results. Some historians
attribute tius to Jung's handling of thepnjani. By this time. most Nepalese
administrators knew from personal esperience that they could expect
fairnessfrom Jung atpajani time. Ajustly administeredpajani put workers
on notice. Shoddy work led to dismissal. Quality work promised reappointment and possible promotion. Whether this was inaeed the cause of Jung's
success, the administration worked for Jung as it has rarely worked for other
Prime minister^.^
Jung Bahadur's 1850 trip to England proved an exhilarating affair.
Jung provided his own pageantly. He camed the esotic East into the
heartland of Victorian England, and his flair captivated those he met. Jung
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enjoyed every minute of the pomp and circumstance, but he also learned.
He seemed most impressed by the order in British society. Although
Nepalese society was more structured, Jung saw in England the impact of
law. The whole political system focused on Parliament, and Parliament's
task was simply to make law. All other government processes, all trade,
industry, and human activity flowed along the channels marked out by law.
Jung was Hindu through and through and accepted law as derived from
eternal revelation. Laws democratically arrived at were a novelty for him,
but he saw the power of law as a governing force, and it appealed to him.
Jung's reputation as an oriental despot notorious for the lives he had
snuffed out made him a spectacle of astonishment and wonder. Jung quickly
tired of this. He wanted British society to accept him for h s own human
qualities, but he found the qualities this society appreciated were different
from any he had known. Wit, tact, and sensitivity were more valued than
battles waged or massacres s k i v e d . Power was respected, but not naked,
raw power.
Perhaps most important was Jung's insight that the key to understanding and coping with the British was their language. From time immemorial
Nepalese had coped with language bamers. Nepal itself was rich in
languages, and whenever Nepalese moved out of their own l d i t y they had
to cope - in Nepali, in Hindi, in Urdu, or even in Court Persian, which the
East India Company still used for official correspondence. Learning
languages to communicate was nothing new for any Nepalese. But Jung
now realized that language was more than a means for malung oneself
understood. Everything he saw prompted question upon question. He got
answers, but they were only bits of information. His mind demanded
understanding, and tlus eluded him. He felt he could never understand the
British unless he could enter their minds, and the key to this was their
language. Nothing Jung had seen on the trip so stirred him as this
compulsion. On his return to Nepal he had stories to tell of wonders seen
and personalities met, but his mind was caught by the interplay of new ideas
that challenged him and eventually led him to establish a school where his
chldren and their Rana cousins would study English and enter the British
mind. lo
Witlun a year of his return Jung also assigned a commission to cab.@
Nepalese law. Nepalese law was Hindu law, based on the Shastrm.
According to the principles of Hindu law, the adrmnistration of justice
required that the legal principles of the Shasfrasbe interpreted in the light
of traditional local customs. In Nepal, where local customs Mered widely,
this had produced sharp divergence in the punishments gven for the same
types of crime. The commission's first major task was to standarbze these
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punishments. The raw material for the commission's work lay ready at
hand. Judicial records in Kathmandu contained details of all legal decisions
touching on the loss of life. limb. or the confiscation of property. since these
decisions had to be referred to the Dittha in Kathmandu for approval and
to the Raj Sabha (the Council) for ratification. Cases involving loss of caste
were also referred to Kathmandu for the Dharmadhikar S decision. Though
these records were not as complete as the criminal records, the commission
could rely on the sacred Shastras for gudance in these matters. The
commission also had at its drsposal the complete records of legal concessions made to paxlxular ethnic groups. Tradrtionally, the central government granta these concessions only in response to a written appeal. The
letter of concession included a summary of the orignal appeal, which stated
the precise reasons for requesting tlus concession. Since all concessions
included a ta-Y-riderand therefore touched on national finance, a copy of h s
letter was preserved in the Lagat Phant. The task of the commission was
not to make law but to gather existing records, put them into a basic order,
and class@ them. Only regarding Sati, bondage, and slavery were new laws
written into the Code.
But Jung had learned more from the British than the power of law.
W l e in England he saw the enormous wealth the British had accumulated
from their Chna trade and learned they had paid with opium for their
Chinese tea and silks. Nepal had opium in plenty in the Tarai. To capitalize
on this resource, Jung sent 200.000 rupees worth of opium with the 1852
quinquennial mission to China. He also allowed h s brothers and other
Sardars to send an addrtional 100,000 rupees worth. In Lhasa opium sold
at six times the Kathmandu price. In Ch~nait sold more dearly. If Nepalese
opium sold well in China and the money were invested in trade goods to be
brought back to Kathmandu. Jung and his brothers stood to gain a fortune.
IfTibetan chefs or Chinese warlords came to know of the shipment, bribes
would have to be paid, and the mission itself might be in danger. It was a
gamble, but Jung thought the risks worth talung. It would take two years
for the tribute mission to reach Peking and return. He would not know until
then how h s gamble fared.
In the meanwhle, the Prime Minister set about mending fences with the
Royal Family. He had no illusions about acheking reconciliation. As long
as he held the King's powers, he would remain a tareet for attack. But whle
he held those powers. he used them boldly. He arranged the marriage of his
son Jagat Jung to King Surendra's daughter. The marriage made J u g no
more welcome in royal circles, but it identified the fate of at least one
member of the Royal Family with his own family's fortunes. The marriage
took place in May, 1853. On that occasion Jung also ex-tended a peace
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offering to the Chautarias by allowing the family of Fatteh Jung Chautaria
to return to Nepal. Within a week of his son's weddng, Jung married Fanell
Jung's sister.
Towards the end of 1853. the legal commission completed its work on
the new code of law. Jung promulgated the Code at the end of 1853 and
enforced it on January 6, 1854. The laws contained in the Code were for
the most part basic applications of traditional Hindu Law, with clauses
added to accommodate ethnic practices that had by long use and prior
sanction acquired the force of law. Initially the Code was called simply the
Ain, the Law. In a short time it became commonly known as thehfulukiAin,
the law of the land. The Code was far more important, however, than a
compilation of esisting laws might suggest. In the body of Hindu law it is
unique. the only extant comprehensive applicationof Hindu legal principles
to a whole nation.
The quasi constitutional structure of the Muluki .4in was si@cant.
According to the Code. go17ernmentofficials were to exercise their office on
the sole basis of law, independently of King. Prime Minister, or any other
personality in the system. Jung apparently wanted to end the appalling
administrative confusion that years of excessive patronage and high-level
meddling had caused. Tlus aspect of the Code showed strong British
influence, but it was Jung the autocrat and administrator spealung, not
British democracy. Jung reserved to himself the right to define each
officer's function, and he wanted that fbnction performed without interference from anyone. Unfortunately. not eyen Jung could enforce such a law.
The law might bind government officials, but who would bind members of
the Rana family? Not even Jung himself succeeded in denyingthe elite their
assumed right to interfere in the administrative process.
The commission had difficulty in dealing with non-Hindus. They
solved the problem of fitting everyone into a hierarchically structured
society by treating non-Hindus as Hindus and classlfylng them according
to their habits of food and drink along with Hindu castes of similar habits.
The commission simply ignored Hindu law's basic tenet that legal principles should be interpreted in the light of traditional local practice. There
were traditional religious and ethnic dflerences in Nepal that justified a
wide variety of habits, and to ignore this was as blatantly unjust as ranking
men and women socially according to the color of their skin or their place
of birth. l 2
Despite h s serious shortcoming, the Code made important advances.
The Code recognized, for ihstance, that a tenant had a legal right to farm
his land if he paid his rent and taxes. The Code did not enter the complex
question of tenancy rights. It merely recogruzed the link between m e s (or
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rents) and the right to work the land.
In 1854 Jung reapportioned Rakarn land allotments. Although Rakam
workers proklded only one month of non-paid labor each year, their work
was scheduled so that the service continued without interruption. Arsenals
and mints, for example. were manned for the most part by dulled Rakam
workers. But Rakartl workers. l ~ k eHulah- runners, had been hard lut by
increased rents. Those whose land lay in river valleys could manage even
when rents were high. They could imgate their land, and the warmer
climate of river valleys proklded a longer agricultural season and bountrful
harvests. Those farming the hill slopes were less fortunate. Irrigation was
not possible and rainwater drained away quickly. Jung was concerned
because this combination of hgher rents and poor land threatened the
continuity of essential s e ~ c e sTo
. protect these services, Jung ordered that
Rakarn land in each locality be re-divided so that each Rakanl allotment
include some of the good land and some of the poorer land. As an immdate
benefit, Rakam workers living on poorer land found it a little easier to
manage. The long-term value lay in the records made of the lands allotted
to Rakani workers.
The introduction of the Tirja system also improved land records. The
Code ordered the government to issue to each Jagir holder a Tirja, an
official letter authorizing him to collect rents. The purpose was purely
administrative. Revenue records were in disarray. and Jagir records were
among the most cofised. Jung had no idea how much incomeJagir holders
derived from their holdings. Although Jagir lands were assigned in lieu of
salaries, there was often no proportion between Jagir rents and the services
the Jagir holder provided the state. Jagir records had only estimated the
income the holding yielded. After rents had &n enhanced arbitrarily, even
these primitive records were out of date. In 1854 Jung abolished the right
of Jagir holders either to increase rents or to evict a tenant if another farmer
offered to pay higher rent. The Ti* was the instrument he used. It specified
the name of the tenant. the area and location of the holding, and the form
and rate of rent. The Jagir holder had to show his Tirja to the tenant at the
time rent was collected. To make the Tirja system effective, the administration had to re-examine all Jagir rent contracts. The immediate benefit
for tenants was a slight reduction in the hardships they faced, but the longterm value was a steady improvement in the quality of land records.
The stress we place on revenue reforms and land records is not
misplaced. Traditionally, those who actually farmed the land were only
tenants with no proof other than local tradition of their tenancy rights. Since
improved land records named the tenant as well as the beneficiary, tenancy
rights became a matter of record. Thisalso paved the way for the emergence
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of landownershiprights. When we recall what landownershipmeant, and
still means, to the Nepalese, these economic matters assume profound
importance. Even those sections of the Code dealing with the audit of
government funds were important, because they improved the quality of
government records. As Rana administration became increasingly centralized, these records became more important than tradition in establishing the
rights of Nepalese citizens.
In these early years of Jung's rule, Jagir holders felt the pinch almost
as much as farm tenants. There was not enough land to accommodate all
those who belonged to the tradtional Jagir holding class. Although the
number of Jagirs remained constant after 1816, the number seeking
enlistment in the army or promotion steadily increased. After Bhim Sen
Thapa introduced the roll, offtcersand men served in rotation, one year with
pay followed by two years on call but without pay. There were nfles, shot
and powder for 50,000 troops, but Jagirs for only one in three. The roll was
efficient. A call to arms could triple the size the army in a few days. But
officersand men were frustrated. A call to arms had not been heard for forty
years. They yearned for battle and a few years of regular pay in place of
endless parades and rotation.
Jung sympathized with the army's plight, but he was also a pragmatist.
For forty years the army had not fought a battle. Amateurs like Resident
Hodgson were impressed by Nepal's military might. Esperienced military
officers like Residents Lawrence and Ramsay less so. No one questioned
Nepalese bravery, but the army's equipment was outmoded, their officers
inexperienced and their fighting skills rusty.
Jung wanted a war to give his army experience and unite the country
behnd him. If there was hubris in this, it was understandable. Jung had
succeeded amazinglywell in whatever he had undertaken. In 1854the north
seemed to beckon. Chna was in turmoil. T 'ai P 'ingrevolutionaries were
sweeping the field, and the Emperor was in serious trouble. Jung saw
several possibilities for intervention. He could help the Emperor keep the
Tibetans in line; help the Tibetans throw out the Chinese; or attack the
Tibetans without fear of Chnese intervention. With unusual candor Jung
discussed each possibility with the ~ e s i d e n t . ' He
~ knew the Resident
reported regularly to the Governor General, and he wanted the Resident's
reports to contain a minimum of speculation. The Governor General was
very sensitive about troop movements in Nepal.
As the days passed without word from the Quinquennial Mission that
had carried h s opium shipment to China, Jung convinced himself that the
Tibetans had interfered with h s shipment. When the Mission returned at
the end of May. 1854, Jung had already decided to make Tibet h s target.
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In July he showed the Resident a copy of a letter he had sent to the Amban,
the Chinese representative in Lhasa, complaining of Tibetan abusive
conduct towards Nepalese.I4 In August he discussed with the Resident a
detailed plan for the movement of tluxtyae thousand troops through the
Nepal Tarai to eastern Nepal and north towards the Tibetan border. When
Jung learned of Tibetan counter-preparations. he immdately scrapped
these plans in favor of an attack through the krnalayan passes of Kuti and
Kyrong in the spring.
Jung used the winter months to strengthen his relationshp with the
Governor General. In February, 1855, to show h s spirit of cooperation, he
gave the British the treaty of el-adtion they had sought for twenty-five
years. He also strengthened lus finances and increased revenues by
reclasslfylng all reclaimed wasteland as government land (Raikar).l 5 This
directly affected Jagir holders, who until that time had been allowed to
increase their income by reclaiming wasteland. In fact, the administration
had encouraged h s by includng some wasteland in most Jagir assignments. But Jung wanted all the revenue he could get. He feared the Tibet
war was going to be costly even if it was a quick in-and+ut operation.
There was great fanfare inKathmandu when the first troops left for Tibet
in March, 1855. The army soon learned that nostalgia for the good old days
was no substitute for experience. The Tibetans were tough, and they were
ready. The Nepalese military machine had rusted. and the scale of Jung's
operation was almost self-defeating. Even in their heyday, the Nepalese had
never massed such a large army. Logistic support was d~fficult,and Jung's
jerry-built supply scheme proved inadequate. Jung had ordered each
landholder to deliver one-third of his rental income. in grain. to depots close
to the Tibet border. Military units were to buy the grain they needed at prices
that covered transportat ion costs. The profit would accrue to the state. The
scheme was a nightmare. Besides ignoring that an army marches on its
stomach, Jung forgot that porters also eat. He had made no allowance for
the porters' consumption on the trail. As a result. deliveries were random,
the amount of grain recei\,ed was much less than expected, and most of t h s
arrived only after the war was oyer.
The Nepalese advance into Tibet was slow. Jung visited the front in Uay
to find out why. He returned to Kathmandu in June, ready to quit. At the
army's current pace, the winter snow would block the passes before they
reached their objectives. Fortunately for Jung. the ChineseAmban in Lhasa
was even less enthusiastic for the war. By the end of June he notified Jung
that he accepted as valid eight of Jung's complaints. The Nepal Council of
State then voted unanimously to end the war. The A~nban's representative
came to Kathmandu for negotiations and took a Nepalese representative
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back to Lhasa to iron out the few remaining details. All signs looked good.
and peace with a m d x u m of honor seemed assured.
h n g Surendra &d not agree. At a meeting of the Council in November
he ordered the war continued and publicly esonerated Jung Bahadur from
responsibility for any disaster that might occur.I6The King's premonition
seemed clairvoyant. Even whlle the Council met, Tibetan troops slipped
past the Nepalese at Jonga Fort (Dzongkha Dzong) and cut off their
communications. To the east, the Tibetans overran Kuti and controlled the
pass. It was a body blow to Nepalese pride. After months of war, they were
back where they had started on bath fronts and their garrison at Jonga was
surrounded.
News of the setback lundled the old Nepalese fighting spirit. Jung's
brother Dhir Shamsherand two of Nepal's top commandersleft Kathmandu
at flank speed. They stormed into Kuti, burned the town, and then withdrew
to the Nepal border. At Jonga the Nepalese relief column hit the Tibetans
llke a battering ram and relieved the gamson. There the war ended. The
Tibetans had proved that the ChineseAniban dared not make peace without
consulting them, and, though the Nepalese had won notlung, Jung seemed
satisfied that the army's old military spirit was still alive under the layers
of rust. He settled for terms far less extravagant than those he had first
proposed and had a ratified treaty in hand by July 1856.
The treaty gave Nepal only Rs.10,000 a year in tribute.l7 This was far
less than Jung had originally demanded, but he insisted that he had wiped
out the shame of the Nepal-China treaty of 1792.ls The cost of reclaiming
Nepal's honor had been heavy. Once again, during the winter of 1855-56,
all landholders had been obliged to pay a levy of one-hrd of their rental
income to help financethe war. When the Resident pressed Jung to explain
how he would pay Nepal's war debts, Jung talked vaguely of other revenues.
In fact, there were no war debts. All had been paid by levy. Jung's real
problem was the peace. He had turned the nation upside down and cut
sharply into the earnings of the elite to wage a war whch produced no
apparent benefits. Jung's pretended enthusiasm was window dressing. He
had no intention of facing Nepal's postwar political problems. Exactly
twenty-five days after the ratified treaty was placed in his hands, Jung
resigned from the Prime Minister's post. Resident Ramsay speculated that
Jung's resignation was part of a larger scheme to gain the throne, but
Ramsay was wrong. Jung's resignation was merely a political ploy to avoid
the criticism that would inevitably follow a war that had cost so much and
produced so little.
Whether Jung had planned it or not, and Ramsay was absolutely certain
he had, Jung profited immensely by his resignation. Within a week, at a
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specla1 Darbar, Kmg Surcndra named Jung A4aharaja of Kaski and
Lumjung, gave him lands providing an income of 200,000 rupees a year, and
appointed him ombudsman, or super Minister, with the right to overrule
even the King in all things political and diplomatic.l9 Jung's brother Barn
Bahadur, who had served as acting Prime Mnister during Jung's journey
to England, was appointed Prime Minister. Thus was born the Rana Roll,
the official list of succession, with brother su-ng
brother to the Prime
Ministership. The King's letter appointing Jung Maharaja of Kaski and
Lamjug declared that the Maharaja's title and lands were to be passed on
to his sonsand his sons' sons, totally divorced from the Prime Ministership.
Time would soon remarry the Maharaja's title. and its attendant wealth, to
the Prime Minister's title, introducing a new trabtion. The immdate
family of each Rana Pnme Mnister would be enriched during the Prime
Minister's years of rule, whle the Prime Minister's brothers stood in an
outer circle as p d employees of the state, waiting their turn, p;lld well, but
not shanng in the immense wealth that steadily accumulated to the Prime
Minister. The disparity was an open invitation to a violent assertion of
rights. In July, 1856, however, it was Jung's resignation. not his wealth,
that caused concern. Jung. at the age of 39, although Maharaja ofKaski and
Lamjung, was the ex-Prime Minister of Nepal. Whatever k n g Surendra
and the Nepali nation made of hls special role as super Wnister. Resident
Ramsay would have none of it. Jung was an es-Prime Minister. Ramsay
and the Governor General treated h m as such.

Notes to Chapter Seven
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Kbt Massacre, Research Centre for Nepal and Asian Studies, Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu, 1981; the Indian National Archives' files of the Foreign Secret
Consultations, 1845-1856; and documents published in the Regmi Research series
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California Press, Berkeley, 1963-68; Tsepon W.D. Shakabpa, Tibet: A Political
History, Yale University Press, New Haven CN, 1967; Ramakant, Indo-Nepalese
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Relations with the Kingdom ofhrepal: 1857-1947, Allen and Unwin, London, 1970;
and Mahesh C. Regmi,A Study in Nepali Economic History: 1768-1846, Manjusri,
New Delhi, 1971.
1.Trust seems such a tiny, otherworldly thing on which to base an administration. But men who cannot believe in what they are doing cannot make the sacrifices
honest admuustration demands.
2.The f i t was located near the Hanuman Dhoka palace.
3.Th1s was llkely done on Jung Bahadur's own initiative. The nobles entered
the Kdt armed. Had Jung been acting under orders, he would have disarmed the
nobles before admitting them to the Queen's presence.
4.0f)iicialroyal orders were called La1 Mohars and were sealed with the royal
seal. More solemnly binding orders were called Puttji Patra and were sealed with
the sovereign's palm prints, usually in red.
5.Those not in tune with Jung, whether oficers or men of the line, were dropped
from the militan, rolls. Only Jung's brothers became generals. The remaining high
level posts vacated by the massacre were filled by those the Ram brothers felt they
could trust absolutely.
6.1111845 Jung had been in charge of the Kitmari Clrowk. Apparently tlus
experience gave him definite ideas about streamlining the work of the Kurnari
Chowk.
7.Tax contractors still exercised most administrative functions in the Tarai
Districts.
8.Traditionally telrants in Nepal, but not the landless, paid a tax of approximately 30 days labor a year. The service of Httluk runners was one form of this tax.
9.We have no evidence that the pajatri was the tool Jung used to get hs
administration moving. It seems significant that later Rana Pnme k i s t e r s
stressed the pajarri in their administrative reforms, and it is the one aspect of Rana
rule that veterans in the administration recall with respect and a little awe. Not
surprisingly, they chde administrators of today for not knowing how to work.
10.Jung also encountered opposition. Less than ten days after h s return from
England, a plot was hatched against lus life. Had not General Barn Bahadur, who
was privy to the plot, made a clean breast of the details to Jung, the plot might have
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succeeded. The conspirators rallied around the claim that J u g hid v i o W the
rules of caste while in England and therefort was not fit to rule in a Hiodu State.
Forewarned, Jung apprehended all those involved. The.Resident thought the
conspirators' real motives were more mundane. The Kmg's broth, who wae
involved, was obviously upset with Jung's usurpation of all power in the State.
General Badn Narsingh, the director of the a h t office, had taken a bribe of Rs.
12,000 to help restore to ofice a Tarai Subba who had been &missed far
peculation. Karbir Khattri had been accused of t h g valuables fim the Prime
Minister's treasu~y.At their trial before the Council of State, the umsphtors wac
declared deserving of death. Jung was too sensitive to possible British reectian to
permit such a sentence. As a compromise, King Surendra requested that the key
conspirators be confined in Allahabad jail for five years. The Governor General
agreed. Jung subsequently kept such a close watch on the Kmg that Resident
Rarnsay thought thls, not sorrow at the death of lus Queen,was the real reason for
the desire to abdicate that the King expressed on July 25th 1852. On Novemba
26 a second plot was Qscovered. Although none of those apprehended held
significant rank, Jung assumed that someone influential was involved. He never
Qscovered who it was.
11.Soti was the ritual immolation of the widow on her husband's funeral pyre.
Bonded labor was indentured labor. Men and women engaged for themselves or
their children to work for a c r d t o r without pay until they could repay their loan.
12.By forcing legal uniformity on the nation, the Code sowed the seeds of
disunity and created problems that to this day remain unsolved. Although legal
Qscrimination has been removed by the 1963Muluki Ain of K.mg Mahendra, the
social &scrimination the Code fostered and justified will not yield to legislation
alone.
13.Jung's precautions were well taken. The people of both Kumaon and
Darjeeling were tembly upset by the reports omepalese war preparations and were
convinced the Nepalese intended marching on them. Had the Governor General not
been forewarned, the clamor fiom these districts would surely have alarmed him.
14.0pium sales did not produce the return that Jung had hoped for. The mission
brought back only several hundred thousand rupees, whch hardly covered Jung's
investment. One wonders whether the Antban's surveillance prevented the tribute
mission from unloading the contraband at black market prices, and also how much
the failure of Jung's opium transactions influenced his decision for war. Jung and
lus Sardars not only failed to make a financial killing on the deal, but they had no
way of getting rid of the opium still on their hands. The Nepalese method of
processing opium produced a product \vluch was unacceptable to the Company's
agents.
15.I.nthe West, 'wasteland' usually refers to barren, desert-l~ke,unusable land.
In Nepalese records, 'wasteland' normally meant unclaimed or undeveloped land.
16.It is alwa~sdifficult to know \vhen the b g spoke lus own mind and when
Jung used him to announce plans k o ~ nwluch Jung himself benefited. The latter is
sufficientlvMachavellian to suit the stereotype we have of Jung, but tlus Image is
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largely based on Resident Ramsay's reports. Ramsay was certain he understood
Jung, but his own reports give us reason to doubt his claim.
17.Forthe first year the Tibetans could pay nothing. They even asked for credit
on the grain they purchased from the Nepalese stores that had reached the border
too late for use by the Nepalese troops.
18.Tl-u~seems to have been an afterthought. There was no talk of the 1792 war
before Jung launched h s invasion.
19.Before the unification of Nepal, Kaski and Lamjung had been independent
principalitiesin the Chaubiseh j y s . Jung's new title had no meaning in itself, but
the income attached and the powers the hng assigned to Jung gave it meaning and
made Jung a unique figure in Nepal.

Chapter Eight
The Mutiny
Jung Bahadur was out of officefor less than one year. Thanks to Resident
Ramsay, he found it frustrating. Ramsay followed to the letter the Governor
General's order that he deal only with the Prime Minister. Despite the
King's t a t Adohar giving Jung the right to oversee all foreign and domestic
matters, the Resident politely ignored Jung. The Resident was convinced
to support such a scheme. Jung
that Jung ambitioned the throne and repretended not to care, but it rankled.
Two events conspired to bring Jung back into the mainstream of politics.
On May 10, 1857, the Sep0.y.s of the East In&a Company's m y mutinied
at Meerut. Two weeks later Prime Minister Barn Bahadur died. News of
the Meerut mutiny reached Kathmandujust after the Prime Minister's death
and forced onto the Kathmandu agenda the question that raged throughout
North India: Had the time come to drive the British into the sea?
Kathmandu had been divided on the issue of the British fiom the time
of Prithvi Narayan Shah, who had adcised the Nepalese to remain hendly
with the British but keep them out of Nepal. A strong party in Kathmandu
opposed every new contact. Realists at the other end of the political
spectrum felt that British India was too p o w e f i a neighbor to alienate.
Common sense dictated friendship and cooperation. After Damodat
Pandey had been put to death for dealing with the British, anti-British
sentiment dominated Kathmandu politics.
After the Anglo-Nepal war of 1814-16, Bhm Sen Thapa tried to strike
a balance. At home he cold-shouldered the Resident but maintained good
relations with the Governor General. Even this middle way did not satisfl
all factions. After Bhim Sen had been swept fiom office. the anti-British
faction had free rein. Chief Minister Ranjung Pandey even allowed
Nepalese army units to encroach on Ramnagar. The Ramnagar incursion
became a trial of strength between Ranjung and the Resident. which
Ranjung lost miserably. From that time. each succeeding Chief Minister
felt the need of the Resident's direct or inhrect support and the g o o d d of
the Governor General. Not least of these was Jung Bahadur. Jung, still
tainted by the Kbt massacre, had not yet convinced British India of his
sincerity and good will. It irked h m . because he wanted to be accepted as
a person and as a leader. Ramsay's rebuffs struck at his vanity and denied
him a sense of personal fulfillment.
When he heard of the mutiny. Acting Prime Minister Krishna Rana
made the Resident a pro forma offer of military assistance. Ramsay
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accepted the offer as sincere and the nest day requested 3,000 troops. His
request went as a matter of course to the Council of State.' The debate that
followed was so heated that General Krishna was forced to ask Ramsay to
present his request in writing. Ramsay knew the General was stalling, but
he did not know why.
For Jung,the political posturing in the Council mattered not at all. Jung
saw only opportunity. The Indian Sepoys were not going to throw the
British out of India no matter how much help they had. It was a question
of leadership and organization. He had seen the caliber of British
organization. By comparison, Nepal's 1814 experience of Indian organization and leadership had been bitterly disappointing. The British, Jung
knew, were difficult to deal with and even more difficult to understand. In
h s experience, one had to understand what the British really wanted before
trusting them, but once an agreement was reached, the British could be
relied on. Jung thought the Indian leaders were dreamers of dreams and
makers of words. Despite early Sepoy successesand continuing harassment
of the British, the British would win. They would need help, but they would
win. If Nepal sent troops to helpand Nepal had troops longing for actionthe British would not forget. Ramsay did not realize it, but it was Jung who
finally convinced the Council that Nepal's only sane choice was to support
the British in their time of crisis. Ramsay's request was granted, and the
first thousand troops set off for India.
Ramsay's report of his achievement caught Calcutta off balance. The
Governor General and his Council were confused. Their tidy Anglo-Indian
world had been turned upside down, and they did not know whom to trust.
If Sepoys who had eaten the Company's salt had struck out violently at
British rule, could the Nepalese be trusted? The Nepalese had never been
overly friendly towards the British. If th'ey came to In&& they would
certainly make an impact, but would they honor their commitment, or would
they be swayed by Indian sentiment and fight against the British? The
Council remained divided, so the Governor General took the politically safe
course. He fired off a letter of reprimand to Ramsay for acting without prior
authorization and ordered him to withdraw his request for Nepalese troops.
As the mutiny continued to spread, the Governor General reconsidered
Nepal's offer. Within ten days he asked Ramsay to renew his request.
Ramsay discussed this with Jung and Acting Prime Minister Krishna
Bahadur at the marriage of Jung's daughter to Crown Prince Trailoba.
Jung and Krishna agreed on the spot. Later that night they paraded the
troops and informed them that the first contingent would leave ~athmandu
a week later. Jung was like a warhorse on the eve of battle.
During that short interlude, the Darbar settled its major outstanding
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business. On June 28, 1857, when official mourning for the late Prime
Mnister ended, King Surendra appointed Jung Bahadur Prime Minister for
life and granted him full powers. The first six regiments of Nepalese troops
marched off for India five clays later.
These first six regiments performed superbly and worked well with their
British liaison officers. The records show a hard-fighting unit. During the
march on Lucknow, British military dispatches spelled out their achievements and cited outstandmg performance. The reports were less enthusiastic when Jung led eight thousand Nepalese infantry to the plains in
December that year.*Jung created problems for the British high c o d .
He refused to allow his command to be hvided, but insisted that his troops
fight as a unit. He refused to brigade his men according to Indian army
practice.) And he reto be humed. General Franks was unhappy with
this, and hisunhappiness colored muchof the record ofthat campaign. Jung
was no general, although he held that title and rank, nor was he a strategist."
Despite this, the record of Jung's contribution is clear. Jung knew his men,
and he knew the impact his coming had on the revolutionaries. As a
Maharaja fighting in support of the British, Jung was worth several
regiments if he merely sat on his horse to watch the fighting. Many Indians
had remained loyal to the British, but Nepal's was the first intervention by
a Hindu state on the side of the British. The sight of the Maharaja riding
with his troops to the aid of the British had a propaganda effkct measured.
only by the desperate attempts local princes made to buy him off. His flat
refusals, no matter how suspicious British officers may have been, and bis
steady march on Lucknow proclaimed a belief in British victory that
demoralized the enemy.
But Jung did more than sit on his horse and watch. At Phulpuri on the
Gagara (Gogra), two thousand Indian troops with five pieces of artillery
blocked passage of the river. The Nepalese unlimbered their own artillery
and began to reach out across the river for the Indian guns. Completely
carried away by the smell of gunsmoke and the slam of cannon, Jungjumped
into the gun pits to sight the guns himself. After the duel heated up, Jung
scored a direct hit. The Indians were forced to dig in to hold their position.
Precisely as planned, a Nepalese detachment downstream then slipped
across the river and rolled up the Indian flank. Indian resistance ended and
Jung's main force was free to construct its bridge ofboats and cross the river
with guns and baggage. The dispatchescited four Nepalese for bravery and
gave Jung M l credit for his marksmanship.
At the Gomati (or Goomti) the record was one of ingenuity and
organization. Jung Bahadur and the main Nepalese force reached the
Gomati on March lst, where British engineers were to build them a bridge
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of boats to cross the river. By mistake. the boats gathered for the bridge had
been sent away before the Nepalese force arrived. The engineers found only
three small boats and one larger one to span more than sixty yards of water.
Jung studied the problem and suggested they pool their resources to execute
a plan he then proposed. The engineers agreed that Jung's plan was feasible
but thought the work would take days. The nest morning Jung assigned
inhvidual units specific tasks: felling trees, carrying bricks, hauling grass,
and driving stakes into the river bed. Jung himself was everywhere
supervising the work and encouraging his men. Thirteen hours later a
bridge fifteen feet wide and as sturdy as a roadway stretched across the river.
The way lay open for the Nepalese to cross the Gomati and join the siege
of Lucknow.
In Lucknow Jung's force did its share with distinction. Holding the
flank when ordered to hold the flank. Attacking with skill and determination when given the chance. Driving off counterattacks coolly and with
finality. Every dispatch singled out the Nepalese force for special praise.
When the last of the Indian defenders had fled the city. and the riches of
Lucknow lay open to loot, the Nepalese force also shared the plunder of this
proud and beautdbl city. The excitement of battle followed by the richest
loot the Nepalese had ever seen and the madness of gutting such a city left
the Nepalese saggng. Jung decided there and then to take his men home
before discipline broke down completely. His excuse was the summer heat.
Of his 8,000 infantry, 2,000 men were sick - from food. drink. the sun, or
a misture of all three. The baggage. including military stores and loot, filled
4.300 carts. When some British observers saw this baggage train sixteen
miles long, they thought the Nepalese looked more like rabble than an army.
Their disgust stemmed partially from resentment. Jung had asked for a
cavalry escort to protect his baggage train against roving rebel cavalry units.
While the British obligingly guarded Nepalese baggage, Jung rode off to
meet Governor General Lord Canning at Allahabad!
Jung visited Canning to ask that Ramsay be replaced as Resident to
Nepal. During Bam Bahadur's year as Prime Minister. Ramsay had rubbed
Jung the wrong way, and Jung wanted to be rid of him. Canning's reply was
so diplomatic that Jung. in the flush of recent victory. thought his request
had been granted. It was not. Canning was too esperienced an adrmnistrator to remove a man without first hearing his defense, and Ramsay's
defense was persuasive. Canning was so impressed that he kept lum on.'
Later, when Jung threatened not to receive Ramsay if he returned to Nepal
as Resident. the British Lion roared and Jung backed down. That roar,
humiliating Jung when he felt such a minor wish should be honored, set
Anglo-Nepal relations back h r t y years or more. Ramsay returned as
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Resident and stayed in Nepal for another nine years. but lus work was uphill
from that moment on.
If the Governor General and Ramsay lacked appreciation for Jung's
assistanceat Lucknow, Queen Victoria and the British did not. When Jung
had been in London just six short years earlier. he had met Queen Victoria
and fascinated the t o m . Now he. of all the princes of the subcontinent, had
redeemed his pledge of friendship by rallying to the defense of British
women and children and fighting personally at Lucknow! This warmedthe
heart of Victorian England. and the British remembered. From that time,
the Nepalese always received a better hearing in London than they &d in
India. As an immdate reward. the British Crown restored to Nepal the
western Tarai. This was easily the most enduring reward Nepal received.
From the Government of India the Nepalese troops received the less
enduring. but equall}acceptable payment of over Rs. 680,000 (Rs. 230,6 15
in pay, plus allowances of Rs.450.000). To the consternation and chagrin
of British quartermasters. the Nepalese troops also marched off with the
10,000new m d e l nfles supplied them on their amval in Indra. All tlus was
in addition to over four thousand cartloads of loot.
Nepal was well rewarded for its senices, and Jung knew it. Yet he was
personally drssatisfied. He was entitled. perhaps, to show some princely
petulance. In their great moment of victory, he felt the British had treated
him like a child. They had not removed Ramsay. They had not consulted
him in advance about the territorial grant to Nepal.9 Their victory at
Lucknow had confirmed their rule in the whole of Avadh. and out of all this
territory they had merely returned to Nepal a strip of land that all Nepalese
felt was already rightfully theirs. Though Jung had hopes of more land than
he actually received, the heart of his pique was the almost offhand way
tlungs were done. London, as might be expected, eventually did things in
princely style. In November 1859. Jung was awarded the Knight Grand
Cross. Military Division, of the Order of the Bath. Yet the Governor
Generaland the Resident managed to sullyeven this Qstinction. Jung's first
intimation of the award was from the newspapers. not from the Residency.
It seemed that the Governor General and the Resident begrudged him even
the official recogrution London granted.
Jung's petulance was short-lived. Personal feelings were pushed aside
by the problem of 25,000 1nhan fugitives that British forces under Sir Colin
Clyde had dumped into Butwal and Dang Valley in the Nepal T h . In
October, 1858, British forces had swept the rebel units from the southern
sector of Avadh northward aoross the Gagara and squeezed them up against
the Chure Range. According to the British plan, the rebels must then either
surrenderor cross over into Nepal. only after the rebels had actually crossed
'
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into Nepal &d it occurtothe British that from their havenin Nepal the rebels
would be able to raid into India at will.
Among those who escaped the British dragnet were the Begum of
Lucknow and the Nana Saheb. They came into Nepal with their followers,
much of their treasure. and prestige without bounds. Both of these leaders
stirred the emotions of the people of north India, and by their presence gave
dignity and cohesion to an otherwise ragtag military remnant. The Begum
symbolized all the resentment and anger caused by the British annexation
of Avadh in 1856. The Nana represented the memory of the great Mahratta
nation, whom the Governor General and his Council had dshonored. If the
two of them remained at liberty, all those Indians who still believed in the
rebellion would take heart. The British wanted to stamp out the last hope
of rebellion. They also held these two responsible for the worst atrocities
of the war.
Although British strategy had produced this situation, the British
seemed to eqect Jung to settle it. They fretted at hls delays and thought him
small for eqecting payment to drive the fugitives back into Inda. But in
Nepal Jung dld tlungs his way. He first warned the fugitives that under.the
terms of Nepal's treaty of estradition with British India he would eventually
have to hand them over to the British. He advised them to accept Queen
Victoria's amnesty. But the fugitives claimed asylum in the name of
religion and pleaded to be allowed to stay in Nepal. Religion, they said, had
been the basis of the mutiny, and their own war had been in defense of
religion. Religion was a holy thing to Jung but not sufficiently holy to
condone the presence in Nepal of 25.000 armed men whose leaders were so
stiff with defiance of the British they fairly crackled. Jung gave protection
to the Begum of Lucknow and the women in the Nana Saheb's party.
Eventually he even allowed them to come to Kathmandu under rigid rules
of behavior. For the rest, Jung's patience ran out in the summer of 1859.
He made plans for a clean sweep of the Tarai.
In November and December, 1859,10,000 Nepalese troops swept up the
bgitives. Some 3,000 were handed over to the British. Local reports said
another 1,000 to 1500 had gone home earlier. About 300 were known to
have escaped the dragnet. The rest simply vanished. Perhaps they were
victims of malaria or harshjungle conditions. perhaps they also M e dinto
Incha. Or perhaps the number of fugitives had been greatly exaggerated.
Ofthe Nana Saheb, there was no definite news. Rumor had it that he
had died in Nepal. Resident Ramsay did not really believe this, nor in fact
did Jung, but Jung would never admit this to Ramsay. Officially the Nana
was dead. There was less doubt about the fugitives' treasure. Their cash
had been spent for food, necessities, and bribes. Thejewels found their way
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into the Prime Mnister's treasury. Many of them eventually,adornedhis
crown. Despite Ranasay and despite the Governor General, Jung handled
the fugitives as he wished and in lus own time. And that was Jung's reply
to the Lion's roar. He capped it by aslung the Governbr General, through
the Resident, to keep British troops out of Nepal in the future.10Jung had
come to believe that he could rely on the British to keep their word if k
understod what they were really saying. After fourteen years of dealing
with the British, and especially after his dealings with them in Lucknow,
Jung felt he understood them. He delighted in summing up his attitude for
the Resident whenever the Resident gave him an opportunity.
You say we are independent. The British Government tells us that
it has no desire to interfere with our internal a&irs and not even to
advise us r e s w n g them. We desire to preserve our mdeptndtnct.
We attributethat independencesolely to our own peculiar policy. You
may call it selfish if you like, but we cannot alter it to please you. We
know you are the stronger power. You are like a lion. We are like a
cat. The cat will scratch if it is driven into a corner, but the lion would
soon kill the cat. You can force us to change our policy. You can take
our country if it pleases you to do so. But we will make no change in
that policy, by the strict observance of which we have preserved our
independence as a nation to the present time, unless you compel us to
do so.
catering to British India could
In 1860 Jung seems to have decided
gain few new concessions. Nepal's independencewas secure, at least as Ear
as British intervention was concerned. However grudgingly it had been
given, he had gained the personal recognition'that he craved The British
still sought trade concessions, but Jung cared not a whit. British trade
interests and British subjects brought endless complications from the
Resident and no profit. Jung would happily have done without the Indian
merchants already active in Kathmandu. From this point onwards, Jung
handled the Resident's complaints routinely, made a few of his own to
remind the Resident that British subjects also disturbed the p e a d
relations between the two countries, and went about his business. As it
turned out, this wasjust the right note, and far more effective in controlling
the Resident than merely restricting the movements of the Residency &During these postwar years. Jung set the tone of Rana administration
He allowed his brother Krishna. whom he had appointed Commander-inChief in 1857,to use his years of esperience in Tarai revenue administration
to bring order and method into the Commander-in-Chief s office.
actually believed that Jung enjoyed the 'perks' of office while Krishf~adid
all the work. They were naively mistaken. The C-in-C executed policy and
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proposed decisions, but Jung made policy. made every decision or appointment, and approved every expenditure. Jung and Krishna worked together
so well that the C-in-C's office became the central clearing h o w for e v q
detail of the administration.l2 Jung remained h e to concentratecompletely
on whatever aspect of administration he chose, with the certain knowledge
that the C-in-C had the bureaucracy in hand and was following up each
decision.
Jung Bahadur's administration was not a new departure. He built on
what had evolved in Nepal from Bhim Sen Thapa onwards. Only in
personal power was there a sharp dflerence. Jung was Prime Minister and
also sole Minister of the state, whereas Bhim Sen, following the arrangement RanaBahadur had set down in 1799. had been the chief of three or four
colleagues with whom he shared responsibility and authority,primus inter
pares. In Jung's time, and throughout the Rana period, the Prime Minister
had full responsibility and full authority, which at times he delegated but
never shared.
Jung never felt it necessary to win acceptance from the man in the street
or the farmer in his fields. Simple citizens were neither concerned with nor
involved in politics. It was the elite who disturbed Jung. Political power
in Nepal was based on a handful of families in Kathmandu. By royal
appointment Jung enjoyed legtimacy and the power of the pajani, but the
so-called 'leading families' could create problems. They were economically independent of the administration, because their past services to the
state had won them Birtn land grants. and they were united. Their large
e\?ended familieswere linked by ties of marriage. social custom, and mutual
obligation.
Jung was also wary of the priestly class. Because of the priest-client
relationship in Nepalese society they exerted a strong influence on public
opinion. The Raj Guru (the Royal Preceptor) reinforced this influence. He
was the sole arbiter of caste violations in a state where caste was fundamental to social status and law.
Any overt pressure Jung might exert on either the elite or the priestly
class would weld them into rigd opposition. Jung preferred to use existing
social institutions to win the support of some members of each class and SO
divide them.
Jung learned to manipulate the socio-political world he had inherited.
No matter how great his personal power. he always insisted that he
functioned only under orders from the King. and he always had a document
to prove it. He consulted the Council of State on all major points. When
especially sensitive points were discussed. he made sure that King Surendra
and ex-King Rajendra were present. These Council meetings were not a
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facade. The members of the Council spoke their minds as freely as their
perception of the situation and events warranted. Almost all were major
office holders with talent andexperience. There were times, ofcwrst, when
Jung wanted absolute support and times when he arranged that both exKing Rajendra and King Surendra said in the Council exactly what hc
wanted them to say. For the most part. howwer, Jung allowad the Cuuud
to share responsibility for awkward or delicate decisions and used these
meetings to create unity.
To outward appearances. none of the leading families had reason to
cooperate with Jung. Almost all had suffered from the K6t massacre which
had brought Jung to power, and real power remained a monopoly of Jung
and his brothers. But the Nepalese are pragmatists. Jung controlled the
levers of power. He could be ruthless. but he seemed more inclined to use
patronage to win support. Jung asked for cooperation witlun the rules of the
game, and it made sense for the members of the Council to give it.
As a leader and politician Jung respected traditional processes and
traditional roles. Perhaps as an autocrat he was more conservative in this
than a democrat. Sensitivity to traditional structures and imtutions lent
credibility to his otherwise totally unacceptable rule.
Jung also used the Legal Code of 1851to gain support for his rule. The
Code, assembled from the accumulated judicial records of eighty years,
passed by the Council and promulgated by King Surendra. established him
as the court of last appeal. Jung used the Code as an administrativetool to
hscipline judges and bring the courts into line. As the highestjudge in the
land, he could also moderate the demands of justice to secure addrtional
support from Nepal's elite. In implementing the reform aspectsof the code,
however, Jung moved slowly. No matter how desirable any social change
might seem Jung realized that in consenrative Nepal more was achievedby
example and steady pressure than by force.
Jung boldly bought the support of the'priestly class. They had never
forgiven Bhim Sen Thapa for his &&tiny of their land grants. Though it
d
lost. the priests were a very
was never clear how much land ~ e j h h actually
aggrieved class. In an unab!dsh&'8id for their support. Jung labeled Blum
Sen's action a sin which demanded expiation and restitution. Although, as
he said, he could not fistore the precise land that Bhim Sen had taken from
them, since t)us had been assigned to the army. he promised to q l a c e the
land they had lost. Even more important. Jung. gave the priedly class
stature and prestige. Jung. and Rana Prime Ministers aRer him, made
staunch Hinduism a mark of their rule. Tolerance and respect for other
religions would remain, but they considefed Hinduism an essential support.
Jung had placed his relations with the Resident and the Viaroy on
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comfortable footing. He had secured at least the tacit support of the leading
fbulies. And he had set clear goals for his administration. He entered the
1860s in healthy shape. If one can believe the available documents, the
seventeen years of rule remaining to him were marked by a steadily
improving admnistration, an insatiable hunger for personal profit, and
legendary self-indulgence.

Notes to Chapter Eight
Chapter Eight is based mainly on documents found in the files of the Indian
National Arcluves in the Foreign Political, Foreign Secret, Foreign Political A, and
Revenue A series, and on documents published in the Regmi Research Series
(published monthly from 1969).The following materialshave been used for fivtha
r e f m c e : Pudma Jung Bahadur Rana, The Li/e of Mahamja SirJung Bahadur of
Nepal, Allahabad, 1909; S.A.A. Rizvi and M.L. Bhargava, Freedan Snuggle in
Umr Pmdesh, ii, Awadh, Publications Bureau, Infomution Department, Uttar
Pradesh, Lucknow, 1958; Surendra Nath Sen, Eighteen FfiySewen, The Publications Division, Government of India, Calcutta, 1958; Rarnakant, Ido-Nepalese
Relations: 1816 to 1877, S. Chand, New D e h , 1968; and Asad Husain, British
India 's Relations with the Kingdom of Nepal: 1857-1947, Allen and Unwin,
London, 1970.
1.'The grand council or assembly of Bharadars was another institutional factor
which influenced the Maharaja's exercise of power on some important state issues.
The assembly was called together during Jung Bahadur's penod to dscuss such
questions as the Pnme Mmister's proposal to visit England, the fate ofconspirators
who plotted against the Pnme Minister's life, the feasibility of launchng a military
campaign against Tibet, whether to send troops to India during the Mutiny, and it
met to ratify the legal code. Wlule not obliged to heed the sentiments ofthe nobility,
later Prime h i s t e r s continued at least formally to seek their counsel, and called
the Bhamdars together to hear important speeches on state policy and to welcome
foreign digrutaries.' Edwards, &nu Adnrinistmtion, pp. 177-8.
2.Jung almost insisted that the Resident accept these additional Nepalese
troops. The Governor General accepted JurTg's offer, but he did not tlunk the
additional troops were really necessary. Some have inferred from this that Nepalese
troops failed to carry their weight in the recovery of Lucknow.
3.British distrust of native troops prompted a system of encampment that
dvided each Sepoy unit but kept the British troops together. Jung insisted that the
Nepalese m y camp apart as a single unit.
4.Jung was hardly unique in tlus. The strategy at Lucknow was limited to brute
strength, cannon balls, and courage.
5.British Army Engineers reported tlus event with enthusiasm. Clearly the
Nepalese achievement had lightened their spirits.
6.Some historians prefer not to stress the military contribution Jung's army
made in the siege at Lucknow. a s is understandable. Indian nationalists have
always been irked because the Nepalese &d not join their war of ni.Playing d o m the Nepalese role seemed to say that it really didn't matter. But
hstorically it did matter. One cannot explain later developments in Nepal's hstow
if the success of the Nepal army is discounted.
7.Inhis own defense, Ramsay stated that in h s dealings with Jung Bahadur he
had simply carried out orders. He told the Governor General that on the rpecifc
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occasion about which Jung had complained, Jung had tried to dominate an official
discussion which he was trying to hold with Prime Minister Barn Bahadur himself.
The Governor General's instructionsto the Resident in Nepal were to deal only with
the h e Muuster.
8.Nothmg so angered the British as brutality to their women and cluldren. From
the oukxt, Jung, too, had reacted strongly to such brutality and sent assistance
whenever he came to know of women and chldren needing defense.
9.The British in India avoided any advance discussion with Jung on the subject
of a territorial grant, because they knew he hoped for far more land than they
intended to give.
10.For a time Jung had allowed British troops to cross the border in search of
fbgitives. The stiffness of the Government of India's response to t h ~ srequest
suggests that the British hoped for a permanent relaxation of the border.
11.Jung's efforts to rid Nepal of Indian mercbnts raised a storm of protest from
the British Resident. ,
12.Some scholarshave compared the Ram Ct nmarlder-in-Chef 's office with
a modem office of operations and management (08tM).

Chapter Nine

Jung's Last Years
The last half of Jung Bahadur's thirty-one years as Prime Minister of
Nepal was less flamboyant but even more productive than the first.
Unfortunately, Jung's real achievements were obscured by his use of
political power to enrich himself and his family. If there was wealth to be
had from any activity, Jung and his family had to share it. The legacy of that
possessiveness makes it difficult to evaluate Jung's contribution to the
growth of the nation. Despite this and despite Jung's autocratic rule, his
reforms did indeed strengthen the nation.
One by one. the records required by Jung's reforms laid a foundation in
law for personal property rights. They chronicle Nepal's transition from a
nation of tenants to a nation of small landowners. That transition gave birth
to a remarkable spirit of independence and self respect Much of Nepal's
strength today can be traced to this. The transition took generations. Many
failed to sunlve as independent landowners and eventually became subtenants on the land. But many did succeed, and the process began with Jung's
reforms.
Jung 's crackdown on Jagir holders also strengthened the nation. Jagir
holders had become lords on their own estates and carried tlus attitude into
the national arena.' Initially. a Jngir only provided pay to a government
semnt. The holder had the right to collect reLVenuefrom all sources in the
area covered by his Jagir: agriculture, forests, minerals, and cottage
industries. He was also entitled to dispensejustice and appropriatejudcial
fines and to esact unpaid labor. Later, the Jagir holder was empowered to
enhance rents and evict tenants. He then became truly the lord of his
demesne. He could demand presents of meat, h t . fdder, firewood, or
newly harvested grain. The tenant dared not refbse lest he be evicted from
his land. Senior officers, protected by a pajnni based on favoritism and
patronage. controlled whole villages for years. T h s was divisiveof national
unity. Jung ended it, not from a deep concern for the national g d but
because the sense of independenceJagir holders developed displeased him.
But he ended it. His legislation brought Jagir holders into line and reduced
the number of major Jagir holders.'
Jung's major revenue reforms were aimed at the Tarai. When Jung took
office. m-enue collection in the Tarai was a hodgepodge. Each Tarai
revenue district was entrusted to a Subbha. The Subbha paid the government a flat rate in exchange for the right to all revenues. includingjudicial
fines, collected in his &strict. He was assisted by subcontractors called
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Chaudharies,each of whom was responsible for revenue collection in one
portion of the district. At the grass roots level, the smallest revenue unit was
the Mauja. There, taxes were collected by government employees paid a
percentage of the taxes they collected. The system was expensive, inefficient, and stagnant.
In November, 1861, Jung replaced the Subbhas with salaried revenue
officers to supervise the Chaudharies and to collect revenue payments fiom
them. These new officers were responsible directly to Jung. Though they
held military rank and were subject to military hscipline. they were
recruited fiom the civilian population and trained especially for this post.
To avoid any'conflict of interest, they were forbidden to own land or conduct
trade in the districts where they were assigned.
Jung's major change was at the grass roots level. He appointed Jimidars
to replace the salaried tax collectors in each A-fauja. A Jimidar remained
a private citizen and received no payment for his work. He had no judicial
powers and no administrative authority. He accepted full responsibility for
collecting taxes in his hiauja and was required to pay the total revenue
assessed for his Mauja whether he collected it or not. In exchange, the
Jimidar was entitled to use the labor tax of the tenants in the ~Lfauja.
Government recognition gave him status, and his ability to farm large tracts
of land with unpaid labor gave him wealth. Once appointed, the Jirnidar
had a legal right to his post. He could not be set aside in favor of another
but could. If he wished, sell his title to someone else. These reforms
produced a dramatic increase in revenues.

Table I
Land Re~enueCollection in the Eastern Tarai Region 1852-624
District

1852

1862

% Increase

276,094
357,921
352,467
171,377
192,587
143,578
92.777

82.74
97.11
102.53
78.08
175.16
201.91
112.42

Totals Rs. 764,142 Rs.1,586,801

107.65

Morang 151,081
Saptari
181,582
Mahottari 174,025
Sarlahi
96,233
Rautahat 69,900
Bara
47,555
Parsa
43,676
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Once the system was working satisfactorily, Jung encouraged the
settlement of undeveloped land. Under regulations promulgattd in January, 1865. anyone who agreed to settle new Maujas on uncultivated tracts
of land in the eastern Tarai would be named Jimidar of these lands. No taxes
at all would be levied on the A4auja for the first ten years. At the end of that
time, one acre out of every twelve would be allotted the Jimidar as tax-free
Birta land.) Taxes would be paid on the remaining land, and the original
assignee would remain the Jimidar of the Aiauja. Those who accepted thls
offer were obliged to recruit tenants, assign them lands. and pay their living
expenses until they could harvest their first crop. Heavy investment was
required. but on the fertile land of the eastern Tarai, the risk was rmnunal
and the rewards were great.
This system worked especially well in the development of newly cleared
land. After government foresters cleared a tract and prepared the logs for
sale, the land was assigned to a Jirrtidar who attracted settlersand financed
them for the first few years. During the remainder of his ten-year tax
holiday. the Jirnidar recouped his investment. The Jirnidar enjoyed a tenyear tax holiday, but h s tenants &d not. He could begin collecting taxes
whenever he thought his tenants could pay. Some Jintidars made a profit
before the end f their tax holiday. Even if returns came more slowly, the
Jirnidar 's permanent Birta rights and his right to use unpaid labor to farm
his own land made h s an attractive investment.
At one point Jung also tried to use Jirnidars to develop irrigation in the
Tarai. He proposed that they finance irrigation canals, wluch the m y
would construct. The Jiniidar would recover part of his investment from
the increased productivity of his own fields and the remainder by charging
other f m e r s a fee for an assured supply of water. The scheme was feasible,
but only a few canals were built. Jirrridars still saw land as somethmg to be
exploited and showed little interest in investing in the land to improve
yields.
The last of Jung's revenue reforms was h s 1868 nation-wide revenue
settlement. His 1854 settlement had been based largely on the records
available. An actual survey of the land confirmed Jung's belief that earlier
records had underestimated the area of most plots. Tax assessments and
rents in his 1868 settlement took this larger area into account.
In many respects, the 1868 settlement was a disaster. Although the
settlementbore some relation to the area of land being taxed, the survey was
far too primitive to provide an accurate measurement of holhngs and failed
to consider the productivity of the land. The 1868 settlement was really an
upward revision of taxes based on a sketchy survey. Taxes which the
assessors thought reasonable were far higher than tenants could pay. Jung
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had yet to learn the economics of agricultural taxation. There was a limit
to the level of taxes tenants could pay. When tenants were taxed beyond that
limit, they fell behind in their payments. Once arrears built up, they no
longer tried to pay their taxes in full. A tax rate that allowed tenants some
margin of security produced iugher revenues.
In other respects the 1868 settlement was a milestone. Even this
primitive survey recorded the boundaries of each plot and registered the
tenant's name in relation to a speclfic plot of land. Tenants on Biitu and
Jugir land found that h s record amounted to a guarantee of their tenancy
rights. It was a government record that no Jagir holder or Birta owner could
change at will. Tenants who paid taxes drectly to the government with no
landlord as intermediary qualified as landowners, because only their names
appeared on the records. No one could dispute their claim. Ifthey continued
to pay their taxes the land was theirs. They could rent out their land or even
sell their tenancy right^.^
Legislating reforms was one thing. Implementing them was quite
another. And implementing these reforms was very important to Jung.
Administration suddenly became the most promising career path. Administrative skills replaced military skills as the mark of the upwardly mobile.
Even younger members of the Ram family learned that responsible
involvement in adrmnistrationwas expected of them if they hoped for status
within the family.
Few sons of the Rana elite lived up to Jung's expectations. Employing
them challenged even Jung's determination and slull. Inside and outside
the bonds of matrimony, Jung and his brothers had produced an abundance
of sons. The mothers of these young scions expected the best for their own
and manipulated to gain it. As a result, the young men of the Rana family
were a privileged and a spoiled lot. All were given high military ranks and
inflated Jngirs. When actually assigned a post in government, they served
under a senior Rana, generally for the training and experience involved, not
for any special skills they possessed. The opportunities for meddling in
favor of their own interests were many, and few of these privileged ones
appreciated the importance of a just administration. They were even less
impressed with Jung's objective of an adrmnistration that functioned
according to law. 'Of what use was privilege if it was hedged in by law?'
T h s was an attitude Jung's reforms could not dispel. He tried to instill
respect for law by establishing a high-level anticorruption court (the
Dharma Kachahari) and giving thejudge of this court, whom he appointed
for life, the power to scrutinize all complaints and evidence of bribery or
injustice. even if the accused was a senior Rana or the Prime Minister
hmself. To no avail.
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The a n t i a m p t i o n court failed to stop wstemic activities of membtts
of the Rana family. The effectivenessof the court depended entirely on the
Prime Minister's determination and freedom to control his own relatives.
That freedom simply did not exist. Even in Jung's lifetime, a Rana code
began to develop that in time forced the Prime Mnister to yield to consensus
within the family. Privilege always seeks to protect itself. According to
Nepal's social code, family interests far outweighed the demands of an
abstract concept of government.
But at the heart of the Rana cude was fnrstration. Rana ambitions grew
faster than opportunities multiplied. and there were no outlets such as the
Sepoy Mutiny to drain off pent-up frustration or channel it into legtimate
activity. As 'the years went by, the m n g size of the Rana family itself
became a problem more trying for Ram Prime Ministers than the constant
pressure from the British. Privilege gave birth to expectations that Nepal
could never fulfil, and this was dangerous both for Rana Prime Ministers
and for Rana rule.
Many Ranas found an outlet for their ambitions in business, where they
could use their political influence to gain an economic advantage their
talents failed to give them. Such a misuse of political power was not unique
to the Rana family. Throughout history men and women have enriched
themselves in the same way. The Rana family's financial activity was
noteworthy because it reflected a shift in the mark of status among Nepal's
elite from landed wealth to a combination of land, money, and foreign
lasuries. Even Jung and his brothers became involved.
The re-integration of the western Tarai into Nepal's economy provides
a good example of Jung's use of political power to create trade conditions
favoring his own interests. In 1858 the British had announced their
intention to restore the western Tarai to Nepal, but demarcation of the new
border was not completed until 1860. Jung's administration assumed
charge immdately afterwards. But m h n g this 'New Land' (the N q a
Muluk, as it was called) apart ofNepal required more than the establishment
of a few administrative offices.
The western Tarai had been a part of the Avadh economy for forty-four
years and would remain a foreign land if that orientation remained. TO
regain the loyalties of the local people, Jung ordered local administrators
to use government fundsto repair existing irrigationfacilitiesand build new
ones wherever these might increase production. Since the monsoon rains
in the area were unreliable, t h ~was
s an escellent way to show government
concern for the people. But the benefits were localized and &d nothing to
redirect the economy. The increase in agricultural production merely added
to the surplus that was exported to Avadh through esisting trade channels.
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To weaken this connection with Lucknow. a more drastic solution was
required, and this solution directly inv01\~edJung's financial interests.
In 1861Jung had King Surendra assign the whole district of Bardia in
the western Tarai to himself and his brothers as Birta? Bardia's trade was
then based on markets located at Tulsipur. Balarampur, and Nanpara in
India. To redirect that trade, Jung selected Gola Mandi and Banke in Nepal
as alternate markets and offered free board and lodgng to any Indian
merchant who frequented them. When he saw that few merchants came,
Jung forbade any Nepalese to cross from the western Tarai into India.
Indian merchants interested in Nepal trade then had no choice but to come
into Nepal. Tius was better, but the merchants still returned to India when
trading ended. Jung wanted permanent market towns in the New land. To
encourage merchants to stay, he began to charge exorbitant customs duties
on all Indian trade goods reexported to India. Merchants could take back
into India any Nepalese goods they wished but had to pay triple customs
duties on any unsold Indian goods they took home. Most merchants
preferred to store their unsold wares in Nepalgunj or Gola Mandi. As trade
improved, some even took up residence. Within ten years as many as fifty
Inban merchants resided permanently in Nepalgunj, and at least one
hundred more stayed throughout the trading season.
Jung's motives were always complex. His decisions usually benefited
the nation but invariably contributed to his onn preservation in power and
personal profit. During his winter tour of the Tarai and the Western Hills
in 1863, for instance, Jung abruptly assigned to the army the task of
improving the road between Bissolea (Arnlekhganj) and Bhimphedi. This
decision was so unpopular with the officers and men that one wonders why
Jung made it. Was it because he suspected the loyalty of his brother Badri
Narsingh. governor of Butwal. and wanted to remove most of the army from
Badn's direct ~ o n t r o l Or
? ~ was it because the army was more efficient and
could finish the project much more rapidly than was possible with seasonal,
compulsory unpaid labor? Perhaps more fundamentally. did Jung want the
road improved to facilitate his own trips to the Tarai, or &d he improve the
trade route because of his own im~estmentsin trade? The one thing we know
definitely is that trade improved and Jung profited from it.
The merchants and money changers of the Kathmandu bazaar recognized t h ~ sand suspected every change Jung introduced. When Jung
circulated new coins in 1865 (gold Alohars. silver hlohnrs, and copper
Paisa), the bazaar reaction was absolutely negative. The coins were smaller
and lighter thanthose in circulation and felt soapy. The bazaar believed the
new coins adulterated, and Resident Ramsay was inclined to agree. As it
turned out, they were wrong about the value of the coins. but right in
'
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su-ng
Jung's motives. Jung apologized to Ramsay for the 'feel' of the
coins. He esplained that they were the first produced by the new maclunery
installed in the Nepal mint and the alloy had not been correctly prepared,
but he defended their value. The Calcutta mint supported Jung. Their assay
found the new coins purer than the old. and the ratio ofpurity to weight made
them about equal in value to the old coins. The Gold Adohor alone was
ovemalued. This Jung adxmtted, but he claimed that he planned to let tlus
ceremonial coin find its own level in the market.
Ramsay's suspicion that Jung had a personal profit motive in the new
coins was well founded, but he looked for it in the wrong place. Ramsay &d
not realize how important coins were to Jung's revenue reforms. Rents and
taxes were increasingly paid in cash, and for this the villagers needed coins.
If Nepalese coins were not available, Indian coins would be used and, in
time, become the currency ofNepal. To protect Nepal's sovereignty, it made
sense for Jung to increase the production of Nepalese coins.
Jung's profit did not lie in the alloy in the coins but in the control
Nepalese coinage gave Jung over the Kathmandu import trade. On Jung 's
order, Indian rupees were no longer legal tender in Kathmandu, nor could
they be esported from Kathmandu Valley. Jung obliged merchants to
exchange their Indian rupees at the SarafKhana for Nepalese rupees at a
slight discount. Most of the Inhan rupees acquired in this way went into
the melting pot to be re-minted as Nepalese rupees.g This put a brake on
imports and gave Jung, his brothers, and other leading officials an
opportunity to invest as silent partners in major Kathmandu trading houses.
They arranged bills of exchange for their partners through the firm of
Dharam Narayan Harka Narayan. state bankers for Nepal, who had
correspondentfirms in all the major north Indian cities.l o The value of trade
was not large, about 1,600,000 In&an rupees annually, but whatever trade
there was profited Jung as well as the merchants in whose ventures he
invested.
Investment in the Kathmandu trade suited Jung perfectly. By nature he
felt secure only when he could control his environment. He never
understood how a merchant could accept the law of supply and demand and
rest content with a small profit on each exchange. For Jung, this left too
much to chance. When he realized how totally the British controlled the
opium market, he got out. For the same reasons,investment in the Indian
market was impossible. Jung did not want the British to know the extent
of his personal wealth, nor would he risk the British blocking his accounts.
The Kathmandu market was another proposition. He could control emry
sspM of the operation from the supply of foreign exchange to the rate d
wtorns duties, and Newar merchants gladly accepted him as a silent
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partner in eschange for exemption from currency controls. This seems
petty. perhaps. but investment satisfied Jung's compulsion to increase his
wealth constantly.l 2
This compulsion was a corollary of the shift from land wealth to money
wealth as a mark of the elite. The shift itself was not difficult to understand.
Nepal's governing elite. though descended from village farmers, were
fugitives from village llfe. Compared to the Jvapu farmers of Kathmandu
Valley with their deep love of the soil. the ruling elite were embarrassed to
be called farmers. T h s esplains their failure to invest in the land. For years
Nepal's elite had been satisfied just to escape the village farm. After the
Sepoy Mutiny they wanted more. Although Nepalese soldiers and officers
alike sided with the British in 1858. they had felt psychologically alienated.
In the aftermath of the rebellion. the Nepalese elite in particular felt a deepseated longng for esteem and status in the larger world of Hindu India and,
like nouveau riche everywhere, saw accumulated wealth as the path to that
acceptance.
The Mutiny created a further problem for the Prime Minister. The
British were determined after 1857 to maintain a strong Gurkha Brigade.
To do this they required several hundred fresh recruits a year. Jung was
reluctant to supply these recruits. He knew that he could not block all
Gurkha recruitment. The economics of life in the mils made such service
too attractive. But harass it, he could and did. as part of his protest at the
British effort to expand their influence in Nepal. British Gurkhas on
fbrlough were not welcome in Nepal. When Jung finally relented on tlus
point. he refused to allow them to wear their uniforms inside Nepal. He
objected strongly to recruiting parties entering Nepal under any guise
whatever and demanded that village headmen conduct a regular census of
eligible villagers so that he knew the extent of recruitment.
Jung succeeded in withstanding British pressure largely because in
these post-Mutiny years the British could not agree on a coherent policy
towards Nepal. The military members of the Indian administration argued
that the number of Gurkha recruits should be increased whatever the cost.
Pragmatists thought this excessi~eand that Jung could be persuaded by
other benefits to permit more open recruitment. The mercantilistscould not
have cared less. For them, trade was the answer to all problems, and their
primary goal in Nepalese affairs was to increase the flow of British
manufactured goods into Nepal's markets.
The ambiguity in British policy towards Nepal was finally put to rest in
the 1870s. For a short period after Edgar Ware's report on &rect British
trade with Tibet, the mercantilists seemed in the ascendancy. The Viceroy,
however, remained skeptical. India's trade with Tibet was channeled
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through Nepal. One way to assess the nature and extent of that track was
to study Nepal-Indm trade. On thls assumption, the Viceroy ordered the
District Commissioners of five districts bordering on Nepal to establish
check-points to monitor the flow of trade. The District Commissioners'
reports proved disappointing. There were large gaps in the data, and the
District Commissioners tended to complain of dficulties rather than
produce information. The Viceroy sent the data, incompletethough it was,
to Resident Girdlestone in Kathmandu for comment.I3
Resident Girdlestone thought the volume of trade indicated by the
survey statistics -just under ten million Indian rupees annually - was low.
He estimated the actual volume at fifteen million Indian rupees and thought
that Nepalese exports outweighed imports by a margin of two to one.
According to Girdlestone's estimates, Nepal had an annual trade surplus of
between three and five million Indian rupees. Most of this went to the major
Jagir holders and Birta owners. the political elite of Nepal, who alone had
substantial surplus to sell on the In&an rnarket.I4 Although the statistics
indicated that there was adequate purchasing power in Nepal to double
Nepalese imports from India, Girdlestone doubted this would happen. The
major market for British goods was in Kathmandu, and this market was
already well supplied. For the rest. the Nepalese people were simple in their
wants, frugal, and able to supply most of their necessities from their own
industry. In Girdlestone's opinion. improved trade could only mean an
increase in Nepalese exports and a growing balance of trade in favor of
Nepal. This killed mercantilist hopes for increased trade with Nepal, and
Gurkha recruitment became the top British priority
Had Jung lived, there is no doubt that the British would have paid dearly
to fulfill that goal. Jung was shrewd enough to see that the British need for
recruits gave Nepal an edge in negotiations. and h s hand was strengthened
by his belief that the British had nothtng that Nepal really needed. His death
changed that and placed the Prime Minister of Nepal once again at a great
disadvantage with the British.
Jung &ed February 25,1877 at Patthar Ghat on the Bagmati River. He
had been hunting in the Tarai. When Jung fell sick, his Rani sent to
Kathmandu for help. and Jung's youngest brother and the Crown Prince
went immdately to the scene. The Commander-in-Chief, Ranoddip
Singh, remained in Kathmandu. In a more detailed !etter, which Randdip
received on the morning of February 27th. Jung's Rani explained that Jung
had been out shooting when he suddenly became quite ill. was sick twice,
and then fell into a coma. The same day. and possibly by the same
messenger. Ranoddip recei~edsecret information of Jung's death."
Ranoddip immdately posted troops around Jung's residence, around
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the royal palace and along the key roads of the city. Only he had access to
the K.hging.
As next on the roll of succession, Ranoddp was entitled to become
the new Prime Mnister. Ranoddip wanted more. By royal decree Jung had
also been Maharaja of Kaski and Lamjung, and that decree was the real
source of Jung's power and personal wealth. Ranoddip wanted King
Surendra to link the Maharaja's title with the Prime Minister's title, and he
had the one argument the King understood, de facto military control. News
of Jung 's death was officially received in Kathmandu on February 28th. The
next day Ranoddp informed the Resident that Kmg Surendra had bestowed
on him, without pause for mourning, all Jung 's titles and appointed him
h m e Minister. Jung's sons returned from Jung's fheral to find that
Ranoddip had usurped their inheritance. In Rana Nepal, no matter that they
themselves were Ranas, they had no recourse. Ranoddp had all power in
his hands and the full support of his brothers. The deed was done and would
not be undone, but the seeds of future strife in the Rana family had been well
and deeply planted. The British reacted strongly to the coup as well, and
thls too promised trouble for Ranoddp and for Nepal.
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London, 1970;Leo E. Rose, Nepal: StmtegvforSurviw1, O x f d University Prtss,
Bombay, 1971; Mahesh C. Regmi, A Shrdy in Nepli Economic Histoy: 17681846, Manjusxi, New Dellu, 1971;Rem R. Uprety, Nepal-Tibet Relatiom: 18501930, Puga Nara, Kathmandu, 1980; Ludwig F. Stiller, Girdlestme on Trvrde,
Occasional Paper, Human Resources Development Research Center, Kathmandu,
1984; and Mahesh C. Regmi, The State and Economic Surplus, Nath Publislung
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1.Since Birta owners had the same privileges as Jagir holders, it may seem
strange that Jagir holders were angled out for this special concern,yet the 1854
legslation allowed Birta owners to continue to set rents as the chumstances
permitted and to evict tenants. Perhaps this discrepancy is more apparent than real.
WhileJagrr lands were in the fills, most large B i m s were in the Tarai, where rents
tended to be slightly lower and competition for tenantsmore keen. IfBirta owners
increased rents indiscriminately, their tenants abandoned their fields in favor of
lands offered elsewhere at cheaper rates.
2.Jung also hied to bring lus own b;others into line. The judge of the supreme
court (the Adalat Goswam), whch Jung established in 1860, was directed to
dispense justice accordmg to the provisions of the Code without fear or favor and
to refer to the Prime W s t e r only those cases not provided for in the Code. Jung's
successors allowed the Adalat Goswam $ jwhcial b c t i m s to atrophy. It deteric~
rated into an ofice for registering complaints.
3.These regulations carried the amazing rider that Birto lands thus acquired
would not be subject to confiscation, even if the owner committed a crime. Since
confiscation w a s the B i m owner's chief fear, tlus was a strong incentive for the
wealthy to invest in the Tarai.
4.Regrm, Thatched Huts, p. 147.
5 .In later years, when Jagir land assignments were slowly replaced by cash
salaries and Jagir lands reverted to government land, the recording of the names of
kzm.ntsand the boundaries of their holdings would extend omnershp rights to these
tenants. Tenants on Birta lands never received the same benefits. Under Nepal's
land reform laws, Birta land, for the most part, merely passed from ta>i-fk land to
taxed land. When restrictions were placed on the size of holdings, most B i m
owners succeeded in dviding their land among relatives. k h p rim
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remainedwith the fonnerBirta owner or his family. Tenantson Guthi land profited
not at all by these measures. Their lot is unchanged even today.
6.TheWestan Tarai was restored to Nepal in November 1860. The Rana Birta,
a whole district, was divided in true Rana fashion: fifty percent to the Prime
Minista md fifty percent to the remaining brothers.
7.Junghad madeplans to improve this route h m the time of the Sepoy Mutiny,
when he had seen that it was inadequate. He had even ordered iron bridges for it
in 1861'but until the work was entrusted to the anny little progress had been made.
%.BadxiNamngh resigned Erom his post as governor of Butwal in 1864,
supposedly in protest to this use of the army.
9.Though British Residents continually complained about this re-minting of
Indian rupees, the output of the Nepalmint became an important economicindicator
for them. British Residents were required to report on the total quantity of coins
issued annually by each of Nepal's mints to allow the Government of India to
estimate Nepal's economic vitality.
10.h 1873this f m suffered a series of setbacks. Jung bailed them out that year
but lost confidence in them. For some time after 1873, trade became extremely
difficult for lack of an adequate substitute. See Stiller, Girdlestoneon Tmde, p. 14.
11.Jung had infarmed Ramsay in 1866that Nepal's Tarai fanners were Eree to
sell their opium wherever they wished.
12.011the direct route Erom Sagauli to Kathmandu, Octroi and other harassing
i n t a d levies were reduced to a minimum.
13.The fml-combined report does not provide adequate data for economic
analysis, but gives us valuable insight into Nepal's trade with India as well as
contemporary commentaqon Jung's trade policies during this last phase of his life.
14.We would have a different set of stafistics for trade, revenue and the
Kathmandu market, had the elite not hoarded this income. Apparently the elite felt
insecure in Rana Nepal. Their hoarding stunted the growth of the economy.
15.The Residency surgeon recorded that Ranoddip was visibly more relaxed
after receiving the M ' s second letter.

Chapter Ten
Ranoddip and Bir Shamsher
Ranoddip ruled as Prime Mnister for eight years. After Jung Bahadur's
cool performance in both domestic and foreign a a i r s , R a n a p was
dangerously ineffective. Neither he nor his Commander-in-Chief, Jagat
Shamsher, was an administrator. Dhir Shamsher, who became Commander-in-Chief after Jagat's death in May, 1879, proved no more effixtive. The result was eight years of muddling in domestic affairs and an
unhealthy weakness in foreign affairs.
Ranoddip's contribution to revenue reform was anemic. Jung Bahadw
had recruited a new cadre of revenue collection officers for the Tarai but left
them under military control. In December, 1878, R a n W p divided the
Tarai into revenue &strict5 and removed revenue administration from
military supenision.
When he became Commander-in-Chief, Dhir Shamsher added no
sparkle to Ranoddip's lackluster rule. Dhir was a martinet, not an
administrator. He had neither the head nor the imagination to continue the
administrativereforms that Jung had begun. His best effort was the division
of the Home Office (Muluki Adda) into two sections, one for Tarai
adrmnistration and one for the Hills. There was scant need for this at the
time. District adrmnistration was still limited to revenue collection and the
maintenance of law and order. The new arrangement merely provided two
more positions of authority for members of the Rana family. However, as
the administration moved steahly towards a system of tax contracts with
individual farmers, the increase in paper work eventually justified the
division.
Ranodhp tackledone deeply rooted problem. The Limbus in East Nepal
had complained repeatedly that non-Limbus had appropriated their lands.
Although Brahman and Chhetri farmers had purchased Limbu land in good
faith, Limbu lands were communal lands. By tradition sanctioned by
Prithvi Narayan Shah himself, these lands could not be alienated from the
Limbu community. Ranoddip ruled that purchases of Limbu land could
only be considered mortgages. bimbus could redeem their land at any time
by repaying the purchase price. Ranodhp's ruling caused an outcry. but
Brahman and Chhetri settlers in eastern Nepal were still a weak pressure
group, and they were quietly ignored.
b o d d i p ' s major problems were political, and thesehe had brought on
himself. His accessien to the Prime Ministership had been legitimate, but
the theft of Jung's title and Jagirs threw Jung's sons and their
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into opposition. This created a third cenler of power in Kathmandu. The
The Prime Minister ruled from
King resided at the mua at on ~hoA-0
his palace at Narayan Hiti. The opposition schemed at Thapathali. the
grand residence Jung Bahadur hd h i l t . Jung's rons were formidable
opponents. wealthy and placed highoa the roll of successionto the Prime
Minister's title. The eldest. Jagat ~ u n enjoyed
g
great popularity with the
army and held the eastern command. Ranoddip dared not underestimate the
power of Jung's sons. nor could he ignore the Hanuman Dhoka. King
Surendra neyer opposed the Rana .fapily. but kis son, Crown Prince
Trailokya. seemed far more independent. TheHanuman Dhoka also housed
King Surendra's youngerbrother Upendra. called ?'he Prince. Upendra had
been implicated in the 185 1 plot' a g a v n Jung Bshadur. imprisoned for
several years in Allahabad. and then a b e d to return to Kathmandu. The
Prince was certainly a man to watch.
Despite these problems. Ranoddip-i;tnitial podtion as M m e Minister
was secure. He had the full suppbrt ofhis two younger b m t h . who were
as anxious as he to prevent Junl's s&@om inheriting lung's estates and
power. He also had control over K$g gurendra. This situation changed
dramatically when Crown Prince Traildqa. the hair to the throne, died in
1878 . Ranoddip then faced a dilemma. Should the anti-Rana Prince
Upendra be named successor to Kirrg SGendra ar Trailokya's son Prithvi
Bir, AI ho was Jung Bahadur's gra-osand
the Rephew afthose Ranas iri
strongest opposition to Ranoddip?
.
Commander-in-Chief Jagat ~ h n y h e r ' sdeath s few months later
sharpened the conflict in the Ram fb&i&. According to Jung Bahadur's
scheme of succession. Ranoddip 's brother Dhir Shamsher should automatically become Commander-in-Chief. Wbotver follbwed Dhit on the roll of
succession would then become C-nding
Genad of.the Western
Command with control over the tr*
h a t i d i n ~ a t b m a n t hJagat
.
Jung.
the eldest son of Jung Bahadur. f o l h e d ~ h i r o the
n d l + This meant that
when he became Commander-in-Chief. ~ h iwould
r
h a d wer to ~ a g aJung
t
command of the most powerful militarq. force in tht &try, while he. as
Commander-in-Chief. would cornmad no t r a q k at aII.Toa~oidthis. Dhir
proposed that Jagat Jung be made Camfinder-in-Ch& J s p t Jung refused
to accept unless Dhir formally n m u d 111 pntegi4n~to the Prime
Ministership. This Dhir could not do. 'DhirtbedbsEame Canmander-inChief. and Jagat Jung took overthe wec o r n 4 w- he strengthened his hold on the army aad i n c k d the prcsavc orl W Q p .
That pressure increased still mrewhen ~ i n @ o &
didon May 17.
1881. Ranoddip then had to dcu& ~ v h s h w l k
d k-. lk saw no clear
" I
advantage to either choia. P&hvi,~irs maher &d becm a Rana. This
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should please the Rana family. But Prithvi Bir was Jung Bahadur's
grandson, the wrong side of the family. If Prithwri Bir became King. the
influence of Jung's sons would grow. They were. after all. Prithvi Bir's
uncles. This created a problem for the sons of Dhir. They all ambitioned
the Prime Ministership. but they were far down the roll of succession. If the
roll were followed strictly. Jung's sons bvould each be Prime Minister in
turn.* It could be fiftyyears before the sons of Dhir had their golden chance.
They wanted the roll changed, and they saw no way to push aside the King's
uncles. On the other hand. Upendra was the favorite of the non-Rana
members of the bureaucracy, none of whom forgot that Upendra had put his
life in jeopardy by joining the plot against Jung in 1851.
Ranoddip opted for Prithvi Bir, perhaps the wisest choice because of
Nepal's long tradition of succession in the direct line. It was also the most
appealing choice. As a child of six. Prithvi Bir would be easy to manipulate.
This choice, however, deeply disturbed the sons of Dhir.
Ranoddip's decision also disturbed a large number of non-Ranas.
Hidden opposition to Rana rule was still very strong. A determined group
planned to do away with the whole Rana family. When the conspirators met
at Prithwi Bir's coronation. November 30. 1881. they set January 6. 1882.
as the date for their attempt. By then all office acti~vityin the administration
would be moved outdoors into tents to take advantage of the sun's warmth.
While the Prime Minister's Council. which included most of the Rana
family, was in session. the conspirators would explode grenades in the
Council tent. The military guard. whose officers were p r i \ ~to the plot,
could easily dispatch those not killed by the explosion and shrapnel.
Ranoddip himself would not be present. By then he would be in the Tarai
for his winter hunt. Immediately after exploding the grenades. the
conspirators planned to send word to their companions in Ranoddip's camp.
who would then assassinate R a n ~ d d i p . ~
The plot was a loose and chancy thing. As with all major plots in
Kathmandu, secrecy was the problem. A few hours before the attack, one
of the junior conspirators let slip a hint of the plan. Dhir Shamsher heard
of it and acted immediately. He arrested 105 suspects and summoned the
Pnme Minister from Chitawan to deal ivith what he called a mutiny.
Ranoddip arrived in Kathmandu on January 15th. followed almost
immediately by the Resident. who had been in Calcutta. Within a few hours
Ranoddp issued death warrants for twenty+ne conspirators. The)' were
executed the nest day. The militar). officers among them were esecuted in
the towns where they had been posted. This was risly. but Ranoddip and
Dlur had to find out how far the 10yalh of the army had been affected. Since
the executions were carried out ~ ~ l t h oincident.
ut
the army's rank and file
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=med to have remained loyal.
Putting to death the known conspirators solved Ranoddip's immediate
problem, but dissatisfactionwith his rule was widespread. Even some of the
elite families had been alienated. Ranoddip felt he could handle normal
opposition, but he feared the opposition would rally around Jagat Jung or
Prince Upendra. He then declared that the conspirators had implicated both
Jagat Jung and Prince Upendra. This was unlikely. Not even a shadow of
proof was produced to incriminate the Prince. and Jagat Jung had been in
India during the whole period of the conspiracy. Nevenheless Ranoddip
banished Prince Upendra to Ootacamond in India and removed Jagat Jung
fiom the roll of successi~n.~
He then tried to win over the priestl? caste by
declaring his dissatisfaction with the way Jung Bahadur had restored the
land originally confiscated fiom them by Rana Bahadur Shah and Bhim Sen
Thapa. Jung, he said, had actually given the Brahmans wasteland. He
would replace t h ~ swasteland with good farmland that 'both giver and
receiver' might be satisfied6
Ranodchp survived the conspiracy, but the image he presented the
British had been badly sullied. This was a setback to Ranoddip's ambitions.
Although he had become Prime Minister legitimately. and his first pajani
had assured him control of the army and the state, Ranoddip desperately
wanted the support that British and Chinese recognition would provide. He
also wanted the same honors and decorations the Chinese and British had
given Jung Bahadur. Unless he received them, he feared the Nepalese elite
would not consider him truly Prime Minister.
The Chnese responded readily. In January. 1878, a Chinese envoy
arrived in Kathmandu to invest Ranoddip with the same title and regalia
that Jung Bahadur had received. The British. however, continued to
withhold recogrution. They considered Ranoddip a lazy administrator, and
they objected strongly to the way he had treated Jung Bahadur's sons.
Ranodchp might well have ignored them. Jung Bahadur had shown that the
British would eventually recognize whoever held de facto power. But
R a n a p felt he needed British recognition and was willing to compromise
to secure it.' In 1878, when the Government of India asked his help in
securing 1,000 recruits for the Gurkha Brigade as proof of his friendship,
Ranoddip agreed. He tried to save face at home by sending only half the
number requested and not being too particular about the quality of those he
sent - half were totally unfit for service - but he actually sent recruits. The
British had pushed Ranodchp one step beyond the point where they had
pushed Jung Bahadur. They then recognized Ranoddip as Prime Minister
but gave him no decorations.
Ranoddip himself provided the British with their next opportunity. To
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help Dhir Sharnsher equip the army with better weapons, Ranockhp allowed
hls entourage to smuggle back from his 1880 tour of Inda a large quantity
of percussion caps. When the British learned of t h s and realized the high
priority the Prime hfinister placed on modem weapons, they settled on a
policy of 'guns for recruits'. This simple policy solved the British problem
of recruits and also changed the nature of their relationship with Nepal.
They no longer had to rely on persuasion to get Gurkha recruits from Nepal.
They could grant or withhold official recognition of each new Prime
Minister, depending on the Prime Minister's willingness to provide the
recruits they needed. They could also supply or refuse the weapons Nepal
wanted. .The advance of modem weaponry guaranteed that Nepal's need
would never be satisfied.*
The stakes in this diplomatic game were higher than guns or recruits.
In the short interval from August. 1881, to May. 1881, British records
reflected a changing view of Nepal's relationship to India. On August 2 1,
1881, the Foreign Secretaxy wrote a memorandum in which he referred
unequivocally to Nepal's independence. After the conspiracy of 1881, the
same secretary, commenting on a Nepal file, contradicted his earlier
statement. Nepal was, he said, 'not quite independent...butpvactrcallv we
have treated her as an independent state.' This shift in attitude hardened as
the British analyzed Nepalese politics in the light of the 1881 conspiracy.
As they sawr it, Nepal's Prime Minister needed modern weapons to control
by force a nation he could not go\-ern.
Ranoddp had done the nation a dissen-ice.but his days were numbered.
While he lived. Commander-in-Chief Dhir Shamsher held at bay tno
strongly opposed factions: hls own sons and the sons of Jung Bahadur. Dhir
Shamsher &ed on October 11. 1884.lea\-ing Jung Bahadur's son Jit Jung
in line to become Commander-in-Chief. Jit Jung deferred. asking the Prime
Mnister to reinstate his older and more capable brother Jagat Jung.
Ranoddip did not make the appointment. When Jagat Jung returned to
Kathmandu in April, 1885. he was arrested on arnval and plans were made
to exile him to western N e ~ a lBut
. ~ Jagat Jung was not exiled. In fact he was
soon released. Rumors then ricocheted around the capital that Jagat was to
be reinstated. The rumors seemed reasonable. The Queen Mother ivas
Jagat's sister and the King his nephew. The Prime Minister himself nas
paternal uncle to both the Queen Mother and Jagat. Where rumors fly. fears
soar. Dhir's sons. all se~enteenofthem. saw their chances ofever occupying
the Prime Minister's chair fading. As they saw it. Jung's sons had to be
chopped from the roll, and it had to be done before Jagat could worm his way
into power through the Queen Mother's pleading. Only the occasion was
wanting, and t h ~ Ranoddip
s
lumself con\-eniently supplied.
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In 1885 Ranoddip agreed to send four Nepalese regiments to India to
participate in a military display. He assigned command of the four
regiments to Bir Shamsher and Bir's brother Khadga. On November 22,
the day before the troops were scheduled to leave Kathmandu, Bir paraded
his regiments for the Prime Minister. Ranoddip was impressed and
afterwards proudly addressed the troops. They would, he told them, be
upholding the honor of Nepal on their trip to India. Discipline was all
important. They must obey their officers, above all their commander Bir
Shamsher. as they would obey the Prime Minister himself. Ranoddip then
dismissed the parade. The troops went off to make their final preparations,
and the Prime Minister went home to his death.
The sons of Dhir killed Ranoddip that night.'' The plot was Khadga's,
but his brothers joined him. They had hoped to kill all Jung Bahadur's sons
as well, but this part of their plot miscarried. Of Jung's sons, Jagat Jung
alone died that night. Jit Jung was in India. and all the rest slipped through
the night to find asylum in the British Residency. Even so, Khadga's plot
achieved its main goal. Ranoddip was dead, and Bir Shamsher was
proclaimed Prime Minister. The sons of Dhir were in power, and there was
nothing the sons of Jung Bahadur could do about it. They huddled together
in the safety of the British Residency until Bir guaranteed them safe passage
out of Nepal. They then left for India. taking all their wealth, and were
forever removed from the roll. Dhir's sons were in command.
The British protested \.igorously and withheld recognition until Bir
improved conditions for Gurkha recruitment. Bir had no choice but to
comply. Although he still refused to allow British recruiting teams to enter
Nepal, he permitted servicemen of the Gurkha Brigade to visit their homes
when onleave and to look for ~~olunteers
while there. He e\.en issueda public
notice informing the villagers that anyone who wished to take senice with
the British might do so. Recruitment was also spurred on by a change in
the requirements for land tenancy. The 1868edition of the Code had stated
that tenants who left their district lost all right to their land. By dropping
this regulation from the 1886 edition of the Code. Bir allowed registered
tenants to sublet their land. Many chose to do so and then serve with the
British Gurkhas.'' The number and quality of recruits improved dramatically. Within three years the British recei~~ed
30.000 \volunteers, of whom
they accepted 22.000. enough to increase the number of Gurkha regiments
from five to ten. All this cooperation gained Bir little. He received no rifles
in exchange for these recruits nor was he made a Knight Grand Commander
of the Star of India, a decoration he coveted as a visible sign of British
recognition. l 2
Bir yielded to British pressure during these early years because he felt
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insecure. Jung Bahadur's sons Jit Jung and Ranbir Jung were in India
actively plotting against him, and Bir feared the British might assist them
if he failed to cooperate. Bir also felt uncomfortable with Khadga Shamsher
as his Commander-in-Chief in the administration. Khadga, after all, had
played the leading role in the murder of his predecessor and, as next in line
for the Prime Ministership, might well be tempted to remove Bir also.
Although as C-in-C Khadga had no troops directly under his command, he
was capable of conspiring with his half-brothers Dev and Chandra Shamsher. both of whom held major military commands. Dev actually commanded the troops stationed in Kathmandu.
Cooperation with the British freed Bir from pressure from that quarter.
He took care of Khadga himself. In March, 1887, when the Resident had
gone to the Tarai to meet the Viceroy, Bir arrested Khadga and exiled him
to West Nepal. Bir then tightened security around Kathmandu Valley to
defend himself against Jung Bahadur's plotting sons. Every merchant,
visitor, or Nepalese coming from India, was detained at Chisapani Garhi
and searched. When a sufficiently large group formed, a military guard
escorted them to the Valley. Bir also arranged to open and read the letters
posted at the Residency post office by Indian merchants. This earned him
the Viceroy's censure, but Bir was not concerned. With the information he
had intercepted. he was well-informed and ready. At the beginning of the
monsoon. when messengers entered East Nepal and the Palpa area of West
Nepal with orders from Jit Jung for the troops to rise up against the usurping
Prime Minister, they were easily caught.' Bir had them executed without a
moment's hesitation. With his quick reflexes and ruthless eye for survival,
Bir might ne\.er be loved, but he would be feared.
After Khadga's exile. Dev Shamsher became Commander-in-Chief,
and Chandra Shan~shertook oyer the western command. Both men were
ambitious. and both were clever. Only half-brothers to Bir; they were
impatient ivith him andveq sure of themselves. Duringthe summer of 1888
they became involved in a plot against the Prime Minister. Bir discovered
the plot, and a list of the conspirators was found. Neither Dev nor Chandra
had known such a list existed. Fortunately it fell into the hands of Dev
Shamsher. the Commander-in-Chief. To his horror. Dev found on it the
names of his brothers Bhim and Fatteh Shamsher. He summoned Chandra
and together they snipped off the incriminating names and exiled the other
conspirators before the Prime Minister could question them. Ironically tlus
deception led to the great turning point in Bir's rule.
Bir had not been fooled. He allowed Dev and Chandra their little game
but let them know he was dissatisfied. The hint was enough. From that day,
Dev and Chandra became admirable public sen-ants. The tempo of activity
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in the administration picked up noticeably. Bir also put idle members of the
Rana family to work managing projects in a new public works program to
keep them out of mischief.
T h s put the Rana family on notice. No aspect of Rana administration
was more tightly controlled nor more closely scrutinized than the use of
public money. l 3 Ranasrvholvere assigned development projects understood
Bir's message clearly. They were accountable to him for success in the
projects as well as the use of funds. Within a year a new hospital and a new
school had been built and work had begun on a project to pipe drinking water
to Kathmandu from the hills north of the city.
Bir's public works program convinced the British that he was a far more
enlightened ruler than they had thought. In appreciation. they placed
Nepalese refugees in India under watch to prevent them using Indian
territory as a base for hostile action against Bir. I-'
From 1889 to 1895, Bir's attention was devoted almost entirely to Tarai
affairs. The situation in the Tarai was totally confused. and Bir suspected
that the level of revenue collection was far below what it should be. The
reasons for this confusion are not difficult to unravel.
In 1861. after he had come to know the Tarai well. Jung Bahadur
reorganized Tarai revenue collection b? replacing the Subb has with
specially trained district tax officers and organizing grass roots revenue
collection around local Jin~icirs.Though district administration was under
militaryjurisdiction. Jung chose to recruit his new1district tax officers from
the civilian population. Ranoddip \vent one step further by removing
revenue administration from militav control.
Both Jung and Ranoddip seem to ha\.e suspected collusion between
senior revenue administrators and the militarq. governors of Tarai districts
to under-assess Tarai revenue. The taxes actually paid at this time. as
compared mlth the Tarai's producti\.ity. tends to confirm this suspicion. So
also does the sequence of Bir's reforms.
In 1889, Bir ordered the administration to begin tasing agricultural land
on the basis of productivity.'"hen
the civilian revenue administrators
tried to implement this order. they ran into opposition from militarq.
commanders. Birta holders and Jrnridors.
Three years later. Bir denied the commanders of militan districts the
right to appoint their own assistants. Specifically. from 1892 onwards the
Prime Mnisterappointed hisown man to senveasthe militw commander's
assistant in each milita? district. In case this message was not clearly
understood, Bir appointed four Anti-Corruption Commissioners to inspect
accounts and to report on public performance in the Tarai military. judicial
and revenue administration. He also reorganized the judicial qstem in the
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Tarai and appointed his own men as judges. In 1893, he ordered a chain
survey of Tarai agricultural lands.
Bir even registered Birta lands. The wide ~arietyof Birta grants created
difficulties, and the ruling elite opposed the scheme, but Bir wanted to know
just how much Birta land there was and under what conditions it had been
granted. Birta lands were registered regardless of whose interests we='
affected. Fear of the Prime Minister proved a manrelous incentive."
Bir's suspicion that there was large scale connivance to keep tases low
was probably well-founded.. The steps he took to end this connivance and,
increase the revenue realized from the Tarai were only partially successful.
And even this degree of success was achieved at great cost to the people.
The Anti-Corruption Commissioners became a public burden. They
misused their authority to secure bribes and extraordinary fees. Traditional,
village hospitality was abused. Food was freely requisitioned, and villagers
were pressed into service to provide free porterage. Village headmen,
comived at these extravagant demands on their fellow villagers to appease
the inspection teams during their stay and hasten them on their way. The\
notion gradually became accepted that corruption was a relative term.
Corruption meant dishonestywith public funds. The misuse of public office
to exploit the people was not considered corruption.
The survey also proved an expensive exercise for the people of the Tarai.
Every Jiniidur and villager knew. or could guess, that the sunrey would
provide the base for increased tases. Villagers made enormous sacnfices
to provide hospitality to the survey teams. Those who failed to do so saw
the surveyors record an exaggerated measurement of their fields.
The survey was completed in 1895. As expected. it showed that most
Tarai land holdings were much larger than originally estimated. Tax
assessments based on this survey were correspondingly higher. Although
tax arrears began to accumulate almost immedately. Tarai revenue increased. The new tax assessments came as a hea\iy burden to the people.
Initially. even the larger landowners found the new assessment burdensome, but this quickly changed. In 1897the Indian Railways opened the last
of four feeder lines constructed to the Nepal border. Indian merchants
increased their purchases of Nepalese rice and used the railways to ship their
rice throughout north India.I * Small farmers, however, continued to suffer
from the higher tax rates.
Bir's reforms smothered the administration in paper work. Administrators simply could not cope. In 1897 a file concerning the routine
appointment of twelve Jirnidars grew to 134 documents. The 135th
document mrected the diitrict administration to prepare separate files for
each nominee, a process that would havebeen done from thebeginning, had
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it been feasible. after accumulating two years' of useless paper. the
appointments were made on the basis of the original nominations. In a
parallel case, the appointment of one revenue collector. whose nomination
was supported by all concerned and uncontested by the widow of the former
collector, was delayed thrteen months ~vhilevarious offices in the Center
initialed the file. The new administrati\.e districts and their various
subdwisions and the new judicial arrangements in the Tarai. so neat on
paper, merely added to the confusion. The courts proved costly and justice
whmsical. Government's response to the people slowed even more. Bir
had structured an expandng bureaucracy whose ponderous machinery had
no more contact with the people than the simpler government of previous
years. The two great streams that were to characterize life in Nepal had
begun to flow quietly along. each in its own channel: village l ~ f ewith its
simple wants and desires and a bureaucracy that provided the Prime
Minister and the Commander-in-Chief with the appearanceof control. The
system was marvelous at tracking money paid into &strict tax offices, but
for all other purposes this burgeoning bureaucracy was about as useful as
the 15,000 troops who paraded daily in Kathmandu under the Prime
Minister's orders to 'keep them busy. '
While Bir tried to improve his personal finances through revenue
reforms, other members of the Rana family tried to improve their own on
the Calcutta market. Between the two. they emasculated Nepal's economy.
Bir soaked up whatever surplus income farmers might have. The rest of the
Ranas skimmed whatever money they could off the economy and invested
it outside the country. This was a new form of exploitation. The Ranas had
never been addicted to the lavish living for which other rulers in the
subcontinent were notorious. They had taken their profits and lived well,
but they had also invested. For years they had invested in the Kathmandu
market. Then the Ranas discovered the advantages of trading in Calcutta
where there was greater scopeand their investments. hidden fiom the Prime
Minister's prying eyes. were safe from confiscation. As Rana investment
in the Calcutta market increased. the Ranas themselves were alienated from
the needs and opportunitiesof their 01mcountry. The Ranas, of course, had
never invested in agricultural development, but their savings had at least
remained in the country.Ig
The Ram orientation towards Calcutta reflected Bir's own attitudes. In
1892 he had been made a Knight Commander of the Star of Inda. Bir was
Qsappointed that he had been made only a Knight Commander and not a
Knight Grand Commander. but he was somewhat mollified when he was
invited to make an official visit to India. During his tour Bir learned that
thc Resident filed a report each year on his public works program and it
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pleased him that his reputation had been enhanced by his public works. He
became convinced that one or two small development projects a year would
gain him the recognition he sought. That ended his attempts at admnistrative reform. In 1897, on the occasion of Queen Victoria's diamond
jubilee, he was finally made a Knight Grand Commander of the Star of
India. To commemorate the event, he renamed the town of Gahwa on the
Nepal border 'Birganj' and provided the town with appropriate public
builchngs and a bazaar.
The British in India applauded Bir Shamsher's public works, but they
were not deceived. They knew, for instance, that the 200 patients in the new
leper asylum Bir had built south ofKathmandu received no care.20 It pleased
them to accept Bir's projects as signs that the Prime Minister was becoming
enlightened and that they were succeechng in their task,of civilizing the
East.
As the Empire's age of conquest gave way to an age of protectionism,
the British regarded Nepal ever more possessively. Every medal and every
encouragement given the Nepalese Prime Minister aimed at asserting
British India's proprietary influence over Nepal and safely placing Nepal
within the British sphere of influence. The growing myth of Nepal's
protectorate status was clearly recorded in the correspondence of the
Durand brothers. Major E.L. Durand, Resident in Nepal from 1888to 1891,
wrote freely in his 'demi-official' letters to his brother, H.M. Durand,
Foreign Secretary to the Government of India, of Nepal's dependence on
India 'for everything', Nepal's intransigence in the face of India's legitimate demands. and the ungrateful restraints the Nepal Darbar placed on
British trade. Before placing these letters in the public record, the Foreign
Secretary added lus own annotations, in which he described Nepal's status
progressively as 'absolutely independent,' then as 'not absolutely independent,' and finally as one of 'quasi subordination.'" The Resident's reports
were not true, of course. Nepal was not dependent on India for e v e w n g .
In fact, accordng to Resident Girdlestone's 1874 report on Nepal-India
trade. Nepal was a net exporter of foodgrains and almost completely selfsufficient. Nepal had become dependent on Inda only for modem weapons
and for official recognition of the current Rana Prime Minister. But this new
bias against Nepal was in the records and would one day be put to use.
Curzon came to India as Viceroy in 1899. A man of glft and promise,
Curzon's vision of the Empire and its role in the world sparked h s personal
dream of sharing that great destiny. He was a man of decision. an executive
who relied on neat summaries and clearly marked trends. The Durand
brothers' views provided lum all the justification he required to treat Nepal
as a protectorate. fly as they might in the face of treaties, agreements, and
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negotiations. C u m n m r d e d h s opinions diligently and pressed them
with vigor. The Viceroy's opinions carried far more weight than the
scratchings of a Foreign Smetary on the files of yesterday's comspondcnce. The Nepalese,who had believed that a treaty meant what the words
said, soon learned that the British interpreted treaties according to the flow
of foreign policy. For men who boasted that the sun never set on their
empire, Nepal could only be a means towards their own ends. Yet Bir
Shamsher, Knight Grand Commander of the Star of India, intent on
preserving his own place in a nation he had reduced to a fief, accepted the
British as men of their word. Dev and Chandra, light years ahead of Bir in
their grasp of the problems, watched the h&ng years of Bir's rule with
impatience:
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1.In 1884 the matter was put once again to Limbu village headmen, who voted
ovemhelnlingly that the homesteads and lands which non-Limbus were personally
farming ought not be taken from them, but Li~nbuswilling to repay the original
purchase price might buy back all other 'purchased' land.
2.The first si\?een positions in the roll of successio~laccording to Jung
Bahadur's final revision, issued wit11 royal assent on 3 Februarq. 1866, were:
I. Sri 3 hfaltaraj Juttg Balludur Kutrw~urRatla Ji, Prime Minister and
Commander-in-Chief,
2. Commander-in-Chief General Ranoddip Singh K.R.J. (Jung's brother);
3. Senior Commanding General Jagat Shamsher Sung K.R.J. (Western
Command) (Jung's brother)
4. Commanbg General Dhir Shansher Julg K.R.J. (Eastern Command)
(Jung's brother);
5. Commanding General Jagat Julg Bahad~uK.R.J. (Southern Conunand)
(Jung's son);
6. Commanding General Jit Julg Bahadur K.R.J. (Northern Command)
(Jung's son);
7. General Padma Jung Bahadur K.R.J. (Jung's son)
8. Any other legitimate son of Sung Balladur, if born;
9. Lieutenant General Babar Jlmg K.R.J. (Jung's illegitimate son);
10. Lieutenant General Ranbir Jung K.R.J. (Jung's illegitimate son);
11. Yuddha Pratap Jung Bahadur K.R.J., the son of Conlmanding General
Jagat Jung, from his wife, the queen's daughter (Jung's grandson);
12. Any son, if born to Co~mnandingGeneral Jit Jung, from his wife, the
queen's daughter (Julg's would-be-grandson);
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The positions after the twelfth were given to the sons of J u g ' s six brothers, i.e.
Jung's nephews, as follows:
13. Major General Kedar Narsingh K.R.J. (Badn Narsingh's son);
14. Major General Barn Bikram Bahadur K.R.J. (Barn Bahadur's sons);
15. Major General Buddhi Bikram BahadurK.R.J.;
16. Lieutenant Colonel Bir Shamsher Jung K.R.J. (Dhir Shamsher's son).
3.Another necessary condition for a successful coup seems to have been the
absence of the British Resident from Kathmandu. No coup d'etat was attempted
:from 1846 onwards when the Resident was present in the Valley.
4.Since the army playd such a key role in the politics of the late nineteenth
century,it is hard to know what 'loyal' meant. It seems to have meant that the army
obeyed &heKmg or whoever had a valid mandate from the King. l h s may be an
*optimisticassessment. It is possible that in situations such as this, where senior
officers were implicated, junior officers saw the disgrace of their seniors as an
opportunity for themselves and obeyed higher orders, the troops following the lead
of the offclosest to them. As a rule, simple soldiers do what their immediate
guperiors tell them to do.
S.hterestingly, the Government oflndia provided Jagat J u g a monthly stipend,
a policy they continued when other members of Jung's family found refuge in India,
despite the substantial private wealth that these men enjoyed. The British rarely
missed an opportunity. The presence in India of these senior members of the Rana
family gave muscle to h t i s h attempts to deal with the Nepalese Prime Minister,
especially u-henever the question of recognizing a new Prime Mnister was raised.
6.Ranoddip did not authorize the distribution of these lands until 1884.
7.Had the Nepalese known the inlportance the Viceroy attached to such events
as according formal recognition to a Prime Minister, they would have seen the
danger of encroaching protectionism. They did not know, and the charade was
continued. Each successiveRana Prime Minister sought recognition, strengthened
the precedent and gave the Viceroy of India the option of refusing recognition.
'Though the Viceroy never exercised that option, he did delay recogrution as a lever
to pry wanted concessions 6om Nepal. The great problem ofNepal's independence
that Chandra Shamsher had to solve was woven by his own relatives in their
personal stmggle for power.
8.It is interesting to see how the British used the offer of modem weapons to
secure cooperation from the Darbar and at the same time prevented the Nepalese
h m getting the modern weapons they wanted. The Secretary of State for Inda had
s
approved in July, 1884, thesale of rifles and ammunition to Nepal, and t h ~decision
municated to Nepal. In fact, however, whenever the Nepal Darba.tried to
buy the nfles they wanted, the British gave them rifleskee, as a gin. But the British
only provided outmoded rifles cast off by the Indian army. Ammunition
supplied only on the return of the spent cartridge cases, limiting Nepal's supply and
giv~ngthe British an accurate estimate of Nepal's ammunition reserve.
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9.Ex.iling a Nepalese to an out+f-the-way place in Nepal was accq)ted
procedure. At times such exiles from Kathmandu were even given official dutits
in the area and had local authority. The Center apparently was never too much
concerned by the harm such persons might cause. There is no record that they eva
fomented revolution from these remote places. To this day many government
employees feel that an assignment anywhere outside the Valley is an exile,
separating them from the center of power and the opportunity to advance their own
cause in the Capital.
10.The Pnme Muuster was lylng down in a small room, when four of his
nephews, Khadga Shamsher, Rir Shamsher,Ran Shamsher, and Dambar Shamsher
came to see lum on the pretense of showing h m a new rifle. Ran&p looked up,
and was shot in the head, first by Dambar Shamsher, then by Khadga Shamsher.
Ran Shamsher fired but missed. Bir Shamsher, the eldest brother, followed the
others into the room, but fired no shot. (From Dr. Gimlette's report of the event,
dated 22 November 1885.)
11.Thrs change in the Legal Cude was a major step in the evolution of
landownershiprights in Nepal. A registered tenant on government land was for all
practical purposes the owner of the land. This change also allowed submfeudation,
whlch plagued the nation for the next cenhuy.
12.Devand Chandra worked hard to spoil Bir's image with the British precisely
to deny lum this public show of support. Resident Girdlestone needed little
persuasion. He recopzed Bir's need, but, at the end of a long career in Nepal, he
had seen enough death and deception. He had no intention of rewarding it.
13.1~1Rana Nepal, the term 'public money' is deceptive. A distinction is in
order. The money was public because it was derived from the public through official
tax collection channels, not because it was intended for public works or allmted
by a responsible body. Normally, the surplus of the year became the Prime
Minister's personal property.
14.Exqernal A., May 1892, No. 180.
15.DunngBir Shamsher's regime, 'the criterion for adopting any measure was
whether or not it would increase revenue without inflicting undue hardships on the
people.. .Even the desire to avoid hardships to the people was motivated not by a
sense of accountability for their welfare, but by the realization that it might be
dificult to collect taxes from a dissatisfied peasantry.' Regmi, ThatchedHuts, pp.
26-7.
16.Earlier 'surveys' had been calculated guesses. This survey indicated that
most plots were greatly underestimated.
17.Bir moved with the same finnness in the matter of state trading and state
monopolies. When he realized that the administration was inept at trade, he
dropped the whole scheme and left trading to those with a talent for it.
18.The Raxaul railhead and station were completed in 1897. Raxaul lay just
south of the Nepal border on the Sagauli-Kathmanduroute, alreadyheavily traveled
and destined to become the major artery to Nepal. Farther north along this route
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lay the small settlement of Sernranbassa (later called Simra) where Nepal's Grst
airport would be built. Still farther north, tucked just inside the Churia Range,lay
Bissaulia, later to be known as Amlekhganj in honor ofthe kecdslaves scttledthmc.
Wlule still C-in-C,Dev Shamsher built a dnnlung water s c h m 'along the route
between the two settlements in memory of h s wife.
19.Tosay, as some have done, that the Ranas were no w o m than the rulers of
other ' Native States' and perhaps a good deal better, is to miss the point entirely.
The Ranas performed fairly well in a social milieu where exploitation was the
accepted norm. But this in no way changes the economic consequences oftheir acts.
Their activity kept Nepal poor at a tune when the economy was clearly producing
enough wealth to generate real development.
2O.h fact, those adrmtted were housed and fed, but received no treatment, nor
was any serious effort made to isolate the patients. The asylum merely provided
shelter for those suffering fiom leprosy and no longer welcome in their own
communities.
2 1.Henry Mortimer Durand entered the In&an Civil Service in 1873, at the age
of 23. HIS early assignments were in the Punjab and Afghatustan. He kame
foreign secretary at the age of 34 and held the post for ten years. He then returned
to Afghanistan, where he negotiated the Durand line separating A f w s t a n and
India. Durand's interests in A f m s t a n may explain In&a's unequal treatment of
Nepal and Af-stan.
Curzon's own strong interest in Afghanrstan might suggest
a second step in that explanation.

Chapter Eleven
Chandra Shamsher: 1901-1914
Peacefully and according to the Roll, Dev Shamsher succeeded Bir
Shamsher as Prime Minister of Nepal on March 5, 1901. Dev took up his
new post with verve. Though the Resident had a poor opinion of him, Dev
had no need to beg for recognition. He had become Prime Minister
legitimately and was free to do as he wished.
Dev had learned much during his fourteen years as Cornmander-inChief. He had handled routine administration, complaints and reports. but
he hadalso Iistened. Repeatedly he had heard that all was not right in Nepal.
Many Nepalese d ~ not
d believe that playing-vesman to the British Viceroy
served Nepal's best interests. Clearly the nation was weary of Rana
indifference to their common desires.
In his few months as Prime Minister. Dev made startling innovations.
His ideas came largely from Nepalese who were deeply concerned for their
country. Many of their suggestions were in advance of ideas Indian
nationalists were at that time promoting in India. Not all Nepalese agreed
with Dev. Some of the elite thought him foolish for rejecting the progress
the British were so demonstrably making in India. But Dev. uniquely
among Rana Prime Ministers. placed Nepal's human resources ahead of
revenues. He was people-oriented. His priorities included vernacular
education. a government responsive to the wishes of the people. and better
communications between government and people. Socially, he thought
slavery. even the mild form of slavery existing in Nepal. a distressful
commentary on Nepal's economic system.
Although Dev's reforms initially touched only Kathmandu Valley, they
might in time have reached the whole country. In a few months Dev started
twenty (some say thirty!) vernacular schools. He had no great master plan.
no scientific syllabus. and no testbooks beyond those hastily put together.
He relied entirely on the educated few to share what they knew with others.'
He also opened his house for regular discussions with non-Ranas and nonbureaucrats. For the first time in the history of Nepal. people came to the
Prime Minister to discuss Nepal's future rather than to secure favors by
'source and f ~ r c e .From
' ~ these discussions D ~ drew
Y the idea of placing
suggestion boxes around the c i h to solicit opinions from the people. Again.
there was no bureaucratic plan. The idea sounded good. De\- tried it. We
have today no sample of the suggestions the Prime Minister found in these
boxes. We only know that soon after he became Prime Minister De\-opened
this line of communication with the people. The Gorh-hapnrrawas another
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innovation. This single page published once a week was a newspaper only
in its ambitions, yet for the first time the administration had a voice and a
public record.
It was remarkable that Dev achieved so much in his few months in office.
Each innovation was a departure from the accepted Rana way of administration. Yet the enthusiasm that greeted each new activity showed how
eager the Kathmandu community was to use their talents for growth and
development. D w 's approach shocked those who believed development
must employ western technology and be brected by an English educated
elite. More dangerously for Dev, h s ideas and style challenged Rana
preconceptions and shook the elite establishment to its foundations. Chandra was outraged.
Bir Shamsher's death had been a setback for Chandra. For almost ten
years Chandra had been Bir Shamsher's idea man. restructuring the Tarai
administration and scheming with Bir to provide the Nepal army with new
and better weapons. When Bir died. Chandra became Commander-inChief. HIS new duties in routine administration seemed tabous, and
Chandra longed for change.
Viceroy Curzon's tiger hunt in the Nepal Tarai in April, 1901, provided
Chandra an ideal opportunity. In 1901 Curzon had asked Bir Shamsher to
invite him to hunt in Nepal. Bir sent the invitation but felt he had been
coerced into to doing so and refused to join the hunt. Although Bir died
before Curzon's visit, Dev adopted the same attitude. Chandra then asked
Dev to allow him to organize and host the hunt. Those weeks with Curzon
in the Tarai determined Chandra. Whether or not he discussed with Cunon
his plans for a coup d'etat. Chandra decided that Dev must go.
Late in the evening of June 26. 1901. after a prize distribution at the
Darbar High School, Dev went to Narayan Hiti Palace to meet the King.
When he amved. he was surrounded bv the Rana elite and forced at
gunpoint to resign. Chandra then took the King to Thapathali, where the
Qng ratified Chandra's appointment as Prime Minister and Dev's sentence
of exile. D w left the n e ~ dav
t under hea\-y guard for Dhankuta in East
Nepal. and Chandra. who couid not understand the depth of Dev's ideas,
began his twenty-nine year rule as Prime Minister. Dev and people-power
were out. Chandra, diplomacy and bureaucracy were in.
Chandra secured British recognition suspiciouslyfast but met resistance
within Nepal. Dev's reforms had generated enthusiasm. and many resented
h s overthrow. In August. 1901. Chandra took up the delicate issue of
communal lands in East Nepal. Over the years Merent solutionshad km
tried, but neither the Brahman and Chheui settlers who had bought land
fromindividualLimbus nor theLimbu communityweresatisfied. C h . d . d ~
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decision was 'classic Chandra'. a clever compromise that recognized the de
facto situation while ruling against future abuse. He prohibited the sale of
communal land in the future. but declared ~ a l i any
d sale made before 1899.
Chandra next assigned a team to study the problems created by the Tarai
revenue settlement of 1895. In Khajahani District alone revenue arrears of
halfa million rupees had accumulated in sis years. Either taxes were too
high, or the collection machinery was faulty.
While waiting for this report. Chandra began modifLingDev's reforms.
He preferred compromise to direct abolition. The number of vernacular
primary schools in Kathmandu Valley was reduced to ten, but he sent eight
young men to Japan to study mining. geology. mechanics, and the industrial
arts and sent another two to learn the British accounting system from the
Comptroller of Accounts in Assam.
Chandra restored the four commissionershipswhich Bir Shamsher had
established to control corruption among judicial, revenue. and forest
officials in the Tarai. Dev had abolished these posts. because he believed
a high-ranking anti-corruption official merely raised the level of comption. Chandra disagreed. He believed proper regulation could control the
bureaucracy and made this the theme of his administration.
Chandra's early record in de\.elopment was not impressive. Within a
few months of taking oflice he began constructing his own palace. the
enormous Singha Darbar. Construction took three years and cost over five
million rupees.4 For the sake of comparison. the iron bridge over the
Bagmati, which still serves as a foot bridge between Kathmandu and Patan,
was built for 100,000 rupees. The Patan waterworks, including a seveninch pipeline from Dudh Pokhari to Patan. the suspension bridge that
carries that pipeline over the Bagmati River. and the distribution system in
Patan cost only 200,000 rupees. Though each of these projects cost a
pittance, neither was begun until Chandra's palace was completed in 1904.
Kishore Narsingh Rana and Kumar Narsingh Rana, the two brothers who
had studied engineering at Roorki in India. then spent years designing and
constructing palaces for other members of the Rana family.
Not until 1905 did Chandra begin serious development work outside
Kathmandu Valley. That year he built an iron bridge at Beni Ghat, a
suspension bridge at Dolalghat, both east of the Valley. an iron bridge at
Chobar, and another iron bridge over the Ridi Khola at Ramhghat in the
west. Chandra's bridge program proved so popular that each succeeding
year he built several new bridges on major trails.
Chandra was especially concerned about Nepal's communications link
with India. The traditional route led from Sagauli and Raxaul in India
through Birganj, Simra, and Hetaura in Nepal and then over the mountains
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suggested a more suitable route
into Kathmandu Valley."ngineers
entering Nepal from Bhikna Tori in India, but Chandra continued building
bridges on the main Birganj-Kathmandu route. These bridges proved a
challenge. His engineers struggled for years building the Siriswa Khola
bridge between Birganj and Rasaul. When it was finally completed, the
monsoon rains swept it away before the official inauguration.
These projects taught Chandra that an impossible number of routine
decisions were referred to the Prime Minister. The administration still
reflected Jung Bahadur's style. When Jung first seized power, a maze of
factions and conflicting loyalties had paralyzed the administration. Strong
control was needed, and Jung provided it. He also used every means at his
command to direct loyalty towards himself. His successors, Ranoddip and
Bir Shamsher. both usurpers. continued Jung's tight control of the adnunistration to safeguard their positions.
Each office in the administration functioned accorhng rules framed
specifically for them by the Prime Minister. There was no uniformity.
Senior field officers were personally responsible to the Prime Minister
and carried out their functions according to rules given directly by him.
They reported to central offices only on routine functions such as finance
and personnel.
Public works projects were treated as distinct offices. The Prime
Mnister appointed a director for each project and assigned a suitable staff.
When the project \\.as completed. project accounts were closed and the staff
reassigned. Maintenance of the project was normally left to local officials
who used compulso~.unpaid labor to do the work. If public expenditure
was required. the repair work \\.as treated as a new project.
The Commander-in-Chief was empowered to 01-ersee the adrninistration and keep it working, but he could make only routine decisions.
Appointments and expenditures always required the Prime Minister's
approval.
The dominant themes of the administration were those Jung Bahadur
had fostered: strict fiscal accountability and a strong patronclient relationship b e t ~ ~ e ethe
n Prime Minister and his officers
Lower-ranking officers found the system strict. but they appreciated the
discipline and the sense of personal responsibility it ga\.e them. Their pay
was low. but they supplemented their salaries by petty exactions and bribes.
The Prime Minister objected only if their actikity reduced government
revenues or led to local ~ n r e s tThe
. ~ system worked well witlun narrowly
defined parameters. It \\.as exploitatire. of course. but. apart from the elite,
the Nepalese had always been exploited.
Bir Shamsher o~erloadedthe system. Besides his public works p w
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gram, he reorganized the whole Tarai administration. He set up new district
headquarters, a new judicial system and undertook a chain survey of Tarsi
agricultural lands. Simultaneously he executed a nationwide re\;enue
settlement. Implementing these tasks was far too demanding for a system
based on direct relationships between the Prime Minister and his major
officers. The backlog of judicial cases grew. serious inaccuracies cropped
up in the survey, and revenue payments fell into arrears. The system defied
good management.
Chandra believed good management and control were compatible - if
there were clearer rules and a better reporting system he could entrust
routine decisions to the administration and still control critical decisions.
The Audit Office (the k'umari Cho~vh-)
first drew Chandra's attention.
Because of delays in the audit of accounts, the Prime Minister could not
evaluate the fiscal performance of his officers nor could he get a consolidated national balance sheet. In theory. the Audit Office enforced the fiscal
accountability that Rana administration demanded. In practice. it acted as
a brake on the whole system. When Chandra investigated. he learned that
the auditors' work was not clearly defined. For example. when they audited
the accounts of the law courts, the auditors felt obliged to review each legal
decision the courts had handed down! Sometimes technical problems
caused delays. District accounts were complicated by \vide regional
variations in the value of the Nepali rupee. Depending on the locality, a
rupee might be worth as little as sixteen or as much as twenty-five annas.
Chandra divided the Audit Office into four departments, one each for
Kathmandu Valley, the Tarai. and the Hills. A fourth department recorded
tax remissions and arrears in tax payments. The forms used for recorhng
financial transactions were simplified and standardized. The value of the
Nepali rupee, for accounting and auditing purposes, was fixed at 25 Nepali
annas and the lndian rupee'at 30 Nepali annas. unless a particular office had
been directed to use another conversion rate.'
One major problem remained unsolved. Chandra still had no way of
distinguishing true revenue arrears from uncollectable tases. In some years
heavy monsoon rains and flood waters damaged farm land. In other years
the monsoon failed. Farmers then petitioned for tax remissions. Until the
Prime Minister granted a remission. these unpaid tases were listed in the
revenue accounts as arrears and carried o\.er from year to year. The totals
mounted steadily. but such taxes could nei7erbe collected. The result was
a misleading statement of reyenues due. The problem was serious, but
Chandra found no way to solye it.
Tightening up the administration of de\-elopmentprojects was a simpler
matter. Initially Chandra had been satisfied if projects were done well. For
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better management, however, he soon insisted on the projected cost of each
project and an estimate of the time needed to complete it.
The courts of Kathmandu were also overhauled. Traditionally each of
the four courts in Kathmandu enjoyed originaljuridction in both civil and
criminal cases. The Chief Justice presided in one of these courts. He also
received daily reports on the progress of cases in the other three, reviewed
the decisions they proposed and often reversed these decisions before they
were even handed down. Chandra replaced the four courts with two
separate and completely independent courts. One held jurisdiction in
criminal matters. The other in civil cases.
At the Center, Chandra established the Jangi Bandobast OJlice to
monitor all military offices and the Il/ulk~Bandobast Oflce to monitor all
civil offices. A third office. the Rakan~Bandobast Mice, was established
to investigateand report on the different sources of government revenue and
to assign monopolies.*
These reforms. no matter how urgently needed. created confusion.
Ahnistrators were bewildered. In the past. the Prime Minister had dealt
directly with each officer. Lf he failed to do so, officers felt they had fallen
from favor, and morale fell. Rather than lose their precious contact with the
Prime Minister, administrators continued to refer almost every decision to
the Commander-in-Chief or the Prime Minister for approval. The reforms
had not actually simplified the decision making process. To complete his
work, Chandra was obliged to clan@ the new hierarchy of offices and
encourage administrators to do what they were actually appointed to do, to
make decisions. In 1908he issued a set of instructions known as the Kitapi
Sawal. the Book of Regulations.
The Book of Regulations consolidated Chandra's reforms by defining
procedures. The function and power of each office was explained. All
officers were instructed to carry out immediately. without reference to the
Center, those functions specifically assigned to their office. A time limit of
fifteen days was set for the completion of routine transactions in any office
in the country. Negligent officers were fined one rupee for each case not
disposed o f w i h n that period. Clearer guide lines were also established for
matters that must be referred to the Prime Minister. Local authorities were
authorized to confirm regular accession to hereditaq posts, to spend funds
authorized by the Center for public works, and to supervise the work done.
All decisions concerning revenue or espenditure and all new appointments
remained reserved to the Prime Mnister.
The new regulations did not guarantee an efficient administration,but
they did clear up some ambiguities. Chandra elpected that a new &tion
would be needed after the administration had gained some experiencein the
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procedures he had established, but he had done as much as he could at that
time.
Chandra's visit to England in 1908 was a brief interlude in his refom
of the administration. He left Kathmandu on April 6th. shortly after he had
promulgated the Book of Regulations. and arrived in England on Mav 8th.
Following lung's example, Chandra tried to understand the British administration, which he considered the base of British power. London responded
more warmly to Chandra than did the colonial goyernment of India. On the
eve of his return. King Edward VII bestowed on Chandra the 'Order of
Knight Grand Cross of the Most Honourable Order of the Bath. ' 9 On L s way
home, Chandra stopped in South India to undergo purification rites after
crossing the black waters, and arrived in Kathmandu on August 27,
honored beyond his hopes.
After presenting King Edward's letter of friendship to King Prithvi Bir
at a formal Darbar, Chandra plunged again into his reforms. During the
winter of 1908-9. Chandra reorganized the J~rnrdcrisystem used in the
Tarai. When Jung had first recruited Jintidars, he had retained the middlelevel tax contractors, the Chaudharies,to bridge the gap between the &strict
revenue offices and the Jimidars.Io In 1908-9 Chandra increased the
number of revenue ofices in each Tarai district so Jirrridnrs could pay their
receipts drectly to a revenue office near them and dispensed with the
Chaudharies.

During 1910 Chandra made three moves to simplify tax administration.
Each had long range consequences for the nation.
On April 5.19 10,Chandra canceled the Jngir assignmentsofover 7,000
solders of the Srinath and Rajdal Battalions and all civil employees.
Although cash salaries replaced their Jogirs, all of these former Jagir
holders lost the fringe benefits that had gil~enthem quasi golVernmental
authority over their tenants. The result of this change was to restore the
Central Hills to direct government control. Tenants found immediate relief.
They could go to the regular courts for justice and acquire basic ownership
rights in their land. Although the reform affected only someJngrr tenants.
the movement away from Jagir assignments to cash salaries continued until
Jagir assignments, other than those in Kathmandu Valley, became a matter
of history.
Since he had found no way to distinguish true arrears from uncollectable
taxes, Chandra also canceled all land tax arrears that had accumulated
between 1865 and 1910. Tax paying farmers were put on a new footing.
Unless the rate of taxation was changed, arrears would again, of course.
accumulate. Chandra settled this indirectly. Since tases were assessed in
grain but paid in cash, a conversion rate was necessary. l 3 Taspayers had to
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know how much cash they must pay in place of the g m n they were assessod.
Before 1910, the conversion rate was indexed annually on the local market
price for grain. This was accurate but complicated. Market prices d d f d
widely throughout the country. Chandra ignored annual market fluctuations and set the conversion rate on a long-term basis, wing 1910 market
prices as his base year. Although market prices continued to rise year after
year, taxes were calculated on 1910 market prices. The villagers received
the equivalent of an annual tax deduction. For subsistencefarmers, h s was
welcome relief. Market forces multiplied their savings to improve their lot
more than any other single reform.
Not all the results of these reforms were good. The Hulak system
suffered. Farmers had carried the mail for years because it guaranteedtheir
tenancy rights. As their tenancy rights evolved into ownership rights,
carrying the mail became less attractive. The mad senice declined. In
1911, when Chandra used the Hulak senice to deliver recall notices for
British Gurkha reservists, the system broke doun completely. Restoringthe
service to its former efficiency would not be easy. The Hulak system had
financed itself and practically run itself. Chandra recognized that new
admrnistrative and financial arrangements must be made and handed the
problem over to a special task force.
When King Prithvi Bir &ed on December 11,1911, h s six year old son,
Crown Prince Tribhuvan, succeeded to the throne. Astrologers determined
February 19. 1913, as the auspicious date for the f i n g Tribhwan's
coronation. The Prime Mnister, of course, continued to use the King's
official 'Red Seal' and exercise the powers that belonged formally to the
King.
In 1912 Chandra completed the initial survey for a ropeway linking
Bhimphd in the Inner Tarai with Kisipid in Kathmandu Valley. Plans
called for a series of steel towers to be built on prominent hills. Forty
horsepower electric motors. powered by electricityfrom a new hydroelectric
plant at Pharphng. would pull a wire cable from tower to tower the fourteen
miles to Kathmandu. Pallets suspended from the cable would each carry 600
pounds of freight. The technology was not very advanced, nor would the
ropeway be completed for many years. but for Nepal it was a conceptual
breakthrough. For the first time hydroelectric power would replace porters
to move freight through the mountains.
That same year Chandra assigned Lt. Basu Dev Sharma, trained at
Dehra Dun Forest College in India. to demarcate the forest areas of the
western Tarai. This was Nepal's first effort towards proper forest management. It did not signal a dramatic change. Despite assigrung a trained man
to begin xientdic forest management. Chandra continued to use the forests
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of the Tarai as an inexhaustible source of revenue.
In 1913 Chandra considered threc possible Tarai irrigation schcmcs his
engineers recommended: one on the Kamala. one on the Banganga. and the
third on the Bagmati fiver. The Bagmati scheme in the central Tarsi
seemed the most promising. A British consultant. Mr. H.H. Stevens,
Executive Engineer of the Champaran Division in Bihar. evaluated the
proposal and found the scheme feasible. In the dry season. the main channel
of the Bagmati camed an estimated 1.050 cdsecs of water. whereas the
scheme required only 800 culsecs to be viable. The Bihar government,
however. objected. Claiming their own downstream water rights, Bihar
demanded either 500 cdsecs of water or a minimum of half the total water
carried by the river. Since this ~vouldreduce the Nepalese sharc to 500 cu/
secs. the project was no longer viable so Chandra dropped it.
By this time Chandra had become accustomed to frustration in his
dealings with British India. When he first became PrimeMinister, Chandra
had thought diplomacy would improve Nepal's relations with the British.
He began a major diplomatic initiative in December. 1902, at the Coronation Darbar in Delhi. In his meeting with Viceroy Curzon on December
3 lst, Chandra spoke openly about the possibility of Russian intervention in
Tibet. Curzon, he learned, shared the same fear. Chandra came away from
this meeting with the belief that Curzon accepted him as an equal partner
in the effort to prevent this. Curzon clearly had other ideas in mind. A week
after the meeting. Curzon wrote to London:
We believe that the policy of frank discussion and co-operation with the
Nepalese Darbar would find them prepared most cordially to assist our
plans. Not the slightest ansiety has been evinced at our recent forward
operations on the Sikkim frontier: and we think that. with judicious
management. useful assistance may confidently be espected from the
side of Nepal.
London had no fear ofRussian intervention in Central Asia, but Curzon
pressed ahead. and Chandra cooperated. In October. 1903. Curzon sent
Younghusband to negotiate a treaty with the Tibetans that would prevent
Russian interference in Tibet. The Tibetans refused to negotiate. Curzon
then authorized Younghusband to enter Tibet and insist on negotiations.
When Younghusband eventually reached Lhasa. he forced the Tibetan
government to sign a convention recognizing British trading rights and
binding the Tibetans to a policy of noninvolvement ~ ~ iall
t hother foreign
powers." China's rights in Tibet. sketchy as they were. Curzon simply
denied: 'We regard Chinese suzerainty over Tibet as a constitutional fiction
- a political affectation which has only been maintained because of its
convenience to both parties. ' l 6
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London was not pleased with Curzon's initiative and ordered him to
withdraw. Younghusband left Tibet in 1905 on terms much softer than the
onginal Lhasa Convention. In the later Peking Convention ( 1906)and St.
Petersburg Convention (1907). England and Russia recognized China's
rights in Tibet. They also agreed not to interfere in Tibetan aEairs nor annex
Tibetan territory. Curzon's forward poliq- in Tibet was bankrupt. Tibet's
independence had been compromised. And the door to Indan involvement
in Tibet was firmly closed.
Although Chandra was made a Knight Grand Commander of the Star
of India in reward for his support. Nepal lost much. The Kalimpong trade
route replaced the tra&tional route through Kathmandu and Kuti as the
main route for Tibetan trade. The St. Petersburg Convention obliging
Curzon to keep out ofTibet also threatened Nepalese independence. Curzon
now needed a buffer zone on India's north. Such a line of protection would
remain incomplete unless it included Nepal. Perhaps Curzon had foreseen
the need for some control of Nepal. As early as June 11. 1903, Curzon had
objected strongly to a statement made by the Secretary of Statefor India that
described Nepal as 'an independent State. not in subordnate alliance with
the British Government.' Curzon. paraphrasing the Durand brothers' myth
of Nepal's dependence on India. concluded:
To sum up, we consider that to describe Nepal as an Independent State
is not only inconsistent with the views that have..Jutherto been entertained ... but such a definition might ... prove extremely embarrassing.
Shortly afterwards the Go~ernmentof India officially labeled its alliance
with Nepal a 'subordinate alliance.'I7
From that day Curzondenied Nepal any symbol of independence. When
he went to Calcutta to receive h s decoration in January. 1905, Chandra was
provided only a carriage-and-two for his official transportation. On his later
visits to British territories, he was received as an ad hoc ambassador of
Nepal. not as the head ofgovernment. rnicial seating arrangements always
tned to relegate him to a seat among the dependent Indian Princes. Even
Nepal's right to import weapons. a minor exercise in independence, was
frustrated. The Government of India preferred to present outmoded nfles
as a gift. rather than permit Nepal to exercise its right to buy rifles. Curron
treated India's treaties and agreements with Nepal as casually as he had
treated Chinese rights in Tibet. They had the value. no more and no less,
that Curzon put on them.
Curzon's objection influenced London to the extent that London did not
speak openlv of Nepal's &dependence. But London considered Nepal
independent. as Chandra's successful visit to England in 1908 proved. In
India. however. Curzon's conviction that Nepal's destiny lay in ~ndia's
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hands had been so well planted that it could never be wholly uprooted. For
the truly bureaucratic mind, of which the Indian ICS had by this time a
plethora, precedents were more binding than law.l 8
India's attempt to treat Nepal as a subordinate state was put to the test
in Lord Minto's time by !he deteriorating situation in Tibet. In accord with
the Trade Regulations signed in Calcutta in April 1908, a Chinese army
arrived in Tibet to police the trade marts. The Tibetans objected to this
obvious ruse. The Dalai Lama hurried back from a visit to China. When
he reached Lhasa in December, 1909, he was assured by the Chinese Deputy
Amban that the Chinese troops would not interfere in the internal affairs of
Tibet. The Dalai Lama accepted this as a basis for the presence of Chinese
troops. However, in hls letter to the Dalai Lama confirming their agreement, the -4mbon replaced the words 'internal affairs of Tibet' with the
words 'religious affairs of the Dalai Lama'. With t h s one stroke he denied
the Dalai Lama's temporal power. The Dalai Lama then fled by night to
India, eventually meeting with the Viceroy. Lord Minto, on March 14,
1910. The Chinese declared that the Dalai Lama had been deposed.
Lord Mnto was in a quandav. While he waited for instructions from
London, he seems to have feared the Nepalese might intervene in this
explosive situation and questioned Nepal's right to an independent foreign
policy. The Government ofIndia, the India m i c e (London), and the British
Foreign Ofice all joined the discussion. Two major points emerged. The
India W ~ c clarified
e
beyond doubt Nepal's right to freedom of action in
foreign affairs by pointing out that in the 1815 Treaty of Sagauli the British
had not dared impose any restriction on Nepal's freedom in foreign affairs
because they could not enforce it.
As regards the question whether an attempt should now be made to
negotiate with Nepal a treaty whereby her foreign relations should be
placed under our control, Lord Morley agrees with the Government of
India that it is better to wait until the Prime Minister makes o~ertures
in that direction. As at present advised His Lordship is of opinion that,
advantageous as such a treaty might be in many respects, the responsibility of enforcingour control - in the event of Nepal at any time proving
recalcitrant - is one which it would certainly be inconvenient and
probably
to discharge.
The India Office then urged the Resident to inform the Nepalese Prime
Minister that:
So long as he preserves his present correct and friendly attitude, consults
us before committing himself, and follows our advice when it has been
given. HMG will not allow any administrative changes in Thibet to
affect or prejudice the integrity or rights of Nepal.2o
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The Resident discussed h s with Chandra on June 12, 1910. When
Chandra questioned the meaning of the two espressions: 'consultsus before
committing himself ' and 'follows our advice when it has been given,' the
Resident esplained that the British Government merely wished to be
consulted 'before Nepal took a line of action whch might involve Nepal in
armed conflict with Tibet and China. ' 2 ' To t h s Chandra agreed. Unfortunately, the Resident's interpretation of these words and that of Indran
bureaucrats Mered widely. The bureaucrats in In&a interpreted Chandra's
assent as a precedent supporting India's right to be consulted and to advise
the Nepal Government on all foreign policy matters. Long after the Tibetan
affair had cooled down, bureaucrats in Delhi remained convinced that
Nepal was somehow suborcfinate to India.
In October, 1911, Sun Yat Sen overthrew the Manchu Dynasty in China.
Open re\.olt broke out in Tibet, and the Chinesehban fled. More Chinese
troops entered Lhasa, but their better equipment and training was of little
value against mobs of angry Tibetans. Eventually, with the help of the
Nepalese Consul. the Clunese troops negotiated their departure from Tibet.
The Tibetans insisted, however, that the Chinese troops return to China by
way of Calcutta, lest they join other Chnese military units on the road and
return to Lhasa. The last of the Chinese troops left for India on January 6,
1913.'2
The new President of China. Yuan Shh-kai, wrote to apologize to the
Dalai Lama for the excesses of the Clunese troops in Lhasa and to restore
him to the spiritual rule of Tibet. In his reply. the Dalai Lama assured the
Chinese President that he neither asked for nor required Chnese approval
of his position and that he intended to esercise both temporal and ecclesiastical rule in Tibet.
This tense drama was played against a backdrop of far-reaching Chinese
ambitions. In 1910 the Chnese government had communicated to the
British Foreign Office a claim that both Bhutan and Nepal were vassals of
China. The Foreign Ofice asked the India Office to investigate. The India
Office then commissioned a study of the histor). of Nepal's relations with
Cluna. This study. completed in 1912, made it clear thzt Nepal was not, and
had never been. a vassal of China. The researchers' conclusions were not
so clear regarding Nepal-India relations. The Durand myth, Curzon's
strong objections to Nepalese independence. and Chandra's role in the
Younghusband expedition all tended to confuse the record clearly stated in
agreements and treaties. Once again the same tedious questions were raised
about Nepal's right to an independent foreign policy. Cbndra mn*ered
these questions by ignoring the debate and acting on his ownbest instincts.
When the Chinese .4rabnn. then residing in Yatung, invited Nepal on
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February 28. 1913. to join with China in a union of the 'Five Affiliated
Races'. Chandra answered laconicall!. that 'it was not possible for Nepal to
entertain the idea of a union with the Five Miliated Races said to constitute
the Republic of China. ' Chandra then demanded of the Dalai Lama that the
Tibetan government pay compensation for Nepalese p r o p e q damaged
during the 1910 fighting in Lhasa and honor Nepal's right under treaty to
esemption from all import and esport duties. The Dalai Lama promised to
pay compensation. and Chandra accepted his promise. A year later the
promise remained ufilfilled. but Chandra had made hls point. Nepal's
right to an independent foreign policy was based on the exercise of that
right. noion any decision of the Government of India, the Inha Office, or
the British Foreign oflice. The outbreak of the First World War ended this
fruitless discussion. but the suspicion lingered in the hearts of India's
bureaucrats that Nepal was subordinate to India.

Notes to Chapter Eleven
Chapter Eleven is based mainly on documents preserved in the Indian National
Archives, including the annual reports on Nepal, 1909-1929, the Foreign Secret E
series, and the Proceedings; the L/P&S/10/223 file in the Indra Ofice Library
(London); and documents published in the Regmi Research Series (published
monthly from 1969). The following materials have been used for further reference:
Perceval Landon, Nepl, two volumes, Constable and Co., London, 1928; Mahesh
C. Regrni, Lund Tenure in Nepl, four volumes, University of California Press,
Berkeley, 1963-68; Tsepon W .D. Shakabpa, Tibet: A Political History, Yale
University Press, New Haven, CN, 1967; Asad Husain, British India 's Relations
with the A'irigdom of Nepal: 1857- 1947, Allen and Unwin, London, 1970; Leo E.
Rose, Nepl: Sbwtegvfor Survival, Oxford University Press, Bombay, 197 1;and
Hem ~ a r a y Agrawal,
k
The Administrative System of ,Yepal, Vlkas, New D e h ,
1976.
1.The attempt to move from English medium schools to vernacular schools in
Bengal dates &om the kginning of the boycott and Snwdeshi period in 1905. Dev
opened his vernacular schools in 190 1.
2.Though the scalewas farmore modest, Dev's approach was not unlike similar
approaches used in more recent times in Cuba and Nicaragua to achieve literacy.
3.'Source and force' is a popular Nepali expression refemng to preferential
treatment through the intervention of a patron in government. It is used in Nepal
t&y as a derogatory tenn.
4.The British Resident gave this estimate in h s annual report July 4, 1903.
%Thepossibility of a ropeway was discussed as early as 1902 but set aside for
the time as too ambitious.
6.Many a poorer relative of the Rana family was posted as a governor of a &strict
(Hakim) precisely to allow hlm to fatten lus purse.
7.From the eighteenth century onwards, the East India Company used an
accounting fiction called the. cumrit ncpee to handle the various rupee coins
circulating in their tenitories. Government accounts were kept in current rupees.
All other currencies were converted to current rupees before transactions were
entered into the Company's books. It was an entirely paper transaction. There was
no such thing as a current rupee coin. Chandra's action in setting the accounting
value of the rupee had no relation to the real value of the coins. Money was metallic
in those days, and a coin's worth was determined by the value of the metal it
contained.
8.Rana Prime Ministers sold monopolies for all sons of commercial transactions. In essence, the monopoly system was a way ofcollecting what today are called
sales and excise taxes without burdening the adnunistration. Rana monopolies had
unfortunate side-effects. They restricted trade, and they were normally given only
of
to the elite. The sale of monopolies, however, was an important
government revenue during the Rana penod.
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9.The ,bfauja was the smallest revenue unit in Nepal. It might include one or
several villages.
10.Chandrawas also made a Fellow of the Royal Geographcal Society. n e
British wanted access through Nepal for an expedition to Mount Everest planned
for 1909.
11.Thereader will recall thatJimidars were landowners who collected taxes for
the government. In compensation they were entitled to retain a small share of the
t k e s they collected and to use the labor tax of tenants living within their Mauja to
help fann their own land.
12.See Chapter Nine, p. 1 10 and Note 5, p. 117.
13.Taxes were frequently assessed in commodities other than grain. What is
said here of grain applies to all in-lund tax assessments.
14.Chandra offered ten regiments of the Nepal m y to support Curzon. The
offer of troops was declined, but Curzon accepted the loan of porters and yaks for
the transportation of supplies. The porters, discontented with service so far fiom
home, proved intractable. The yaks provided little assistance. Most died before
they could be put to use. Chandra also provided C w o n with the information he
received fiom his Vakil (envoy)posted in Lhasa about the situation there. See Rose,
Stmtegvfor Survival, p. 157.
15.The Dalai Lama, familiar with pressure tactics from his years of trying to
deal with the Chinese, had flitted across the border into Russian Mongolia, safely
out of Younghusband's reach.
16.Viceroy C w o n to the Secretary of State for India, Jan~ury8,1903, cited in
Shakabpa, Tibet, p. 2 19.
17.Asad Husain summarizes this correspondence in his Relations, citing the
Foreign Department Secret E Proceedings, August 1904, Nos. 160-1.
18.The Indian Civil Service, more popularly the ICS, was one of the most
dedicated and competent groups of civil servants colonial rule has ever known.
Quite above corruption. They were also an elite, intransigent group ofwhom Blunt
vriote: 'The net result of lus [Ripon's] Viceroyalty has been almost nil. Every
measure that he has brought forward has been defeated in detail; and so powefil
has the Civil Service been that they have forced the Home Government into an
abandonment, step by step, ofall its Indian policy.' W.S.
Blunt, Ideas about India,
London, 1885, p. 158, quoted in R.C. Majumdar, British Pammountcy and Indian
Renaissance, part 2, p. 4 1 1.
19.India Office (London) to Foreign Office, 11 May 1910, LP&S/10/15 1

(IOL).
20.Tbid.
Zl.Ibid., 12 June 1910.
22.Many of the Chinese troops never completed the long journey home. They
settled in Kalimpong, Darjeeling, Sikkim, and Calcutta, their descenhts remaining there until the India-China war of 1962.

Chapter Twelve
Chandra: 19 14-1929
The First World War slashed across the grain of Nepalese history.
Nothing in Nepal was ever the same. On August 3, 1914, wen before the
outbreak of hostilities. Chandra offered the Viceroy all Nepal's military
resources. Within two weeks he made arrangements to mobilize 8,000 men
to provide support when the British asked for it.
In January. 1915. the Government of India requested 6,000 men for
garrison duty in India. This would release units of the Indian army for
service overseas. The troops were sent. The British then asked Chandra to
help them secure more recruits for the British Gurkha Brigade. Chandra
ordered Nepalesedistrict officers to collect candidates from all the Nepalese
fighting castes and send them to major centers in the Hills. The British
recruiting officer then deputed Gurkha recruiters to each center to inspect
the recruits and send those thought fit to pass the army physical esaminations to recruitment camps on the border. Chandra gave five rupees to each
candidate sent, whether he wvas accepted or not, and the British, at
Chandra's suggestion, gave an additional twenty rupees to each recruit they
accepted. Once this became known. recruitment quickly improved. Chandra also urged the British to send recruiting parties into the Hills.
Whereas prewar recruitment had been 1,000to 1,500 men a year, Nepal
supplied the British Gurkhas over 60,000 new recruits by the end ofthe war.
In addition. a 10,000 man contingent of the Nepal army sen-ed in India.
Counting the replacements needed to keep this contingent at full strength,
Nepal supplied over 100.000 men. the cream of the nation's youth, to the
British war effort. During the fiw-eyears these men were gone from Nepal,
agriculture suffered greatly. as Nepal's trade figures showed. In many
villages only women and old men remained to tend the fields. to carry
surplus agricultural products out and to back-pack supplies to the ~illage.
The fighting men of Nepal more than upheld their reputation. During
the war they s e n d in France. Gallipoli. Egypt. Mesopotamia. Palestine,
and Africa and won the hearts of their Rritish officers. The Gurkha became
famous for his laconic reporting of patrols. for utter fearlessness in the face
of danger. and rollicking good humor behind the lines. A whole class of
'jokes' e~olvedabout the Gurkha and his exploits. Whether the punch line
spoke of the lone Gurkha x n t y challenging the nighttime passage ofa ship
through the Suez Canal or attacking in the face of heav enem?. artillery
bombardment. 'because no shells fell 11 here the enemy stood'. all the
Gurkha jokes blended humor with respect for the Gurkha's fighting
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qualitiesand love for hrs unique outlook on life. In an age when e t h cjokes
sadden the heart, the Gurkha jokes sketched the Gurkha fighting man with
exuberance. Their companions in arms loved the Gurkhas, and these simple
men from the Hills of Nepal loved what they saw of the world outside their
homeland. There was much they could not understand. Not all the world
was poor, as they were poor, nor were all men expected to do what they were
told merely because they were told. Their war experience was the first great
learning experience for many Nepalese. In time these lessons would take
root, and the villages of Nepal would change.
Available statistics on Nepal's trade for the years 190718-1918/19
Year
190718
190819
1909110
191011 1
1911/12
1912/13
1913114
1914115
1915/16
1916117
1917118

Eswrts from N e ~ a l Immrts to Nepal
35,453,269
15,712,930
35,524,168
17,283,027
32,855,162
16,137,675
37,281,575
17,211,148
45,414,125
22,606,660
45,498,493
22,243,544
43,275,326
20,480,286
38,303,457
19,248,800
N.A.
N .A.
28,269,334
16,601,502
39,450,245
17,246,008
N. A. (Not Available)

While the Gurkhas were marching to the drums of war on far distant
fronts and a large contingent of the Nepal army was on garrison duty in
India. much of India itself was marching to the tempo of a Merent drum.
The change had begun in 1905, when Bengal was partitioned. The Bengalis
retaliated by boycotting British cloth. The Indan National Congress was
no longer content with debate. Extremist groups both in and outside the
Congress began to demand home rule, so that even the British realized they
must grant concessions. Indian nationalists had no interest in concessions.
They brushed aside the Morley-Minto reforms of 1909 as token offerings
unworthy of consideration. Extremism grew, and political assassination
became a reality. Calcutta. especially Calcutta University, became a hotbed
of political agitation.
Indian extremism touched even Nepal. Chandra was shocked when he
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learned that Bengali extremists \\ere using an isolated area in Nepal to
manufacture weapons and train young revolutionaries. He cooperated firlly
with the British police and m-en allo~vedfour Inhan detectives to enter
Nepal to search for h t i o n i s t s . As estrernist activity increased in India,
Chandrabegan to fear the Tarai might fall under estremist influence. Until
1914 local militia units had provided police protection in the Tarai. That
year Chandra began organizing an official police force. In 1916 Chandra
placed Tarai police posts under the direct supervision of the district
administration. Later that year he promulgated the Birganj Police Regulations, and three years later he replicated these in the remaining Tarai
districts. Border security was tightened up, and the police were alerted to
any unusual activity.
More than the elqremist elements in the Tarai, the politicization of
university life disturbed Chandra. He feared the virus of Inhan nationalism
would infect Nepalese studying at Calcutta University. At his request, the
Patna University Syndicatepassed a resolution in 1917 to admit students of
the Darbar High School in Kathmandu to a proposed 'Darbar College' as
noncollegiate students. proklded they sat for their esaminations at centers
within Patna Province. The 'Darbar College' materialized in 1919 as
Trichandra College. whch was opened to the Intermdate Arts level on
October 19. 1919. Patna University also recognized Nepali as a subject for
study in the University.
Chandra was equally concerned about the flow of new ideas into
Nepalese villages. If 100.000 men had semed outside Nepal. many of them
outside the subcontinent. 100.000 men would be returning to their killages
with ideas that might generate dissatisfaction and unrest. Even members
of the Rana family had enjoyed the taste of freedom outside Rana Nepal. To
satisf) some of the more obvious needs of the tillagers and to put his
returning Ram officers to work at challengng tasks. Chandra resumed his
development program.
The suspensionbridge program was the easiest to resume. Bridges were
needed to improve communications for the villagers and to facilitate the
movement of troops throughout the country. But suspension bridges, no
matter how usehrl and necessary. were only a token response to Nepal's
development needs. Chandra wanted to get on with some of the major
projects he had planned. The Viceroy's grant of one million rupees a ~ u a l l y
to Nepal in recognition of Nepal's services during the war made all these
possible. The first proposal Chandra took up was a road linking BirganJ
with the ~ a p i t a l He
. ~ soon learned that the spirit of isolationism long
cultivated in Nepal adamantly opposed such an open route from India to
Kathmandu. Chandra p r d e d cautiously. Even the Resident remarked
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on it. He took great pains to consult widely and to build consensus by
persuasion rather than by command. The plan that finally emerged was a
hybrid that called for a good road from Birganj to Bhimphedi and a ropeway
from Dhursing, near Bhimphedi. to Kisipidi in Kathmandu Valley.
Work on the foundations for the ropway towers began late in 1921.
Labor strikes in India interrupted the supply of materials. delaying the
construction of the towers until 1923. The ropeway was finally completed
in 1926, a year behind schedule. Construction of the Birganj-Amlekhganj
sector of the road moved more rapidly. In the flat land of the Tarai. the only
construction problems were the bridges over the Tarai streams. The jungle
track that the road followed was widened. Proper embankments were built
up. A solid foundation of stone and gravel laid. The surface was metalled
and rolled. North of Amlekhganj. the route crossed the Chure Range. The
engineers decided not to push the road over the Chure crest. but to lead it
up the slopes until the gradient became too steep for traffic and then punch
a tunnel through the ridge. North of the Chure Range the road crossed the
easy terrain of the Inner Tarai to Hetaura in the Himalayan foothills.)
While the road was under construction. Chandra m a f i e d his plan. He
negotiated with India for the purchase of a small plot of land at the Rasaul
railway station and theconstruction ofa siding from there to Birganj. Under
the new plan, a light railway would carry goods and passengers from Birganj
to Amlekhganj. They would then proceed by road from Amlekhganj to
Bhimphedi. From Bhimphedi passengers would be obliged to walk (or be
carried) over the mountains to Kathmandu. but freight would ride the
ropeway at the rate of eight tons an hour.'
Not all freight traveled on the ropeuag. Some merchants prefened to
bring their supplies to Kathmandu by porter for greater security. Heavy or
r mountain tracks. Motor cars
bulky itemsalso had to be manhandled o ~ ethe
were carried intact by teams of sistj--four porters. Many a traveler was
astonished to see a car moving slowly but majestically up the trail on its bed
of bamboo cross-poles. Road rollers had to be dismantled. but they came
the same way. to prepare the roads for the cars which leading members of
the Ram family were importing. Even pianos were carried by porters over
the mountains to Kathmandu.
Simultaneously with the ropenay. Chandra began work on the Chandra
irrigation canal in the eastern Tarai. By 1926 he had completed the main
canal and the headworks at Fattehpur on the Trijuga R i ~ e r . ~
Also completed in 1926 was Kathmandu's showpiece of the day. a new
sixty-four bed Military Hospital. At the inaugural function. Nepal's chief
engineer, Chief Colonel Kishore Narsingh Rana. summed up Chandra's
development achievements:
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In no period of my long service e x t e d n g over 3 1 years and COYtwo regimes, or for the matter of that, in no period of our history bas swh
an amount of work of such importance, maat& and utility and
costing so much money, been taken in hand at one and the same time.
There are canals, roads, rail and ropeways, hospitals and other civic
buildings, bridges, waterworks, electrical installations, tube wells, and
municipal undertalungs going on here, there, and everywhere.
The Colonel may have esaggerated to flatter Chandra. He spokeof roads
and ropeways when he and all his audienceknew there was but one road and
one ropeway. Compared to Nepal's real needs, Chandra's achicvemcnts
were a mere beginning, and they cost only a fraction of the national surplus.
It is also possible that the Colonel's exaggeration was not pure flattery. The
Colonel may have seen what he and his audience wanted to see,and that was
development. If true. Chandra's achievement was far more than we
imagine. The Colonel's continuing remarks suggest the awakening in
Nepal of a new mentality:
With paternal solicitude Your Highness has not only establishedseveral
allopathic dispensaries at the more important and popultws towns and
villages in the Hills and the Tarai, but has arranged to start many
Aryurvedic pharmacies in the far+ff interior where up to now the
nostrum from village quacks was all the m h c a l help available to the
people. To pro~idetrained men for those pharmacies, Your Highness
has opened Aryunldc schools under our own passed Kavirajus who
have come back after completing their full course of study and training
in good and reputable Arqunedic institutions in Inha where they had
been sent by Your mghness.
Chandra had been right in believing that the younger generation of
Ranas coming back from their travels in India wanted to see their own
country develop. Even Inda had seemed economically and socially
advanced.
Two social evils that greatly embarrassed the Prime Minister were &ti
and slavery6We have no idea today how frequently Sati actually occurred.
Rana Prime Mnisters had discouraged thls practice. but no Prime Minister
had attempted to end it. Chandra abolished Sati in Nepal in 1920.
Abolishing slavery was more difficult. Sla~esrepresented a financial
in~estment.When he addressed the sla~eryquestion, Chandra argued that
sla~erywas bad economics. It was simply more espensive to keep a slave
than to hire a free person to do the same work. Nevertheless, (3andra kept
the financial investment of slave owners in mind when he abolished slavery
in 1921. Those who could not. or would not. free their slaves on their own
initiative were paid compensation for each slave freed. This pmdent
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approach worked. There is no record of opposition to Chandra's law ending
slaverv in Nepal. 57.782 slaves were freed with compensation to their
owners. and another 4.65 1 were freed by their owners without compensation.'
Chandra saw de~elopmentas expedient. His consuming interest
remained administration. Again and again he ~ l ~ e s t l with
e d the problem
of administering a country like Nepal. In January. 1918, his ,\luluki Smal
replaced the Kitpi Smr.al, the Book of Regulations that had governed the
administration for ten years. The,\Iulrrki Smvnl reflected Chandra's access
to better trained employees and to the continuing centralization of power.8
The new regulations had a broader approach to administration than the
Kitapi Smval had. The Kitcrpi Smval had tried to establish procedures for
the administration. The ,\luluki Smvcrl dealt with almost every aspect of
administration. Three major themes stand out in particular: uniformity,
centralization. and control. The i\luluki Sm)al established standard
operating procedures for general administration. The regulations identified the person or office responsible for decisions; established finesfor those
failing to take decisions on matters for which they were responsible; and
punished dilatory administrati\.e practices. The new regulations even set
time limits within which tasks were to be performed. For the first time a
clear administrative path was indicated along which reports were to pass,
and deadlines were set for submitting reports at each level of the administrative hierar~hy.~
As inall Rana administrativemeasures. the key note in theAiulukiSawa1
was control. Fiscal control continued to be important, but thehluluki Sawal
elevated the pajani to a bureaucratic art. This annual reassignment of
officials was supposedly based on each officer's senice record. In fact, the
paja~
had
~ become a tool the ruling clique used to strengthen their position.
The Alultrki Smc~alleft the Prime Minister free to use thepajani for his own
purposes. but institutionalized the annual review of performance. The
result was formidable.
Central offices were required to file their annual pajani reports by the
beginning of May. Fiscal reports were filed separately by each office. The
Rana criteria for any office administering funds was the cash inflow and its
use. The account forms were agonizingly detailed and included a verbatim
transcript of any letter authorizing any disbursement whatsoever. These
accounts were subject to periodic central audit. Until the Audit Ofice gave
its approval, the person actually responsible for the transactions was held
liable.l o
At thedistrict level, preparation for thepajani began in July. Each office
had to report on cash transactions. work performance, personnel, and
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outstanding problems that required special attention.
1. The report on cash flow was detailed. It included each transaction:
the cash paid in or out: the balance due. and any deductions made.
2. The report on work performance required a report on the work
undertaken by the office during the past year as well as plans and
work programs for the coming year.
3. The personnel report included not only each officer's performance
record but also a swnmary of the performance records of his father
and grandfather. For security and loyalh reasons. Chandra would
hire no one whose gran~atherand father had not served loyally and
competently in the adrmnistration.l 2 Also included was a list of the
new posts (with recommended pay scales) that should be created in
the reporting office to allow that office to perform its task more
efficiently.
4. The final section of the report required a detailed statement of any
work the l m l officers thought was urgently needed for the welfare
of the government and the people. l 3
The pajani report went first to the governor of the area. He added his
own comments, noting whether the top adrmnistrators in the ofices
reporting to him (and hls own assistants) devoted full attentionto their work
and worked with good intentions. whether they were prompt in coming to
ofice, and whether they were competent. If any official under the
governor's authority had been the defendant in a lawsuit. the governor was
obliged to include the court's decision. or, if the case were still pending, full
details of the case. Finally. the governor could recommend a few of those
serving under him for promotion or salary increases. The pajani reports
along with the governor's comments then went to the Center, where they
were evaluated.
At the pajani, those to be dismissed were dismissed publicly. A few
officers were promoted. The vast majority were reassigned to their posts for
another year.
To supplement and ver@ the pajani reports. Chandra used regular
inspection teams equipped with overreaching powen to investigate both
work performance and evidence of corruption or harassment of the people.
High on the list of items investigated was each officer's adherence to the
Muluki Smval. Kathmandu still makes use of inspection tours. but these are
a far cry from those of Chandra's time. Chandra's inspection teams were
more certain of their objectives. more personally responsible to the Prime
Minister for their performance. and more strongly supported by the Prime
Mnister in their work.

'
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As a tool of the central administration, inspection tours had been used
in Nepal since the early 19th centun. Chandra was the first, however, to
combine inspection tours effectively with the annual pajani to supervise
district administration.
The iliuluki Smclal introduced a uniformity into &strict administration
never before possible. It did not, however. guarantee good govenunent or
even good administration. The welfare of the villagers was still sadly
neglected. The concern which touring inspection teams showed for
villagers was tempered by a greater concern for the welfare and prerogatives
of leahng families in the hstricts. These families had not become powerful
merely because they were more frugal or worked harder. They achieved
power and retained it either because they supported the Rana family or
because the Prime Minister courted their support. In any local conflict, the
touring inspection teams were obliged to side with these families. If Brian
Hodgson was correct when he said in the 1830s that the object of Nepalese
court.was not to dispensejustice but to promote an acceptable compromise,
the same could be said with even greater emphasis ofthese inspections. At
best, they tried to punish flagrant abuses and see that peace and harmony
prevailed. Some exploitation of the people was considered normal.
In 1919 Chandra tried to systematize tax assessment as he had systematized revenue collection. Although agricultural land in the Tarai had been
swveyed for tax purposes in 1895, farm land in the Hills was still measured
by yield or by the quantity of seed required to sow it. Chandra's 1919survey
regulations directed that land in the Hills be measured by area, not by yield.
This was ambitious. The skill needed to survey hill terraces was not
common in Nepal at that time. It was also of doubtful value unless each plot
was also graded for productivity. Had Chandra planned to combine the area
of each plot with its productivity to establish a basis for tax assessment, it
would have been a remarkable advance. His concern. however. was limited
touniformity in the land records. He did not even achieve this. In the 1990s
the cadastral survey is still attempting to introduce uniformity in the
measurement of farm land in the Hills.
The year 1923stands out in the history ofNepal as the year when a minor
administrative regulation unexpectedly gave tenants outright ownership
rights to their land.I4 Administrative reforms beginning in 1868 had
gradually recognized the tenant's title as legal landholder. Only legal
recognition of the sale or purchase of t h s title had been lacking. This was
provided in 1923when the administration directed that all land transactions
be registered. The sale or purchase of tenancy rights was included,and these
transactions were recognized in law. This was the final step in the evolution
of pcrsonal property rights from simple tenancy rights. The law applied
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only to tenants on government land, but as Jogirs were being h l i s b e d in
favor of cash salaries an increasing number of tenants benefited .I5
The years 1923 and 1924 may have been the most prosperous yean in
history for Nepal's villagers. Many villagers had acquired real property
rights in the land they farmed. Rural incomes had been greatly improved
because the government conversion rate for taxes had tallen tar below
prevailing market prices. The cash position in the villages i m p r w d even
more when 100,000 men brought their savings back from the war. Senior
citizens of today, when recalling their childhood in the village, sketch a
scene of harmony and contentment that is almost beyond belief. But they
are right. There was contentment, and, economically W n g , there
should have been prosperity. The seeds of economic growth were present:
there was more cash in the villages of Nepal, cash was more evenly
distributed, and money circulated freely in the ~ aeconomy.
l
In Eact, no
growth took place. Diplomatic events in 1923 smothered that promise of
growth even before the seeds had taken root.
In 1923 Chandra achieved his most sought after diplomatic goal. The
British formally acknowledged Nepal 's independence. T'he debate in
Indian government circles had ranged from enthusiastic to niggardly, but
the 1923 Treaty ofFriendship was finally signed and authenticated in the
great hall of the Singha Darbar. Lord Lytton, the new Viceroy of India,
received it as his first official act on talung up his hgh office.
The Treaty of Friendship entitled. Nepal to import, fiee of InAian
customs duty, whatever military equipment it required for the strength and
welfare of Nepal. The Government of Nepal was also entitled to import fret
of duty such other goods as it required. In addition, the Governmentof India
agreed to rebate all Indian customs duties collected at the point of entry on
trade goods transshpped to Nepal through Inha, provided these goods were
shipped directly to Kathmandu without brealung b u k
The Treaty of Friendship, of course, was subject to interpretation.
Chandra soon learned that the British had their own ideas of the q h t y
of a m and ammunition Nepal required for its well being and defense.
Nepal's right to import development material without the payment of
customs duties did not make these imports easier. These restraints were
annoying but caused no real harm. The freedomto import trade goods from
third countries, however, proved a dsaster.
In 1923 Japanese manufacturers were searching for buyen. Their
industrial plants were new, their prices far under Manchester prim, and
eqwxt was their business. For the first time Nepalese merchants were fke
of Indan wholesalers and middlemen. Nepalese merchants h g h 4 and
Japanese manufacturers shipped, practically evexyhng the newly
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servicemen thought represented modem 1ife: shoes. tennis shoes, cotton
cloth. umbrellas. and trinkets. Cheap imports from Japan flooded the small
market of Nepal. The cash that had flowed into Nepal as the savings of ex.
senicemen flowed out of the country faster than it had come. Small cottage
industries that had survived in Nepal against all the persuasions of British
entrepreneurs, crumpled under the tide of Japanese imports. Most never
recovered. A nation that had once been almost self-sufficient in the
production of cloth developed overnight a hunger for imported cloth. Land
that returning veterans had eagerly purchased under the 1923 land registration act was mortgaged to local shopkeepers, money lenders, and
landlords: This money. too. was quickly spent. Reduced once more to
financial need, many veterans returned to India in search of employment as
night watchmen or factory guards.l6
In Nepal's rural economy, thousands of small landowners whose patient
endurance had finally secured registered ownership rights lost their land to
shopkeepers and more prosperous villagers. The new tenants who farmed
these lands were technically subtenants with neither ownerslup rights nor
tenancy rights. Village cottage industries had been effectively destroyed.
The cash that might have fueled growth was gone. Nepalese working in
India, of course, sent or brought money home to Nepal, but most of tlus
flowedout again for the textile imports that had become a necessity inalmost
every region of the country. Although the Treah,oJFriendship had granted
a customs rebate only on trade goods imported to Kathmandu. the flow of
g d s outward from Kathmandu to the Hills and the Tarai was so steady that
the Government of India expressed concern that these cheaper Japanese
products would soon find their way into India. l 7
Why did Chandra permit such a flood of imports? Some say it was a
matter of greed and favoritism. Chandra's government levied customs
duties on all these imports, and the right to collect these duties was sold to
tax contractors. Important families were enriched merely by collecting the
customs duties on this steady flow of imports. The public treasury, in
essence the Prime Minister's privy purse. was also enriched.'$ Chandra
himself profited enormously. This may seem a tawdry comment, after all
that Chandra did for Nepal. It is not. Chandra was a patriot in the Rana
sense of the term. His development activities were far more impressive for
their influence on the people than for their cost. Chandra spent a few
hundred thousand rupees a year on development before the war. After the
war he rarely spent more than the Government of India's annual gift to
Nepal. Chandra's twenty-nine years in ofice were well rewarded. When
he died on November 25, 1929, he left to his sons and heirs f 4 1,000,000in
cash and securities, huge tracts of agricultural land and substantial pal-
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aces. l9 So well had Chandra provided for his sons,in fact, that their wealth
made them a force in Nepalese politics until the end of Rana rule.
Chandra also bequeathed to succeeding Prime Ministers a growing
Nepalese nationalist movement. HISpassing was mourned by all, but even
heartfelt grief could not smother the spark of personal freedom that had
begun to glow in the hearts of the Nepalese people.

Notes to Chapter Twelve
Chapter Twelve is based mainly on documents preserved in the hdian
National Archives, including the Resident's annual reports on Nepal, 1909-1929,
the files of from the Foreign and Political Department series and the Foreign and
Political Department, EXTL, series; the following files from the India Ofice
Library (London): LIP&S/10/286 and 287, L/P&S/12/3029, and 306 1; and dmuments published in the RegniiResearch Series (published monthly from 1969). The
following materials have been used for further reference: Perceval Landon, Arepol,
two volumes, Constable and Co., London, 1928; Mahesh C. Regmi, L a ~ Tenure
d
in Nepal. four volumes, University of California Press, Berkeley, 1963-68; Leo E.
Rose,Nepal: Strategyfor Suwival, Oxford University Press, Bombay, 1971;Hem
Narayan Agrawal, The ,4dmitiistrative Svstenr oJNepa1, Vkas, New Delh, 1976;
Daniel W. Edwards, Patrimonial arrd Burealtcratic Adnrirristratior~it1 Nepal, an
unpublished Ph.D. dissertation submitted to the University of Chicago, 1977; and
Jaya Karky (Bhattarai), Ph.D. Seminar, delivered in the Department of H~story,
Tribhuvan University, 1982.
1.In1923Patna University agreed to admit students at Trichandra College to
the Bachelor of Arts level as private candidates, again on the condition that they sit
for their examinationsat centers in Patna Province. Five years later the University
agreed to an examination center in Kathmandu for the matriculation, IA and BA
examinations and also agreed to hold science examinations in Kathmandu if the
Trichandra College laboratories were considered adequate. Tradition has it that
Chandra knew he was sounding the death knell of Rana rule in Nepal by opening
Trichandra College. If he did, he made sure that discipline within the college, and
even in the Darbar High School, was sufficiently rigid and entrance to both these
institutions suficiently limited to postpone that death knell. Some Nepalese
students continued to study outside Nepal, but their numbers were few. The
restrictions placed on the boys' coming and going and the heavy responsibility the
Prime Miruster laid on their guardians discouraged h s in all but extreme cases.
2.The British consultant Chandra employed to study the feasibility of such a
road thought that Chandra really wanted a railway from Birganj to the capital. See
I.E. Hopkins' report on hls feasibility study, For. and Pol. Department, File 142,
Extl., 1-31.
3.The tunnel, the first of its h d in Nepal, was 1200 feet long, 10 feet high
and 9 feet wide at the floor level, tapering to 8.5 feet at the ceiling. The tunnel floor
was of concrete and the shoring was done with enormous 12" by 12" sal timbers.
These statistics are based on the consulting engineer's report. They d~ffer
considerably from those supplied by Landon.
4.The 25 mile-long light railway proved an excellent compromise. It granted
Nepal access to the border for imports, but, unlike a road, it could be easily
interrupted to provide the security that many in the Darbar felt necessary. As
another precaution, the rails were laid directlyon the recently constructed road bed.
'Ilus combination of railway, road, and ropeway remained the route fiom the Nepal-
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India border to Kathmandu Valley until 1956, when the Tribhuvrm Rajpth wm
we'-'.

5.Some work on the Trijuga canal was begun in 1909.
6.Soti was an ancient Hindu ritual in which the widow joined her dcccad
husband on lus funeral pyre and &ed in the flamesthat consumedhis M y . Widows
with small children or needed by their familieswere not permitted to perfonn Scm'.
7.See 'Slavery' in IOL, UP8tS/12/3029.
%.Bythis time the Shrestha Patshala, the school for prospcctlve governmad
employees, had been functioning for over twelve years. A syllabus had been
developed to train these future clerks and employees of the administration in the
functions they would perform. The Shrestha Patshala was theoretically apen to
anyone who could read and write. Originally three subjects were off&: law,
accounts, and arithmetic. Examples of various oficial forms were provided which
the students could study and'learn to reproduce. Later, handwritmg was added,
hence the Nepali expression: Char Pass, the four passes. Other subjects wac
added, so that government oficials could continue to study and acquire 'eight
passes' or 'nine passes' and apply for promotion accordmgly. Still later, geography
and literature were added and by the 1930s applicants had to have completed
primary education. Edwards, &no Burecrrtcmcy, pp. 262-3.
9.For example, district courts were to write down the number of cases left
unsettled from the previous years; the number of cases brought before the court in
the cment year and, of these, the number in which decisions had been given. Ifmy
of the court's decisions had been reversed, the report was to mention how many .of
their decisions had been reversed. Also included was the number of casts that
remained before the court and the year these cases had been filed. If the time lunit
within whch cases were to be heard had elapsed on any case, h s too was to be
mentioned along with the reasons for the delay. In addition, the number of people
in jail, the charges on which they had been confined, the year in wtuch the case
against each had been filed and the reasons why no decision had yet been given.
p. 275.
Edwards, Ratla Biirea~icruq~,
10.Such liability was considered to extend to the seventh generation. Whether
in fact such extended liability was ever enforced, no one has recorded. But all
descriptions of the audit procedure and the regulations themselves included h s
caveat.
11.Although tlus system of reporting seenls quite effectikre, officers soon
learned to circumvent the strictnessof the system. Work left uncompleted near the
end of the reporting period was quietly re-routed to other offices. Desks were clean
when reports were written. In time, of course, these files szre retumed to the ofice
where they belonged, but the onus of having uncompleted work on hand at the time
of r e p o m was avoided.
12.Duringthe first World War and the immediate postwar period, the specter
of the Indian national movement haunted Chandra. Increasingly he fell back on
strong patronclient relationships in his administration as a bulwark against the
encroachment of Indian 'insurrectionist' ideas. He achieved lus purpose, but h s
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inbreeding in the administration proved a great source of discouragement, and
therefore unrest, among the people for whom government employment offered
someupward social mobility. It also led to a creeping isolation of the administration
h m the realities of life in Nepal. W l e Indian nationalists were pressing
inexorably towards democratic self-rule and forcing the British in India into a
position of isolation, Chandra isolated his own adrmnistration and thereby encouraged the growth of a nationalist movement in Nepal. Rightly or wrongly, however,
Chandra insisted that the pajatii report include this loyalty factor in the annual
personnel report.
13.Jaya Karky (Bhattarai), Ph.D. Seminar, given in the fistory Department
of the Tribhuvan University, 1982.
14.h 1920 a minor change was introduced into the revenue adrmnistration
when the administrationassumed the burden of collecting rents on Birta and Guthi
lands outside Kathmandu Valley. These rents had previously been collected by tax
contractors.
15.h 1924, for instance, the Jagirs of some categories of military oficers
were abolished in favor of cash salaries.
16.The following figures from the Economic Report for 1938 show the
amounts of duty remitted, year by year, from 1923 to 1938:

bix

Rupees

1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938

1,939,889
2,018,177
2,855,085
2,800,877
1,842,647 (Nepal's Local Industry

Policy announced)
2,201,193 (license no longer
required
to import cigarettes)

Economic Report for 1938, L/P&S/12/306 1
17.Theparallel with economic events in Nepal in the 1970s. 1980sand 1990s
is strilung. Only the quality of imports has changed.
18.N0 distinction was made between the public treasury and the Prime
Mhster's personal wealth during Rana days.
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19.Itis said that all this was done without emptymgthe public treamy, so that
Bhm Shamsher,Chandra's successoras Pnme Muuster, had ample fundsto b e p
his rule in true Rana style without having to poach on the mhentancc of Chandra's
90119.

Chapter Thirteen
The Awakening
Chandra's long and dramatic rule ended abruptly. During an evening
reception at the British Legation he caught a chill and fell seriously ill.
Throughout his short illness Kathmandu savored rumors of a disputed
succession. but when Chandra died at 3:00p.m. on November 25,1929, the
commander of the Prime Minister's bodyguard calmly marched his troops
to Bhim Shamsher's house and assigned them positions. Later that
afternoon cannon on the Tundikhel parade ground announced the succession of Bhim Shamsher as Prime Minister of Nepal.
Bhim Shamsher chose to observe the full period of mourning before he
formally tookofice on December 16.1929. His speech on that occasion was
as down to earth as his rule. He promised the people simple tlungs: more
piped water for Kathmandu. an end to import duties on cotton, an effort to
clear the backlog of cases in the courts of the Tarai, and a modest increase
of one rupee per month in the wages of the lower military ranks.
Bhim was a quiet man, already in his sixties. He had spent most of his
life in the shadow of Chandra, implementing Chandra's reforms. Perhaps
no man in Nepal. not even Chandra, knew Nepal's administration as well
as Bhim. The changes he planned to make in the administration were
pedestrian but practical. He set aside Saturday as a weekly holiday for civil
servants and established daily government ofice hours: 10:OOa.m. to 4:00
p.m. In revenue administration Bhim was equally pragmatic. Arrears had
once again accumulated in the Hill districts. Bhim considered the tax rate
equitable and blamed the arrears on poor performance by the revenue
collectors. To motivate them, Bhim introduced pay increments for officers
who collected the full amount of revenue due and cut proportionately the
salaries of those who failed. His most provocative reform was a ban on the
death penalty. Although the death penalty had not been imposed in Nepal
for years. Bhim Shamsher issued a decree on July 29, 1931, abolishing
capital punishment for five years. escept in cases tried under military law
or for crimes of high treason. During Bhim's time the decree had limited
scope, but it led the people to believe the death penalty hadbeen permanently
abolished. Ten years later. when Joodha Shamsher condemned four men
to death in 1941. astonishingly strong reaction throughout Kathmandu
Valley created problems the Rana regime did not know how to handle. Just
before his death. Bhim spoke of abolishing the requirement that senior
government officials report each morning to the Prime Minister. He
thought it an utter waste of time. For the army, he planned a simple
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provident fund. the first of its kind in Nepal. The retirement age would be
set at 45 years for the rank and file and 60 years for officers.
The stimngs of the Nepalese national movement gave Bhim far more
trouble than day-to-day administration. The plot discovered on June 28,
1930, was a case in point. The conspirators planned to throw a bomb into
a meeting of Bhim's Council. Most of the leaders were young men who had
stu&ed in Calcutta. where they had learned the two great political ideas of
the day: self rule. and violence as a means to attain it. The disco\,ery of the
plot did not especially dsturb Bhim. Conspiracies against Rana Prime
Ministers were almost expected. The conspirators did surprise Bhim when
they revealed under questioning that his grandson Basanta Shamsher had
been a p m to the plot and that agitators were urging Nepalese communities
in India to help overthrow the Rana regime. Basanta was punished within
the family. The others were banished to outlying districts. But Blum was
left to face two unpleasant realities: members of the Rana family itself
sought the overthrow ofRana rule and Nepalese residing in India demanded
a say in Nepal's future.
Bhim believed himself secure inside Nepal but felt helpless to control
agitators in India. He asked the Indian authorities to allow him to post a
GUMloyal to the Rana regime in each of the larger Nepalese communities
in India. His proposal was based on esperience. For years Rana Prime
Ministers had used the caste laws of Hinduism to control Nepalese serving
in the British Gurkhas.' A Guru representing the regime would be an
equally strong influence on Nepalese espatriate communities. The British
did not agree. The District Commissioners of Indian districts containing
large Nepalese populations reported that the Nepalese were quiet and loyal.
Bhim soon had added reasons to fear the spread of nationalist el-tremism. On October 28, 1930, the Delhi Congress Committee hired thw-six
Nepalese as guards. bodyguards. and night watchmen. Two days later the
Delhi police arrested the Delhi Congress Committee and all the Nepalese.
That same month Indian Congress workers in Bihar used force to prevent
Nepalese merchants from bringing British cloth into Nepal and vied to
convince them to join their boycott. Bhim was frustrated and angry. In
Nepal he was all p o w e m . In In&a he had to rely on the British to intervene,
and they were deaf to his arguments.
But even in Nepal Bhim was not as secure as he thought. In 1931 he
suppressed the Prochondo GorMio,a small group of el-emistswho dreamt
of ousting the Ranas and restoring the kingdom to the Shahs. Other w e t
groups flourished undetected for years. The members met under the cover
of the Mahavir School Group and the Citizens' Rights Committee.
Initially these people had no violent intentions. 'T'hey were satisfied with
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discrete conversation among trusted friends. But as dreams were s h a r d
ideas grew and indignation took root. They rejected as demeaning the
arbitrary rule that made some people rich and influential and condemned
others to squeezing a pitiful subsistence from tiny plots of land. They also
rejected the notion that the Nepalese people must remain placid in the face
of exploitation. Though the Ranas rarely considered the power of the
people, these young men saw real strength in the strong, simple people of
the country, independent and tenacious of survival.
Before the s t o m broke. Bhim fell ill of an infected gall bladder. The
British Legation surgeon recommended an immediate operation. While
Bhim's family dithered. the Prime Minister died during the night of
September 1, 1932. his passing as uncontested as hls rise to power.
His successor as Prime Minister was J o d h a S h a m ~ h e rJoodha
.~
was a
military commander, not an administrator.
hng the war he had whipped
the Nepal army into shape and impressed le British as few Nepalese
generals did. He took over the Prime Minis~:r's ~ f f i c ein much the same
way, which deeply offended the sons of Chandra. Particularly antagonistic
were Mohun Shamsher, Singha Shamsher, and Kaiser Shamsher, who saw
J d h a as an uncouth pragmatist.
Joodha indeed dflered from Chandra in style. Whereas Chandra had
struggled with British India to secure recognition and respect for Nepal's
independence, J d h a thought this a lost cause. Nepal was independent.
Why then should Nepal remain tied to India, a colonial government, and not
establish relations directly with the home go~ernmentin England?
To correct this anomaly in Nepal's foreign relations, Joodha wanted to
establish a Nepalese Legation in London and to change the title of the
British Representative in Nepal from Resident (which implied Nepalese
parity with dependent Native States in India) to Envoy, Minister, or even
Ambassador. The British caretaker government in India thought poorly of
his dream, but Joodha was persuasi~e. In 1934 the status of the British
Residency in Kathmandu was raised to that of a Legation, and Lt. Col. C.T.
Daukes became the first Minister to Nepal of His Brittanic Majesty.
The change was more apparent than real. The Government of Inha
insisted that the Minister to Nepal be selected. as before. from the staff of
the Indian Political Department and report to Delhi. They argued effectively, in depression-era London. that if India paid the costs ofthe Residency
in Kathmandu. India must be consulted on any decision affecting NepalIndia relations. The best that Joodha could achieve was a compromise. The
British Minister to Nepal would continue to be selected from the staffofthe
Indian Political Department but would retire from the semice at the end of
his term.J
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The great earthquake of January IS. 1934. pulled Joodha's attention
back to domestic affairs. The earthquake began just after 2:00p.m. and
shook Nepal for a full three minutes. Dwellings throughout the Valley
suf5ered. In Kathmandu. hardly a building of any size was left undamaged.
The hospitals were so badly cracked they could not be safely used. Temples
had to serve as medical aid stations. Getting anywhere in the city was a
problem. Almost every hundred feet mounds ofdebris up to twenty feet high
blocked the narrow lanes. The people behaved marvelously. Without panic
they hurried to the squares and open places in the city with whatever
possessions they could quickly salvage and arranged makeshft shelters.
The January night was cold. By 5:00 p.m. it was dark. Throughout the city
small groups clustered around their cooking fires or settled for the night.
Kathmandu's few electric lines had been damaged, so there were no street
lights. Looting broke out. The nest day bazaar prices soared. Senior
Commanding General Padma Shamsher immediately ordered looters shot
on sight and promised strong action against profiteering. The looting
stopped, and by January 18th prices were back to normal. Morale remained
good, as volunteers struggled to dig out sumivors. The casualty rate was
high. More than 3.000 bodies were discovered in the three cities of the
Valley during the first week. By the end of the week. electric power was
restored, and shortly afterwards the ropeway was back in service. Kathmandu was again connected with the outside world.
When the earthquake struck. the Prime Minister was in the western
Tarai on his winter tour. Because the earthquake had disrupted communications, he could not return to Kathmandu until February 4th. When he
arrived, he found the food situation well in hand. Go~ernmentfood reserves
had been broken out. and food buried by the quake had been salvaged.
Shelter remained a problem. Joodha ordered tents and corrugated iron
sheetsdistributed and threw open the resened forests in the Valley. the Hills
and the Tarai so that people could get timber to rebuild their homes. He
donated 300.000 rupees in his own name and another 100.000 in his senior
wife's name for earthquake relief and loaned 5.000.000 rupees of public
funds for reconstruction. interest free for four ears.! He also urged the
citizens of Kathmandu to apply for grants of land to build in less congested
parts of the city. The popular response was so favorable that Joodha was able
to reconstruct parts of Kathmandu along more generous lines and to open
new neighborhoods such as Putali Sadak.
The energy thrown into rebuilding the cih called attention to the poor
performance of Commander-in-Chief Rudra Shamsher. It was Senior
Comnianding General Padma Shamsher who had taken the lead in SUPpressing looting and profit mongering and had then organized relief.
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Joodha felt betrayed. He had appointed Rudra. a 'C' class Rana. Commander-in-Chief despite hea\y criticism. On March 18th: at a meeting of
his Council called 'to discuss urgent matters'. Joodha remo\.ed all 'C' class
Ranas from the roll of succession at gunpoint.' Rudra and his brothers were
arrested. That night Rudra \\.asconducted out of the Valley on the first stage
of the journey to his new post in western Nepal.
Since this bloodless coup mo\.ed the sons of Chandra closer to the Prime
Ministershlp. Joodha gained respite from their criticism.'Removing the 'C'
class Ranas from the Roll. ho\\,e\.er. spurred on the Nepalese national
movement. These ousted Ranas drifted first into India. then into business
and finally into Nepalese espatriate politics. Although wealthy 'C' class
Ranas did not immediately open their purses to espatriate politicians. they
had been driven into the opposition camp and rvould in time finance
expatriate political agitation.
At the time Joodha did not realize this. He was preoccupiedwith Nepal's
recovery. The teams he had sent to study economic conditions in the villages
reported the appalling condition of the villages.
Nepal's cottage industries were dead. Joodha established the Trade
Improvement Board to study the problem and recommend solutions. The
Board suggested that Nepalese industries be de~~eloped
to replace Japanese
and Indian imports and to provide additional employment. On the Board's
recommendation. Joodha banned the import of any item that could be made
in Nepal. This solved no problen~s.Traditional skills had become rusty,
and most villagers preferred Japanese goods to their own. The business
class was no more encouraging. Merchants had no desire to abandon their
profitable import business to in\.est in industries producing second rate
goods.
Any discerning entrepreneur could see that Nepalese industries could

not compete with Indian industries. The Nepalese market was too small to
permit economies of scale. and distributing Nepalese products would be a
nightmare. The only practical way to transport goods to most places in
Nepal was to take them into India. ship them on the Indian railways, and
bring them back into Nepal. This entailed crossing and recrossing customs
bamers and endless red tape.
Nevertheless. Joodha saw possibilities. Under the 1923 Treap. Nepal
was entitled to a rebate of Indian customs duties on imports. provided the
British Minister verified that the shipment had not been opened during
transit. Nepal could thus import equipment and raw materials more cheaply
than any Indian manufacturer. This esemption. however. required the
British Minister himself to inspect the Indian customs seals. He was in
Kathmandu. Nepal's most suitable factor?. sites lay in the Tarai. Under the
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existing rules, imported plant and equipment would have to be brought to
Kathmandu for inspection and then reshipped to the Tarai.
In 1937 Joodha suggested a modification of the 1923 Treaty. Customs
inspection would be delegated to reliable Nepalese officers. who would
inspect the customs' seals at factory sites in the Tarai. If these oficers
verified that the seals were intact. the imports would be granted a rebate of
customs duties paid. Nepalese products would continue to be admitted into
India duty-free. They could then either be shipped by In&an railways to
more remote areas of Nepal or sold in India. If Nepalese products should
prove cheaper in India than Indian manufactures. the Nepal Government
would impose an escise tax on Nepalese products.
Joodha's proposal deserved consideration. It would help Nepal escape
total dependence on agriculture. There would be no danger to Indian
industries, since Nepalese industries would be starting with an untrained
labor force and a modest investment in plant and equipment. What
jaunhced the British against the proposal was the Rana nose for profits.
Even during the negotiations, members of the Rana family invited industrialists from Calcutta to set up plants in Nepal on a shared ownership basis
and talked freely of recruiting Japanese technicians. Nepalese industries
would really be foreign industries based in Nepal to avoid In&an taxes.
The following year Joodha modified hls position slightly. He urged the
Government of India to protect Nepal's new industries by lejying an excise
duty on Indian manufactures destined for Nepal. In return. if Nepalese
prices fell substantially below Indian prices. the Nepal Go~ernmentwould
levy an excise duty on Nepalese products sh~ppedto India. The Government
'India told Joodha informallythat this would merely encouragelarge scale
smuggling between Nepal and India. and Indian re\'enues would suffer.
The smuggling issue then gave both governments a splendid opportunity to &suss plans to control smuggling. When World War I1 broke out
they had made no progress towards a Trade Convention.
Joodha's failure to bring these negotiations to a successful conclusion
gave the sons of Chandra ample reason to cnticize hm. They said he was
ineffdve. and they opposed him as openly as they dared.8They were not
alone. In 1939 a rumor spread that Joodha would resign. Posters appeared
on Blum Sen's Tower in Kathmandu predicting that Joodha would soon k
assassinated, his body dragged through the streets and then exposed on the
Tundkhel parade ground to be devoured by dogs and ~lultures.~
Then came
the delicious story of the copper cow of atonement. As rumor had it, the
Prime Minister had shot a cow while hunting in the Tarai. To atone for ths,
the Brahmans had directed him to present a Wl-sized copper cow to
Pashupatinath. The cow was to be covered with beaten gold, the horns and
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tail to be of solid gold. and the tail encrusted with pearls. The hooves and
udder were to be of solid silver and the eyes formed of large diamonds.
Rumors also claimed that because he had refbsed to make this presentation
the Prime Minister had been afflicted by a horrible disease. An Indian
vernacular newspaper. the Janntn of Patna. published articles against
Joodha attacking his moral character and his form of g~vernment.'~
According to the most common rumor, the Prime Minister would resign
because of his health at the time of Dasahnrn in October, 1939. Padma
Shamsher. it was said. was happy as Commander-in-Chief and had waived
hls right to succession. Mohun Shamsher would therefore succeed. A more
outrageous rumor held that the Prime Minister would not resign. He would
leave the capital to live in retirement. but his son General Bahadur
Shamsher would conduct the affairs of government.
Most of these rumors contained some truth. In fact. Joodha was
suffering from dabetes and had talked of resigning. He. or someone in his
party, had shot a cow by mistake in the Tarai, and the Brahmans had
demanded just such a token of atonement. Joodha had labeled this a waste
of money.
The most persistent bazaar rumor held that King Tribhu~~an
and Crown
Prince Mahendra wanted J d h a ' s abdication and a constitutional change
in government. They were dissatisfied. it was said, with Joodha and his
family and no longer willing to put up with them or Rana government."
Even the army was dissatisfied. The troops were unhappy because in
1938 Joodha had remitted the loans given to civilians following the 1934
earthquake but had not remitted loans to the militaq. They considered this
unjust treatment and grumbled constantly. When about to take up their
assignments in India during World War 11. the troops asked Mohun
Shamsher to intercede for them. Mohun replied that there was nothing to
remit. They had been given an ad\.ance in pay not loans. To the troops, this
seemed like hairsplitting. and their morale fell.'?
The sons of Chandra mistakenly belie\,ed that the public were dissatisfiedonly with Joodha. In fact. the people were unhappy with the whole Rana
family. An increasing number of educated people questioned the right of
the Rana family to control their destinies. When Shukra Raj Shastri had
dared to hold public meetings in 1936. he had been arrested and sentenced
to sis years imprisonment. Joodha thus ga1.e the restive intellectuals of
Kathmandu a marbr and dro\.e the movement underground.
Formation of the Projn Parrshod. the 'People's Council' ga\-epolitical
shape to the opposition. Members of the Council conducted a discrete but
running campaign against the Ranas. They fed the Kathmandu rumor mill
with spicy stories and w~oteanti-Rana articles for the Patna Jannta
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newspaper. As the activities of the Council stepped up, the wave of ill-wi 11
towards the Prime Mnister and the Rana family increased until the night
of October 18, 1940. That night. on the information of police spies. fiftysix members of the Praja Parishad. the Mahavir School Group. and the
Citizens' Rights Committee were arrested. Thirteen of those arrested were
released after preliminary questior~ing.~~
Forty-three were subjected to
more intense questioning and then put on trial before a tribunal consisting
ofthe Commander-in-Chef, the Comrnandlng Generals of the Nepal army,
and selected officials holhng h g h judicial and executi\!e positions. The
trial ended in December, 1940, and the case was sent to the Pnme Minister.
On January 22,194 1, Joodha sentenced five to death and banished four
low ranlung members of the aristocracy from the capital. Twelve were
sentenced to life imprisonment. One was acquitted. Of the remainder, two
Brahmans. who were protected by precedent and law from execution. were
publicly, savagely. and disgustingly degraded from caste and then sentenced to l ~ f eimprisonment. The remainder were gikven prison terms
varying from three to eighteen years.
Four men were actually executed. These included Shukra Raj Shastri,
who had been injail at the time the conspiracy was discovered! At 11:00a.m.
on February 1, 1945, the fifth condemned man was taken to a tree on the
parade ground imrndately in front of the Military Hospital. His hands
were tied behind his back and preparations made to hang him. At the crucial
moment, the Prime Minister am\.ed by car on his way to the Hanuman
Dhoka Palace. The conderrined man called out for mercy and admitted his
wrong. He was pardoned on the spot. This 'spontaneous act of clemency'
misfired. The people learned that the prisoner had previously been
pardoned. The whole incident had been staged to counteract popular
reaction to the harsh sentences. The body of a goat was later found hanging
on the same tree, placarded: 'Ths is the punishment for grazing on other
people's crops.' The defiant reference to Joodha's moral character was
clear. l4 The People's Council. the Mahakir School Group. and the Citizens'
Rights Committee had been suppressedr but anti-Ram feeling continued.
The Prime Mnister was embarrassed to learn that even King Tribhu~an
sympathized with the Praja Purrshad. For a while he toyed with the idea
of settingKing Tribhuvan aside in favor of Crown Prince Mahendra. but the
Crown Prince made it clear that if the King went. he would go too. Under
the circumstances, the Prime Minister could only double the watch on King
Tribhuvan and pretend to ignore his role in the affair.
Though the 'conspirators' had been rounded up. tried. and sentenced
the incident left the Ranas edgy. The Prime Minister feared that disaffected
members of the Ram family might use popular discontent to set aside the
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roll of succession or overthrow the regime. His effort to reduce dissatisfaction by industrializing Nepal had made little progress. A few industries had
been started. and the jute mill at Biratnagar was making a handsome profit
manufacturing gunny bags to be used in India to make sandbags. But
industrialization was slow. and industv had not absorbed Ram interests.I6
To reduce the danger of collusion between exiled Ranas and Nepalese
politicians in India. Joodha permitted Ranas exiled to remote districts of
Nepal to visit Kathmandu and appealed to the Inchan Civil Intelligence
Division to find out what mischief Nepalese in India might be plotting.
Joodha never understood the Nepalese national movement, and he
certainly did not understand the importance of the 'Quit Indla' campaign
staged by the Indian National Congress. The events of August 12, 1942,
depressed him.
On August 12th. theBritish Legationo\,erseer at Raxaul. an Indian town
near the Nepal border. telephoned Kathmandu to say that the telegraph lines
between Rasaul and Muzaffarpur were out of order. There had been no
malfunction. Indian Congress Party workers had struck at the area in
organized acts of sabotage. cutting telegraph wires. tearing up railway lines,
burning railway coaches. railway stations. police stations and post offices.
Communications with Nepal had been cut off along the whole border of
Nepal facing Bihar and the U.P. No mail. parcels. telegrams, or indeed
anything came in or went out.
By August 16th. Joodha ivas in a to~s.eringrage. How could the British
hope to defeat Japan and Germany if they could not protect a simple line of
communications deep within their own territories against unarmed Indian
villagers? To make matters worse. J d h a had no excuse for sending
Nepalese troops into India to end the blockade. No damage had been done
to Nepal Government property in Rasaul.
Joodha vented his frustration on the British Minister. Col. Geoffrey
Betham. In desperation. Betham asked the Prime Minister to permit
airplanes to land in Kathmandu. Religious leaders and Joodha's relatives
opposed this. but the Prime Minister wanted communications re-established. He informed Betham that no plane could land in Kathmandu, but
the British would be allowed to send planes to Birganj. Betham then sent
messages by special runners to the Government of In&a asking them to send
a radio transmitter by air to the Birganj parade ground and left in haste to
meet the plane when it arrived.
Betham found the Birganj parade ground much too small to be used as
a landing field. On August 22nd. again with the consent of the Prime
Minister, Betham looked at fields north of Birganj for a suitable landing
strip. Near the Simra railway station, he found a field that might serve.
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Using battalions of local workmen. he spent the nest three days filling in
dtches and felling trees to canreout t11.o run\\.a!.s 50 !.ards wide and mer
600 yards long. On the 25th the first airplane c\zr to land in Nepal. a Puss
Moth. touched down on this primiti\.e airstrip. When the plane took off.
Col. Denham White. a physician v.ho had been treating King Tnbhu\.an
afker his first heart attack. went along. Col. White's account of the
dsruption of communications nith Nepal \\.as the first neu.s the British had
receivedofthe disturbances along theborder. A detachment ofthirt, British
troops sent the Congress sabotage teams scampering across the border into
Nepal." Col. Betham mean~.hilesecured steam rollers to le\.el his two
airstrips and lengthened one to 1460 yards and the other to 980 !.ards. The
British plane did not come again until August 29th. but b!'the 30th a regular
air shuttle behi-een Patna and Simra \\.as at m.ork. By September 10th.
Betham had a new radio transmitter in the British Legation and tlvo trained
operators to work it. Betham had almost single-handedly brought the air
age to Nepal. '
Many Ranas. already pessimistic oLVerthe Allies' poor performance in
the war. were deeply disturbed b!. this disruption of Nepal's communications. l9 How could British authorities ha1.e been unaware for t~vow.eeksthat
communications with Kathmandu had been cut? The apparent unconcern
of the British government in India. seemed a shockingly frank statement of
the British view of Nepal's role in the war.
Joodha suffered his moments of pessimism also The British seemed
quite willing to make full use of Nepal's militan manpower but were
unwilling to encourage Nepal's de\.elopment efforts. Joodha finall!. let
them kno\\ he resented being taken for granted.
Responding in March. 1943. to Joodha's trade proposals. the British
suggested that Nepal and India form a customs union. The two countries
would then h a ~ ae common customs frontier against imports from all other
countries but no customs barrier bettveen them. Joodha refused. A customs
union would threaten Nepal's so\.ereignheand deprive Nepal of its due-free
corridor through Inda. Nepalese industries could not compete with Indian
industries if they were placed on an equal footing. A customs union would
also deny the ~ h m Minister
e
the right to collect import and esport duties
on goods passing between India and Nepal.
In March. 1911. British planners considered Nepal's hopes to industrialize from the point of vie\\ of hj.droelectric power. It seemed clear that
British control of India I\ ould soon end. The annual gift to Nepal for Nepal's
assistance in World War I. had been promised in perpetuic. but was paid
from Indian resources. An independent India would not accept t h s
obligation. The British thought they might sol\-ethis problem by capital-
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izing the annual g& to Nepal and using that money to construct a
hydroelectric plant in Nepal. When the Foreign Secretary, Sir Olaf Caroe,
visited Kathmandu to discuss this with the Prime Minister, Joodha fhther
clouded the issue. He informed Caroe that he expected a substantial reward
for assisting the British in World War 11. He also wanted the annual g&
capitalized. the money invested in land in India, and the land ceded to
Nepal.
On February 17, 1945, Sir Olaf chaired a meeting of the Secretariesof
the Government of India to discuss the questions Joodha had raised. The
major theme of the meeting was a final answer to Joodha Shamsher's
request for a Trade Convention with India. In principle, the Secretaries
agreed that:
1. India should go as far as possible to help Nepal industrialize, by
giving Nepal an agreement that met Nepal's objectives broadly, but
which would not lead to friction between Nepal and India at a later
date.
2. The real basis of development cooperation between Xepal and India
should be hydroelectric power.
3. Nepal's industries should be developed to meet Nepal's domestic
needs and not to undercut the Indian market.
4. The free corridor could be extended to some parts of the Tarai for
plant but not for raw materials nor for any industries using foreign
capital.
5. Nepal could keep a closed frontier to Indian goods. India would keep
an open frontier for Nepalese goods. But India should seek to
negotiate preference for Indian goods.
6. No land customs line would be set up against imports into India from
Nepal. but the Government of India reserved the right to establish
such a line if it should proye necessary.
7. The initial agreement should be short. perhaps for five years.
8. Nepal's annual present should be increased from 1,000,000 rupees
to 2.000.000 rupees and that at least a portion of this be capitalized.
In conclusion the Secretaries decided that the aim of negotiations with
Nepal would be:
To endeavor to obtain Nepal's agreement to the limitation of their
industrial espansion to a productikity sufficient to meet Nepal's own
needs. to the exclusion of foreign capital. foreign experts, and most
foreign raw materials. together with a prohibition on export to India of
excisable goods except on a system of permits ...The general pichrre is
one of development of industry in Nepal not in competition with Indian
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industn but on complementary lines with a view to raising the general
standard of liLVingin Nepal.
This was not a v e q encouraging response to the enklable record the
Nepalese posted in their contribution to Britain's war effort. Ten members
of the Gurkha Brigade received the Victoria Cross for valor. Gurkhas
ei.ee~vherewon the deepest respect from British OfFicers. British Mnister
Falconer put the number of Nepalese seming in the British Gurkhas as high
as 160.000. Counting the Nepal contingent, the British Gurkhas, and
Nepalese sening in other units of the Indian Army. Nepal contributed more
than 200.000 men to the British war effort.
Such recruitment was not possible without the Prime Minister's complete support." The British recognized this. but suspected that Joodha did
it merely for the reward. They were mistaken. Joodha supported the British
because he believed in the British cause and feared the effects of an Axis
victoxy. When he saw the impact of German propaganda broadcasts on the
people of Kathmandu. he ordered all radios escept those of the most senior
officers turned over to the police and did not release them until the Allied
victory was assured. To encourage Nepalese serving in the war. J d a
decreed that no Nepalese sening in the Gurkha Brigade could be legally
chspossessed of his land or be summoned to court in Nepal on any civil or
criminal suit for a period extending to sis months after the end of the war.
Any recruit convicted in a legal case but still eligible to appeal as of April
30. 1941. was entitled to file his appeal at any time up to sis months after
tke war.
But Joodha could do nothing to protect the Nepalese troops from the
scourge of Indian inflation. In 1939. 100 Indian rupees bought 135
Nepalese rupees. Bv the end of 1944. 100 Indian rupees bought only 80
Nepalese rupees. his directly affected British Gurkha pensions and the
money the troops sent home.
The roots of the problem were simple. Before the war. British Incha had
adopted paper currenm. Nepal had not. In July. 1939. when the Government of India asked the Nepalese government to exchange its Indian silver
rupees for paper currenq. the Go~~ernment
of Nepal eschanged nine
million silver rupees at the Calcutta mint. During the war silver disappeared from the Indian market. Indian jewelers then bought as many
Nepalese sill-errupees as they could find to use in their mclting pots. By
the time Joodha banned the esport of Nepalese rupees. the damage had been
done. There were no longer enough Nepalese rupees in circulation to
accommodate the market. and Nepal had no sil\.er to mint into new coins.
Joodha arranged for the printing of elelven million rupees worth of paper
currency in notes 0ffh.e. ten. and one hundred rupees. but he refused to issue
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this currency while there was a shortage of silver coins.
Since many Nepalese refused to accept Indian paper currency and would
not spend their s i l ~ e on
r Indian goods. the exchange value of the Indian
rupee dropped steadily.
Financial experts in India were convinced that the situation would
correct itselfif more Nepalesecoins were circulated. Accordingly. the India
Office Financial Department offered in June. 1945, to mint 6,000,000
Nepalese rupees. The Government of India could then pay their Gurkha
soldiers in Nepalese currency and completely avoid the eschange problem.
J d a refused their offer because the British insisted on minting coins
containing a cheaper alloy. Finally. on September 16, 1945. Joodha issued
Nepal's first paper currency. Go\.ernment servants were paid half their
salary in silver and half in paper. This put one million rupees of paper
currencx into circulation. It was not enough to balance the exchange rate,
but ~oodhawas adamant. The confidence of the people in Nepalese currency
must not be shaken. More paper currency would be circulated when silver
coins were readily available.
Although the Nepalese troops sening in India suffered from the
exchange rate. the Nepalese economy suffered little. Regardless of the
eschange rate and Indian inflation. Nepalese rice sold well in India. Annual
export levels ranged from eighty to one hundred thousand tons. Imports
from India \\-erepractically nil. The balance of payments showed a healthy
surplus. In Nepal. labor charges had climbed. because of the manpower
shortage. but food prices had risen slightly.
In October. 1915. Joodha turned his back on the problems of the Prime
Ministership. When he had talked of resigning in 1942. the Viceroy had
urged him to remain in ofice until the end of the war. Joodha had done SO,
but insisted he would resign when the troops came home. Demobilization
began in early October. On October 28th. Joodha witnessed a last parade
of some 25.000 troops. At a special military function on November 12th he
announced his retirement. And on No\-ember29.1945. he placed the Prime
Minister's jeweled headdress on Padma Shamsher's head. He spent that
night in Kalimati and left the folloning morning for Rasaul. wherea special
train met him on December 10th to take him toNautanwfa. From Nautanwa
he traveled to his chosen place of retirement in Ridi. Palpa &strict, Western
Nepal. He was seventy years old.

Notes to Chapter Thirteen
Chapter Thirteen is based primarily on the follouing files of the India Ofice
Library (London):L/P&S/12/3029; 3030; 3057: 3063A; 3067; 3070; and 3075; and
on the documents published in the Regnri Researclr Series (published monthly since
1969). The following materials have been used for further reference: Mahesh C .
Regmi, Lattd Tenure in :'VepuI, four volumes, University of California Press,
Berkeley, 1963-68; Bhuvan La1 Joshi and Leo E. Rose, Democratic Itnio\~ationsin
Nepal, University of California Press, Berkelejr, 1966; and Daniel W. Edwards,
'The Daudaha (Inspection Tour) System under the Ranas', Corttributiorts to
A'epalese Sttrdies, iii, No. 2, pp. 7-34.
1. b d u s who crossed the sea, the 'Black Waters', \!.ere held to have lost caste
until they had undergone the rites of purification. Rana Pnme Ministers insisted
s
to British Gurkhas who served overseas. This put British Gurkha
that t h ~applied
troops at the mercy of the Pnme Minister, who could recognize or refuse to
recogme the purification ceremony undergone. The British military soon learned
that tlus was serious. Failure to undergo purification rites in an approved manner
ostracized a man socially and denied him legal rights.
2.The more common spelling would be Juddha. The Prime Minister spelled his
name 'Joodha' in English.
3.'But whatever action the Nepalese Governnlent may take as a result of such
recognition we wish to make it clear that we have no desire to alter the existing
procedure by whch all matters directly concerning Nepal and India are dealt uith
in communication bemeen the Govenlment of India and the British representative
at Kathmandu. The status of this officer \\.auld, if our reconlrnendations are
accepted, be raised to that of Minister \\ith credentials from His Majest),, but he
would still act as at present on tlle reco~lulle~ldatio~l
of the Govenulletlt of India.
Only in matters affecting the relations of the Government of Nepal with His
Majesty's Government or with other Foreign Ponperswould he find it necessary to
correspond directly uith London. In all other matters and particularly in regard to
the upkeep of the Mission, which would as at present be met fro111the revenues of
India, to the scale of establishment and to the normal cha~lnelsof cornnl~mication,
we would propose that as little change as possible should be made in the existing
order. ' The Viceroy [Lord h n ] in Council to Government, IOL, L/PBtS/12/3047.
London accepted these recommendations on Mag' 9,1934. The Government ofIndia
would later regret this argument. First, it had meaning only in the contest of an
exclusive Legation supported by Government of India funds. This situation ended
with India's itldependetlce, when the British opened their own embassy Nepal.
The moment the new British Embassy \vas opened, Nepal had diplon~aticlidages
with the world beyond India that \stre totally outside India's control. Secondly,
after independence the Govermnent ofJ.ndia claimed the land and buildings of the
British Embassy in Nepal since the). had been financed from Indian revenues. The
British Government's legal a d v i m agreed that the buildings belonged to India, but
raised questions about oarership of the land, whch Bhim Sen Thapa had given for
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the Residency in 1816. As a compromise, a small amount of Embassy land was
allocated for a new British Embassy. Until these buildings were completed, the
Indian Embassy was housed at Sital Nivas.
4.Joodha was right to fight back on this issue. Sir Aubrey Metcalfe, then
Secretary of the External Affairs Department, Government of India, told Betham
that 'the post of Minister to Nepal was regarded as a post of secondary nature and
importance, and that the calibre of the Oficer selected for the post of Muuster to
Nepal was also considered to be secondary in value. Indeed that an officer selected
to take up the post of Minister to Nepal was considered not to possess the caliber
required for a Resident of the First Class but whom the Government ofIndia wished
to place in a position slightly higher than that of a Resident of the Second Class.'
IOL, L/P&S/12/3099.
5 . h September 2, 1938, Joodha gave full remittance of outstanloans,
about Rs. 3,000,000. He wanted repayment in full, but the sons of Chandra had
opposed him. Some say they did so because members of the Rana family had
borrowed large amounts. Joodha made the gesture as gracefully as he could on the
anniversary of lus own succession.
6.Membersofthe Ram familywere classified into 'A', 'B',and 'C' classRanas
for the sake ofconvenience ofreference. The classifications had different meanings
at different times. In 1934, 'A' referred to chldren born of an orthodox h d u
marriage, 'B' to children born of a mamage that could not be so solemnized, and
'C' to children born of concubines. Only 'A' class Ranas were to be registered on
the roll of succession. As a 'C' class Rana, Rudra was not entitled to be on the roll
at all. He had k e n put there by his father, Bir Shamsher, when Bir was Prime
Mnister.
7.AAer the coup, Padrna Shamsher \vas moved up to Commander-in-Chief. He
was an amiable man, less energetic than many of the Ranas, but with a reputation
for getting things done efficiently and ulostentatiously. The Rana upper echelon
considered him weak.
8.The sons of Chandra opposed loodha at every turn, but their most intense
dislike was reserved for Jmdha's son, Bahadur Shamsher, to whom the Prime
Minister delegated inore and more responsibility. For example, when Kaiser
Shamsher, as head of Nepal's Foreign Office, led a delegation to the coronation of
George VI in April 1937, to present the new king with the Nepal Order ofRajanp,
Joodha took charge of the Foreign Office, deputing his son General Bahadur
Shamsher to look after the details. Kaiser was placed in charge of the museum and,
on his retunl, assigned agriculture as well. Kaiser was so upset he went to Europe
for his health and retunled only after the outbreak of the war.
9.The prophecy was ominousl~~
re~uiniscentof the death actually suffered by
Bhim Sen Tllapa in 1 839.
10.These articles especially upset the Prime Minister because most were
\Mitten by one Bhet Nara~~an
Bahadur Shrestha, a Nekvar tutor \vho had eloped to.
Banaras ~ i t Joodha's
h
grandniece. Joodha tned desperately to have the couple
1
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returned to Nepal, but the British authorities had no grounds on which to extradite
them. IOL L./P&S/ 12/30 12.
11.Accor&ng to the British Pvlmister, the King and the Crown Pnnce were
quoted as saying, 'We and we only are the descendants of the Sisodra Rajputs and
Nepal belongs to us. We, but not the descendants of Jung Bahadur nor of Dhlr
Shamsher, are the hereditary rulers. Under the present system we are kept
practically in captivity and have to look to the Prime Mmster for our daily bread,
necessities of life and even our private money. Each Pnme Mmister, whle in ofice,
collects all the revenue, pays all salaries and amasses all the wealth he can for
himself and h s immediate family, with the result that there is no progress in Nepal
nor prospect of development.'
12.Lowmorale may explain the 1940 Kohat incident in India. Members of the
2nd Battalion of the Nepal military contingent stationed at Kohat had been
promised Rs. 116per month extra ration money. Rations were given instead. Some
ofthe troops rioted as a result. The Nepalese oflicers could not pacifj them. Though
the men did not have their rifles at the time, they did have their Kl~ukuris.General
Bahadur Shansher was su~unoned.He paraded tile men, ordered them to ground
their Kl~ukrtrisand hand over the ringleaders. There were twenty-two. A Nepalese
tribunal sentenced one to death (he was hanged), one to life imprisonment, and the
remaining twenty to prison terms ranging from six to eighteen vears. (Annual
Report for 194 1, LIP&S112/3063A)Allwere released from prison on May 20,1943,
tocelebrate the Allied victory in Tunisia. (Nepal News Bulletin,2nd quarter, 1943)
The 2nd Battalion was later rehabilitated under British Officers and k a m e an
outstanding demonstration battalion at Abbottabad.
13.h tlus connection,.the Prime Minister gave the British Minister in late
October the names of Indians and Nepalese residing in India who were suspected
of being involved \\ith this movement. The Prime Minister requested that their
houses be raided simultaneously and that the Nepalese be sent to Nepal if any
incriminating evidence be found against them. The Governmentof India conducted
the searches and raids on the night ofDecember 22, but only a small number of those
named on the Pnme Minister's list could be traced. Nothing incriminating was
found. Either the Pnme Minister's i~lfonllationwas inaccurate or the suspects had
gone into hiding.
14.Thiswas perhaps the least offensiveof the acts of defiance committed at the
time. The others that have been recorded are too crude for general publication. They
811 stressed the same theme.
1 S . h g Tribhuvan's Silver Jubilee celebration (the second week of March,
1937) encouraged discontent uith the Rana regime. The people saw King
Tribhuvan for perhaps the first time in their lives liis appearance generated
questions and created an enormous \i.ave of s~mpathyamong the people. The King
was also given credit for the remissio~lofrevenue arrears totaling alinost f400,000.
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16.bdustries in N e ~ aexistinn
l
before 1937
1. Biratnagar Jute M11
2. Juddha Match Factory, Birganj
3. Patan Soap Works, Patan (died out)
4. Nepal Cigarette Factory, Birganj (died out in 1938)
5. Janakpur Oil Refinery
6. Rice Mlls at Birganj
7. Rice Mlls at Janakpur
8. Rice Mills at Biratnagar
9. h c e Mlls at Bhadrapur
10. Sugar M l l at Inerwa
Industries that came into esistence in N e ~ a after
l
1937
1. Nepal Kagat Karyalaya
2. Nepal Soap Works
3. The Himal Miners' Syndicate
4. The Frame Furniture Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
5. Nepal Plywood and Bobbin Co. Ltd.
6. The Fenebara Sugar Mills, Fenebara
Industries under construction at the time of the ne~otiations
1. The Morang Hydro-Electric Co.
2. The Morang Cotton Mills Ltd.
3. The Birganj Cotton Mills Ltd.
4. The Nepal Ceramic Glass KanealayaLtd., Dhursing
17.Fourhundred and eighty-seven Indian C o n ~ e sParty
s
workers were identified. All fled into Nepal. By the end of 1943,455 of these had been either arrested
in Nepal and handed over to the British or had been hounded out of Nepal by the
Nepalese police. Annual report for 1943, IOL, L/P&S/12/3063A.
18.011 October 10, 1942, the Nepalese Consul General asked the Government
of India's help in the purchase of one two-engine, six-passenger airplane and two
Puss Moth airplanes. He also asked for assistance in purchasing a wireless
transmitter and developing the Simra airfield to accommodate large planes. IOL,
WP&SI12/3090.
19.Bethamreported, 'It is doubtful if an>.tl~ing
that happened during the war SO
shook the Ranas as this blockade.' IOL, L/P&S/12/3090.
2O.Joodha agreed to allow the British to recruit additional battalions (the
number of Gurkha battalions was doubled during the war) and permitted each
British Gurkha on furlough to take back fow recruits. He also appointed special
officers to assist recruiters in those districts preferred by the British.

Chapter Fourteen

Padma Sharnsher succeeded J d h a Shamsher as Prime Minister of
NepalonNovember 29,1945. He took up hsduties reluctantly. The British
would soon leave Inha, and he would have to cope n-itha newly independent
India and a new Inhan government. No one could say what adjustments
these changes would demand of Nepal. Events justified Padma 's fears. In
1947, India became independent and the Nepali National Congress was
born. In 1948, Nepal received its first constitution. Padma resigned, and
Mohun Shamsherbecame Prime Minister. In 195 1. the Rana era ended, and
King Tribhuvan was restored to power.
By Rana standards Padma Shamsher was an unlikely candidate for
Prime Minister. He was six*-two years old. He had a small family, was
known toprefer a simple life style and had a reputation for hard, steady work
at any task he took in hand. More than most. he understood the currents of
change at work in the subcontinent. and his unassuming manner fitted him
to accommodate change.
Unlike Joodha. Padrna was not able to impose his will or insist on what
he believed to be right. The sons of Chandra and the sons of Joodha saw
this as weakness and gave Padma no support. The Rana family sufferedas
a result, and so. unfortunately. did the nation. Thousands of men were
returning from the war, bringng their new experience of life outside Nepal
to their villages. Strong leadership was required to channel their energies
into productive activity, and this Padrna could not give.
Padma's isolation and his weakness in that isolation had a direct bearing
on Nepal's economic development. As the British prepared to leave India,
they Qscussed with concern Nepal's future economic growth. British India
was especially interested in developing Nepal's hydroelectric potential.
The British would go, but high ranking Indians in the administration would
remain to give continuity to their decisions. This was the time for Nepal to
make its case clearly known and understood. But Padma. caught behleen
the powerful Chandra bloc onone side and Joodha's family on theother.
hesitant and unsure of himself. The British interest in dmeloping Nepal's
hydroelectricpotential came to nothing. and Nepal remained the poorer for
this.
Throughout Padma's rule. events seem to mnspire to deprive him of
initiative. Nepal's acute currency shortage had not worried J-,
but
Padma realized that Nepal's economy could not function unless more

'
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Nepalese rupees were put into circulation. Returning soldiers had brought
back to Nepal millions of Indian rupees. Unless they could spend those
rupees or exchange them for Nepalese rupees. there would be trouble.
On Christmas Day 1945 Padma told the British Minister to Nepal that
he needed 3.8 million ounces of silver to mint into coins and asked if India
could supply Nepal that amount of silver at the current market rate. The
Minister. pleased that Nepal's new Prime Minister was willing to tackle the
Delhi was not
currency problem so soon. contacted Delhi immediatel~.~
impressed. Indian experts did not believe this amount of silver would
provide the massive intervention they thought necessary, and they doubted
that the Nepalese mint could strike coins fast enough to stabilize the
eschange rate. They thought Padma should circulate more paper currency
or mint coins of a cheaper alloy.
The Government of India responded after five days. They offered to sell
Padma one million ounces of silver on three conditions. The silver must be
used only to mint coins. The coins minted must not be more than 500 fine
(50% pure). And the Nepal Go~ernmentmust permit the Government of
India to mint for Nepal, at Nepal's expense. one million ounces of Nepalese
coins. They quoted a sale price of Indian Rupees 130 for 100 Tolas of silver
(£10.00 for 4 1.14 ounces). Padma did not accept. He could not allow India
to dictate the alloy in Nepalese coins. He also noted that the sale price quoted
was far above the world market price. The next day the exchange rate
dropped. One hundred Indian Rupees bought only 75.50 Nepalese Rupees.
By the end of April, 19-16.the eschange rate reached a low of 100 Indian
Rupees to 62 Nepalese Rupees. On June 26th the Indian Government made
a new offer. They were now willing to sell 1.25 million ounces of silver at
the rate of 121 Indian Rupees for 100 Tolns of silver (£9.31 for 41.14
ounces). When Padma objected that the price was still too high, India
insisted that silver was scarce on the world market. This was the best price
Nepal was likely to get.
Acting solely on his Minister's authorization, the First Secretary of the
Nepalese Legation in London settled the impasse. He left the Legation one
day in search of silver. He was able to buy on the open market and ship to
Nepal one million ounces of silver. enough to ease Nepal's currency crisis.
Minister Singha Shamsherand hisFirst Secretary then waitedamiously for
Padma's response. In Chandra or Joodha's time, such initiative would have
invited recall and disgrace. Padma merely requested that they repeat the
order.
Padma enjoyed little initiative even in his development efforts. In his
inaugural address. he had styled himself 'the servant of the nation.' Many
people believed he meant it. In that inaugural address on December 10,
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1945, Padma promised to open more pnman schools both in and outside
the Valley, to increase the supply of hydroelectric power. and to build more
roads and ropvays. He found these promises difficult to fulfill. In the first
year and a half he opened an average of onl? mo schools a month. Progress
in developing Nepal's hydroelectric potential \\as no better. One British
t ~ a surveyed
m
the area below the confluence of the Sun Kosi, the A m . and
the Tamur rivers for a site to build a 750 ft. high dam. A second British team
surveyed the Gandalu basin for hydroelectric sites. Neither of these teams
produced results. There was no progress on ropeways and roads.
There was no lack of ideas. There was a proposal for a telegraph or
telephone link between Kathmandu and each of the districts. a proposal for
a modern dairy farm in Kathmandu and controlled cattle br&ng, a
proposal for sheep breeding for \vool. and a proposal for a hydroelectric
scheme in central Nepal to supplement Kathmandu's power supply and
possibly elect@ the Birganj-Amlekhganj railway. There was a.en a plan
for an East-West Highway in the Tarai. Nothing. however. went beyond the
discussion stage. The Development Board established in 1944 had produced no definite plan by the end of 1945 and made little progress by the
end of 1946.
In April, 1947,work finally began on the East-West Highway. Twentysix and a half miles of embankment were constructed near Birganj. Bridges
and culverts were to be added later. After this timid beginning for what
might have been a bold, postwar program. Padma's East-West Highway
faded into oblivion.
The problem was .the Rana family. Padma expected the younger,
educated Ranas to esecute his schemes. but they rejected his leadershp.
There were many non-Ranas eager to work for the development of their
country, but few had any training. The tralned elite were unwilling to use
their skillsto suppona weak Prime Minister. In Chandra's time. they would
have worked or explainedwh~thev could not. But Padma was not Chandra.
Uncertain of h s own leadership. he failed to inspire others to f0110~.
At times. however. Padma's initiative shocked the Rana family. In
December, 1945, he allowed two banished but influential 'C' class Ranas.
Subarna Shamsher and Mahabir Shamsher. to return to Nepal. restored
their confiscated propee. and rehabilitated them politically. Rana tongues
wagged. The Ranas had even more to talk about when they discovered in
June, 1946, that the Prime Minister was showing educational films to
students in his private m o ~ i ehall (there were still no movie theaten in
Nepal). In July Padma lifted the ban on p n ~ a t radio
e
sets. Then. in a move
that surprised even London. Padma instructed Babar. Kiran. and Ekraj
Shamsher. who led the Gurkha contingent taking part in the World War 11
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Victoq Parade in London. to proceed to the United States. and sent with
them a personal letter for President H a m Truman.
The members of this first Nepalese Mission to the United States made
such a favorable impression that they were inklted to remain as official
guests of the United States Government from July 25th to July 30th. They
invited the Americans to visit Nepal and to establish diplomatic relations.
They encouraged the U.S. Government to send a team of geologsts to
conduct a survey of Nepal. They also shopped for silver. They found none,
but they left a deposit off 5,000,000against future purchases. Interestingly,
they inquired about U.S. aid to solve Nepal's hard currency problem.
Nepal had money but was locked into the sterling bloc. Manufactured
goods were scarce in the sterling bloc. One esample illustrates Nepal's
experience. In August, 1946, Padma asked the British Minister to Nepal
to arrange the purchase in either India or the U.K. of six ten-ton steam rollers
for road construction. The India Oflice (London) placed the order with
Marshalls in the U.K. Marshalls accepted the order and informed Nepal
that forty steam rollers were being shpped to Incfia. Nepal would receive
six from this lot. In November the Government of India informed Nepal that
no steam rollers could be supplied Nepal until 1918. That was it in a
nutshell. London's prices were high and delivery was uncertain. The
Nepalese wanted another sourceof supply. Japanese technology had always
appealed to them. but Japan had been badly battered in the war. In the eyes
of the Nepalese, the United States had taken Japan's place as the center of
technology. so to the United States they went. For this, they needed dollars,
not sterling, and they saw foreign aid as a way to gain access to dollar^.^
Meanwhile, Nepalese expatriates in Incfia were becoming more deeply
involved in politics. In October, 1946, Nepalese in Banaras formed a new
mass political party. Nepalese in Calcutta planned a similar party.
At this time the Ranas seemed uninterested in expatriate politics. Their
attention was fixed on the coming visit of the Americans. On November
27th, George Merrell of the United States Embassy in Delhi led a team into
Kathmandu to prepare for an official 'Good Will' mission to visit Nepal in
the spring of 1947. The Good Will Mission would work out details for U.S.
diplomatic representation in Nepal. Members of the Rana family reveled
in this new contact with the outside world.
But the non-Ram world continued to move forward, andKing Tribhwan
moved with it. In December. 1946. the King complained of heart pains and
asked to visit Calcutta for medical treatment. Since the King had suffered
a heart attack in 1942, Padma allowed him to go. King Tribhuvan took
along his younger sons Himalaya and Basundhara. The doctors in Calcutta
found nothing wrong with the King except infeaed tonsils. They assumed
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that the King's life style made him nervous about his health and fussed over
hm,but IClng Tribhuvan had other purposes in mind. Me had come to
Calcutta to meet Nepalese political leaders. and through Subarna Shamsher
he did just that. Shortly after the King returned to Kathmandu in January,
1947, the Banaras party and the Calcutta group combined forces to form the
Nepali National Congress and elected B.P. Koirala president. B.P.
immdately staked out the party's claim to represent all Nepalese, inside
or outside Nepal. The party's goal: to replace the Rana go\.ernrnent with
a democratic government under King Tribhuvan. The increasing tempo of
events in Inda soon thrust this new party into the thick of Nepalese politics.
On February 20, 1947. the British Go~wernmentdeclared its intention to
leave India not later than June. 1918. The announcement and the finality
of the deadline disturbed Padrna. He knew few of Incha's new political
leaders and discussed with the British Minister to Nepal his desire to meet
them. But there was no time. On March 4. 1947. the workers at the
Biratnagar Jute Mill demanded a thirty percent increase in pay. Management offered to raise the workers' pay to the le\.el of mills in the adjoining
provinces of India. but anti-Rana agitators convinced the workers they
should strike. Within a few clays. leaders of the new Nepali National
Congress party amved in Biratnagar to support the strike and to make
political capital out of it.
On March 24th, almost three weeks after the strike began. troops of the
Nepal a m y amved on the scene. The army's reaction was much too slow,
and the force that came. only 100 troops. was far too small. The stnkers
challenged the troops. who had to fire six rounds of blanks and two of
buckshot before the crowd disbursed. The troops then arrested the Congress
leaders. including B.P. Koirala. and returned to Kathmandu. The Congress
immecbately published lurid accounts in Calcutta and Patna newspapers of
military brutali~.There had been. the? said. floggrngs and torture, and
three women had died in the firing. The Nepali National Congress had
thrown North India into an uproar and successfully blamed the feudalistic
Rana rule in Nepal. The three month-old Congress party had a triumphant
beginning.
Congress workers still at large met at Jogbani. across the border from
Biratnagar, where they elected M.P. Koirala (half-brother to B.P.) as
interim president and resolved to launch a Nepal-\vide Snvngrha. On=
again their timing was perfect. The Sapagraha began on April 13th, the
same day the American Good Will Mssion arrived in Kathmandu. The
response throughout the country was described as good. In Kathmandu.
although the British Minister reported only two poorly organized proccssions, the Congress claimed a general turnout of the population. A few
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arrests were made. Most demonstrators were warned by the-police and sent
home, but the protest continued. Satteithwaite, the leader of the Good Will
Mission, and his colleagues certainly saw some of .these demonstrations,
during the two weeks they were in Kathmandu, and they as certainly
discussed their meaning with their Nepalese hosts. Apparently the answers
they received were reassuring. On April 25th. Satterthwaite signed a letter
of intent to Padma Shamsher that Nepal and the United States should
establish diplomatic relations at a time mutually agreed by the two States.
The Good Will Mission left the following day. The agitation continued with
somewhat diminished force, but on May 14th the tempo again increased
when students of the Sanskrit school went out on stnke, demanding that
modem subjects be taught as well as Sanskrit.
Many Ranas felt there had been a total breakdown of law and order, but
the pressure on Padma was not particularly severe. The situation was in
hand, and Padrna knew it. He had long believed someaccommodationwith
the forces of change was needed and the opportunity *med ripe for taking
a bold step. He announced on May 16, 1947:
1. His decision to invite to Nepal an eminent constitutional lawyer to
advise on suitable constitutional reforms;
2. The establishment ofelected municipalitiesanddistrict boardsin the
capital and elsewhere, to whom local authority would be transferred;
3. The establishment of an independent judiciary;
4. The extension of education and the introduction offemale education;
5. A national budget to be published annually; and
6. The appointment of consulates at places where such were necessary
to protect the interests of Nepalese subjects residing outside Nepal.
Padma's announcement ended the agitation. The studentstrike stopped.
The Safyagraha was called off. The following day most of those arrested
in the Sa@agraha were released. Two weeks later, on May 29th, Prime
Minister Nehru showed his approval by correcting Indian press reports
sympathetic to the Nepali National Congress. which he called 'misleading.'
He said that 'in view of the statement issued by the Maharaja of Nepal he
would strongly urge that cooperation should be offered in the work of
reforms and the Snpagraha called off.'".P.
Koirala and his Biratnagar
companions remained in jail. Padma moved quickly with his program of
reforms. On June 6th, a girls' school was opened in Kathmandu, and 500
girls were admitted. On June 1lth. polling was held for the municipal
elections. Public interest was good. especially among the young, and the
crowds were orderly. Within the month. a team of Indian constitutional
ad~isersled by Sri Prakash Gupta arrived in Kathmandu to begin work on
Nepal's new constitution. Also in June. India agreed to continue the
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existing relationship with Nepal after inkpendence and to exchange
diplomatic representatives at the hghest level!
Meanwhile. B.P. Koirala. the president of the Nepali National Congress
was injail, and the Congress program was stalled. In July, a general meeting
of the Congress in Banaras tried to restore leadership by electing D.R
Regmi as acting president, but the Congress could not break Padma's
momentum. Padrna announced in July that the British Legation in
Kathmandu would be raised to the status of a full Embassy. On Indian
Independence Day. August 15th. he thwarted a mass demonstration in
Kathmandu by banning assemblies of more than ten persons and released
B.P. KoiraIa from jail. This thren the Congress into confusion. B.P.
Koirala went immediately to Banaras to resume command of the Congress,
but D.R. Regmi insisted on his right to complete his full term as 'acting'
president.
While the Congress leadership squabbled in Banaras, Padma continued
to dominatethe news. On August 20th. he accepted Lt. Col. G.A. Falconer's
credentials. making Falconer the first British Ambassador to Nepal and the
first modem Ambassador accredited to Nepal. By October 20.1947, Padma
reported to the nation that the new constitution was in the hands of his
Commanhng Generals and would soon be submitted to him. He hoped to
publish it by mid-December.
Padma had scored high marks with the constitutional advisory team. In
preparing the new constitution. the team had followed Nehru's suggestion
that Nepal advance in the way of democracy while keeping its traditional
order, and they felt certain that Padma could make this approach work.
Nehru took their reports as confirmation of his belief that the Rana system
could be modified and need not be uprooted. He signaled his pleasure to
Padma immdately by sending India's first Ambassador to Nepal. The new
Aybasddor presented k s credentials on December 10th.
Padrna actually seemed to enjoy the challenge of the changing political
scene. He was constantly aware. however. that many in the Rana family
were strongly opposed to change. This bothered him. Mohun, in panicular.
disputed each move he made. Mohun was estremely popular with the a m y
and the Nepalese public. Within the Rana family. Mohun spoke for those
who resented Padrna's response to events. which threatened their domination of Nepalese society. Padma was confident that he cobid defuse the
political situation. but he feared the Rana family a-ould not permit him to
do so. They refused to face reality. and Padma knew he was not strong
enough to lead them where they refused to go.'
At the end of October. 1947. Padma informed the British ~mbassador
that he planned to retire in Februan- or March of the follo\ring
He
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would make his final decision only after his constitution was promulgated.
Rana and public reactions would then indicate which path he should follow.
Me had no false hopes. nor any misgikings. but under the circumstances
there seemed no point in remaining on as Prime Minister.
The new constitution was not ready for publication by mid-December.
Xf Mohun and Babar Shamsher had their way. it would never have been
published. They opposed eye7 proposal to introduce political reforms in
Nepal. However, the Prime Minister was still the Prime Minister, and
Padma promulgated his new constitution on January 26, 1948. The furor
wltlun the family settled Padma's mind. He packed his belongngs for a long
visit in India. Before he left, one of Padma's cherished undertakings bore
froit. On February 19, 1948, Kaiser Shamsher presented his credentials to
President Truman as Nepal's first Minister to the United States. Two days
later Padma left Kathmandu. bag and baggage, taking meq-thing of value
he possessed except the Pnme Minister's cram. He crossed into India on
the last day of February, and, after a leisurely visit to several cities in India,
proceeded to Ranchi. Mohun, who espected Padma to resign when he
reached India. sent one of his sons to bring back the letter of resignation.
But Padma delayed.g
Perhaps popular approval of his new constitution encouraged P a h a to
postpone his resignation. Although the constitution provided little sharing
of power at the national le\*el.it granted direct representation and some
fiscal control at the \illage. town. and district levels. It also provided a Bill
of R~ghts.which the people welcomed enthusiastically. There seems no
doubt that Padma's constitution pro\ided the 'middle way' urged by Prime
Minister Nehru and would have presenved Rana rule for many years. For
the historical record. Padma's constitution came into force on April 13th.
and, at least for a time. became the law of the land. Padma resigned on April
30th: and Mohun Shamsher became the ninth Rana Prime Minister of
Nepal. l o
As Commander-in-Chief. Mohun had criticized every response Padma
had made to the Nepalese national movement. The constitution was
Padma's last attempt to direct the mo~ementinto constructi~echannels.
and Mohun disliked it heartily. He resented the way Padma had compelled
him to enforce it by withholding his resignation, and he resented the use
people made of the Bill of kghts. Throughout Kathmandu. groups took
advantage of their new freedom of speech and freedom of assembly. Every
hotheaded speaker in the Valley seemed b u defaming
~
Rana rule. Mohun
ordered a police crackdown and announced that these clauses of the
constitutionwould not be operati\-euntil suitable rules were framed. In fact.
despite the platitudes Mohun had uttered on taking office. the whole
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constitution remained inoperative. Then. to send a clear signal that he
intended to rule in traditional Rana style, Mohun banned the Nepali
National Congress.
Tlus was bold of Mohun. since he knew that Nehru strongly approved
of the constitution. Nehm's reaction was restrained, which ma! have led
Mohun to believe Nehru might yet support the old regime. If so. he was
badly misled. Nehru was mery bit as determined to bring about political
change in Nepal as Mohun Shamsher was to deny it. In the meanwlule,
Nehm used to Inda 's advantageMohun 's assurance that Nepal would stand
by the new Government of India as it had the old.
On July 1, 1948, Nehm asked him officially for the services of ten
battalions of the Nepal army for garrison duty in India. The Indian
Ambasador explained that t h ~ swould free the Indian army for duty in
Kashmir (and in Hyderabad, as it later turned out).
When Mohun &scussed Nehru's request with the British Ambassador,
the Ambassador warned him that compliance with this request might
impede Nepal's application for membership in the United Nations. This
troubled Mohun. When he tried to communicate his fear to the Indian
Ambassador, the Ambassador assured Mohun that Indra would see that
Nepal suffered no harm in the U.N. Reluctantly. Mohun signed the
agreement on July 18th. By August 5th the troops were on their way to Inda,
where they served from August. 1948. until April, 1949. During that time,
ma settled both the Kashmir and Hyderabad issues to its own satisfaction.
In 1949,Nepal's application for admissionto theU.N. wasvetoed. Not until
1955 did Nepal gain admission to this world body
Nehrucontinued to press the Nepalese Prime Minister. The Nepal-India
'standmll' agreement of 1947 had implied that Nepal and India would
eventually sign a treaty defining their relationship more accurately. When
Mohunvisited Delhi in February. 1950. he learned that Nehru had prepared
just such a treaty." In their dscussions. Mohun and Nehru covered the
whole range of Nepal-India relations. When Mohun returned to Kathmandu, he carried the t e ~ cof two treaties: one. a Treor?,of Peace and
Friendship, the other, a Treatv o/Trade and Co~wrerce.Along with the
treaties, Mohun also carried ~ e h r u ' firm
s reminder that he would have to
introduce political reforms.
The Treaty of Trade and Conmrerce outraged the people of Nepal.
Article Five obliged the Government of Nepal to charge customs d u on
~
impons into Nepal at a rate not less than the Government of India charged
on imports into India. The Nepal Government was also to tax Nepalese
exports to India at a rate that would prevent these products from underselling Indian products. The business community in Kathmandu felt that they
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had been laced into a straight-jacket. Bureaucrats in Delhi seemed
bewildered by Nepal's reaction. They had given Mohun almost exactly
what Joodha had requested thirteen years before. The only difference was
their insistence that customs duties on Nepalese importsbe at the same level
as imports into India. If the Nepalese were serious about industrializing
their country, they should be happy with a customs barrier that protected
their new industries.
The Indian bewilderment was undoubtedly feigned. They knew well
that Nepalese entrepreneurs were relying on duty-free imports of raw
materials. They could not otherwise compete with India manufacturers.
Nehru and his bureaucrats (and perhaps many Nepalese businessmen)
shared the belief that Nepal was a badly underdeveloped country with few
natural resources and no real hope of advancing into the industrial age.
Their task. as they saw it, was to be friendly and helpful to Nepal, but to
prevent Nepal from developing into a little Hong Kong, serving as an
entrep6t between the international market and India. They ignored the need
of a resource-poor country to import raw materials.
Of the two treaties, however, the Treaty of Peace and Friendship was
the more important. It would supersede all previous treaties signed between
Nepal and the Government of India and become a base line for Nepal-India
relations in the future.
Unlike the Treaty of Cornmerce and Trade, whlch was valid for five
years and could then be revised or replaced, the Treaty of Peace and
Friendship st& in perpetuity. The sole escape clause was the right ofeither
nation to withdraw from the Treaty on one year's notice. Since the Treaty
was fundamental to future Nepal-India relations, use of this escape clause
would be a most unfhendly act unless both nations were in full agreement
beforehand. India's concern for the I-hmalayan region and its even deeper
concern about the Chinese build-up in Tibet, made it unlikely that India
would willingly agree to a withdrawal.
The Treaty recognizedall the Nepalese rights that earlier British treaties
had recognized. and perhaps conceded a little more. The Trealy, however,
was not all 'give.' There was enough 'take' in it to make it offensive to
Nepalese. An article in the body of the Treav estended to Indans the same
propew and business rights in Nepal that Nepalese had. Popular reaction
to this was strong. The secret letters of eschange accompanying the Treay
were even more offensive. They contained a modem version of the
traditional clause. 'your enemies will be our enemies. and our enemies will
be your enemies.'I2 The Nepalese had shied away from this principle in all
their dealings with the British, and the whole weight ofNepalesehistory was
against accepting it now.
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But Mohun was caught. He had set out to prove to Nehru that friendly
relations between Nepal and India required no political change in Nepal.
With this treaty, Nehru was clearly asking Mohun to prove it. Mohun was
vaguely aware that the Treaty of Peace and Friendship had dangerous
implications. At the time. however. his major concern was to escape
Nehru's pressure for political change in Nepal. After a diplomatic delay,
Mohun sent his son Vijaya Shamsher to Delhi to inform Nehru that he would
sign both treaties provided Nehru did not insist that he announce political
changes at the signing ceremony. Nehru agreed. Almost unchanged, the
treaties were signed in Kathmandu on July 3 1, 1950.
During his first eighteen months in ofice. Mohun Shamshermade three
classic blunders that proved he failed to understand the strength of the
Nepalese desire for change. In May. 1948. he re-confiscated the property
of Subarna Shamsher and Mahabir Shamsher and revoked the political
rehabilitation that Padma had granted them. These two wealthy 'C' class
Ranas promptly went off to Calcutta. where they started their own expatriate
political party, the Nepali Democratic Congress. Whereas the Nepali
National Congress was committed to non-violence. they vowed to use any
means at their disposal to overthrow Ram rule in Nepal. In one unthinking
action, Mohun had escalated the confrontation.
Mohun's second blunder was more serious. In October. 1948, when the
Nepal People's Council (the Nepal Praja Panchavat). a fledgling, Kathmandu-based political party. tried to launch a Sapagraha, he had the
leaders arrested and beaten. Over two months later, when he learned that
B.P. Koirala and other members of the Nepali National Congress were in
Kathmandu. Mohun tried to call this tame little Snpagraha a Congress
revolutionary plot.I3 Anyone suspected of membership in the Nepal
People's Council was arrested. All were treated harshly. and some were
tortured. Mohun's attempt to brand them as revolutionaries was sheer
nonsense. and the people knew it. These simple people wanted only the
medoms the constitution had promised. When Mohun finally published
his rules for exercising the freedom of speech and assembly guaranteed b~
the constitution. popular contempt for Rana rule grew even stronger.
Mohun's rules left no rights remaining other than the right to continue a
doubtful existence under Rana rule.
In May. 1919, B.P.Koirala and his colleagues in jail began a hunger
W e . Ignorant of the explosive force of a hunger strike. Mohun then
committed his third serious blunder. He declared that the prisoners had
enough food to eat. If they refused to eat. they Itrere responsible for the
wnsequences.
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Mohun was shaken by the Indian response to B.P. Koirala's hunger
stnke. but he remained adamant. When the hunger strike entered its twentyeighth day. Vijaya Shamsher reminded h s father that Koirala was a
Brahman. If he died. the sin of causing the death of a Brahman would fall
on Mohun and his descendants. A strictly orthodox findu, Mohun could
not face such moral consequences and freed B.P. Later he granted B.P.a
long audience in which he tried do explain his hopes for democratizing the
Rana family. In Inha, however, the damage to the Rana public image had
been done. The Rana regime had proved to be as obdurate as the Nepali
National Congress had painted it.
The political tempo increased. Nepali National Congress leaders
sounded out Subarna Shamsher to see if they could combine forces with the
Nepali Democratic Congress. They learned that Subarna would work with
any Nepalese willing to join in the struggle against the Ram regime.
Subarna dffered from the Nepali National Congress only over the means.
He thought the Congress terribly naive to imagine that Gandiuan passive
resistance would move Mohun Shamsher to any political change. The
Nepalese had been passive for centuries and had achieved nothing but
exploitation. Subarnawas willing to use any means, peach1 or violent, that
would end Rana rule. By this time, the Nepali National Congress leaders
had personal experience of Mohun Shamsher's determination to preserve
Nepal as a Rana fief. The problem was Nehru. The Indian Prime Minister
was convinced that the best solution for Nepal (and for India) was a Rana
regime modified to give the Nepalese a little more political fieedom. Nehm
also insisted that expatriate agitation be nonviolent. The Nepali National
Congress leadersfelt that their party could not survive in India rfthey flouted
the Prime Minister's wishes.
The leaders of the two parties reached a compromise in March, 1950,
that made merger possible. M.P. Koirala would be president of the new
party. As president, he would lead an open. nonviolent struggle. Secretly,
however, B.P. Koirala and Subarna Shamsher would search for weapons
and form a liberation army. This proposal was presented to a joint meeting
of the two parties in April and approved. The new party, the Nepali
Congress. combined the experienced leaders and organization of the old
Nepali National Congress and the financial resources of the Nepali
Democratic Congress. Joodha Shamsher's fear that banished 'C' class
Ranas might ally themselves with expatriate Nepalese against the regime
had become a reality.
The Nepali Congress was strong. but still not strong enough to unseat
Mohun. They were also politically naive. They failed to appreciate King
Tribhuvan as a major actor in the political struggle. They also underesti-
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mated Nehru's determination to direct political change in Nepal into d e

channels. Congress plans camed a note of the fantastic. They planned to
spirit King Tribhwan away from Kathmandu to some remote part of Nepal,
where they would declare a new government under the k n g . T h q would
then use their liberation army, reinforced by defectors from the Nepal anny,
to overthrow the Rana government.l4
Mohun's response was almost as naive. On September 22nd, he
inaugurated the Parliament called for by the constitution. From first to last
it was a sham. There were no elected members. Every seat in the Upper and
Lower House was assigned to a member of the Rana family or one of their
followers. Mohun capped h s by announcing that he had appointed a fivemember cabinet. He mentioned no names.
In September, 1950, the Nepali Congress sent a team to Kathmandu to
prepare for armed insurrection. The secret police arrested them on
September 24th. Under quemoning, the whole plot qcuckly unraveled. A
secret cache of weapons was dscovered, and fellow conspirators were
compromised. Suspicion of complicity also fell on the King, because for
several weekst h e h n g 's a a o n s had seemed guarded. King Tribhuvan said
nothing. He pretended sicknessand refused to see even the Prime Mnister.
His own plans had been laid, and he had no intention of allowing the Pnme
Minister to badger L m into betraying them.
The King's actions had indeed been guarded. For weeks. Prince
Himalaya and Prince Basundhara had been meeting regularly 1~1th
representatives of the Indian Embassy to coordinate details of the k n g ' s flight
fiom the Palace and Ram control. The two Pnnces were in constant danger
ofdiscovev. The police were alert. and one night they demanded entrance
to a house in Chhauni where the Princes were engaged in such a meeting.
When the police were admitted, they found a small, fhendly group of Inhan
diplomats chatting in the sitting room. The tension in the room convinced
the police that somethingwas wrong, but they dared not search a diplomat's
house. Wlule the diplomats exchanged pleasantries with the police. the two
Princes slipped out the back way. There was danger everywhere. but the
Kine's plans continued to mature.
It was well they did. King Tribhuvan and the Prime Mnister came into
direct conflict over the punishment to be given to the Congress prisoners
captured on Scptembtr 24th. The Prime Minister was determined to
sentence them to the death, but King Tribhwan refused to ratrfy such a
sentence with his Red Seal. This convinced Mohun that King T r i b h ~
was involved with the Congress, and he decided to remove him from the
throne. When Crown Prince Mahendra refused to cooperate with such a
plan, Mohun consideredbanishing the Royal Family to Gorkha and ~ u a i n g
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King Tribhwan's four year-old grandson Gyanendra on the throne. Before
he could act, King Tribhuvan sized the initiative.
King Tribhuvan's timetable was precise. On November 4, 1950, he
asked for and received an appointment with the Prime Minister. He h e
alone in his car to the Singha Darbar. He had little chance to drive, and he
wanted to be sure he could do it safely. He told the Prime Minister that he
would like to take the Royal family for a picnic while the weather remained
good. The Prime Minister, surprised that the King wanted a private
inte~ew
for such a small matter, assumed the King had heard some m o r
of his own plans and was trylng to sound him out. To avoid arousing the
King's suspicions, Mohun readily gave permission. King Tribhuvan ended
the interview with a few pleasantries and then drove back to the Palace.
On November 5th, King Tribhuvan sent word to the Prime Minister tkw
he had scheduled the picnic for the following day. The Prime Minister
ordered the usual security measures and thought little more about it.
On November 6th, the Royal family set out. King Tribhuvan drove his
own car, as arranged. The Princes drove theirs. The motorcade, led by the
pilot car and the security guards, set out along the road north. Ifthe security
guards noticed an unusual gathering at the gates of Sital Nivas, the
temporary Indan Embassy, they failed to remark on it. One of those
standing at the gate was the Embassy's Military AttachC. As the lead cars
passed, he swung the Embassy gate wide. King Tribhuvan swept off the
road and into the Embasq grounds. followed by the Princes. The Attache
clanged the gate shut, and the deed was done. Right on schedule.
The surprised guards spun around and rushed back to report to the Prime
Minister. For once Mohun was at a complete loss. He summoned his
Council to discuss this turn of events. but then sank into aimless lethargy.
His son, Vijaya Shamsher. however. went immdately to the Indian
Embassy, where he gained an audience with King Tribhuvan. He a g r d
with the King that the political situation was serious, but he begged the King
to realize that taking asylum in the Indian Embassy was no solution. King
Tribhuvan countered that Vijaya Shamsher might more properly offer
concrete proposals from the Prime Minister. That concluded the audence.
Vijaya Shamsherthen rushed to his father. who was consulting h s Council.
When Vijaya Shamsher returned to the Indian Embassy with limited
authority to negotiate, he was treated politely but denied an audience. The
Indian Ambassador had realized the danger of allowing him a second
audience with the King. With that. the Rana game was lost, and Vijaya
Shamsher knew it.

Notes to Chapter Fourteen
Chapter fourteen is based mainly on personal intexviewsand the following files
of the India Ofice Library (London): L/P&SI 12/3010; 30 13A; 30 13B; 3024; 3025;
3026; 3030; 3057; 3063A; 3063B; 3075; and 3109. The following matenals have
hemusedfor fbrther reference:Bal Chandra Sharma, Nepl koAitiharikRupmkho,
Banaras, 2008 B.S. (Nepali); Bhuvan La1 Joshi and Leo E. Rose, Democtutic
Innovationsin Nepl, University of California Press, Berkeley, 1966; A.S. Bhasin,
Documents on Nepl 'sRelations with India and China 1949-66,Academrc Books,
Bombay, 1970;Leo E. Rose, Nepl: StmtegyforSurviva1, Oxfmd University Press,
Bombay, 1971; Ludwig F.Stiller and Ram Prakash Yadav, Planningfor People,
Research Centre for Nepal and Asian S a e s , Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu,
1979;SardarBhim Bahadur Pandey, TycrsBakhat ko Nepl, two volumes, Research
Centre for Nepal and Asian Studies, Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu, B.S. 2039
(1982).
1.Atthis time the Indian Finance Department was considerrng investment in the
development of Nepal's hydroelectric potential. Nepal's annual gft had to be
capitalized. It would make sense to invest in hydroelectric development, the one
area where Nepal had great development potential.
2.The Government of India needed Nepalese rupees to pay the support costs of
the British Legation in Nepal and to pay the retirement benefits of ex-Gurkha
soldiers as well as the family allowances of those currently senulg. The unfavorableexchange rate had doubled the cost of the Legation and halved Gurkha benefits.
Gwkha soldiers were dissatisfied because the situation had dragged on for two
years and was worsening. The Government of India needed a solution, and the
easiest way was to increase the amount of Nepalese currency in circulation.
3.Until this shipmentof silver amved in Calcutta, the Government ofInQa had
no hint that Nepal had solved its silver problem. The reaction in InQa was strong.
The authorities assumed that the Nepalese had approached London duectly and
received a favorable answer. The Government of India immdately cabled London
k d r n g an explanation for this interferencein In&an affairs. Why Deliu should
have k e n so unhappy at such a simple solution to the currency crisis is not clear,
unless Delhi hoped to gain more h m the crisis than a modest profit on the sale of
silver. In T p s Bakhat ko Nepol, Sardar Bhvn Bahadur Pandey relates h s
recollection of this transaction. The details provided here ere based on InQa Ofice
Library records.
4.No analyst of Nepal's modem development has treated of Nepal's effort to
break out of the sterling bloc and Nepal's subsequent search for foreign aid as a
means of doing so. In h s first Mission to the United States, the Nepalese inquired
about aid, even though at the time Nepal had ample funds to conduct its own
developmentprogram. We h o w from letters on file that the British Exchequer was
not anxious to provide hard cmency to Nepal in the p o s W years. Where was
N@ to get hard currencp We do not know how Nepalese f m c e d their pwcbses
h m Japan before World War XI. It is possible that these were financed from hard
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cmency interest pajments earned by Rana investments in London and that h
were silent partners in the whole import trade.
5 .Press Communique, Exqernal Affairs Department, New Delhi, May 29,l W7.
6.Padma received additional assurance that Nepal was in good sbdmg with
the new India when he learned that the Government of InQa was as anxioustoretain
the services of the Gurkhas as the old had been. On August 9,1947, Nepal,
and the U.K. signed a tripartite agreement which Qvided the existing
regiments: four to the British and six to the Indians. Soon after that, the Government
of InQa authorized a seventh regiment, fonned for the most part from Nepnlcsc in
the British Gurkhas who preferred service in the h&an axmy. Rose, Smggfefor
Survival, p. 181.
7.Previous Rana Prime W s t e r s had associated a trusted son with their nrle,
the Hajuria General, who kept an eye on the Darbar and followed up the Prime
W s t e r ' s decisions. Padma's only son Basanta was still in drsgrace and could not
help Padma in tlus way. Padma was alone in the Darbar and made to feel alone.
8.AAer only two years in office Padma was sufiriciently wealthy to c a n s i k
resigning and living abroad. This says much about the Rana Prime Minister's
ability to accumulate wealth while in office.
9.Many in InQa, including expatriate Nepalese, urged Padma to remain Prime
Minister. Indeed, they made a strong case, placing the Pnme Minister in a rtal
moral dilemma.
10.The Government of India sold Padrna about 40 acres of land in Ranchi at a
modest price. The actual choice of land caused some consternation. The plot chosen
had served as a makeshift golf course for Ranchi residents.
1 1 .During his visit to the United States in October, 1949, Nehru had spoken to
President Truman and declared his determination that India face its problems
without conflict. Nehru does not seem to have been concerned with Chir1esc
interests in Tibet at this time. (ForeignRelatiorrs of the UnitedStates, 1949, vi: Thr
Near East. Soutit Asia arrd ,-1frica. U . S . Government Pnntmg Ofice, 1 9 n )
Nevertheless, after his return to India, Neluu sent word to Mohun Shamsher that
he would like to meet lum either in Kathmandu or Delhi, wherever was most
convenient. Mohun chose to go to Delhi. Nehru took advantage of tlus meeting to
begin his attempt to settle the issue of Nepalese nationalism without prejudice to
Indian interests.
12.'Neither Government shall tolerate any threat to the security of the other by
a foreign appessor. To deal with any such threat the two Governmentsshall consult
with each other and devise effectivecountermeasuTes.' Rose, Snugglefor Surviwl,
p. 180.
13.For over a month B.P. Koirala remained ludden whle he watched and
Qscussed the Sotpgmha movement with members of the Nepal People's Cmcd.
Dunng k s whole period the secret police kept a close watch on him. Mohun
himself knew notlung about B.P.'s presence until B.P. bgan to move mould the
city. Mohun then had B.P. and his companions arrested and held in rig-
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d e m e n t . This was a contrast to the mild imprisonment B.P.had d m e d while
Padma was Rime Mixuster.
14.111its main outlines, 'the Nepali Congress plan called for ( 1 ) the abduction
of Kmg Tribhuvan, who would be taken from Kathmandu to Western Nepal,
presumably Palpa; (2) the establishment of a constitutional government under the
King; and (3) a revolt against the Rana government by sections of the Nepal army.
The abduction of k g Tribhuvan was to take place in September,dunng the weeklong Indm J a m festival ... and the revolt in the army was to be sparked by several
"C" class Rana and Shah f&ly oficers. ' Joshi and Rose,Democmtic Innowtims,
p. 71.

Epilogue

Kmg Tribhuvan and h s family spent four days in the Indian Embassy
before Prime Minister Nehru evacuated them by air to New Delhi. During
that time Mohun Shamsher and his Council tried to minimize the damage
the King had done to Rana rule. On his Council's advice, Mohun declared
that King Tribhuvan had abdicated and placed the King's youngest
grandson, Prince Gyanendra, on the throne. The Prime Minister would
gladly have plowed up every field in Kathmandu Valley capable of landng
an airplane to prevent King Tribhwan's departure, but the Indian Ambassador objected vigorously.
After King Tribhuvan and his family left Kathmandu on November 10,
1950, the battle for control of Nepal began in earnest. That very afternoon,
a Nepali Congress plane airdropped leaflets over Kathmandu to announce
the Congress revolution and appeal for popular support. The following day,
the Congress liberation army raided Birganj and "liberated' ' government
offices there. On November 12th, the Congress airdropped leaflets over
other major towns in Nepal.
Nehru put an end to this. On November 15th. before the Congress could
carry out a major attack, the Uttar Pradesh government in India banned the
use of Indian railways for paramilitary action against Nepal. The following
day, airflights Erom Indian territory over Nepal were also banned. King
Tribhwan was Nehru's guest, and Nehru intended to use his presence in
Delhi to force the Prime Minister, and if necessary the Nepali Congress, to
negotiate a peaceful settlement.
Nehru's determination to achieve stability in Nepal stemmed fiom his
determination to maintain peace in the region, not from any pamcu1a.r
concern for the welfare of the Nepalese people. He was convinced that
communism had swept over China because of poor agrarian conditions. He
also believed that during World War I1 the British had encouraged the
Inchan communist party as a counteweight to the 'Qlut In&a' campgn
launched by the Indian National Congress in 1942. Agrarian conditions in
India remained poor. He needed time and peace to strengthen India against
those he considered enemies of Inchan nationalism.
For Nehru. political stability in Nepal was part of a larger scheme, and
he was determined to have it. Concessions would have to be made to satisf)
Nepalese political activists. Mohun Sharnsher had clearly shown he would
not make them. King Tribhuvan, however, had shown he was open to
change. In fact, the King had professed his desire to end the autocratic rule
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afthe Rana family. This was not part of Nehru's plan. Nehru wanted a
modification of the existing political structure. not a traumatic uprooting of
the system that would lead to further unrest. To achieve the solution he
thought acceptable, Nehru set lumself to engneer a peaceful revolution.
Nchru's proposal was the 'Delhi Compromise'. A Constituent Assembly would draw up a new constitution for Nepal. In the interim, Nepal would
be governed by a Cabinet comprising an equal number of Rana and popular
representatives. A Rana would senreas Prime Minister. King Tribhwan
would remain King of Nepal. When Nehru first suggested the compromise,
neither Mohun Shamsher nor the Nepali Congress were willing to accept
his conditions. Mohun felt he still had a strong case against King
Tribhwan. The King had clearly abdicated. As soon as the international
community recognized his puppet king. Nehru's leverage would be broken.
The Nepali Congressbelieved only military victorqr would end a system they
were determined to uproot.
Nehru, of course, refused to recognize Gyanendra. Mohun's case then
depended on the reaction of the U.K.and the United States. the only other
powers that had drplomatic relations with Nepal. Until the situation in
Nepal clarified, the U.K. decided to make no response to Mohun's
announcement of the abdication of King Tribhuvan and the enthronement
of Gyanendra. The United States chose to follow England's lead. Throughout November. 1950. the situation in Kathmandu remained tense. What
happened behind the scenes has never been documented. but there were
large public demonstrations in Kathmandu in favor of k n g Tribhwan on
November 26th and 27th. On November 27. 1950. Vijaya Shr-sher and
Kaiser Shamsher set out for Delhi to begin negotiations.
On December 3, 1950. a British team including Esler Dening, the
British Foreign Office E-xpert on Eastern Affairs, and Francis Robert,
Deputy High Commissioner to India. amved in Kathmandu to assess the
situation on the spot. A huge crowd met their aircraft at the Gauchar landing
field, and mass demonstrationsalong their route to the city convinced them
that the people wanted King Tribhuvan back. Although some critics
accused the Indian Embassy of spending liberally to ensure tlus large public
turnout, the team was convinced that the demonstrations and emotions
expressed were genuine. Their report ended Mohun Sharnsher's resistance,
and the Delhi negotiations became serious.
The Nepali Congress was not yet ready to negotiate. Despite the
Govenunent of India's restrictions on their activities, the Nepli Congress
liberation army launched successful attacks in both East and West Nepal.
Former Commander-in-Chief Rudra Shamsherbrought the Nepalese army
contingents in Palpa over to the Congress side. Events. however. moved too
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fast for the Congress. By the time the Congress had thesevictories to report,
Mohun Shamsher had already accepted the Delhi Compromise. The
Congress case was further weakened by the fact that there had been no mass
uprising in support of the Congress revolution. Observers reported that the
people supported King Tribhuvan. not the Nepali Congress. Although the
Delhi Compromise denied the Congress the total victory Congress leaders
felt necessary to bring about real change in Nepal, they were obliged to
accept the Delhi Compromise or be left completely out of the final solution.
Mohun Shamsher and the Nepali Congress were the clear losers in the
settlement. These implacable foes were forced to cooperate and work
together in an interim government. Neither could hope to succeed in such
an arrangement. The beneficiaries were King Tribhuvan and, of course, the
Nepalese people, who were spared the scourge of a civil war.
King Tribhuvan returned to Kathmandu on February 15, 1951. On
February 18th, he installed an interim Cabinet comprising five Ranas and
five popular representatives under the Prime Ministership of Mohun
Shamsher. With that, the Rana period ended. and the democratic era began.
An interim constitution was later promulgated to serve until the Constituent
Assembly could be held.
The Constituent Assembly never met. Democratic institutions did not
develop as expected. Nehru's Delhi Compromise seems to have achieved
a balance of diametrically opposed political forces to the point where
progress was impossible. Within seven months B.P. Koirala led the popular
bloc out of the Cabinet. and Mohun Shamsher was forced to resign.
In the forty years that have passed since then, events have shown that
the end of Rana rule was incidental. The real challenge to the Nepalese
people was the democratic era. The period ofpolitical strugglethat followed
February 18, 1951. frustrated the hopes of many and satisfied few. fing
Mahendra indicated his intense dissatisfaction with the direction the
political debate had taken by his intervention of December, 1960. In his
constitution of 1962. King Mahendra introduced Panchayat democracy in
a serious effort to strengthen the voice of the people. Three major
amendments to that constitution underlined the Miculty of opening the
political debate to the people in a country with such poor communications.
Although the bureaucratic elite showed a great reluctance to yield power to
the people. the large turnover ofelected officials in later panchayat elections
suggested that the people had begun to take their future into their own hands.
This must have pleased His Majesty King Birendra. who frequently stressed
the evolutionary character of panchayat democracy and repeatedly demonstrated his willingness to tune the system to the will of the people - even to
the estent of calling a national referendum to determine their will. The
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movement of 1989tbat led to a completechange of government and
the restoration of parliamentary democracy was a clear sign that the will of
the people was not heeded by those then in power. Whether or not the
government swept into power by that popular movement will function
according to the will of the people remains to be seen. It seems certain,
however, that the people, under the guidance of their King, will prevail over
the hesitancy of the elite to accept the constraints of a democratic system.
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A-ni-ko - A descendant of the royal family of Nepal; even as a youth A-niko wasan accomplishedbronzecaster. In theyear 1260 A.D. he was
selected by King Jayabhimade~ato lead a group of 80 artisans sent
to Tibet to help erect a golden stupa in Amdo, northeastern Tibet.
Adalat Goswara - The supreme court which Jung Bahadur Rana established in 1860 to hear appeal cases. He intended this court to sit in
judgment even over Ranas who transgressed the provisions of the
hfuluki Ain.
Amban - Representative of the Chinese Emperor, posted in Lhasa.
Athara Thnkurai - A group of small principalities located in the hills
between the Jumuna and Sutlej rivers. now part of India.
Aul - A virulent strain of malaria formerly endemic in the Nepal Tarai.
Baise Rajvas - A group of small principalities located in the Karnali River
basin in West Nepal.
Bandha lands - Government land mortgaged by the government toa private
individual to raise funds.
Barha Thakurai - A group of small principalities located between the
Jumuna and Sutlej rivers in the hills of North India.
Begum of Lucknow - Begum Hazrat Mahal. one of the wives of Wazid Ali
Shah, Nawab of Avadh until deposed on the grounds of misgovernment in 1856. The Begum saw that her son. Birjis Qadar, was
crowned to succeed him. Her spirited reply to Queen Victoria's
proclamation served to rally the defeated Indian revolutionaries.
Her role in the 1857war was not asdirect as that ofthe Rim of Jhansi,
but her influence as mother ofthe king, around whom the revolutionary government was structured. was great.
Bharadar -Literally, one who shares or carries the burden; in Nepal a noble,
one who carries the burden of the State
Birta - Land grants made by the state to individuals, usually on a tax free
and inheritable basis.
Chaubise R a m s - A group of small principalities located in the Gandaki
h v e r basin of western Nepal.
Chaudhuri - A tax collector in the Tarai who supervised tax collection in
a Pargannah.
Chautarra - A member of the Royal Family of Nepal in the collateral line,
i.e.. not in line for the throne.
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Chure Range - A low range of hills, 2.000 to 4,000 feet in height, stretching
from east to west across the Tarai. Called by geologsts the Siwalik
Hills.
Dharma kbchahari - A high-level anti-corruption court of justice established by Jung Bahadur Rana to scrutinize all complaints and
evidence of bribery or injustice. In theory it had jurisdiction even
over the Prime Mnister himself.
Dharmadhikar - The supreme arbiter in cases involving the infringement
of the laws of caste
Dittha - Chief Justice
Guru - A religious teacher
Hulak - Mail, official mail
ljara - A contract held by an individual to collect revenue on behalf of the
state.
lj'aradar - The holder of an Ijara. or revenue collection contract.
Jagir - Land assigned to a government employee in place of a cash salary.
Jangi Bandobast Adda - A government office established by Prime
Minister Chandra Shamsher to monitor the work of all rnilitaq
offices in Nepal.
Jimidar - A priv te individual sening on behalf ofthe state as a tax collector
in a Tarai cillage.
Jyapu - Newar farmers of Kathmandu Valley. consideredby many to be the
most skillful farmers of Nepal.
Kmjiraj - A Nepalese doctor using traditional medicines.
Khukuri - A cumed steel knife commonly used by the Hill peoples of Nepal
both for work and for fighting.
Kitapi Suwal- The set of instructions Prime Minister Chandra Shamsher
Rana issued in 1908to define the processes he espected government
officials to follow in the conduct of official business.
K6t - Formerly the army headquarters in Kathmandu. located near the
present Kathmandu police office.
klurnari Cho~vk- Formerlv the Audit Office for all government accounts.
Lagar Pharlr - Land records office.
Lal hlohar - The red seal applied to documents by the King of Nepal to
validate them: hence any Royal document bearing this seal.
Limbu - An ethnic group found malnly east of the Arun fiver in East Nepal.
Together with the Rai. the Limbus form the Kiranti. one of the
largest ethnic groups in Nepal. Traditionally. Limbu lands were
communal lands. not alienable.
Alaharajodhiroj - One of the official titles of the King of Nepal.
dfauja - A revenue unit in the Nepal T m r . the smallest revenue unit.
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Mela - A fair, often a fair held on some religious occasion.
Mohar - A coin equal in value to half a rupee.
Mukhiya - A village headman.
Mukhtiyur - Literally, an agent; in Nepal, the agent of the King.
Mulki BandobastAdda - An ofice established by Prime Minister Chandra
Shamsher to monitor the work of all civil offices in the Nepalese
administration.
MulukiAdda -The M i c e ofDomestic Affairs in the central administration
of the Nepalese government.
Muluki Ain - The name popularly given to the code of law published during
the reign of King Surendra Bikram by Prime Minister Jung Bahadur
Rim.
Muluki Smval - The administrative code published in January, 19 18, by
Prime Minister Chandra Shamsher Rana to govern the Nepalese
administration.
Nana Saheb -The adopted son of the last Peshwa. Baji Rao 11. He lived with
the exiled Peshwa at Bithur near Cawnpore. When the Peshwa died
in 1853, Lord Dalhousie refused to transfer to him the Peshwa's
princely allowance. The Nana then became bitterly anti-British.
Naravan Hiti -Originally the home ofRanoddip Shamsher. Later it became
the home of the h n g of Nepal.
NavaA.luluk- The territories in the western Tarai restored to Nepal in 1860
in reward for assisting the British at the time of the Sepoy Mutiny.
Nepal Prnja Panchavat - The "Nepal People's Council," an early, Kathmandu-based political party that was severely suppressed by Prime
Minister Mohun Shamsher Rana in October. 1948.
Pajani - The annual re-appointment of public officers. The occasion of
transfers. promotions. dismissals as well as re-appointment.
Prachandn Gorkha - "Resurgent Gorkha." a minor anti-Rana conspiracy
of 1931. The members of this group were rounded up before they
could inflict any damage on the Rana regime.
Praja Parishad - "People's Council." a secret political organization in
Kathmandu. The nucleus of this party was established in 1935. At
the first general election of officers.-held in 1940. Tanka Prasad
Acharya was chosen president of the party.
Raikar - Lands on which the state collects taxes from indi~iduallandholders, traditionally regarded as state-owned lands.
Raj Guru -The royal preceptor: the religious teacher of the King of Nepal.
Raj Sabha - The assembly of nobles who advised the Chief Minister or the
Prime Minister of Nepal on important matters.
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Rahm - An obligation imposed on tenants to supply specdied commodities
or labor services.
R&m BandobostAdda - An office establishedby Prime Minister Chandra
Shamsher Rana to investigate and report on the hfferent sources of
government revenue and to assign monopolies.
Sara/ Khana - Government office for exchanging Indian rupees for
Nepalese rupees.
Sordar - A high ranking officer of the state, either military or civil.
Sati - The self-immolation of a widow on the funeral pyre of her deceased
husband.
Sotyagraha -Passive resistance, the application of soul-forcebased on truth
and non-violence for the removal Oof a social or political grievance.
Shmtrm - Sacred Hindu scriptures.
Siwalik Hills - A low range of hills, 2,000 to 4,000 feet in height, stretching
from east to west across the Tarai.
Subbha -A civilian who held the tax collection contract for a whole revenue
district. He exercised the highest authority in the district.
?%aptali- A locality in Kathmandu where Jung Bahadur built his
residence, hence Jung Bahadur's residence.
Ti@a- A letter authorizing a Jagir holder to collect the tax h m his Jagir

lands.
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